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Introduction

What is ergodic theory?

Ergodic theory is the theory of dynamical systems, i.e., of measure preserving
actions of groups or monoids on probability spaces. Such systems often occur
in models of real-world phenomena. But also in theoretical mathematics,
dynamical systems have a wide range of applications.

In this course, we will introduce the basics of ergodic theory. We will then
focus on group-theoretic properties and applications. Depending on the back-
ground and the interests of the audience, we might also discuss applications
in geometric topology.

For additional excitement, we will aim at implementing a suitable fragment
of the theory in a proof assistant (and thereby providing computer-verified
proofs). Such tools are also used in the formalisation and verification of soft-
ware systems.

Why ergodic theory?

Classical applications of ergodic theory include the following:

Algebra and number theory

• ubiquity of normal real numbers

• distributions of digits in certain sequences of natural numbers

• existence of arbitrarily long arithmetic sequences in sets of integers of
positive density
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• computation of rank gradients of groups

• computation of Betti number gradients of groups

• . . .

Geometry and topology

• rigidity and structure of lattices in Lie groups

• approximation properties of simplicial volume

• . . .

We will now describe a selection of such applications/problems in more
detail (giving preference to applications that can be formulated without in-
troducing a lot of terminology):

Questions (distribution of digits). We are used to express natural/real num-
bers via their decimal expansion. This already leads to many interesting ques-
tions, e.g.:

• What can be said about the frequency of occurrences of blocks of digits
in “generic” real numbers?

• What can be said about the frequency of occurrences of blocks of digits
in specific real numbers? E.g., what happens for π ?

• What can be said about the distribution of the first digit in the sequence
of powers of 2 ?

All these questions can be reformulated in terms of ergodic theory and invari-
ants of suitable dynamical systems. The first and the third of these questions
can be answered in this way. However, the second question is an open problem
for π.

Interactive tool. The second and the third question on distribution of digits
can be tested experimentally. A simple implementation can be found at:

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/2104/Digits.hs

This implementation is written in Haskell and the program can be run in-
teractively in ghci; but, of course, you can just write such a program in your
favourite programming language.

For instance, Figure 0.1 shows the distributions for the first digit of the
decimal expansions of the first n powers of 2; they do not seem to be equidis-
tributed! In contrast, the digits of π seem to be equidistributed.
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n 10 100 1000 10000

digit 1: 0.3 0.30 0.301 0.3010
digit 2: 0.2 0.17 0.176 0.1761
digit 3: 0.1 0.13 0.125 0.1249
digit 4: 0.1 0.10 0.097 0.0970
digit 5: 0.1 0.07 0.079 0.0791
digit 6: 0.1 0.07 0.069 0.0670
digit 7: 0.0 0.06 0.056 0.0579
digit 8: 0.1 0.05 0.052 0.0512
digit 9: 0.0 0.05 0.045 0.0458

Figure 0.1.: Distributions of the first digit of the decimal expansions of the
first n powers of 2.

Questions (arithmetic sequences in sets of integers of positive density). A sub-
set A ⊂ N has positive upper density, if

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣A ∩ {0, . . . , n}
∣∣

n
> 0,

i.e., sets of positive upper density cannot be too “sparse”.

• Do sets of positive upper density always have some structure lurking in
the background?

• More specifically: Does every set of positive upper density contain ar-
bitrarily long arithmetic progressions?

Again, these problems can be translated into ergodic theory and can be solved
there.

Questions (computation of rank gradients). The rank d(Γ) of a finitely gen-
erated group Γ is the minimal size of a generating set of Γ. In general, this
invariant has bad inheritance properties and is hard to compute. As in many
other situations in group theory, it is better to consider the corresponding
gradient invariant: The rank gradient rg(Γ) of a finitely generated group Γ is
defined as

rg(Γ) := inf
Λ∈SF(Γ)

d(Λ)− 1

[Γ : Λ]

where SF(Γ) is the set of all finite index subgroups of Γ. The “−1” correc-
tion term is inspired by the Nielsen-Schreier theorem for free groups (Corol-
lary AT.5.3.13).

Similarly, one can define rank gradients rg(Γ,Γ∗) for every descending
chain Γ∗ of finite index (normal) subgroups of Γ (with trivial intersection).

The following questions emerge:
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• (How) Can we compute rank gradients in concrete examples?

• (How) Do rank gradients of chains depend on the chosen chain?

We will see that rank gradients can be expressed in terms invariants of
suitable dynamical systems and that ergodic theory can give partial answers
to these questions. It should be noted that the second question for so-called
residual chains in residually finite groups is a long-standing open problem.

Similarly, ergodic theory can help to study Betti number gradients of
groups and spaces as well as integral approximation properties of simplicial
volume.

Why proof assistants?

Proofs are a key component in mathematical theories and the formal objective
proof concept distinguishes Mathematics from most other sciences.

• What is important about proofs? Correctness!

• What is interesting about proofs? The underlying ideas and the un-
derstanding of why it works – and thus if/how it can be adapted or
generalised to other situations/problems.

Sadly enough, many human-language proofs contain oversights, inaccura-
cies, gaps, or serious mistakes; fortunately, often these problems can be fixed,
but it would be advantageous, if correctness would not be a time-consuming
issue for the reader. Proof assistants address this problem:

Proof assistants allow the formalisation of mathematical theories (i.e., def-
initions, theorems, proofs, . . . ) in a rigorous, computer-verifiable way. Proofs
implemented in a proof assistant have a computer-verified guarantee for cor-
rectness.

In Computer Science, proof assistants are for instance used to verify prop-
erties of protocols or properties of implementations. In these cases, usually
only the existence of a proof is relevant, but the inner workings of a proof
are not essential.

In contrast, in Mathematics, we want to have human-readable proofs as
well as a human-accessible structure of arguments and the underlying ideas.
Therefore, in this situation, additional care has to be taken when choosing
a proof assistant and when implementing concepts and proofs in a proof
assistant.

Formalisation of Mathematics in a proof assistant first requires a general
understanding of formalisation of Mathematics (e.g., logic, set theory (or
suitable replacements thereof), . . . ). A pitfall of implementations in proof
assistants is that we have to keep an eye on the foundations (and axioms)
underlying the proof assistant, i.e., that the implementation has the intended
mathematical semantics. During this course, we will not focus on this delicate
issue.
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Overview of this Course

We will start with the basics of ergodic theory, i.e., with the introduction
of measure preserving actions and prototypical examples of such actions. We
will then proceed with ergodicity and mixing properties; in particular, we will
discuss a selection of the so-called ergodic theorems and consider applications
to decimal representations. As a next step, we will study orbit equivalence
of dynamical systems, suitable orbit equivalence invariants, and applications
to group theory and topology. Finally, we will investigate the amenability
property of groups from the dynamical point of view.

In parallel, we will learn how to work with the proof assistant Isabelle [93]
and the Isar language [120, 119]. This will include a very brief introduction
to formalisation of Mathematics.

All participants should have a firm background in Analysis I/II (in partic-
ular, basic point set topology), in Linear Algebra I/II, in basic group theory
(as covered in the lectures on algebra), and in probability theory (as covered
in the lectures on probability theory). Knowledge on algebraic topology (as
in the course in WS 18/19) or group cohomology (as in the course in SS 19)
is not necessary, but might allow us to treat more interesting applications.

Study note (quick checks). The quick checks in these lecture notes have feed-
back integrated into the pdf file. This feature is based on PDF layers (not on
JavaScript) and is supported by many PDF viewers, such as Acrobat Reader,
Evince, Foxit Reader, Okular, . . . . Let’s test whether it works: Did you press
the “No” button?

Yes No No, either way, you did not do what you said you did.
Of course, you should only look at the hints or answers after you thought

about the problem yourself; because you never know what you might unleash

by prematurely clicking on a button . GROAAARR!
Moreover, also other interactive material will be provided in GRIPS and

on the course homepage:

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/

Study note (lecture notes). At least at the beginning of the semester, this
course will be taught remotely, based on

• guided self-study of these lecture notes,

• interactive question sessions (video conferences and written forums),

• remote exercise sessions (with online submission and tutorials).

The details of this procedure are outlined in

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/org.pdf
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The lecture notes document the progress of the course, the topics covered
in the course as well as some additional optional material.

This course will only treat the very beginning of this vast subject. It is
therefore recommended to consult other sources (books and research articles!)
for further information on this field.

References of the form “Satz I.6.4.11”, “Satz II.2.4.33”, “Satz III.2.2.25”,
“Satz IV.2.2.4”, or “Corollary AT.1.3.25” point to the corresponding loca-
tions in the lecture notes for Linear Algebra I/II, Algebra, Commutative
Algebra, Algebraic Topology in previuos semesters:

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/linalg1 ws1617/lecture notes.pdf

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/linalg2 ss17/lecture notes.pdf

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/algebra ws1718/lecture notes.pdf

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/calgebra ss18/lecture notes.pdf

• http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/topologie1 ws1819/lecture notes.pdf

Literature exercise. Where in the math library (including electronic re-
sources) can you find books on ergodic theory and group theory?

Convention. The set N of natural numbers contains 0. All rings are unital
and associative (but very often not commutative). We write RMod for the
category of left R-modules.
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Dynamical systems

Dynamical systems are measure preserving actions of groups on (probabil-
ity) measure spaces. We introduce the basic setup and spend some time on
constructing prototypical examples of dynamical systems.

Key questions about dynamical systems are:

• How can we describe their long-term behaviour?

• How can we compare and classify different dynamical systems?

In this chapter, we will consider one example of long-term behaviour (recur-
rence) and we will introduce several notions of comparison between dynami-
cal systems and groups: conjugacy, weak containment, orbit equivalence, and
measure equivalence. These topics will then be investigated more thoroughly
in subsequent chapters.

Overview of this chapter.

1.1 Dynamical systems 8
1.2 Standard examples 10
1.3 Recurrence 29
1.4 Conjugacy and weak containment 35
1.5 Orbit equivalence and measure equivalence 42

Running example. rotations/shifts on a circle, coset actions, Bernoulli shifts

Study note. Before starting with this chapter it might be helpful to first
recall basic notions from measure theory (Appendix A.1).
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1.1 Dynamical systems

In the classical theory, dynamical systems are induced by a single measure
preserving transformation. As we will be interested in applications to groups
and geometry, we will introduce the more general setup of measure preserving
actions (by groups or monoids); in order to simplify some matters, we will
usually restrict attention to actions by countable groups.

Definition 1.1.1 (measure preserving map).

• A measurable map f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) between measure spaces is mea-
sure preserving if f∗µ = ν, i.e, if

µ
(
f−1(A)

)
= ν(A)

holds for all measurable subsets A ⊂ Y .

• The category of measure spaces and measure preserving maps is de-
noted by Measp. The category of probability spaces and measure pre-
serving maps is denoted by PMeasp.

Quick check 1.1.2 (measure preserving maps). These questions concern Defi-
nition 1.1.1. Let f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) be a measurable map between measure
spaces.

1. Is f measure preserving if and only if ν
(
f(A)

)
= µ(A) holds for all

measurable subsets A ⊂ X ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. There are several issues: Images
of measurable sets are not necessarily measurable; and even if they are,
the measures of sets behave differently under images and preimages

(can you find an example? We will see one in Example 1.2.6). Hide

2. What is the answer to the previous question if f is an isomorphism
in Measp ?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. One only needs to apply the

definition to the inverse map. Hide

Definition 1.1.3 (measure preserving action). A measure preserving action is
a group action in the category Measp by a countable group. More explicitly
(check!): A measure preserving action Γ y (X,µ) by a countable group Γ on
a measure space (X,µ) is a map · : Γ×X −→ X with the following properties:

• For each γ ∈ Γ, the map X −→ X, x 7−→ γ · x is measure preserving.

• For each x ∈ X, we have e · x = x, where e is the neutral element of Γ.
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• For all x ∈ X and all γ, η ∈ Γ, we have γ · (η · x) = (γ · η) · x.

In a probability measure preserving action, the underlying measure space
is a probability space (i.e., a measure space with total measure 1).

In the same way, one can also define (probability) measure preserving
actions by monoids instead of groups.

In Chapter 1.2, we will meet a collection of prototypical examples of dy-
namical systems. The classical case of a single measure preserving transfor-
mation leads to group/monoid actions as follows:

Remark 1.1.4 (measure preserving actions from a single measure preserving
map). Let (X,µ) be a measure space and let f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) be a mea-
sure preserving map. Then (check!):

1. If f is an isomorphism in Measp, then

Z×X −→ X

(n, x) 7−→ fn(x)

defines a measure preserving action of Z on (X,µ).

2. More generally,

N×X −→ X

(n, x) 7−→ fn(x)

always defines a measure preserving action of the monoid N on (X,µ),
even if f is not an isomorphism.

Notions from classical group actions can be translated into this measured
context. Sometimes it is convenient to ignore sets of measure zero.

Remark 1.1.5 (orbit, stabiliser). Let us recall the notion of orbit and stabiliser:
Let Γ y X be a group action on a set X and let x ∈ X.

• The orbit of x with respect to this action is Γ ·x := {γ ·x | γ ∈ Γ} ⊂ X.

• The stabiliser of x with respect to this action is the subgroup defined
by Γx := {γ ∈ Γ | γ · x = x} ⊂ Γ.

Definition 1.1.6 (essentially free). A measure preserving action Γ y (X,µ) is
essentially free if it is free almost everywhere, i.e., if {x ∈ X | Γx 6∼= 1} is a
µ-null set (Definition A.1.6).

Remark 1.1.7 (the non-free locus). Let X be a Hausdorff second countable
topological space, let µ be a measure on the Borel σ-algebra of X, and let
Γ y (X,µ) be a measure preserving action. Then the set A := {x ∈ X | Γx 6∼=
1}. is measurable and Γ ·A = A (Exercise).
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Remark 1.1.8 (standard action). A measure preserving action is a standard
action if the underlying measurable space is a standard Borel space (Defini-
tion A.1.4): A standard Borel space is a measurable space that is isomorphic
(as a measurable space) to a Polish space with its Borel σ-algebra. A Polish
space is a topological space that is completely metrisable (i.e., its topology
can be induced by a complete metric) and separable (i.e., it contains a count-
able dense subset). It turns out that standard Borel spaces form a convenient
category for doing measure theory (Appendix A.1.6). For example, if X is
a standard Borel space and if µ is an atom-free probability measure on X
(i.e., no point in X has positive measure), then the measure space (X,µ) is
isomorphic to [0, 1] with the Lebesgue measure (!).

Many dynamical systems that naturally occur in applications have an
atom-free standard Borel proability space as underlying measure space; this
means that all interesting information is contained in the action. Moreover,
in many applications it is more convenient to keep the domain specific de-
scription of the underlying probability space instead of translating everything
into an action on [0, 1].

1.2 Standard examples

We will now collect a list of examples of dynamical systems that will accom-
pany us for the rest of this course.

1.2.1 Rotations and shifts on the circle

We begin with two types of actions on the circle: rotations and digit shifts.

Notation 1.2.1 (the circle). The circle can be constructed as the quotient
group/space

S1 := R/Z = R/(∀x∈R x ∼ x+ 1),

where R carries the standard topology and S1 carries the quotient topology.
We view S1 as a measure space via the Borel σ-algebra with respect to

the topology above; moreover, we consider the Lebesgue measure λ on S1,
i.e., the push-forward of the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1) ⊂ R via the map

[0, 1) −→ S1

x 7−→ [x] = x+ Z.

This measure is a probability measure on S1.
We will also use the interval notation for subsets of S1: If a, b ∈ R, then

we write [a, b]S1 :=
{

[x]
∣∣ x ∈ [a, b] ⊂ R

}
⊂ S1. Similarly, we also denote

open or half-open intervals in S1.
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Quick check 1.2.2 (the Lebesgue measure on the circle). Compute the Lebesgue
measure of the following subsets of S1:

[0, 1/2)S1 , [3/4, 5/4]S1 , [1/2, 2019]S1 , {[1/2019]}

Compare the results 1/2, 1/2, 1, 0

Quick check 1.2.3 (circle vs. interval).

1. Show that the map [0, 1) −→ S1, x 7−→ [x] induces an isomor-
phism ([0, 1), λ) −→ (S1, λ) of measure spaces.

Hint Check that the inverse preserves measures of intervals.

2. Does there exist a homeomorphism [0, 1) −→ S1 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Only one of the spaces is com-

pact. Hide

3. Does there exist a homeomorphism [0, 1] −→ S1 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. One can use tools from alge-
braic topology (fundamental group or homology) or compare connect-

edness after removing 1/2 from [0, 1]. Hide

Remark 1.2.4 (recognising the Lebesgue measure on the circle). The set A :=
{[a, b]S1 | a, b ∈ [0, 1), a < b} is a π-system (i.e., a non-empty set of subsets
that is closed under finite intersections) that generates the Borel σ-algebra
on S1 (check!). Therefore: If µ is a measure on the Borel σ-algebra of S1 that
coincides on A with λ, i.e., that satisfies

µ
(
[a, b]S1

)
= b− a = λ

(
[a, b]S1

)

for all a, b ∈ [0, 1) with a < b, then (by the uniquess of measures on π-systems;
Proposition A.1.9) we already know that µ = λ.

Example 1.2.5 (rotations on the circle). Let α ∈ R and let

f : S1 −→ S1

[x] 7−→ [α+ x].

This map is well-defined and measurable (check!). Moreover, f is also measure
preserving: In view of Remark 1.2.4, we only need to check subsets of the
form [a, b]S1 ⊂ S1 with a, b ∈ [0, 1) and a < b. By definition, we have

f∗λ
(
[a, b]S1

)
= λ

(
f−1([a, b]S1

)
= λ

(
[a− α, b− α]S1

)

= λ
(
[a, b]S1

)
. (check!)

Thus, we obtain a measure preserving action Rα : Z y (S1, λ) via Re-
mark 1.1.4, the rotation action about α. This action is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1.: The rotation action on the circle: Fragments of an orbit of a point
and of an interval.

Example 1.2.6 (digit shift on the circle). Let d ∈ N and let

f : S1 −→ S1

[x] 7−→ [d · x].

This map is well-defined and measurable (check!). Moreover, if d > 0, then f
is also measure preserving. This might look counterintuitive as f is “stretch-
ing” intervals; however, one should keep in mind that the property of being
measure preserving is about preimages and that f is not injective (when-
ever d > 1). Again, we use Remark 1.2.4. Let a, b ∈ [0, 1) and a < b. Then

f−1
(
[a, b]S1

)
=

d−1⋃

j=0

[ j
d

+
a

d
,
j

d
+
b

d

]
;

all the intervals are written in the representation by elements in [0, 1) and
these intervals are pairwise disjoint. Therefore,

f∗λ
(
[a, b]S1

)
= λ

(
f−1([a, b]S1)

)
= λ

(d−1⋃

j=0

[ j
d

+
a

d
,
j

d
+
b

d

])

=

n∑

j=0

λ
([ j
d

+
a

d
,
j

d
+
b

d

])
= b− a

= λ
(
[a, b]S1

)
. ( fill in the calculation )

Hence, f∗λ = λ.

Thus, via Remark 1.1.4 we obtain a measure preserving action Dd : N y
(S1, λ), the digit shift action at base d. This action is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
Because for d > 1 the map f is not an isomorphism in Measp (as f is not
injective), we will not get a Z-action in this way.
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Figure 1.2.: The digit shift action at base 2 on the circle: An interval, the
interval and its image, and the interval and its preimage.

Why do we call this action the “digit shift”? If we take d = 10 and x ∈ R,
then f([x]) = [d · x] is the same as shifting the decimal expansion of the
fractional part of x one digit to the left (and forgetting the leading digit
before the decimal dot).

Interactive tool 1.2.7. Try out the following interactive tool to get a good
intuition for these dynamical systems: http://dynsys.wuisch.org/

We now look at the stabiliser groups and orbits of rotation and digit shift
actions on the circle.

Quick check 1.2.8. Which property do you expect to play a role in this
problem?

Hint This smells of (ir)rationality . . .

Proposition 1.2.9 (essential freeness of rotations and shifts). Let z ∈ S1, let
α ∈ R, and let d ∈ N>1. Then:

1. The stabiliser group of z with respect to the rotation action by α is
trivial if and only if α is irrational. In particular, Rα is essentially free
if and only if α is irrational.

2. The (monoidal) orbit of z with respect to the digit shift action at base d
is finite if and only if one (whence every) representative of z is rational.

Study note. The proof is straightforward. It is a good exercise to first try it
on your own and to only start looking at the following proof if you get stuck
or confused.

Proof. In the first part of the proof, “·” will refer to the rotation action Rα;
in the second part to the digit shift action Dd. Let x ∈ R representing z, i.e.,
z = [x] ∈ S1.

Ad 1. We will prove the contrapositions:
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• First, let α be rational; i.e., there exist n,m ∈ Z with m 6= 0 such that
α = n/m. Then

m · z = m · [x] = [m · α+ x] = [n+ x] = [x] = z.

Hence, m is a non-trivial element of the stabiliser group of z.

Moreover, the relation between orbits and stabiliser groups shows that
the orbit of z is finite in this case.

• Conversely, let the stabiliser group of z be non-trivial. Then there is
an m ∈ Z \ {0} with m · z = z. Hence,

[x] = z = m · z = [m · α+ x]

and so m · α ∈ Z. Therefore, α is rational.

Ad 2. The N-orbit of z is N · z = {k · z | k ∈ N} ⊂ S1.

• Let x be rational, say x = n/m with n,m ∈ Z and m 6= 0. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that m > 0 (otherwise, we change
the sign of n). Then the N-orbit of z is

N · z =
{

[dk · x]
∣∣ k ∈ N

}
=
{[dk · n

m

] ∣∣∣ k ∈ N
}

⊂
{[ j
m

] ∣∣∣ j ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}
}
.

In particular, N · z is finite.

• Conversely, let the N-orbit of z be finite. Because N is infinite, there
hence exist m, k ∈ N with k < m and m · z = k · z. Thus,

[dm · x] = m · z = k · z = [dk · x]

and so dm · x− dk · x ∈ Z. Solving for x, shows that x is rational.

The digit shift actions and rotations on the circle will play an important
role in applications to decimal representations (Chapter 2.2.4); for instance,
they help to solve problems of the following type:

• What can be said about the frequency of digits in most real numbers?

• What can be said about the density of different digits as leading digits
of powers of 2 ?
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1.2.2 Coset translations

The rotation action on the circle can also be viewed as an instance of the
coset translation construction. For simplicity, we start with the discrete, finite
index, case:

Example 1.2.10 (coset translation, discrete case). Let Γ be a countable group
and let Λ ⊂ Γ be a subgroup. Then the multiplication on Γ induces a well-
defined (left translation) action

Γ× Γ/Λ −→ Γ/Λ

(g, h · Λ) 7−→ (g · h) · Λ.

With respect to the counting measure on Γ/Λ, this is a measure preserving
action of Γ on Γ/Λ, the left translation action.

If Λ has finite index in Γ, then the normalised counting measure on Γ/Λ
is a probability measure.

Quick check 1.2.11 (orbit and stabilisers of coset actions). Let Γ be a count-
able group, let Λ ⊂ Γ be a subgroup, and let x ∈ Γ/Λ.

1. What is the Γ-orbit of x with respect to the left translation action?

Compare the result It is Γ/Λ.

2. What is the stabiliser Γx with respect to the left translation action?

Compare the result It is g · Λ · g−1 if g · Λ = x.

The counting measure on a countable group is a special case of a Haar
measure on a topological group. We will now explain the topological setup in
more detail.

Definition 1.2.12 (topological group). A topological group is a group G to-
gether with a topology such that the multiplication map G × G −→ G and
the inversion map G −→ G are continuous (where G×G carries the product
topology). For convenience, we also add the condition that G is Hausdorff.

In many cases, compactness is a suitable topological replacement of finite-
ness. One therefore introduces the following notion:

Definition 1.2.13 (cocompact lattice). Let G be a topological group. A sub-
group Λ ⊂ G is a cocompact lattice if Λ is a discrete subset of G and if the
coset space G/Λ (with the quotient topology) is compact. Cocompact lattices
are also called uniform lattices.

Example 1.2.14 (the integer lattice). The real line R is a locally compact
second countable topological group with respect to addition. Then Z ⊂ R is
a cocompact lattice (check!).
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Example 1.2.15 (the Heisenberg group). We consider the integral and the real
Heisenberg group (which both are subgroups of SL(3,R)):

HZ :=








1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1



∣∣∣∣∣∣
x, y, z ∈ Z



 , HR :=








1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1



∣∣∣∣∣∣
x, y, z ∈ R





Then HZ is a cocompact lattice in HR with respect to the topology given by
convergence of all matrix coefficients (Exercise).

In order to define a measure on the coset space and a measured notion of
finite index subgroups, we first need to introduce the notion of Haar measure.

Definition 1.2.16 (Haar measure). Let G be a topological group (with locally
compact second countable topology, equipped with the Borel σ-algebra). A
Haar measure on G is a measure µ on G with the following properties:

• The measure µ is left invariant: For all measurable sets A ⊂ G and
all g ∈ G, we have

µ(g ·A) = µ(A)

• If K ⊂ G is compact, then µ(K) <∞.

• The measure µ is an outer Radon measure (Definition A.1.8).

Every locally compact second countable topological group admits a Haar
measure and the Haar measure is unique up to scaling [30, Theorem 1.3.5].

Example 1.2.17 (the reals). The Lebesgue measure is a Haar measure on the
additive group R.

Hint Use a uniqueness property of the Lebesgue measure.

Definition 1.2.18 (lattice). Let G be a topological group with a Haar mea-
sure µ. A subgroup Λ ⊂ G is a lattice if the subspace topology on Λ ⊂ G is
discrete and there exists a measurable set D ⊂ G with µ(D) <∞ and

Λ ·D = G.

In view of the uniqueness of Haar measures up to scaling, the property of
being a lattice does not depend on the chosen Haar measure. Moreover, all
lattices are countable (this follows from second countability; Exercise).

Quick check 1.2.19 (discrete groups). Let Γ be a countable group, equipped
with the discrete topology.

1. Show that the counting measure on Γ indeed is a Haar measure on Γ.

Hint What does compactness mean in discrete spaces?

2. How can lattices in Γ be characterised purely algebraically?

Hint A subgroup of Γ is a lattice in Γ if and only if it has finite index.
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Example 1.2.20 (cocompact lattices are lattices). Let G be a locally compact
second countable topological group. If Λ ⊂ G is a cocompact lattice, then Λ
is lattice. This can be seen as follows:

The canonical projection map π : G −→ G/Λ is open (check!). Because G
is locally compact, each g ∈ G has a compact neighbourhood Ug ⊂ G. As
π is open, π(Ug) ⊂ G/Λ has non-empty interior. Because G/Λ is compact,
there exists a finite set F ⊂ G with

⋃
g∈F π(Ug) = G/Λ. We then consider

D :=
⋃

g∈F
U−1
g .

By construction, D is measurable and Λ ·D = (D−1 ·Λ−1)−1 = G. Moreover,
µ(D) ≤ ∑g∈F µ(U−1

g ) is finite (the right-hand side is a finite sum of finite

numbers, because each U−1
g is compact).

In the discrete case, we equipped the coset spaces with the counting mea-
sure. In the topological case, we use a push-forward of the Haar measure:

Proposition 1.2.21 (invariant measures on coset spaces). Let G be a locally
compact second countable topological group with Haar measure µ; moreover,
let µ be also right invariant (i.e., G is a so-called unimodular group). Let
Λ ⊂ G be a lattice. Then µ induces a canonical finite measure ν on G/Λ that
is invariant with respect to the left translation action of G on G/Λ; here,
G/Λ is equipped with the Borel σ-algebra of the quotient topology.

Proof. The construction is based on measurable fundamental domains; the
verification of the desired properties is a straightforward computation. Let
D ⊂ X be a measurable fundamental domain for the right translation action
by Λ on G, i.e., D is a measurable set with

∀x∈X |x · Λ ∩D| = 1;

such a measurable fundamental domain always exists (Exercise). Because Λ
is a lattice in G, we know that µ(D) <∞ (check!). We then define ν on G/Λ
as follows: For each measurable subset A ⊂ G/Λ, we set

ν(A) := µ
(
π−1(A) ∩D

)
,

where π : G −→ G/Λ is the canonical projection. A straightforward compu-
tation now shows that ν indeed is a measure on G/Λ (check!) with

ν(G/Λ) = µ(D) <∞.

Moreover, using dissections and reassembly of measurable fundamental do-
mains and the fact that µ is right invariant, we see that ν does not depend on
the choice of a measurable fundamental domain (which makes the measure ν
canonical): Let E ⊂ G be a measurable fundamental domain for the right
Λ-translation action. Then, for all measurable subsets A ⊂ G/Λ, we have
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µ
(
π−1(A) ∩ E

)
= µ

(
π−1(A) ∩ E ∩

⋃

λ∈Λ

D · λ
)

(D is a measurable fundamental domain)

=
∑

λ∈Λ

µ
(
π−1(A) ∩ E ∩D · λ

)
(D is a measurable fundamental domain)

=
∑

λ∈Λ

µ
(
π−1(A) · λ−1 ∩ E · λ−1 ∩D

)
(right invariance of µ)

=
∑

λ∈Λ

µ
(
π−1(A) ∩ E · λ−1 ∩D

)
(definition of π)

= µ

(
π−1(A) ∩

⋃

λ∈Λ

E · λ−1 ∩D
))

(E is a measurable fundamental domain)

= µ
(
π−1(A) ∩D

)
. (E is a measurable fundamental domain)

It remains to show that ν is left G-invariant: Let A ⊂ G/Λ be a measurable
subset and let g ∈ G. Then

ν(g ·A) = µ
(
π−1(g ·A) ∩D

)
= µ

(
(g · π−1(A)) ∩D

)
(by construction)

= µ
(
g · (π−1(A) ∩ g−1 ·D)

)
(computation)

= µ
(
π−1(A) ∩ g−1 ·D

)
(left invariance of µ)

= ν(A). ( Why? g−1 ·D is a measurable right Λ fundamental domain)

Thus, ν has the claimed properties.

Example 1.2.22 (coset translation, general case). Let G be a locally compact
second countable topological group with (left and right invariant) Haar mea-
sure µ, let Λ ⊂ G be a lattice, let ν be the left invariant measure on G/Λ
induced by µ (Proposition 1.2.21), and let Γ ⊂ G be a countable subgroup.

Then the left translation action

Γ×G/Λ −→ G/Λ

(g, h · Λ) 7−→ (g · h) · Λ

is well-defined and continuous (this follows from the continuity of the mul-
tiplication on G and the definition of the quotient topology); in particular,
this is a measurable action. Moreover, because the measure ν is left invariant
for all of G, this action is measure preserving with respect to ν.

Example 1.2.23 (the circle, again). Let α ∈ R. If we apply the construction
from Example 1.2.22 to the lattice Z ⊂ R (Example 1.2.14, Example 1.2.17)
and the countable subgroup α · Z ⊂ R, then we end up with the rotation
action Rα : Z y (S1, λ) on the circle.

Details The half-open interval [0, 1) is a measurable fundamental domain
for the (right) Z-addition on R. Now we just need to apply the construction
step by step.
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Outlook 1.2.24 (more lattices). Why should one be interested in lattices?
Lattices occur naturally in algebraic groups and geometry:

• Let n ∈ N. Then SL(n,R) is a topological group with respect to the
topology given by convergence of all matrix coefficients. It can be shown
that SL(n,Z) is a lattice in SL(n,R), which is non-uniform if n ≥ 2 [122,
Example 1.3.7, Theorem 1.3.9, proof of Corollary 5.1.17, Chapter 7].

• Let M be a Riemannian manifold without boundary. We endow the
universal covering manifold M̃ with the Riemannian metric obtained
by the pull-back of the Riemannian metric along the universal covering
map M̃ −→M .

Then the deck transformation action of the fundamental group π1(M)

on M̃ is free and isometric; thus, π1(M) can be viewed as a subgroup

of the isometry group G := Isom(M̃) (which is a topological group
with respect to the compact-open topology). One can show that the
following holds [104, Theorem 2.35][84, Lemma 4.2]:

– If M is complete and has finite volume, then π1(M) is a lattice
in G.

– If M is compact, then π1(M) is a cocompact lattice in G.

1.2.3 Diagonal actions

Via products, we can combine dynamical systems:

Example 1.2.25 (diagonal action). Let (Γ y (Xi, µi))i∈I be a family of prob-
ability measure preserving actions by Γ and let (X,µ) :=

∏
i∈I(Xi, µi) be the

product measure space (Theorem A.1.13). Then the diagonal action

Γ×X −→ X
(
γ, (xi)i∈I

)
7−→ (γ · xi)i∈I

is probability measure preserving.

Details One needs a recognition theorem for the product measure, e.g., in
terms of the factor measures or in terms of cylinder sets.

Similarly, one can handle finite products of (σ-finite) measure preserving
actions (but infinite products can be delicate).

Example 1.2.26 (a dynamical system on the 2-torus). Let α, β ∈ R. We can
then consider the diagonal action

Rα ×Rβ : Z y S1 × S1
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Figure 1.3.: Viewing the torus (only the surface!) as the unit square with
glued edges, as indicated by the arrows.

α = 2/5, β = 1/2 α irrational, β = 0 α, β, and α/β irrational

Figure 1.4.: Orbits of diagonal actions on the torus, schematically.

associated with the rotation actions Rα and Rβ (Example 1.2.5). The (topo-
logical) space S1 × S1 is a 2-dimensional torus (check!) and we can conve-
niently describe the torus as a quotient of the unit square (Figure 1.3).

Example orbits are sketched in Figure 1.4.

Interactive tool 1.2.27 (Z-actions on the 3-torus). In order to get a better
intuition for products of rotation and shift actions on the 3-torus S1×S1×S1,
play Super Blorx 3D: http://superblorx3d.wuisch.org

Quick check 1.2.28 (stabilisers of diagonal actions). Let (Γ y (Xi, µi))i∈I
be a (non-empty) family of probability measure preserving actions, let
Γ y (X,µ) :=

∏
i∈I(Xi, µi) be the associated diagonal action, and let

x := (xi)i∈I ∈ X. How can the stabiliser group of x be expressed in terms of
the stabiliser groups of the components of x?

Compare the result We have Γx =
⋂
i∈I Γxi .

Combining coset translations and diagonal actions leads to the following
construction:

Example 1.2.29 (product of all finite quotients). Let Γ be a group and let
NF(Γ) be the set of all finite index normal subgroups of Γ. For each Λ ∈
NF(Γ), we have the left translation action Γ y Γ/Λ, where Γ/Λ carries
the normalised counting measure (Example 1.2.10). We can then take the
diagonal action
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Γ y
∏

Λ∈NF(Γ)

Γ/Λ

on the product probability space. In Chapter 1.2.4, we will take this con-
struction to the next level.

Quick check 1.2.30 (product of all finite quotients of Z). We perform the con-
struction from Example 1.2.29 for the group Z and thus obtain the diagonal
coset action

Z y
∏

n∈N>0

Z/n

with the product probability measure µ of the normalised counting measures.
Let

A :=
{

(x+ 2Z, x+ 4Z)
∣∣ x ∈ Z

}
×

∏

n∈N>0\{2,4}
Z/n

1. Do we have Z ·A ⊂ A ?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. (By construction.) Hide

2. What is µ(A) ?

Compare the result Counting the “diagonal” elements in Z/2 × Z/4
shows that µ(A) = 4 · 1/(2 · 4) = 1/2.

1.2.4 Profinite completions

Residually finite groups are groups in which the non-triviality of elements
can be detected by test homomorphisms to finite groups:

Definition 1.2.31 (residually finite group). A group Γ is residually finite, if the
following holds: For each γ ∈ Γ with γ 6= e, there exists a finite group F and
a group homomorphism ϕ : Γ −→ F with

ϕ(γ) 6= e.

Example 1.2.32 (residually finite groups).

• All finite groups are residually finite.

Why? For every element, we can take the identity map of the finite
group as test homomorphism.

• The additive group Z is residually finite.

Why? For n ∈ Z \ {0}, we can take the reduction modulo |n|+ 1.

• The group SL(2,Z) is residually finite; this can be seen via the canonical
reduction maps to SL(2,Z/n) with n ∈ N>0 (check!).
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• Clearly, subgroups of residually finite groups are residually finite.

• Free groups are residually finite. For finitely generated free groups, this
can be seen via an embedding into SL(2,Z) [78, Exercise 4.E.26]; the
general case can be deduced from the finitely generated case via a pro-
jection to a suitable finitely generated free factor. Alternatively, there
is also an explicit construction of test homomorphisms [26, p. 7].

• The additive group Q is not residually finite. In fact, Q does not admit
any non-trivial finite quotient groups (check!).

• There exist finitely generated groups that are not residually finite [78,
Exercise 4.E.27].

Equivalently, residually finite groups are exactly those groups that can
be approximated by their finite index subgroups and whose diagonal coset
action on the product of all finite quotients is free:

Proposition 1.2.33 (residual finiteness). Let Γ be a group. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. The group Γ is residually finite.

2. We have
⋂

Λ∈NF(Γ) Λ = {e}.

3. The diagonal map

∆: Γ −→
∏

Λ∈NF(Γ)

Γ/Λ

γ 7−→ (γ · Λ)Λ∈NF(Γ)

is injective.

4. The diagonal action of Γ on the product
∏

Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ (Example 1.2.29)
is free.

Proof. The equivalence of the three properties can be proved by a straight-
forward transformation of the definitions. Therefore, you should first try to
find a proof on your own.

We will abbreviate N :=
⋂

Λ∈NF(Γ) Λ and P :=
∏

Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ.
Ad 1 ⇐⇒ 2. The finite index normal subgroups of Γ are exactly the ker-

nels of group homomorphisms from Γ to finite groups. Therefore, N consists
precisely of those elements γ for which there is no group homomorphism ϕ
from Γ to a finite group with ϕ(γ) 6= e. This shows the equivalence of residual
finiteness of Γ with N = {e}.

Ad 2 ⇐⇒ 3. The product P is a group with respect to componentwise
multiplication on the quotient groups Γ/Λ with Λ ∈ NF(Γ) and ∆: Γ −→ P
is a group homomorphism. By construction, ker ∆ = N . This shows the
equivalence of injectivity of ∆ and triviality of N .
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Ad 3 =⇒ 4. Clearly, the left translation action of the subgroup ∆(Γ) ⊂ P
on P is free. Therefore, the diagonal action of Γ on P is free if and only if
the diagonal homomorphism ∆: Γ −→ P is injective.

Corollary 1.2.34 (residual finiteness via residual chains). Let Γ be a countable
group. Then Γ is residually finite if and only if Γ admits a residual chain,
i.e., if there exists a descending sequence Γ = Γ0 ⊃ Γ1 ⊃ Γ2 ⊃ · · · of finite
index normal subgroups of Γ with

⋂

n∈N
Γn = {e}.

Proof. If Γ admits a residual chain Γ∗, then

{e} ⊂
⋂

Λ∈NF(Γ)

Λ ⊂
⋂

n∈N
Γn = {e},

and so Γ is residually finite (Proposition 1.2.33). This implication does not
use the countability assumption.

For the converse implication, let us suppose that Γ is residually finite.
Because Γ is countable, there exists an enumeration (γn)n∈N of Γ \ {e}. As
Γ is residually finite, for each n ∈ N, there exists a finite group Qn and a
group homomorphism ϕn : Γ −→ Qn with ϕn(γn) 6= {e}. We now inductively
construct a residual chain: We set Γ0 := Γ and

Γn+1 := Γn ∩ kerϕn

for all n ∈ N.
Because the intersection of two finite index (normal) subgroups of Γ again

is a finite index (normal) subgroup of Γ (Exercise), we obtain by induction
that each Γn is a finite index normal subgroup of Γ. Moreover, by construc-
tion, we have Γn ⊃ Γn+1 for all n ∈ N.

It remains to show that
⋂
n∈N Γn = {e}: Let γ ∈ Γ \ {e}. Then, there is

an n ∈ N with γ = γn. By construction,

γ = γn 6∈ kerϕn and Γn+1 ⊂ kerϕn.

Therefore, γ 6∈ ⋂n∈N Γn.

By Proposition 1.2.33, the diagonal coset action of a residually finite group
on the product of all finite quotients is a (canonical) free probability measure
preserving action with respect to the product of the normalised counting
measures on the finite quotients.

We will now construct a canonical “smaller” version of this dynamical
system, using the profinite completion. The exact notion of “small” will be
clarified in terms of so-called ergodicity (Corollary 2.1.21).
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Definition 1.2.35 (profinite completion). Let Γ be a group. Then the profinite
completion of Γ is the inverse limit (in the category of groups)

Γ̂ := lim←−
Λ∈NF(Γ)

Γ/Λ

of the canonical projections. More explicitly, Γ̂ is the subgroup of the product
group

∏
Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ consisting of the set

{
(xΛ · Λ)Λ∈NF(Γ) ∈

∏

Λ∈NF(Γ)

Γ/Λ

∣∣∣∣ ∀Λ1,Λ2∈NF(Γ), Λ2⊂Λ1
xΛ1 · Λ1 = xΛ2 · Λ1

}

of all compatible sequences.

Study note (inverse limit). Recall (or look up) the universal property of in-
verse limits! Do you know another construction that is based on inverse lim-
its?

Example 1.2.36 (additional elements in profinite completions). Let Γ be a
group. Then the universal property of the inverse limit provides us with
a canonical group homomorphism ϕ : Γ −→ Γ̂.

How does this work? For each Λ ∈ NF(Γ), we take the canonical projec-
tion Γ −→ Γ/Λ. These group homomorphisms are compatible with the canon-
ical projections between quotients of nested subgroups. Therefore, by the
universal property of the inverse limit, there exists a corresponding group
homomorphism Γ −→ Γ̂.

In the explicit description, ϕ is given by

ϕ : Γ −→ Γ̂

γ 7−→ (γ · Λ)Λ∈NF(Γ).

In general, this homomorphism ϕ is not surjective: Let us give an explicit
example of an element in Ẑ that does not lie in the image of the canonical
homomorphism Z −→ Ẑ: We first observe that there is a canonical isomor-
phism

ψ : Ẑ = lim←−
n∈N>0

Z/n −→ lim←−
n∈N

Z/n!

of groups induced by the projections, because every finite index subgroup
of Z contains a subgroup of the form n! · Z for some suitable n ∈ N.

On the right-hand side, it is not hard to find an element that does not
lie in the image of ψ ◦ ϕ: For example, we can take the compatible (check!)
sequence

x :=

(n−1∑

j=0

j! + n! · Z
)

n∈N
∈ lim←−
n∈N

Z/n!.

Then x 6∈ im(ψ ◦ ϕ) (and thus ψ−1(x) 6∈ imϕ, as desired).
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Z/(3)

[0]

[1]

[2]

Z/(9)

[0]

[3]

[6]

[1]

[4]

[7]

[2]

[5]

[8]

Z/(27)

[0]
[9]
[18]

proj proj

. . .

. . .

Figure 1.5.: The 3-adic integers as (infinite, directed) paths in the 4-regular
rooted tree; at each level, there are exactly p choices available.
Purple: the path to the 3-adic integer 1 + 3 + 9 + 27 + . . .

Why? Assume for a contradiction that x = ψ ◦ ϕ(m) for some m ∈ Z.
Then clearly m 6= 0 and we can choose n ∈ N so big that

0 < |m| < xn and xn < n!− |m| < n!.

In particular, m+ n! · Z 6= xn + n! · Z, which is a contradiction.
Alternatively, one can show that the profinite completion of Z is isomor-

phic as a (profinite) group to
∏
p∈N prime Zp, where Zp denotes the p-adic

integers [101, Example 2.3.11] and then take it from there.

In general, elements in profinite completions tend to be hard to visualise.
As in the case of p-adic integers, it can help to imagine that the elements are
infinite paths in a tree-like structure (Figure 1.5; Abbildung IV.3.4).

Interactive tool 1.2.37 (p-adic numbers). Try to build your own non-integral
11-adic integer by playing P-Type: http://ptype.wuisch.org

If this is too easy, you could also go for a non-integral element in Z7×Z11

by playing P-Type II: http://ptypeII.wuisch.org

Example 1.2.38 (the diagonal action on the profinite completion). Let Γ be a
group. Then the diagonal coset translation action Γ y

∏
Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ (Ex-

ample 1.2.29) restricts to a diagonal action on Γ̂ ⊂∏Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ (check!).

Moreover, we can equip Γ̂ with an appropriate probability measure via the
Kolmogorov consistency theorem (Theorem A.1.14):

Let J ⊂ NF(Γ) be a finite subset and let
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Γ̂J := lim←−
Λ∈J

Γ/Λ

be the corresponding inverse limit (of the canonical projections). The explicit

description of this inverse limit shows that Γ̂J is a subgroup of the finite
group

∏
Λ∈J Γ/Λ and is thus also a finite group. Let µJ be the normalised

counting measure on Γ̂J ; we can view this also as a probability measure
on
∏

Λ∈J Γ/Λ (which is supported on Γ̂J).
Then the family (µJ)J∈Pfin(NF(Γ)) satisfies the consistency condition: Let

J,K ⊂ NF(Γ) be finite subsets with J ⊂ K. Because πK,J is a group homo-

morphism, the preimages of all points in Γ̂J have the same size. Hence, πK,J
pushes forward the normalised counting measure to the normalised counting
measure and thus

(πK,J)∗µK = µJ .

Therefore, the Kolmogorov conistency theorem provides us with a prob-
ability measure µ on Γ̂ that is compatible with these normalised counting
measures.

In more topological terms: By the Tychonov theorem, the profinite com-
pletion Γ̂ is a compact topological group (if equipped with the inverse limit
topology of the discrete topologies). If Γ is finitely generated, then NF(Γ) is

countable and Γ̂ is separable (and completely metrisable). The inverse limit

probability measure than is the Haar probability measure on Γ̂.

Proposition 1.2.39 (residual finiteness via profinite completion). Let Γ be a
group. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The group Γ is residually finite.

2. The canonical group homomorphism Γ −→ Γ̂ is injective.

3. The diagonal action Γ y Γ̂ is free.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.2.33, when taking into account that
the Γ-action Γ̂ is defined as the restriction of the diagonal action on the
product

∏
Λ∈NF(Γ) Γ/Λ (Example 1.2.38).

In our context, profinite completions will help us to translate approxima-
tion problems for residually finite groups into questions in ergodic theory
(Chapter 3.3.5).

Outlook 1.2.40 (the universal property of the profinite completion). Let Γ be a

group. Then Γ, together with the canonical group homomorphism ∆: Γ −→ Γ̂
has the following universal property: If G is a profinite group (i.e., an inverse
in Group of finite groups) and if ϕ : Γ −→ G is a group homomorphism, then

there exists a unique continuous group homomorphism ϕ̂ : Γ̂ −→ G with

ϕ̂ ◦∆ = ϕ.
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Γ
ϕ
//

∆
��

G

Γ̂

ϕ̂

@@

The theory of profinite groups naturally occurs in the theory of infinite Galois
extensions [101, Chapter 2].

1.2.5 Bernoulli shifts

In contrast to diagonal actions, we can also act by shifting the factors:

Example 1.2.41 (Bernoulli shift). Let Γ be a countable group and let (X,µ) be
a probability space. Then the product probability space (X,µ)Γ :=

∏
Γ(X,µ)

carries the shift action

Γ×XΓ −→ XΓ

(
γ, (xη)η∈Γ

)
7−→ (xη·γ)η∈Γ

(check!). The characterisation of the product probability measure µ⊗Γ on
cylinder sets (Theorem A.1.13) shows that this action is probability measure
preserving (check!).

A convenient instance of this construction is the standard Bernoulli
shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ, where {0, 1} is equipped with the uniform distribution
(assigning 0 and 1 each the probability 1/2). Elements of {0, 1}Γ can also be
viewed as subsets of Γ.

Interactive tool 1.2.42 (Bernoulli shift). Shift! https://blorxshift.wuisch.org

Proposition 1.2.43 ((essential) freeness of standard Bernoulli shifts). Let Γ be
a countable group.

1. If Γ 6∼= 1, then the Bernoulli shift action Γ y {0, 1}Γ is not free.

2. If Γ is finite, then the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ is not
essentially free.

3. If Γ is infinite, then the Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ is essentially free.

Proof. Ad 1. We can explicitly give an element whose stabiliser is all of Γ.

How? The constant sequence (0)γ∈Γ has stabiliser group Γ.
Ad 2. By the argument in the first part, the constant sequence c0 :=

(0, . . . , 0) lies in the non-free locus. Moreover, because Γ is finite, the set {c0}
is measurable in the product σ-algebra on {0, 1}Γ and

µ⊗Γ
(
{c0}

)
=
(
µ({0})

)|Γ|
=

1

2|Γ|
> 0,
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where µ denotes the uniform distribution probability measure on {0, 1}.
Ad 3. We follow Sauer’s proof [104, Lemma 1.17]: For γ ∈ Γ \ {e}, we

consider the set of all elements fixed by γ, i.e.,

Aγ :=
{
x ∈ {0, 1}Γ

∣∣ γ · x = x
}
⊂ {0, 1}Γ.

Because {x ∈ {0, 1}Γ | Γx 6= {e}} =
⋃
γ∈Γ\{e}Aγ and Γ is countable, it

suffices to show that Aγ is a µ⊗Γ-null set for every γ ∈ Γ \ {e}.
In order to prove this, we make the following preparation: For S ⊂ Γ, we

use the set

B(S) :=
{
x ∈ {0, 1}Γ

∣∣ ∀γ∈S xγ = 0 or ∀γ∈S xγ = 1
}

that will clearly show up in the discussion of the Aγ . We obtain (via counting
and a suitable description as descending intersection; check!)

µ⊗Γ
(
B(S)

)
=

{
21−|S| if S is finite

0 if S is infinite.
( Compare the result! )

Now let γ ∈ Γ \ {e} and S := 〈γ〉Γ the subgroup of Γ generated by γ. We
distinguish two cases:

• The subgroup S is infinite. Then Aγ ⊂ B(S) and µ⊗Γ
(
B(S)

)
= 0.

• The subgroup S is finite. Then there is an infinite sequence (γn)n∈N of
elements of Γ that represent pairwise different cosets of Γ/S. We have

Aγ ⊂
⋂

n∈N
B(γn · S)

and thus (check!)

µ⊗Γ(Aγ) ≤ inf
n∈N

( n⋂

j=0

B(γn · S)

)
= inf
n∈N

(21−|S|)n = 0.

Therefore, Aγ is a µ⊗Γ-null set and the claim follows.

Quick check 1.2.44 (on the proof of Proposition 1.2.43). Where in the proof
of the third part of Proposition 1.2.43 did we use that γ 6= e ?

Here In infn∈N(21−|S|)n = 0, we implicitly used |S| 6= 1.

Corollary 1.2.45. Let Γ be a countable group. Then Γ admits an essentially
free probability measure preserving action.

Proof. If Γ is finite, then we can just take the left translation action Γ y Γ
with respect to the normalised counting measure on Γ (check!).

If Γ is infinite, we can take the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ
(Example 1.2.41).
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Remark 1.2.46 (freeing actions). In particular, we can turn probability mea-
sure preserving actions into (essentially) free probability measure perserving
actions by taking a product with an essentially free action and the diagonal
action (Quick check 1.2.28).

Outlook 1.2.47 (monoidal shift). As in the case of groups, we can also define
Bernoulli shifts over monoids. In this way, the infinite coin toss space {0, 1}N
can be viewed as a probability preserving N-action.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 1.1 and Chapter 1.2,
keeping the following questions in mind:

1. What are dynamical systems?

2. What are typical examples?

3. Did you check all the little things that are not spelt out explicitly?

Outlook 1.2.48 (measure class preserving actions). We have now seen a large
collection of dynamical systems. Unfortunately, not all geometric situations
that involve group actions and (probability) measures lead to measure pre-
serving actions; sometimes, only the measure class is preserved. This hap-
pens, for instance, for the actions of hyperbolic lattices on the boundary of
hyperbolic space [98, 113, 124, 9].

1.3 Recurrence

1.3.1 Poincaré recurrence

A first instance of the study of long-term behaviour of dynamical systems is
the Poincaré recurrence theorem:

Theorem 1.3.1 (Poincaré recurrence). Let (X,µ) be a probability space and
let A ⊂ X be a measurable subset with µ(A) > 0.

1. If Γ y (X,µ) is a probability measure preserving action of an infinite
group Γ, then: For µ-almost every x ∈ A, the set {γ ∈ Γ | γ · x ∈ A} is
infinite.

2. If f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) is a measure preserving map, then: For µ-almost
every x ∈ A, the set {n ∈ N | fn(x) ∈ A} is infinite.

I.e., in the situation of the theorem, almost every point of A will return
to A infinitely many times through the action (whence the term recurrence).
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Proof. The proof consists of a measurable version of the pigeonhole principle:
Ad 1. We make the following preparations:

• For S ⊂ Γ, let

R(S) :=
{
x ∈ A

∣∣ ∀γ∈Γ\S γ · x 6∈ A
}

= A \
⋃

γ∈Γ\S
γ−1 ·A

be the set of elements of A that can only return to A via S. Then R(S)
is measurable (because Γ is countable).

• Let η ∈ Γ with S ∩ S · η−1 = ∅. Then Γ \ S · η−1 ∪ Γ \ S = Γ and so

η ·R(S) ∩R(S) ⊂ A \
( ⋃

γ∈Γ\S
η · γ−1 ·A ∪

⋃

γ∈Γ\S
γ−1 ·A

)

= A \
( ⋃

γ∈Γ\S·η−1

γ−1 ·A ∪
⋃

γ∈Γ\S
γ−1 ·A

)

= A \
⋃

γ∈Γ

γ−1 ·A = ∅.

We now assume for a contradiction that the claim of the first part of the
theorem does not hold, i.e., that

µ

( ⋃

S∈Pfin(Γ)

R(S)

)
> 0

(this union is indeed measurable because Pfin(Γ) is countable). Hence, there
is a finite subset S ⊂ Γ such that B := R(S) satisfies µ(B) = µ

(
R(S)

)
> 0.

As S is finite, we can inductively find a sequence (γn)n∈N in Γ with

∀j,k∈N j 6= k =⇒ S · γk ∩ S · γk = ∅.

Then, by the above preparation, the sets (γj · B)j∈N are pairwise disjoint.
Because the action is µ-preserving, we obtain

∞ =
∑

n∈N
µ(B) (because µ(B) > 0)

=
∑

n∈N
µ(γn ·B) ( Why? the action is µ-preserving)

= µ

(⋃

n∈N
γn ·B

)
( Why? σ-additivity of µ)

≤ µ(X) (monotonicity of µ)

= 1,
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which is impossible (this part of the argument can be viewed as a version of
the pigeonhole principle). Hence, the assumption is wrong and so the claim
is proved.

Ad 2. Similarly, in the case of a single transformation, we assume for a
contradiction that the claim does not hold; hence, there exists an n ∈ N such
that the set A \ ⋃k∈N>n f−k(A) has non-zero measure. We then apply an

argument as in the proof of the first part (check!) [32, Theorem 2.11].

Quick check 1.3.2. Does the Poincaré recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.1)
also hold for all measure preserving transformations on measure spaces of
infinite measure?
Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The translation +1: R −→ R (with

respect to the Lebesgue measure on R) is measure preserving, but does not

satisfy the conclusion of Poincaré recurrence. Hide

Interactive tool 1.3.3. Get a feeling for the statement and the proof of the
Poincaré recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.1) by looking at rotations and
shifts on the circle: http://dynsys.wuisch.org

Outlook 1.3.4 (the recurrence paradox). The time-evolution of many physical
systems can be modelled as measure-preserving transformations on a space
of finite measure. For example, the space could be the set of all states of a
certain set of particles in a box, the σ-algebra could be the set of all observable
sets of states, and the measure could be the probability of observing such
an observable set; as transformation T , we could take (discretised) time-
evolution (preservation of the measure is derived from Hamilton’s equations
and Liouville’s theorem in mechanics).

In this setting, the Poincaré recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.1) leads to
the following: Given an observable set A of states of positive measure, almost
every state x ∈ A will return under iterated application of T infinitely many
times to A. If we choose A “small”, then this means that x will return to a
state “close” to x.

So, for instance, this could be interpreted as a burning object returning
after some (possibly very long) time “almost” to its original state, which
would seem to contradict the second law of thermodynamics.

There are several explanations available why this is not a paradox; among
them, for instance, that the recurrence time will be very long (longer than
the lifetime of the universe?).

Literature exercise (recurrence in administration).

1. Look up the meaning of the word “vacillate”.

2. Read the article An application of Poincaré’s recurrence theorem to
academic administration [88].

3. Do you think that “vacillate” is the correct term here?
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1.3.2 Multiple recurrence

As a generalisation of Poincaré recurrence (Theorem 1.3.1), we mention a
multiple recurrence theorem. In Chapter 1.3.3, we will see how it can be ap-
plied to conclude Szemerédi’s theorem on the existence of arbitrarily long
arithmetic sequences in sets of positive density [114]. This proof of Sze-
merédi’s theorem goes back to Furstenberg [41].

Theorem 1.3.5 (Furstenberg’s multiple recurrence theorem). Let Z y (X,µ)
be a probability measure preserving action, generated by a measure preserving
isomorphism f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) (Remark 1.1.4), and let A ⊂ X be a mea-
surable subset with µ(A) > 0. Then: For every k ∈ N, there exists an n ∈ N>0

with
µ
(
A ∩ f−n(A) ∩ f−2·n(A) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(A)

)
> 0.

More precisely: For every k ∈ N,

lim inf
N→∞

1

N
·
N∑

n=1

µ
(
A ∩ f−n(A) ∩ f−2·n(A) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(A)

)
> 0.

The proof is much more involved than the proof of Poincaré recurrence
(Theorem 1.3.1), and is based on an inductive argument:

• One first sets up a suitable structure theory for dynamical systems (i.e.,
how general probability measure preserving actions can be obtained
from simpler ones by a small number of constructions).

• One then proves the theorem for the simple building blocks and inher-
itance of the theorem under the constructions in the structure theory.

We will not give a proof of Theorem 1.3.5 in this course. Detailed textbook
proofs can be found in the literature [32, Chapter 7][72, Chapter 3].

1.3.3 Application: Szemerédi’s theorem

We now apply the multiple recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.5):

Definition 1.3.6 (positive upper density). A subset A ⊂ N has positive upper
density, if

lim sup
n→∞

∣∣A ∩ {0, . . . , n}
∣∣

n
> 0.

Quick check 1.3.7 (sets of positive upper density).

1. Does the set 2019 · N ⊂ N have positive upper density?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. The density is 1/2019. Hide
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2. Does the set {n2 | n ∈ N} ⊂ Z have positive upper density?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The reason is: limn→∞
√
n/n =

0. Hide

3. Does the set of all prime numbers have positive upper density?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. This follows from the prime

number theorem [65, 7]. Hide

Theorem 1.3.8 (Szemerédi’s theorem). Let A ⊂ N be a set of positive upper
density. Then: For each k ∈ N, there exist m ∈ A and n ∈ N>0 with

{m,m+ n, . . . ,m+ k · n} ⊂ A.

Proof (using the multiple recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.5)). We use the
standard Bernoulli shift action Z y {0, 1}Z to reformulate the problem: Let
k ∈ N. We consider

• the point a := χA ∈ {0, 1}Z

• and the cylinder set B := {1} × {0, 1}Z\{0}.

It then suffices to find m ∈ A ⊂ N and n ∈ N with

fm(a) ∈ B ∩ f−n(B) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(B),

where f : {0, 1}Z −→ {0, 1}Z denotes the shift action of 1 ∈ Z (check!).
To this end, we construct a new Z-invariant probability measure µ on the

shift space {0, 1}Z (with respect to the product σ-algebra) and then apply
the multiple recurrence theorem: Let δa be the Dirac probability measure
on {0, 1}Z concentrated in a. For n ∈ N, we define the probability measure

µn :=
1

n+ 1
·
n∑

j=0

(f j)∗δa

on {0, 1}Z. By construction,

µn(B) =

∣∣A ∩ {0, . . . , n}
∣∣

n+ 1
. ( Compare the result! )

Out of the (µn)n∈N, we obtain µ as follows: Because A has positive upper
density, there exists an increasing sequence (nk)k∈N of natural numbers and
a δ ∈ R>0 with

inf
k∈N

∣∣A ∩ {0, . . . , nk}
∣∣

nk+1
≥ δ.

Now functional analysis comes to the rescue [32, Theorem 4.1]: The se-
quence (µnk)k∈N can be viewed as a sequence of bounded linear functionals
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of norm 1 on the space of continuous R-valued functions on {0, 1}Z (with
the product topology of the discrete topology). By the Banach-Alaoglu the-
orem [74, Chapter IV.1], a subsequence of these functionals weak*-converges
to a functional of norm 1. This functional corresponds to a probability mea-
sure µ on {0, 1}Z via the Riesz representation theorem [74, Theorem IX.4.2].

By construction, the measure µ satisfies f∗µ = µ (and so is invariant under
the shift action) and

µ(B) ≥ inf
k∈N

µnk(B) = inf
k∈N

∣∣A ∩ {0, . . . , nk}
∣∣

nk+1
≥ δ > 0.

We can therefore apply the multiple recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.5)
to ({0, 1}Z, µ) and B and obtain an n ∈ N>0 with

µ
(
B ∩ f−n(B) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(B)

)
> 0.

We are almost done now! As a finishing touch, we only need to find a
suitable shift of a inside of this intersection. Let Z := {fm(a) | m ∈ Z}
be the Z-orbit of a. By construction, µ is supported on the closure Z of Z
in {0, 1}Z (with the product topology) and

Z ∩B ∩ f−n(B) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(B)

is an open subset of Z; this open subset is non-empty (because of µ!) and
thus must intersect the dense subset Z of Z. Hence, we find an m ∈ Z
with fm(a) ∈ ⋂kj=0 f

−j·n(B), as desired.

Quick check 1.3.9 (shortcut?). We will later give a direct proof that Bernoulli
shifts satisfy multiple recurrence (Example 2.1.13). Is this result already suf-
ficient to derive Szemerédi’s theorem?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The limit measure µ in the above

proof in general is not the product measure. Hide

Quick check 1.3.10 (distant memory?). The “construction” of µ in the above
proof of Szemerédi’s theorem might remind you of another concept in (geo-
metric) group theory; which one?

Hint The argument above uses an invariance/averaging property as in the
context of amenability. We return to amenability in Chapter 4

Remark 1.3.11 (infinite arithmetic sequences). It should be noted that not
every subset of N of positive upper density contains an infinite arithmetic
sequence (Exercise).

Literature exercise (colourings and arithmetic progressions). Szemerédi’s orig-
inal proof [114] is a complex combinatorial argument, based on van der Waer-
den’s theorem. Read a proof of van der Waerden’s theorem [32, Chapter 7.1]!
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Outlook 1.3.12 (Green-Tao theorem). The Green-Tao theorem shows that
the set of prime numbers contains arbitrarily long arithmetic sequences [49].
Szemerédi’s theorem is not directly applicable in this situation (because the
set of prime number does not have positive upper density; Quick check 1.3.7).
Instead, Green and Tao provide a “relative” version of Szemerédi’s theorem
and explain how it can be applied to the set of primes.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 1.3, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

1. What is recurrence?

2. What are typical recurrence theorems?

3. What are applications of recurrence theorems outside of ergodic theory?

1.4 Conjugacy and weak containment

For a systematic study of dynamical systems, it is essential to compare dif-
ferent dynamical systems. The discussion then splits up into two directions:

• Dynamical systems with the same acting group. In this case, there is an
obvious notion of isomorphism: conjugacy. In addition, we sometimes
will want to have more flexible ways to compare dynamical systems
over the same group; an example of this type is weak containment.

• Dynamical systems that do not necessarily have the same acting group.
In this case, a slightly different point of view is necessary, for instance,
as provided by orbit equivalence.

In this section, we will focus on conjugacy and weak containment; orbit equiv-
alence will be studied in Chapter 1.5.

1.4.1 Conjugacy

Conjugacy of dynamical systems of the same acting group is given by equiv-
ariant measure preserving isomorphisms up to null sets. We will now formalise
this notion.

Example 1.4.1. The notion should be flexible enough to identify the measure
spaces ({0}, δ0) and ([0, 1], δ0), where δ0 in both cases denotes the atomic
(Dirac) probability measure concentrated in 0 and where [0, 1] carries the
usual Borel σ-algebra (Figure 1.6).

In this context, it is convenient to use almost everywhere defined maps up
to equality almost everywhere.
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δ0

({0}, δ0)

δ0

([0, 1], δ0)

Figure 1.6.: Two probability spaces that do not differ substantially.

Definition 1.4.2 (almost everywhere defined map). Let (X,µ) and (Y, ν) be
measure spaces. An almost everywhere defined map (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) is a
measurable map f : X ′ −→ Y , where

• X ′ ⊂ X is measurable and X \X ′ is a µ-null set and

• X ′ carries the subspace σ-algebra {A ∩ X ′ | A ∈ S} induced by the
given σ-algebra S on X.

In this case, we also write dom(f) for the domain X ′ of f .
An almost everywhere defined map f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) is measure pre-

serving if f∗(µ|dom(f)) = ν, where µ|dom(f) denotes the restriction of µ
to dom(f).

Remark 1.4.3 (composition of measure preserving almost everywhere defined
maps). If f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) and g : (Y, ν) −→ (Z, %) are measure preserving
almost everywhere defined maps, then

g ◦ f : dom(f) ∩ f−1
(
dom(g)

)
−→ Z

x 7−→ g
(
f(x)

)

is a measure preserving almost everywhere defined map (X,µ) −→ (Z, %)
(check!). In this way, we obtain categories Measae

p and PMeasae
p of [probability]

spaces and [probability] measure preserving almost everywhere defined maps.

We are on the right track, but in PMeasae
p , the probability spaces of Ex-

ample 1.4.1 are not isomorphic; we also need to ignore differences on null
sets.

Definition 1.4.4 (equality almost everywhere). Let (X,µ) and (Y, ν) be mea-
sure spaces. Almost everywhere defined maps f, g : X −→ Y are equal µ-
almost everywhere if

{
x ∈ dom(f) ∩ dom(g)

∣∣ f(x) 6= g(x)
}

is a µ-null set. In this case, we write f =0 g.
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Remark 1.4.5 (equality almost everywhere, inheritance). The relation “=0” is
an equivalence relation on the set of all [measure preserving] almost every-
where defined maps between measure spaces (check!). Moreover, the rela-
tion “=0” is preserved by composition (check!).

Definition 1.4.6 (homotopy categories of measure spaces).

• We write Meas0
p for the homotopy category of Measae

p with respect to
the homotopy relation “=0”. More explictly:

– Objects: The class of objects of Meas0
p is the class of all measure

spaces.

– Morphisms: If (X,µ) and (Y, ν) are measure spaces, then

MorMeas0p

(
(X,µ), (Y, ν)

)
:= MorMeasae

p

(
(X,µ), (Y, ν)

) /
=0.

– Compositions: The compositions are defined by ordinary compo-
sition of representatives.

• Similarly, we introduce the corresponding notion PMeas0
p for proability

spaces.

Quick check 1.4.7 (homotopy categories). Which other examples of homotopy
categories do you know?

Hints For instance: The homotopy categories of [pointed] topological spaces,
of CW-complexes, of chain complexes, of metric spaces and QI-embeddings
up to finite distance, . . .

Example 1.4.8. The probability spaces from Example 1.4.1 are isomorphic
in PMeas0

p (check!).

It only remains to include equivariance into the picture:

Definition 1.4.9 (equivariant maps). Let Γ y (X,µ) and Γ y (Y, ν) be [prob-
ability] measure preserving actions by the same (countable) group Γ. An
almost everywhere defined map f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) is Γ-equivariant if

∀γ∈Γ γ · x ∈ dom(f) =⇒ f(γ · x) = γ · f(x)

holds for all x ∈ dom(f). We write ΓMeasae
p and ΓPMeasae

p etc. for the corre-
sponding categories of measure preserving Γ-equivariant almost everywhere
defined maps.

Definition 1.4.10 (homotopy categories of measure preserving actions). Let Γ
be a countable group.

• The homotopy category of ΓMeasae
p by “=0” is denoted by ΓMeas0

p.

• The homotopy category of ΓPMeasae
p by “=0” is denoted by ΓPMeas0

p.
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Finally, we arrive at our definition of conjugacy:

Definition 1.4.11 (conjugacy). Let Γ be a countable group. Two measure
preserving actions Γ y (X,µ) and Γ y (Y, ν) are conjugate if they are
isomorphic in ΓMeas0

p. In the same way, we also treat the case that Γ is a
monoid.

Remark 1.4.12 (classical conjugacy). More explicitly, conjugacy can be for-
mulated as follows (the invariance property on the domains is easy to enforce;
check!):

Let Γ be a countable group. Measure preserving actions Γ y (X,µ) and
Γ y (Y, ν) are classically conjugate if there are subsets X ′ ⊂ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y
with the following properties:

• The complement X \X ′ is a µ-null set and Y \ Y ′ is a ν-null set.

• We have Γ ·X ′ ⊂ X ′ and Γ · Y ′ ⊂ Y ′.
• There is a Γ-equivariant measure preserving isomorphism (X ′, µ|X′) −→

(Y ′, ν|Y ′). Such a map is called a conjugacy.

Remark 1.4.13 (essentially free vs. free). In particular, every essentially free
standard action is conjugate to a free standard action (Remark 1.1.7; Theo-
rem A.1.21).

Quick check 1.4.14 (rotations vs. rotations). Let α ∈ R be rational and let
β ∈ R be irrational. Is the rotation Rα : Z y S1 conjugate to the rota-
tion Rβ : Z y S1 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. One of them is essentially free while
the other is not (Proposition 1.2.9) and essential freeness is preserved by

conjugacy (check!). Hide

Example 1.4.15 (rotations vs. shifts). Let α ∈ R and let d ∈ N>1. Then
the rotation action Rα : N y S1 (Example 1.2.5) and the digit shift ac-
tion Dd : N y S1 are not conjugate.

Why? For the rotation action, the generator of N acts by an isomorphism;
in contrast, in the shift action, the gerator of N does not act by an isomor-
phism. This discrepancy can be used as a witness that the actions are not
conjugate (check!).

Example 1.4.16 (different perspectives on the digit shift). The digit shift ac-
tion D2 : N y (S1, λ) (Example 1.2.6) is conjugate to the standard Bernoulli
shift N y {0, 1}N:

• The map

f : {0, 1}N −→ S1 = R/Z

(xn)n∈N 7−→
∞∑

n=0

1

2n+1
· xn
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is measurable (e.g., via continuity; check!), measure preserving (using
a suitable π-system; check!), and N-equivariant (check!).

• Conversely, the map

g : X ′ :=
{

[x] ∈ S1
∣∣ x ∈ R \ Z[1/2]

}
−→ {0, 1}N

[x] 7−→ 2-adic expansion

of the fractional part of x

is an almost everywhere defined map S1 −→ {0, 1}N (check!) that
is measure preserving (using cylinder sets; check!), and N-equivariant
(check!).

Moreover, f ◦g =0 idS1 and g◦f =0 id{0,1}N . Therefore, D2 and the Bernoulli

shift N y {0, 1}N are conjugate.

An example of a classification problem for dynamical systems is then:
Given a countable group Γ, what can be said about the classification of all
standard [probability] actions by Γ up to conjugacy?

1.4.2 Factors and extensions

When comparing non-conjugate dynamical systems, factor maps are some-
times helpful:

Definition 1.4.17 (factor, extension). Let Γ be a countable group and let
α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be measure preserving actions.

• Then β is a factor of α, if there is a morphism from α to β in ΓMeas0
p.

• Conversely, α is an extension of β, if β is a factor of α.

Remark 1.4.18 (classical factors/extensions). The explicit version of factors
reads as follows: Let Γ be a countable group and let α : Γ y (X,µ) and
β : Γ y (Y, ν) be measure preserving actions. Then β is a classical factor
of α if there exists a subset X ′ ⊂ X with the following properties:

• The complement X \X ′ is a µ-null set.

• We have Γ ·X ′ = X ′.

• There is a Γ-equivariant measure preserving map (X ′, µ|X′) −→ (Y, ν).

Study note. Before continuing to read the next examples, it might be a good
idea to first go through the list of examples in Chapter 1.2 and to try to find
as many examples on your own as you can.
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Example 1.4.19 (factor groups). Let Γ be a countable group and let Λ1,Λ2 ⊂
Γ be subgroups of finite index with Λ2 ⊂ Λ1. Then the canonical projection

Γ/Λ2 −→ Γ/Λ1

is a factor map from the coset translation actions Γ y Γ/Λ2 to Γ y Γ/Λ1

with respect to the normalised counting measures (Example 1.2.10) (check!).

Example 1.4.20 (factors of products). Let Γ be a countable group and let
Γ y (X,µ) and Γ y (Y, ν) be probability measure preserving actions of Γ.
Then the canonical projection

X × Y −→ X

to the first factor is a factor map from the diagonal action Γ y (X×Y, µ⊗ν)
(Example 1.2.25) to Γ y (X,µ) (check!).

Example 1.4.21 (factors of profinite completions). Let Γ be a countable group
and let Λ ⊂ Γ be a normal subgroup of finite index. Then the canonical
projection homomorphism

Γ̂ −→ Γ/Λ

is a factor map from the profinite completion action Γ y Γ̂ (Example 1.2.38)
to the coset translation action Γ y Γ/Λ with respect to the normalised
counting measure (Example 1.2.10) (check!).

Factors and extensions are some of the building blocks used in the inductive
proof of Furstenberg’s multiple recurrence theorem (Theorem 1.3.5).

1.4.3 Weak containment

We now generalise the factor notion to a more flexible notion that only asks
for the ability to simulate finite parts of one dynamical system inside an-
other one with arbitrarily high precision, similar to the definition of weak
containment (in Zimmer’s sense) of representations [21]:

Definition 1.4.22 (weak containment). Let Γ be a countable group, and let
α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be standard Γ-spaces. Then α is weakly
contained in β if the following holds: For all ε ∈ R>0, all finite subsets F ⊂ Γ,
all m ∈ N, and all measurable sets A1, . . . , Am ⊂ X, there exist measurable
sets B1, . . . , Bm ⊂ Y with

∀γ∈F ∀j,k∈{1,...,m}
∣∣µ
(
γα(Aj) ∩Ak

)
− ν
(
γβ(Bj) ∩Bk

)∣∣ < ε.

In this case, we write α ≺ β.
We call α and β weakly equivalent if α ≺ β and β ≺ α.

Remark 1.4.23 (weak containment and conjugacy). A straightforward calcu-
lation shows that weak containment is stable under conjugacy (check!).
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Proposition 1.4.24 (factors and weak containment). Let Γ be a countable group
and let α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be measure preserving Γ-actions. If
β is a factor of α, then β ≺ α.

Proof. In view of Remark 1.4.23, to simplify notation, we may assume with-
out loss of generality that there is a strictly Γ-equivariant measure preserving
almost everywhere defined map f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν).

We can now use f to simulate β in α: Let F ⊂ Γ be finite, let m ∈ N, and
let A1, . . . , Am ⊂ Y be measurable. We then set

Bj := f−1(Aj) ⊂ X

for all j ∈ N. Because f is measure preserving and Γ-equivariant, we obtain

µ
(
γα(Bj) ∩Bk

)
= µ

(
γ · (f−1(Aj)) ∩ f−1(Ak)

)

= µ
(
f−1(γ ·Aj) ∩ f−1(Ak)

)

= µ
(
f−1(γ ·Aj ∩Ak)

)

= f∗µ(γ ·Aj ∩Ak)

= ν(γ ·Aj ∩Ak) ( Show computation! )

for all j, k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and all γ ∈ F ; hence, the approximation property
can even be satisfied exactly (and not only up to error “ε”).

Bernoulli shifts are initial in the category of weak equivalence classes of
essentially free dynamical systems of a given group (generated by the partial
ordering induced by “≺”):

Theorem 1.4.25 (universality of Bernoulli shifts [4]). Let Γ be a countable infi-
nite group. Then every essentially free probability measure preserving action
of Γ weakly contains the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ.

Quick check 1.4.26. Does the universality of Bernoulli shifts also hold for
finite groups?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. For a finite group Γ, the left
translation action Γ y Γ does not weakly contain the standard Bernoulli

shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ (check!). Hide

Remark 1.4.27. In view of Theorem 1.4.25, invariants of dynamical systems
of a given (countable infinite) group that satisfy monotonicity with respect
to weak containment will be extremal on Bernoulli shifts. We will later see
examples of such behaviour (Theorem 3.3.10, Theorem 5.3.5).

In some cases, the profinite completion is maximal with respect to weak
containment (Definition 3.3.26); this fact can be exploited in several applica-
tions.
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Outlook 1.4.28 (weak equivalence via logic). Weak equivalence can also be
reformulated in terms of logic: Weak equivalence is equivalent to having the
same existential theory [58, Lemma 2.6].

1.5 Orbit equivalence and measure equivalence

The notion of orbit equivalence provides a way to compare dynamical systems
over potentially different groups via their orbit structure (Chapter 1.5.1).
In addition, this notion also leads to an interesting relation between groups
(and not only dynamical systems), namely measure equivalence – a measured
version of quasi-isometry (Chapter 1.5.2).

More on the history of orbit equivalence and measure equivalence can be
found in the excellent surveys by Furman [40] and Gaboriau [45].

1.5.1 Orbit equivalence

When studying group actions, it is tempting to also investigate the quo-
tient/orbit spaces. However, we already know from the topological setting
that, in general, we cannot expect quotients to carry a nice structure.

Quick check 1.5.1 (nice actions with bad quotients). Give an example of a
free continuous group action of Z on a Hausdorff space whose orbit space
(with the quotient topology) is not Hausdorff.

Hint For example, an irrational rotation action Z y S1 will do.

In the measured setting, the situation is even worse: For most interest-
ing dynamical systems, the quotients carry no relevant information at all.
However, it does make sense to work with the orbit relation directly:

Proposition 1.5.2 (orbit relation). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard action (Re-
mark 1.1.8). Then the orbit relation

RΓy(X,µ) :=
{

(x, γ · x)
∣∣ x ∈ X, γ ∈ Γ

}
⊂ X ×X

of Γ y (X,µ) is an equivalence relation and RΓy(X,µ) is a measurable subset
of X ×X (with respect to the product σ-algebra).

Proof. This is straightforward once one realises that in this situation the
diagonal {(x, x) | x ∈ X} ⊂ X ×X is measurable (Exercise).

Quick check 1.5.3 (equivalence classes of orbit relations). Let Γ y (X,µ) be
a standard action. What are the equivalence classes of RΓy(X,µ) ?

Answer These are exactly the orbits of the action.
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One then defines standard actions to be orbit equivalent if their orbit
relations are isomorphic in the following sense:

Definition 1.5.4 (orbit equivalence). Standard (probability) actions Γ y
(X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν) are orbit equivalent if there exist mutually inverse
isomorphisms [f ] : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) and [g] : (Y, ν) −→ (X,µ) in Meas0

p such
that

f(Γ · x) ⊂ Λ · f(x) and g(Λ · y) ⊂ Γ · g(y)

holds for µ-almost every x ∈ X and ν-almost every y ∈ Y . In this case, we
also write (Γ y (X,µ)) ∼OE (Λ y (Y, ν)).

Example 1.5.5 (conjugacy implies orbit equivalence). Let Γ be a countable
group and let Γ y (X,µ) and Γ y (Y, ν) be conjugate standard probability
actions. Then Γ y (X,µ) ∼OE Γ y (Y, ν) (check!).

Example 1.5.6 (OE for finite groups). Let Γ and Λ be finite groups and let
Γ y Γ and Λ y Λ be the left translation actions (with respect to the
normalised counting measures). Then these actions are orbit equivalent if
and only if |Γ| = |Λ| (check!).

Shifting the point of view from group actions to their induced orbit rela-
tions also opens up new possibilities: For instance, we can restrict equivalence
relations to subspaces (which, for general subspaces is impossible for group
actions!).

Definition 1.5.7 (stable orbit equivalence). Standard probability actions Γ y
(X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν) are stably orbit equivalent if there exist measurable
subsets X ′ ⊂ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y with µ(X ′) > 0 and ν(Y ′) > 0 and measure
preserving isomorphisms f : (X ′, µ′) −→ (Y ′, ν′) and g : (Y ′, ν′) −→ (X ′, µ′)
such that

f(Γ · x ∩X ′) ⊂ Λ · f(x) ∩ Y ′ and g(Λ · y ∩ Y ′) ⊂ Γ · g(y) ∩X ′

holds for all x ∈ X ′ and all y ∈ Y ′; here, µ′ and ν′ denote the normalised
restriction measures µ′ := 1/µ(X ′)·µ|X′ and ν′ := 1/ν(Y ′)·ν|Y ′ , respectively.

In this case, we also write (Γ y (X,µ)) ∼SOE (Λ y (Y, ν)).

Quick check 1.5.8 (SOE for finite groups). Let Γ and Λ be finite groups and
let Γ y Γ and Λ y Λ be the left translation actions (with respect to the
normalised counting measures). Are these actions stably orbit equivalent?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. We can just restrict attention to

one-point subspaces. Hide

Example 1.5.9 (induction). Let Γ be a countable group, let Λ ⊂ Γ be a finite
index subgroup, and let Λ y (Y, ν) be a standard probability action.

We now construct the Γ-induction space IndΓ
Λ(Λ y (Y, ν)), a measured

version of ZΓ⊗ZΛ · (Figure 1.7):
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Λ y (Y, ν)

...
Γ y Γ/Λ

Figure 1.7.: Induction, schematically

• As underlying set we take the fibre product

Γ×Λ Y := (Γ× Y )/
{

(x · λ, y) ∼ (x, λ · y)
∣∣ (x, y) ∈ Γ× Y, λ ∈ Λ

}
.

• The fibre product carries a well-defined Γ-action, namely (check!)

Γ× (Γ×Λ Y ) −→ Γ×Λ Y(
γ, [x, y]

)
7−→ [γ · x, y].

• We now add the measure structure: To this end, let {γ1, . . . , γd} ⊂ Γ
be a set of representatives of Γ/Λ. Then we equip Γ ×Λ Y with the
σ-algebra induced by the product σ-algebra via the bijection

Γ×Λ Y −→ Γ/Λ× Y
[γj , y] 7−→ (γj · Λ, y);

moreover, we use this bijection to define a probability measure on Γ×ΛY
as the one corresponding to the product measure of the normalised
counting measure on Γ/Λ and ν.

This turns Γ×Λ Y into a standard Borel probability space (check!) and
makes the above Γ-action measure preserving.

Then we obtain (Exercise):

• The action Γ y IndΓ
Λ(Λ y (Y, ν)) is stably orbit equivalent to the

original action Λ y (Y, ν).

• If Λ y (Y, ν) is essentially free, then also the induced action Γ y
IndΓ

Λ(Λ y (Y, ν)) is essentially free.

We arrive at the following classification problem for dynamical systems:
Classify essentially free standard probability actions up to [stable] orbit equiv-
alence! Two major phenomena dominate these classification problems:
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• Rigidity. Some countable groups Γ are OE-rigid : If Λ is a countable
group and if Γ y (X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν) are essentially free standard
probability actions, then Λ ∼= Γ.

I.e., in this case, every essentially free dynamical system of Γ “remem-
bers” Γ !

For example, free groups of different ranks do not admit orbit equivalent
essentially free standard probabilty actions (Theorem 3.2.34). More-
over, certain lattices are OE-rigid [125, 39, 10].

• Flexibility. In contrast, if Γ and Λ are infinite countable amenable
groups, then they admit essentially free standard probability actions
that are stably orbit equivalent (Theorem 4.3.7). In particular, the
groups Zn with n ∈ N>0 fall into this class.

Quick check 1.5.10 (the next steps).

• What do we need to prove rigidity results?

Hint Invariants!!

• What do we need to prove flexibility results?

Hint Concrete construction principles.

In Chapter 4, we will deal with the flexible amenable case. In Chapter 3,
we will introduce an invariant that is able to establish rigidity in the class of
free groups.

How can one get orbit equivalence invariants? One strategy is to develop a
theory of standard equivalence relations and to construct invariants of stan-
dard equivalence relations that are invariant under isomorphisms. Applying
such invariants to orbit relations then leads to orbit equivalence invariants.
Examples of orbit equivalence invariants include (but there are more [40]!):

• (co)homological invariants [43, 45, 89, 40, 104, 82]

• cost: a measured version of ranks of groups (Chapter 3)

A first hint at a possible passage from orbit equivalence to (co)homology
are the rearrangement cocycles:

Proposition 1.5.11 (OE-cocycle). Let Γ y (X,µ), Λ y (Y, ν) be es-
sentially free standard probability actions that are orbit equivalent through
f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν). Then the relation

f(γ · x) = α(γ, x) · f(x)

for γ ∈ Γ and x ∈ X gives an almost everywhere (well-)defined map α : Γ ×
X −→ Λ with the following property: For almost all x ∈ X and all γ0, γ1 ∈ Γ,
we have the cocycle-ish identity

α(γ0 · γ1, x) = α(γ0, γ1 · x) · α(γ1, x).
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Proof. This is a straightforward computation (Exercise; where is essential
freeness used?).

1.5.2 Measure equivalence

The existence of stably orbit equivalent essentially free actions introduces an
interesting relation between (infinite) countable groups; this relation turns
out to be an equivalence relation and also admits a different description;

Definition 1.5.12 (measure equivalence). Let Γ and Λ be countable infinite
groups.

• An ME coupling between the groups Γ and Λ is a standard Borel mea-
sure space (Ω, µ) of infinite measure together with a measure preserving
action of Γ×Λ by Borel automorphisms so that both actions Γ y (Ω, µ)
and Λ y (Ω, µ) admit fundamental domains Y and X, respectively,
of finite measure. The index of such an ME coupling is the quo-
tient µ(X)/µ(Y ).

• The groups Γ and Λ are measure equivalent if there exists an ME cou-
pling between them; in this case, we write Γ ∼ME Λ.

The index of an ME coupling is well-defined, i.e., independent of the chosen
fundamental domains (check!).

Remark 1.5.13 (ME vs. QI). The notion of measure equivalence was intro-
duced by Gromov as a measured analogue of quasi-isometry [51, 0.5.E]. The
analogy between measure equivalence and quasi-isometry is not visible in the
classical description of quasi-isometry in terms of quasi-isometric embeddings,
but rather via the equivalent characterisation of the existence of topological
couplings [51, 0.2.C ′2][78, Chapter 5.5].

However, one should be aware that in general

• QI does not imply ME (Example 3.3.19) and

• ME does not imply QI (Example 1.5.14).

One of the key examples of measure equivalence is given by lattices in the
same ambient group:

Example 1.5.14 (lattices are ME). Let G be a locally compact second count-
able topological group and let Γ,Λ ⊂ G be (infinite) lattices in G. Then Γ
and Λ are countable (Exercise) and measure equivalent.

In fact, the action

(Γ× Λ)×G −→ G
(
(γ, λ), x

)
7−→ γ · x · λ−1

satisfies all the conditions from Definition 1.5.12:
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• This action is indeed well-defined; here, it is important that we let Γ
and Λ act from different sides on G.

• This action is measure preserving because the individual actions by
Γ×{e} and {e}×Λ are measure preserving and Γ×Λ is generated by
these two factors.

• The existence of fundamental domains of finite measure was established
in the proof of Proposition 1.2.21.

In particular, the free group F2 of rank 2 and the fundamental group π1(Σ2)
of an oriented closed connected surface of genus 2 are measure equivalent:
both groups occur as lattices in the isometry group of the hyperbolic plane H2

because they are fundamental groups of surfaces that admit a complete hy-
perbolic Riemannian metric of finite volume (Outlook 1.2.24).

In contrast, F2 and π1(Σ2) are not quasi-isometric. This can be seen
through homological methods [48] or via Gromov boundaries [78, Exam-
ple 8.3.9].

Proposition 1.5.15 (ME as equivalence relation [40, p. 300]). On the class of
all countable infinite groups, the relation “∼ME” is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Two of the three properties of equivalence relations are easy to check,
but one is more delicate. Which one is the non-obvious one?
Hint Transitivity; we need to combine two possibly unrelated ME cou-

plings into a new ME coupling.

• Reflexivity. Let Γ be a countable infinite group. Then Γ is a lattice in
itself and hence Γ ∼ME Γ by Example 1.5.14.

• Symmetry. Let Γ and Λ be countable infinite groups with Γ ∼ME Λ and
let (Ω, µ) be an ME coupling between Γ and Λ. Then the flipped action

(Λ× Γ)× Ω −→ Ω
(
(λ, γ), x

)
7−→ (γ, λ) · x

turns (Ω, µ) into an ME coupling between Λ and Γ (check!). Hence,
Λ ∼ME Γ.

• Transitivity. Let Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 be countable infinite groups with Γ1 ∼ME

Γ2 and Γ2 ∼ME Γ3. We now show that Γ1 ∼ME Γ3, using fusion of
ME couplings:

Let (Ω1, µ1) be an ME coupling between Γ1 and Γ2 and let (Ω2, µ2) be
an ME coupling between Γ2 and Γ3. We first construct the set-theoretic
version of the fusion of these couplings and then add the measured layer
in a second step. We consider the fibre product set

Ω := Ω1 ×Γ2 Ω2 := Γ2 \ (Ω1 × Ω2),
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where Γ2 acts diagonally on Ω1 × Ω2:

Γ2 × (Ω1 × Ω2) 7−→ (Ω1 × Ω2)
(
γ, (x1, x2)

)
7−→

(
(e, γ) · x1, (γ, e) · x2

)

Then, Ω carries a well-defined Γ1 × Γ3-action (check!):

(Γ1 × Γ3)× Ω −→ Ω
(
(γ1, γ3), [x1, x2]

)
7−→

[
(γ1, e) · x1, (e, γ3) · x2

]
.

Let X1 ⊂ Ω1 be a measurable Γ1-fundamental domain, let X3 ⊂ Ω2 be a
measurable Γ3-fundamental domain, and let X2,1 ⊂ Ω1 and X2,2 ⊂ Ω2

be measurable Γ2-fundamental domains (each of finite measure). Then

X1 ×Γ2
X2,2 :=

{
[x1, x2] ∈ Ω

∣∣ x1 ∈ X1, x2 ∈ X2,2

}
⊂ Ω

is a fundamental domain for Γ1 on Ω (check!). Similarly, X2,1 ×Γ2
X3

is one for Γ3.

It remains to add the measured layer: The canonical bijection (check!)

X1 × Ω2 −→ Ω

(x1, x2) 7−→ [x1, x2]

can be used to push-forward the measure µ1|X1⊗µ2 to Ω. This turns Ω
into an ME coupling between Γ1 and Γ3 (check! there are lots of small
calculations to do . . . ).

Quick check 1.5.16. In the fusion construction in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.5.15, why don’t we just take the push-forward of the product mea-
sure µ1 ⊗ µ2 on Ω1 × Ω2 as measure on Ω ?

Hint With this measure, the Γ1-fundamental domain X1 ×Γ2 X2,2 would
not have finite measure.

Outlook 1.5.17 (a higher category for ME). As ME couplings are structured
objects, one could start building a 2-category:

• objects: (probability) measure preserving actions

• morphisms: ME couplings

• composition of morphisms: fusion of ME couplings; this composition is
not strictly associative!

• 2-morphisms: equivariant almost everywhere defined measure preserv-
ing (iso)morphisms between ME-couplings (up to equality almost ev-
erywhere)
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• composition of 2-morphisms: composition (of representatives)

Some (super)rigidity results can be formulated in this language [8].

Theorem 1.5.18 (ME = ∃SOE [40, Theorem 2.5]). Two infinite countable
groups are measure equivalent if and only if they admit essentially free stan-
dard probability actions that are stably orbit equivalent.

Proof. Let Γ and Λ be countable infinite groups.
We start with the implication “∃SOE =⇒ ME”. For notational simplicity,

we only prove the slightly weaker statement “∃OE =⇒ ME”.
Let f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν) be an orbit equivalence between essentially free

standard probability actions Γ y (X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν); let α : Γ×X −→ Λ
be the rearrangement cocycle associated with f (Proposition 1.5.11).

We then consider the (infinite) measure space (Ω,m) := (X ×Λ, µ⊗mΛ),
where mΛ denotes the counting measure on Λ. On this space, we take

(Γ× Λ)× Ω −→ Ω
(
(γ, λ), (x, y)

)
7−→

(
γ · x, α(γ, x) · y · λ−1

)
;

strictly speaking, this is only almost everywhere (well-)defined, but this can
be fixed by passing to a strict setting (check!). One then calculates that
(check!):

• This map defines an action of Γ× Λ on Ω.

• This action is measure preserving and the total measure is infinite.

• A measurable fundamental domain for the corresponding action Γ y Ω

is X × {e} Show! (which has finite measure).

• A measurable fundamental domain for the corresponding action Λ y Ω

is X × {e} Show! (which still has finite measure).

This ME coupling witnesses that Γ ∼ME Λ.
We now come to the converse implication “ME =⇒ ∃SOE”: Let Γ ×

Λ y (Ω,m) be an ME coupling between Γ and Λ and let Y,X ⊂ Ω be
finite measure measurable fundamental domains for the Γ- and the Λ-factor,
respectively; without loss of generality, we may assume that m(X ∩ Y ) > 0
(check!).

The group Γ acts on X in a measure preserving way (check!); we denote
this action by “•” to avoid confusion with the original action: For γ ∈ Γ
and x ∈ X, we take the unique element in X in the Λ-orbit of γ · x:

{γ • x} = X ∩ (Λ · γ · x)

Similarly, we obtain a measure preserving action of Λ on Y .
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Figure 1.8.: An ME-cocycle, schematically

The key observation now is that RΓy(X,m|X)|X∩Y and RΛy(Y,mY )|X∩Y
both coincide with RΓ×Λy(Ω,m)|X∩Y (check!).

We are almost done; the only small thing missing is that these ac-
tions Γ y (X,m|X) and Λ y (Y,m|Y ) might not be essentially free. But
this can be fixed by applying a freeing construction as in Remark 1.2.46 to
the ME coupling (Ω,m). Hence, we obtain stably orbit equivalent standard
probability actions for Γ and Λ.

Remark 1.5.19 (ME-cocycles). As in the case of orbit equivalence, one can
also associate (non-Abelian) cocycles to ME-couplings [40, Appendix A.3]: In
the situation of the second part of the proof of Theorem 1.5.18, the almost
everywhere (well-)defined map α : Γ×X −→ Λ with

α(γ, x) · (γ · x) ∈ X

for all γ ∈ Γ and almost every x ∈ X (Figure 1.8) satisfies the non-Abelian
cocycle condition

α(γ0 · γ1, x) = α(γ0, γ1 • x) · α(γ1, x)

for all γ0, γ1 ∈ Γ and almost all x ∈ X.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 1.4 and Chapter 1.5,
keeping the following questions in mind:

• How can different dynamical systems be compared?

• What are typical examples?

• Which classification problems arise in this context?
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Ergodicity and mixing properties

Dynamical systems can be decomposed into “indecomposable” dynamical
systems, so-called ergodic systems. We will introduce the notion of ergodicity,
along with the mixing property.

Ergodicity can also be characterised in terms of invariant functions and
invariant functions can be constructed via averaging processes. These averag-
ing processes are at the heart of ergodic theorems and form a starting point
of amenability (Chapter 4).

As an application of the ergodic theorems, we consider digit distributions
in decimal representations.

Overview of this chapter.

2.1 Ergodicity and mixing properties 52
2.2 Ergodic theorems 64
2.3 Ergodic decomposition 80

Running example. rotations, Bernoulli shifts, profinite completions
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2.1 Ergodicity and mixing properties

Ergodic dynamical systems are dynamical systems that do not contain a non-
trivial sub-system and thus form the smallest, “indecomposable”, building
blocks of dynamical systems.

Study note. The origin of the word “ergodic” seems to lie in the ancient
Greek “ἔργον” (which means “work”). But it might be best not to interpret
too much into this and to just accept it as a technical term.

We first introduce the formal definition of ergodicity and a convenient suffi-
cient condition (mixing). We then establish ergodicity in many examples and
we give functional analytic characterisations of ergodicity. We will later meet
the ergodic decomposition theorem, which allows to reduced many questions
about dynamical systems to the ergodic case (Theorem 2.3.13).

2.1.1 Ergodicity

Definition 2.1.1 (ergodic). A measure preserving action Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic
if each measurable subset A ⊂ X with Γ ·A = A satisfies

µ(A) = 0 or µ(X \A) = 0.

Quick check 2.1.2 (invariant subsets). In Definition 2.1.1, does it make a
difference whether we require Γ ·A ⊂ A or Γ ·A = A ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. We always have Γ · A ⊂ A if and

only if Γ ·A = A (check!). Hide

Example 2.1.3 (ergodicity?).

• If Γ is a countable group and if Λ ⊂ Γ is a finite index subgroup, then
the coset translation action Γ y Γ/Λ is transitive, whence ergodic.

The lattice coset translation action case requires more thought (Out-
look 2.1.22).

• Let n ∈ N>0 and let α := 1/n. Then the rotation action Rα : Z y S1

is not ergodic: The set

A := Z · [0, α/2]S1 =
⋃

j∈{0,2,...,2n−2}

[ j
2n
,
j + 1

2n

]
⊂ S1

is measurable, Z-invariant, and has measure 1/2.
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In contrast, if α is irrational, then the rotation action Rα : Z y S1 is
ergodic (Corollary 2.1.19).

Interactive tool 2.1.4. Replicate the second example of Example 2.1.3 with
the interactive tool: http://dynsys.wuisch.org

In order to exhibit ergodicity in further examples, we first need to develop
some basic tools.

Remark 2.1.5 (inheritance of ergodicity). Clearly, ergodicity is preserved by
conjugacy (check!). We will later see that ergodicity is also preserved by orbit
equivalence (Corollary 3.1.20).

2.1.2 Mixing actions

In some examples, it is more natural to establish a stronger condition than
ergodicity; moreover, this property behaves better with respect to taking
diagonal actions and with respect to approximation of measurable subsets by
simpler sets:

Definition 2.1.6 (mixing). A measure preserving action Γ y (X,µ) of an
infinite group is mixing if the following holds: For all measurable sub-
sets A,B ⊂ X, we have

lim
Γ3γ→∞

µ(γ ·A ∩B) = µ(A) · µ(B).

In other words, for every ε ∈ R>0, there exists a finite set S ⊂ Γ with

∀γ∈Γ\S
∣∣µ(γ ·A ∩B)− µ(A) · µ(B)

∣∣ < ε.

If we associate elements outside of large finite sets with (temporally) later
transformations, then the mixing condition means that if we let the dynamical
system run for a long time, then any two measurable subsets become more
and more independent (in the sense of probability theory).

Outlook 2.1.7 (RNG). Mixing properties can, e.g., be used in random number
generation [64].

Proposition 2.1.8 (mixing implies ergodic). Every mixing probability measure
preserving action (of an infinite countable group) is ergodic.

Proof. Let Γ y (X,µ) be a probability measure preserving action by an
infinite group that is mixing.

In oder to establish ergodicity, we take a measurable subset A ⊂ X with Γ·
A = A and show that µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}. Because A is invariant, we have A =
γ ·A ∩A for all γ ∈ Γ (check!), and so the mixing property implies that
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µ(A) = lim
Γ3γ→∞

µ(γ ·A ∩A) = µ(A) · µ(A).

Therefore, µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}, which means that Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic.

However, in general, ergodicity does not imply the mixing property (Corol-
lary 2.1.19).

Proposition 2.1.9 (ergodicity of Bernoulli shifts). Let Γ be a countable infinite
group. Then the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ is mixing and thus
ergodic.

Proof. As general measurable subsets of {0, 1}Γ are difficult to handle, we
will first prove the mixing condition for finite unions of cylinder sets and
then we will explain how to derive the general case through approximation.

• Let A,B ⊂ {0, 1}Γ be finite unions of cylinder sets. In particular, there
exist finite subsets S, T ⊂ Γ and subsets A ⊂ {0, 1}S and B ⊂ {0, 1}T
with A = π−1

S (A) and B = π−1
T (B). Then, S−1 ·T is a finite subset of Γ

and for all γ ∈ Γ \ S−1 · T , we have

µ(γ ·A ∩B) = µ(A) · µ(B)

because Show computation!

µ(γ ·A ∩B) = µ
(
γ · π−1

S (A) ∩ π−1
T (B)

)

= µ
(
π−1
S·γ−1(A) ∩ π−1

T (B)
)

= µ
(
π−1
S·γ−1(A)

)
· µ
(
π−1
T (B)

)
(because S · γ−1 ∩ T = ∅)

= µ
(
γ · π−1

S (A)
)
· µ
(
π−1
T (B)

)

= µ
(
π−1
S (A)

)
· µ(B) (the action is µ-preserving)

= µ(A) · µ(B).

This shows the mixing condition for finite unions of cylinder sets.

• Now let A,B ⊂ {0, 1}Γ be measurable subsets. For each ε ∈ R>0, we
find A′, B′ ⊂ {0, 1}Γ with the following properties (check!): The sets A′

and B′ are finite unions of cylinder sets and the symmetric differences
satisfy

µ(A4A′) < ε and µ(B 4B′) < ε.

Then, we obtain for all γ ∈ Γ that

∣∣µ(γ ·A ∩B)− µ(A) · µ(B)
∣∣ ≤

∣∣µ(γ ·A ∩B)− µ(γ ·A ∩B′)
∣∣ À

+
∣∣µ(γ ·A ∩B′)− µ(γ ·A′ ∩B′)

∣∣ Á

+
∣∣µ(γ ·A′ ∩B′)− µ(A′) · µ(B′)

∣∣ Â

+
∣∣µ(A′) · µ(B′)− µ(A) · µ(B)

∣∣. Ã
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The term Â tends to 0 for γ →∞, because we can apply the first part
to A′ and B′. Therefore, we only need to deal with À, Á, and Ã.

For À, we have

∣∣µ(γ ·A ∩B)− µ(γ ·A ∩B′)
∣∣ ≤ µ

(
(γ ·A ∩B)4 (γ ·A ∩B′)

)

≤ µ(B 4B′) < ε.

Similarly, we also see that Á < ε (check!). Finally, Ã can be estimated
via

∣∣µ(A′) · µ(B′)− µ(A) · µ(B)
∣∣ ≤

∣∣µ(A′) · µ(B′)− µ(A′) · µ(B)
∣∣+
∣∣µ(A′) · µ(B)− µ(A) · µ(B)

∣∣
≤ µ(A′) · µ(B 4B′) + µ(A4A′) · µ(B′) ≤ 1 · ε+ ε · 1.

Hence, À + Á + Ã < 4 · ε. In combination with the argument for Â, the
claim follows.

Corollary 2.1.10 (ergodicity of the digit shift). Let d ∈ N>1. Then the digit
shift action Dd : N y S1 is ergodic.

Proof. For notational simplicity, we only give the proof in the case d = 2.
The digit shift D2 is conjuate to the standard Bernoulli shift N y {0, 1}N
(Example 1.4.16) and the shift N y {0, 1}N is ergodic (this follows similarly
to the group case; Proposition 2.1.9). As ergodicity is preserved by conjugacy
(Remark 2.1.5), the claim follows.

Quick check 2.1.11 (ergodicity of Bernoulli shifts?). Let Γ be a finite group.
Is then the standard Bernoulli shift of Γ ergodic?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. We can consider {(0)γ∈Γ}. Hide

Corollary 2.1.12 (existence of ergodic actions). Let Γ be a countable group.
Then Γ admits an essentially free ergodic probability measure preserving ac-
tion.

Proof. If Γ is finite, then Hint the translation action Γ y Γ with respect
to the normalised counting measure is free and ergodic (Corollary 1.2.45;
Example 2.1.3).

If Γ is infinite, then Hint the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y {0, 1}Γ is
essentially free and ergodic (Proposition 1.2.43; Proposition 2.1.9).

Example 2.1.13 (multiple recurrence for Bernoulli shifts). The standard Ber-
noulli shift Z y ({0, 1}Z, µ) satisfies Furstenberg’s multiple recurrence theo-
rem (Theorem 1.3.5); this can be shown by the following, direct, argument:
Let A ⊂ {0, 1}Z be a measurable subset with µ(A) > 0 and let k ∈ N. Then
the argument of Proposition 2.1.9 can be adapted in a such a way to show
that

lim
n→∞

µ
(
A ∩ f−n(A) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(A)

)
= µ(A)k+1 > 0,
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where f : {0, 1}Z −→ {0, 1}Z denotes the action by 1 ∈ Z (check!). In partic-
ular, there exists an n ∈ N>0 with

µ
(
A ∩ f−n(A) ∩ · · · ∩ f−k·n(A)

)
> 0.

Study note. Do you still remember Furstenberg’s multiple recurrence the-
orem (Theorem 1.3.5), its connection with Szemerédi’s theorem (Theo-
rem 1.3.8) and the role played by the Bernoulli shift?

2.1.3 Invariant bounded functions

We will now reformulate ergodicity in terms of invariant functions, starting
with the case of (essentially) bounded functions.

Quick check 2.1.14. How can we translate between (measures of) subsets
and (properties of) functions?

Hint The basic correspondence is, as always, given by replacing subsets by
their characteristic functions and by replacing measures with integration.

Remark 2.1.15 (actions on functions). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a measure preserv-
ing action. Then

Γ× L∞(X,µ) −→ L∞(X,µ)

(γ, f) 7−→
(
x 7→ f(γ−1 · x)

)

is a well-defined linear left Γ-action on the space L∞(X,µ) of all essentially
bounded functions X −→ R (up to equality µ-almost everywhere).

In the same way, for each p ∈ R≥1, we obtain well-defined (left) actions

Γ y Lp(X,µ)

on the vector space of Lp-integrable functions (up to equality µ-almost ev-
erywhere), both for real- and for complex-valued functions.

Proposition 2.1.16 (ergodicity via invariant functions). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a
probability measure preserving action. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The action Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic.

2. For every measurable set A ⊂ X that satisfies µ(γ · A 4 A) = 0 for
all γ ∈ G, we have µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}.

3. Every f ∈ L∞(X,µ) that satisfies f = γ ·f for all γ ∈ Γ is (essentially)
constant.

4. The inclusion R −→ L∞(X,µ)Γ as constant functions is an isomor-
phism of R-vector spaces.
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Proof. Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Let use suppose that Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic and let A ⊂ X
be a measurable subset with µ(γ ·A4A) = 0 for all γ ∈ Γ.

In order to apply our definition of ergodicity, we need a measurable sub-
set that is strictly invariant, not only almost invariant. Therefore, we con-

sider A′ := Γ ·A Hint . By construction, Γ ·A′ = A′ and

µ(A) ≤ µ(A′) ≤ µ(A) +
∑

γ∈Γ

µ(γ ·A4A) = µ(A) + 0.

Because Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic, we thus obtain µ(A) = µ(A′) ∈ {0, 1}.
Ad 2. =⇒ 3. Let us suppose that the second property holds and let f ∈

L∞(X,µ) satisfy f = γ · f for all γ ∈ Γ. Out of f we now extract suitable
almost invariant subsets: Let Y ⊂ R be a measurable subset and let A :=
f−1(Y ) (which is a measurable subset of X). The set A is almost Γ-invariant:
Let γ ∈ Γ. Then

γ ·A4A ⊂
⋃

n∈N

{
x ∈ X

∣∣∣
∣∣f(x)− γ · f(x)

∣∣ > 1

n

}
;

the sets on the right-hand side all have measure 0 because f =0 γ · f . Hence,
µ(γ ·A4A) = 0.

By the second property, µ(f−1(Y )) = µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}. This means that f is
essentially constant.

Ad 3. =⇒ 1. Let us suppose that the third property holds and let A ⊂ X
be a measurable subset with Γ ·A = A. Then χA ∈ L∞(X,µ) is Γ-invariant.
By the third property, χA is almost everywhere constant. Therefore, µ(A) = 0
(in case χA =0 0) or µ(A) = 1 (in case χA =0 1). This shows that Γ y (X,µ)
is ergodic.

Ad 3.⇐⇒ 4. This is clear from the construction of the Γ-invariants functor:
By definition, L∞(X,µ)Γ = {f ∈ L∞(X,µ) | ∀γ∈Γ γ · f = f}.

The invariants functor on modules over group rings is the central ingredient
in group cohomology; in particular, we obtain:

Corollary 2.1.17 (group cohomology in degree 0). Let Γ y (X,µ) be an ergodic
measure preserving action. Then

H0
(
Γ;L∞(X,µ)

) ∼=R R.

Proof. Group cohomology in degree 0 is naturally isomorphic to the invari-
ants functor [81, Chapter 1.3]. Therefore the claim follows from the charac-
terisations of ergodicity in Proposition 2.1.16.

For example, the characterisation of ergodicity in terms of L∞ allows us
to handle irrational rotations on the circle and profinite completions:
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Proposition 2.1.18 (dense subgroups). Let G be a locally compact second
countable topological group that is compact, let µ be the normalised Haar
measure on G, and let Γ ⊂ G be a countable dense subgroup. Then the left
translation action Γ y (G,µ) is ergodic.

Proof. Let A ⊂ G be a measurable set with Γ · A = A and let µ(A) > 0.
We now show that µ(A) = 1, roughly following Zimmer’s argument [124,
Lemma 2.2.13]:

Again, we make use of function spaces: The left Γ-action Γ y L∞(G,µ)
extends to a well-defined left G-action Gy L∞(G,µ), defined by the “same”
formula:

G× L∞(G,µ) −→ L∞(G,µ)

(g, f) 7−→
(
x 7→ f(g−1 · x)

)

This map is continuous with respect to “pointwise convergence almost every-
where” on L∞(G,µ).

Let’s get back to our set A: Because of Γ ·A = A, we have

∀γ∈Γ γ−1 · χA = χγ·A = χA.

Because Γ is dense in G and of the continuity of the G-action on L∞(G,µ),
we obtain

∀g∈G g−1 · χA =0 χA.

In other words: For all g ∈ G, for µ-almost all x ∈ A, we have g · x ∈ A. We
now want to move the “µ-almost all” to the quantifier over G. This can be
done via Fubini’s theorem (Theorem A.1.20): As µ(A) > 0, we have

0 < µ(A) =

∫

G

µ(A) dµ(g)

=

∫

G

∫

A

1 dµ(x) dµ(g)

=

∫

G

∫

A

χA(g · x) dµ(x) dµ(g) (above G-“invariance” of A)

=

∫

A

∫

G

χA(g · x) dµ(g) dµ(x). (Fubini)

Hence, there exists an x ∈ A with (check!)

∫

G

χA(g · x) dµ(g) ≥ 1.

Therefore, for µ-almost all g ∈ G, we have g−1 · x ∈ A. This means that for
µ-almost all g ∈ G, we have g−1 ∈ A · x−1.
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Thus, G \A · x−1 is a µ-null set. Because compact topological groups are
unimodular [30, Chapter 1.4], the Haar measure µ is also right invariant and
so G \A is a µ-null set.

Corollary 2.1.19 (irrational rotations). Let α ∈ R be irrational. Then the ro-
tation action Rα : Z y S1 is ergodic, but not mixing.

Proof. Because α is irrational, for each ε ∈ R>0, there exist infinitely
many m,n ∈ N with 0 < |m · α− n| < ε.

• The action is not mixing: Let A := [0, 1/2]S1 . For ε ∈ R>0, we
choose m,n ∈ Z as above; then

∣∣λ(m ·A ∩A)− λ(A)
∣∣ ≤ 2 · ε.

Because we have infinitely many such “m”, this shows (by taking ε→ 0)
that

lim sup
m→∞

λ(m ·A ∩A) ≥ λ(A) =
1

2
>

1

4
= λ(A) · λ(A).

Therefore, Rα : Z y S1 is not mixing.

• The action is ergodic: We can consider S1 = R/Z as topological
group (whose Haar measure is the Lebesgue measure) and the sub-
group Γ := {[α · n] | n ∈ Z} ∼=Group Z of S1. Then Rα is nothing but
the left translation action Γ y (S1, λ). Because α is irrational, the
subgroup Γ ⊂ S1 is dense, and so Rα is ergodic (Proposition 2.1.18).

Alternatively, ergodicity can also be established through a nice Fourier
analysis argument [32, p. 30].

Quick check 2.1.20 (dense subgroups).

1. Does the compact group S1 contain a dense subgroup isomorphic
to Z/2020 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The group Z/2020 is finite, but
finite subsets of S1 are closed and thus cannot be dense in the infinite
topological space S1. Hide

2. Does the compact group S1 × S1 contain a dense subgroup isomorphic
to Z ?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. If α, β ∈ R are both irrational
and linearly independent over Q, then Z·(α, β) leads to such a subgroup.

Hide

Corollary 2.1.21 (ergodicity of profinite completions). Let Γ be a finitely gen-

erated residually finite group. Then the left translation action Γ y Γ̂ on the
profinite completion is ergodic.
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Proof. The translation action Γ y Γ̂ is a standard probability action and
the canonical probability measure on Γ̂ is the normalised Haar measure on Γ̂
(Example 1.2.38). Moreover, because Γ is residually finite, the canonical ho-

momorphism Γ −→ Γ̂ is injective (Proposition 1.2.39) and thus we may view Γ

as subgroup of Γ̂. Furthermore, the construction of the profinite completion
shows that Γ is dense in Γ̂ (check!). Therefore, the translation action Γ y Γ̂
is ergodic by Proposition 2.1.18.

Outlook 2.1.22 (Moore ergodicity theorem and rigidity). The Moore ergodicity
theorem [90][124, Theorem 2.2.6] is related to Proposition 2.1.18 and states
the following: Let G be a finite product of connected non-compact simple Lie
groups with finite centre and let Γ,Λ ⊂ G be lattices in G. If the lattice Λ is
irreducible, then the coset translation action Γ y G/Λ is ergodic.

The Moore ergodicity theorem is one of the many ingredients in the (su-
per)rigidity results of Margulis [124].

2.1.4 Invariant L2-functions

We will now characterise ergodicity in terms of L2-functions. To formulate
this, we will introduce a tiny bit of language from representation theory; in or-
der to be compliant with standard conventions, we will formulate everything
in terms of C-vector spaces.

Definition 2.1.23 (unitary representation). Let H be a complex Hilbert space
(i.e., a complex vector space with a Hermitian inner product that induces a
complete norm).

• A unitary operator on H is a bounded (in the sense of linear operators)
C-linear operator u with

u ◦ u∗ = idH = u∗ ◦ u.

Here, u∗ denotes the adjoint operator of u. We write U(H) for the group
of all unitary operators on H.

• Let Γ be a (discrete, countable) group. A unitary representation of Γ
on H is a group homomorphism Γ −→ U(H), i.e., an action of Γ on H
by unitary operators.

Quick check 2.1.24 (unitary operators). For which of the following scalars a ∈
C is the multiplication map a· : C −→ C a unitary operator (with respect to
the standard inner product)?

1. 0 Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Hide
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2. 1 Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. Hide

3. i Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Hide

4. 2020 + i Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Hide

Example 2.1.25 (the Koopman representation). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a proba-
bility measure preserving action. Then L2(X,µ;C) is a Hilbert space with
respect to the inner product

〈 · , · 〉 : L2(X,µ;C)× L2(X,µ;C) −→ C

(f, g) 7−→
∫

X

f(x) · g(x) dµ(x)

and the left action (Remark 2.1.15)

π : Γ× L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C)

(γ, f) 7−→
(
x 7→ f(γ−1 · x)

)

defines a representation of Γ on the Hilbert space L2(X,µ;C), the so-called
Koopman representation of Γ. Let us check that this is a unitary repre-
sentation: Let γ ∈ Γ. Then π(γ) is a unitary operator on L2(X,µ;C): For
all f, g ∈ L2(X,µ;C), we have

〈
π(γ)∗(f), g

〉
=
〈
f, π(γ)(g)

〉
(definition of adjoint operators)

=

∫

X

f · (γ · g) dµ (definition of 〈 · , · 〉 and π)

=

∫

X

γ−1 · f · g dµ ( Why? Γ-invariance of µ; Theorem A.1.17)

=
〈
π(γ−1)(f), g

〉
(definition of 〈 · , · 〉 and π)

and thus π(γ)∗ = π(γ−1). In particular, we obtain

π(γ)∗ ◦ π(γ) = π(γ−1) ◦ π(γ) = π(γ−1 · γ) = π(e) = idL2(X,µ;C)

and π(γ) ◦ π(γ)∗ = idL2(X,µ;C).

Example 2.1.26 (the Koopman representation for N). Let N y (X,µ) be a
probability measure preserving action, generated by a measure preserving
map f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ). Then a similar argument as in Example 2.1.25
shows that the Koopman operator

π : L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C)

g 7−→ g ◦ f

is a unitary operator (check!).
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In analogy with ergodicity of dynamical systems, one can also introduce a
notion of ergodicity of representations:

Definition 2.1.27 (ergodic unitary representation). Let Γ be a countable group
and let π : Γ −→ U(H) be a unitary representaion on a Hilbert space H.

• A Γ-invariant vector of π is an element x ∈ H\{0} with

∀γ∈Γ π(γ)(x) = x.

• The unitary representation π is ergodic if π has no Γ-invariant vector.

Proposition 2.1.28 (ergodicity via Koopman representation). Let Γ be a count-
able group and let H ⊂ L2(X,µ;C) be the orthogonal complement of the
subspace of constant functions. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The action Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic.

2. The restriction of the Koopman representation of Γ to H is ergodic.

Proof. We first observe that the Koopman representation indeed restricts
to H: The Koopman representation transforms constant functions into con-
stant functions; thus, by unitarity, the Koopman representation also maps
the orthogonal complement H to H.

We now prove the equivalence of the two properties by contraposition.
Ad 2. =⇒ 1. Let Γ y (X,µ) not be ergodic, i.e., there exists a measurable

subset A ⊂ X with Γ ·A = A and 0 < µ(A) < 1. Then the function

f := χA − µ(A) · χX

lies in H (check!). Moreover, f 6=0 0 and f is Γ-invariant (check!). Therefore,
the Koopman representation on H is not ergodic.

Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Conversely, let the Koopman representation not be ergodic,
i.e., there exists a function f ∈ H \ {0} that is Γ-invariant. In particular,
f is not essentially constant. We can now argue as in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.1.16: Because f not essentially constant, there is a measurable sub-
set Y ⊂ C with

0 < µ
(
f−1(Y )

)
< 1.

Then A := f−1(Y ) is almost Γ-invariant (proof of Proposition 2.1.16) and so
Γ y (X,µ) is not ergodic (Proposition 2.1.16).

Also further notions from ergodic theory can be reformulated in terms of
the Koopman representation; for instance, the mixing property can be char-
acterised via the Koopman representation (Exercise) and weak containment
of dynamical systems leads to weak containment of the Koopman represen-
tations [21].

The advantage of the L2-function space is that it carries as additional
structure an inner product and thus allows us to speak of orthogonality and
orthogonal projections onto closed subspaces.
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Proposition 2.1.29 (the projection onto constant functions). Let Γ y (X,µ)
be a probability measure preserving action and let C ⊂ L2(X,µ;C) be the
subspace of essentially constant functions. Then

p : L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C)

f 7−→
(∫

X

f dµ
)
· χX

is the orthogonal projection onto C.

Proof. The map p is an orthogonal projection: We only need to check that
p2 = p and p = p∗.

• By definition, im p ⊂ C. If f ∈ C, then we have (in L2(X,µ;C))

p(f) =

(∫

X

f dµ

)
· χX = f.

Hence, p2 = p and im p = C.

• For all f, g ∈ L2(X,µ;C), we have

〈
p∗(f), g

〉
=
〈
f, p(g)

〉

=

∫

X

(
f ·
∫

X

g dµ · χX
)
dµ

=

∫

X

g dµ ·
∫

X

f dµ

=

∫

X

(∫

X

f dµ · χX · g
)
dµ

=
〈
p(f), g

〉
.

Thus, p∗ = p.

Therefore, p is the orthogonal projection onto im p = C.

Remark 2.1.30 (the projection onto invariants). In view of Proposition 2.1.28,
this means that for ergodic dynamical systems Γ y (X,µ), the orthogonal
projection from Proposition 2.1.29 is the orthogonal projection onto the sub-
space L2(X,µ;C)Γ of (essentially) Γ-invariant functions.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 2.1, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

• What is ergodicity?

• How can (non-)ergodicity be established in standard examples?
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2.2 Ergodic theorems

We will now focus on the classical case of dynamical systems generated by a
single transformation. Ergodic theorems concern convergence and invariance
properties of averages of iterated applications of the given transformation to a
function; in the ergodic case, these limits are also related to integration of this
function. Therefore, ergodic theorems are often summarised as statements
relating temporal averages to spatial averages.

More generally, one could consider ergodic theorems in a setting, where
the groups in question carry a reasonable averaging process, i.e., in the case
of amenable groups (Chapter 4.3.4).

2.2.1 Averaging a single transformation

We introduce the following notation for averaging in dynamical systems gen-
erated by a single transformation:

Definition 2.2.1 (averaging operator). Let N y (X,µ) be a probability mea-
sure preserving action generated by f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ). For N ∈ N>0, we
write

AN : L∞(X,µ) −→ L∞(X,µ)

g 7−→ 1

N
·
N−1∑

n=0

g ◦ fn.

We also use the same notation on other function spaces such as L1(X,µ)
or L2(X,µ;C). In all these cases, AN is a bounded linear operator and the
operator norms satisfy ‖AN‖ = 1.

The leading question for ergodic theorems is what happens to AN (g)
for N → ∞. This question can be asked in different function spaces and
for different types of convergence, leading to different versions of ergodic
theorems.

Interactive tool 2.2.2 (averaging operators on the circle). Try out the averag-
ing operators for rotations and digit shifts on the circle (with different actions
and different functions): http://ergthm.wuisch.org

If one wants to generalise ergodic theorems from actions of N or Z to
a larger class, one first has to make sense of the corresponding averaging
operators. One way of doing this is through Følner sequences in amenable
groups (Chapter 4).
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2.2.2 The mean ergodic theorem

The first ergodic theorem is von Neumann’s ergodic theorem in L2:

Theorem 2.2.3 (mean ergodic theorem, L2-version). Let N y (X,µ) be a
probability measure preserving action and let p : L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C)
be the orthogonal projection onto the (closed!) subspace of L2(X,µ;C) of N-
invariant functions. Then, for all g ∈ L2(X,µ;C), we have (with respect to
L2-convergence)

lim
N→∞

AN (g) = p(g).

The same statement also holds for probability measure preserving actions of Z
instead of N.

Proof. Let π : L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C) be the associated Koopman oper-
ator (Example 2.1.26) and I := L2(X,µ;C)N = {g ∈ L2(X,µ;C) | π(g) =0 g}
be the subspace of N-invariant L2-functions.

Let g ∈ L2(X,µ;C); then we can write

g = p(g) + h,

where h ∈ I⊥. We will now show that limN→∞AN (h) = 0 with respect to
the L2-norm ‖ · ‖2.

In order to achieve this, we will first describe the orthogonal complement
of I in more detail: Let

V :=
{
π(f)− f

∣∣ f ∈ L2(X,µ;C)
}
⊂ L2(X,µ;C).

We claim that I⊥ = V . To establish this equality, it suffices to show that
V ⊥ = I.

• Let f ∈ I. Then, for all h ∈ L2(X,µ;C), we have

〈
f, π(h)− h

〉
=
〈
f, π(h)

〉
− 〈f, h〉

=
〈
π(f), π(h)

〉
− 〈f, h〉 (because f ∈ I)

= 〈f, h〉 − 〈f, h〉 ( Why? because π is unitary)

= 0,

and so f ∈ V ⊥.

• Conversely, let f ∈ V ⊥. Then

∀h∈L2(X,µ;C)

〈
π(h), f

〉
=
〈
π(h)− h, f

〉
+ 〈h, f〉 = 0 + 〈h, f〉.

Therefore, we obtain
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∥∥π(f)− f
∥∥2

2
=
∥∥π(f)

∥∥2

2
−
〈
f, π(f)

〉
−
〈
π(f), f

〉
+ ‖f‖22

= ‖f‖22 −
〈
π(f), f

〉
−
〈
π(f), f

〉
+ ‖f‖22

= ‖f‖22 − 〈f, f〉 − 〈f, f〉+ ‖f‖22
= 0, Show computation

which means that π(f) = f , whence f ∈ I.

To prove limN→∞AN (h) = 0, we proceed in two steps (a base case and
an approximation step):

• If h ∈ V , then there is a k ∈ L2(X,µ;C) with h = π(k)− k. Therefore,
for all N ∈ N, we have

∥∥AN (h)
∥∥

2
=

∥∥∥∥
1

N
·
N−1∑

n=0

πn
(
π(k)− k

)∥∥∥∥
2

=
1

N
·
∥∥πN (k)− k

∥∥
2
. (telescope)

The last term converges to 0 as N →∞, because ‖πN (k)−k‖2 ≤ 2·‖k‖2
is bounded.

• If h ∈ I⊥ = V , then there is a sequence (kj)j∈N in L2(X,µ;C) such
that hj := π(kj)− kj converges to h in L2 for j →∞. For ε ∈ R>0, we
choose j ∈ N with ‖h− hj‖2 < ε and M ∈ N with

∀N∈N≥M
∥∥AN (hj)

∥∥
2
< ε.

Then, for all N ∈ N≥M , we have

∥∥AN (h)
∥∥

2
≤
∥∥AN (h− hj)

∥∥
2

+
∥∥AN (hj)

∣∣
2

≤ ‖AN‖ · ‖h− hj‖2 + ε

≤ 2 · ε. Show estimate

Hence, limN→∞ ‖AN (h)‖2 = 0.

Because p(g) is N-invariant, we obtain AN (p(g)) = p(g) for all N ∈ N. Thus,

lim
N→∞

AN (g) = lim
N→∞

AN
(
p(g)

)
+ lim
N→∞

AN (h) = p(g) + 0

with respect to L2-convergence, as claimed.
The same proof can also be carried out for Z instead of N (check!).

Corollary 2.2.4 (mean ergodic theorem for ergodic systems). Let Z y (X,µ)
be an ergodic probability measure preserving action. Then, for all g ∈
L2(X,µ;C), we have (with respect to L2-convergence)
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lim
N→∞

AN (g) =
(∫

X

g dµ
)
· χX .

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the mean ergodic theorem (Theo-
rem 2.2.3) and the description of the orthogonal projection onto the invariant
functions for ergodic actions (Remark 2.1.30).

Corollary 2.2.5 (characterisation of ergodicity via averaging operators). Let
Z y (X,µ) be a probability measure preserving action. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. The action Z y (X,µ) is ergodic.

2. For all g, h ∈ L2(X,µ;C), we have

lim
N→∞

〈
AN (g), h

〉
= 〈g, χX〉 · 〈χX , h〉 =

∫

X

g dµ ·
∫

X

h dµ.

Proof. Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Let the action be ergodic and let g, h ∈ L2(X,µ;C).
By Corollary 2.2.4, we have limN→∞AN (g) =

∫
X
g dµ · χX with respect to

L2-convergence. Therefore,

lim
N→∞

〈
AN (g), h

〉
=

〈
lim
N→∞

AN (g), h

〉
(polarisation)

=

〈∫

X

g dµ · χX , h
〉

=

∫

X

g dµ ·
∫

X

h dµ = 〈g, χX〉 · 〈χX , h〉.

Ad 2. =⇒ 1. Conversely, let us suppose that the second property is sat-
isfied. Let A ⊂ X be measurable and Z · A = A. Then AN (χA) = χA for
all N ∈ N>0 and the assumed property leads to

µ(A) · µ(A) =

∫

X

χA dµ ·
∫

X

χA dµ

= lim
N→∞

〈
AN (χA), χA

〉

=

∫

X

χA · χA dµ =

∫

X

χA dµ

= µ(A).

Hence, µ(A) ∈ {0, 1}, which establishes ergodicity.

In the L2-version of the mean ergodic theorem, we do not only have con-
vergence of the ergodic averages, but we could also describe the limit as
orthogonal projection of the original function. When passing to L1 (which
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does not carry an inner product), we do not have a generic candidate for the
limit, but we still find convergence:

Theorem 2.2.6 (mean ergodic theorem, L1-version). Let N y (X,µ) be a prob-
ability measure preserving action. Then, for all g ∈ L1(X,µ), we have that
(AN (g))N∈N converges in L1(X,µ) to an N-invariant element of L1(X,µ).

The same statement also holds for probability measure preserving actions
of Z instead of N.

Quick check 2.2.7 (nested function spaces). Let (X,µ) be a probability space.
Which of the following canonical inclusions do we then always have?

1. L∞(X,µ) ⊂ L1(X,µ) ?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. The measure is finite! Hide

2. L1(X,µ) ⊂ L∞(X,µ) ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. E.g., x 7→ 1/
√
x on ([0, 1], λ)

Hide

3. L1(X,µ) ⊂ L2(X,µ) ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. E.g., x 7→ 1/
√
x on ([0, 1], λ)

Hide

4. L2(X,µ) ⊂ L1(X,µ) ?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. We can look at values ≥ 1 and

values < 1 separately. Hide

Proof. We will use the L2-mean ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.3) and the
fact that L∞(X,µ) is ‖ ·‖1-dense in L1(X,µ). One could also use L2(X,µ;C)
directly; the advantage of the proof via L∞(X,µ) is that it can be generalised
to other Lp-spaces.

The case of the subspace L∞(X,µ) ⊂ L1(X,µ). Let g ∈ L∞(X,µ).
Then g ∈ L2(X,µ;C) (the measure is finite!) and so, by the L2-mean er-
godic theorem (Theorem 2.2.3), we have

lim
N→∞

AN (g) = p(g)

in L2(X,µ;C), where p : L2(X,µ;C) −→ L2(X,µ;C)N is the orthogonal pro-
jection onto the N-invariants.

By construction, p(g) is N-invariant and p(g) is in fact in L∞(X,µ), as the
following argument shows: For all measurable subsets A ⊂ X, we have
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∣∣∣∣
∫

A

p(g) dµ

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣〈χA, p(g)

〉∣∣

= lim
N→∞

∣∣〈χA, AN (g)
〉∣∣ (L2-convergence)

≤ lim sup
N→∞

∥∥AN (g)
∥∥
∞ · µ(A)

≤ ‖AN‖ · ‖g‖∞ · µ(A)

= ‖g‖∞ · µ(A)

and thus ‖p(g)‖∞ ≤ ‖g‖∞ (check!). In particular, p(g) ∈ L1(X,µ).
Moreover, because ‖ · ‖1 ≤ ‖ · ‖2, we obtain that limN→∞AN (g) = p(g)

also holds in L1(X,µ).
The approximation step: From L∞(X,µ) to L1(X,µ). Let g ∈ L1(X,µ).

Then (AN (g))N∈N is a Cauchy sequence in L1(X,µ): Let ε ∈ R>0. Because
L∞(X,µ) lies densely in L1(X,µ), there exists a g̃ ∈ L∞(X,µ) with ‖g−g̃‖1 ≤
ε. Therefore, for all M,N ∈ N>0, we have

∥∥AN (g)−AM (g)
∥∥

1
≤
∥∥AN (g)−AN (g̃)

∥∥
1

+
∥∥AN (g̃)−AM (g̃)

∥∥
1

+
∥∥AM (g̃)−AM (g)

∥∥
1

≤ ‖AN‖ · ‖g − g̃‖1 +
∥∥AN (g̃)−AM (g̃)

∥∥
1

+ ‖AM‖ · ‖g − g̃‖1
≤ 1 · ε+

∥∥AN (g̃)−AM (g̃)
∥∥

1
+ 1 · ε.

For N,M → ∞, the middle term converges to 0 by the first part of the
proof for the subspace L∞(X,µ) ⊂ L1(X,µ). Thus, (AN (g))N∈N is a Cauchy
sequence in L1(X,µ).

Completeness of L1(X,µ) shows that (AN (g))N∈N has a limit g∗ ∈
L1(X,µ). By definition of the averaging operators, g∗ is N-invariant.

2.2.3 The pointwise ergodic theorem

Birkhoff’s pointwise ergodic theorem is a refinement of the L1-mean ergodic
theorem in the sense that L1-convergence is upgraded to pointwise conver-
gence almost everywhere.

Quick check 2.2.8 (types of convergence). Let (X,µ) be a probability space
and let (gn)n∈N be a sequence in L 1(X,µ). Which of the following statements
are true?

1. If (gn)n∈N is L1-convergent, then for µ-almost every x ∈ X the se-
quence (gn(x))n∈N is convergent.

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. E.g., for k ∈ N and n ∈
{2k, . . . , 2k+1 − 1} let gn := χ

[n−2k

2k
,n−2k+1

2k
]

on ([0, 1], λ). But there is

always a subsequence of (gn)n∈N with pointwise convergence almost

everywhere [74, Theorem VI.5.2]. Hide
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2. If (gn(x))n∈N converges for µ-almost every x ∈ X, then (gn)n∈N is L1-
convergent.

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. E.g., (n · χ[1/n,2/n])n∈N>0

on ([0, 1], λ). Hide

As we will talk about evaluations of functions at points, it is convenient to
work with the strict spaces L 1 etc. instead of the spaces L1 etc. of functions
modulo equality almost everywhere.

Theorem 2.2.9 (pointwise ergodic theorem). Let N y (X,µ) be a probability
measure preserving action. Then, for all g ∈ L 1(X,µ), there exists an almost
N-invariant function g∗ ∈ L 1(X,µ) such that

• For µ-almost all x ∈ X, we have limN→∞AN (g)(x) = g∗(x)

• and ∫

X

g∗ dµ =

∫

X

g dµ.

If the action is ergodic, then g∗(x) =
∫
X
g dµ for µ-almost all x ∈ X.

The same statement also holds for probability measure preserving actions
of Z instead of N.

The proof relies on the so-called maximal ergodic theorem, which in turn
can be proved via the maximal inequality.

Theorem 2.2.10 (maximal ergodic theorem). Let N y (X,µ) be a probability
measure preserving action, let g ∈ L 1(X,µ), and let α ∈ R>0. Then the set

Eα :=

{
x ∈ X

∣∣∣∣ sup
N∈N>0

AN (g)(x) > α

}

satisfies

α · µ(Eα) ≤
∫

Eα

g dµ ≤ ‖g‖1.

The same statement also holds for probability measure preserving actions of Z
instead of N.

Taking the maximal ergodic theorem for granted, we can derive the point-
wise ergodic theorem:

Proof of the pointwise ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.9). We first prove the
pointwise ergodic theorem for functions in L∞(X,µ) and then generalise to
all of L 1(X,µ) through approximation:

The case of the subspace L∞(X,µ) ⊂ L 1(X,µ). Let g ∈ L∞(X,µ).
By the L1-mean ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.6), the sequence (AN (g))N∈N
converges in L1(X,µ) to an N-invariant element of L1(X,µ). This means
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that there exists an almost N-invariant function g∗ ∈ L 1(X,µ) such that
(AN (g))N∈N converges in L1 to g∗.

We now show that this convergence even holds pointwise almost every-
where. To this end, it suffices to prove the following claim (check!): For ev-
ery ε ∈ R>0, we have

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ lim sup
N→∞

|g∗(x)−AN (g)(x)| > ε
})

< ε.

Let ε ∈ R>0. Then, by L1-convergence, we find an M ∈ N with

‖g∗ −AM (g)‖1 < ε2.

Therefore, applying the maximal ergodic theorem to g∗ − AM (g) and the
estimate from Lemma 2.2.11 below, we obtain

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ lim sup
N→∞

|g∗(x)−AN (g)(x)| > ε
})

≤ µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ lim sup
N→∞

|g∗(x)−AN (AM (g))(x)| > ε
})

(Lemma 2.2.11)

= µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ lim sup
N→∞

|AN (g∗ −AM (g))(x)| > ε
})

(almost N-invariance of g∗)

≤ 1

ε
·
∥∥g∗ −AM (g)

∥∥
1
< ε. (maximal ergodic theorem; Theorem 2.2.10)

This shows the claim for the subspace L∞(X,µ).
The approximation step: From L∞(X,µ) to L 1(X,µ). Let g ∈ L 1(X,µ).

By the L1-mean ergodic theorem, (AN (g))N∈N has an almost N-invariant L1-
limit g∗ ∈ L 1(X,µ). As before, we estimate the measure of the set of non-
convergent points. Let ε ∈ R>0. Because L∞(X,µ) is dense in L 1(X,µ),
there exists a function h ∈ L∞(X,µ) with ‖g − h‖1 < ε2. By the first
part, (AN (h))N∈N converges pointwise almost everywhere and in L1 to a
function h∗ ∈ L 1(X,µ). Then ‖g∗ − h∗‖1 ≤ ‖g − h‖1 < ε2 (because the AN
have L1-operator norm 1). Thus, we obtain

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ lim sup
N→∞

|g∗(x)−AN (g)(x)| > 2 · ε
})

≤ µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ |g∗(x)− h∗(x)|+ lim sup
N→∞

|h∗(x)−AN (h)(x)|
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 0 for µ-almost all x ∈ X by the L∞-version

+ sup
N∈N>0

|AN (h− g)(x)| > 2 · ε
})

≤ µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ |(g∗ − h∗)(x)| > ε) + µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ sup
N∈N>0

|AN (h− g)(x)| > ε
)

≤ 1

ε
· ‖g∗ − h∗‖1 +

1

ε
· 1 · ‖h− g‖1

≤ 2 · ε.

So (AN (g))N∈N converges pointwise almost everywhere to g∗.
In the ergodic case, g∗ is almost everywhere constant; integration shows

that the value must be
∫
X
g dµ (check!).
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Lemma 2.2.11. In the situation, of the first part of the proof, we have for
all x ∈ X

lim sup
N→∞

∣∣g∗(x)−AN (g)(x)
∣∣ ≤ lim sup

N→∞

∣∣g∗(x)−AN (AM (g))(x)
∣∣.

Proof. This is a Følner type phenomenon: The main ingredient is that
given m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}, we have

∀N∈N
∣∣{0, . . . , N − 1} 4 {m, . . . , N − 1 +m}

∣∣ ≤ 2 ·m ≤ 2 ·M,

which is independent of “N”.
Let f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) be the generating measure preserving transfor-

mation. For all N ∈ N>0, we have

∣∣AN (AM (g))(x)−AN (g)(x)
∥∥ =

∣∣∣∣
1

N ·M ·
N−1∑

n=0

M−1∑

m=0

g ◦ fn+m(x)− 1

N
·
N−1∑

n=0

g ◦ fn(x)

∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣∣∣
1

N ·M ·
M−1∑

m=0

N−1∑

n=0

(
g ◦ fn+m(x)− g ◦ fn(x)

)∣∣∣∣

≤ 1

N
· 1

M
·
M−1∑

m=0

∣∣∣∣
N−1∑

n=0

(
g ◦ fn+m(x)− g ◦ fn(x)

)∣∣∣∣

≤ 1

N
· 1

M
·
M−1∑

m=0

m∑

j=1

∣∣g ◦ f j(x)− g ◦ fn+j(x)
∣∣ (Følner cancellation)

≤ 1

N
· 1

M
· 2 ·M2 · ‖g‖∞

=
1

N
· 2 ·M · ‖g‖∞.

In particular, this expression tends to 0 for N →∞.
From this estimate, one can deduce the claimed lim sup-inequality in a

straightforward way (check!).

It remains to establish the maximal ergodic theorem. As a preparation,
we introduce the maximal inequality:

Proposition 2.2.12 (maximal inequality). Let (X,µ) be a probability space and
let U : L1(X,µ) −→ L1(X,µ) be a bounded linear operator with ‖U‖ ≤ 1
that is a positive operator (i.e., if g ∈ L1(X,µ) satisfies g ≥ 0 pointwise
almost everywhere, then so does U(g)). Let g ∈ L1(X,µ). For n ∈ N, we

define gn :=
∑n−1
j=0 U

j(g); for N ∈ N>0, let (pointwise, almost everywhere)

GN := max
n∈{0,...,N}

gn.

Then
∫
{x∈X|GN (x)>0} g dµ ≥ 0.
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Proof. Let A := {x ∈ X | GN (x) > 0}. Then

U(GN )(x) + g(x) ≥ GN (x)

for almost all x ∈ A (Exercise). From this one can derive the claimed estimate
(Exercise).

Proof of the maximal ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.10). We apply the max-
imal inequality to the function g̃ := g−α·χX ∈ L 1(X,µ). As linear operator,

we take Show the only reasonable choice!

U : L1(X,µ) −→ L1(X,µ)

h 7−→ h ◦ f

where f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) is the generating measure preserving transfor-
mation. Then U is a positive linear operator with ‖U‖ ≤ 1 (check!). By
construction,

Eα =
⋃

N∈N

{
x ∈ X

∣∣ G̃N (x) > 0
}
.

The maximal inequality (Proposition 2.2.12) shows that

∫

Eα

g dµ− α · µ(Eα) =

∫

Eα

g̃ dµ ≥ 0.

Hence,
∫
Eα

g dµ ≥ α · µ(Eα).

Remark 2.2.13 (strong law of large numbers). The strong law of large num-
bers can be deduced from Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem, applied to a suitable
Bernoulli shift and a suitable function (Exercise).

Interactive tool 2.2.14 (ergodic theorems). Try to replicate different phe-
nomena in ergodic theorems for rotations and digit shifts on the circle:
http://ergthm.wuisch.org

In particular:

• Find systems/simple (non-constant) functions such that the ergodic
averages converge to a constant function.

Hint One can take an ergodic action (e.g., the digit shift at base 2)
and any simple function.

• Find systems/simple (non-constant) functions such that the ergodic
averages converge to a non-constant function.

Hint A nice example for the rotation R1/4 is the simple func-
tion χ[0.2,0.6)S1

.
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Figure 2.1.: Ergodic averages in D2

Example 2.2.15. The first ergodic averages of χ[0,3/4)S1
in D2 are displayed

in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.2.: Ergodic averages in R1/4

Example 2.2.16. The first ergodic averages of χ[0.2,0.6)S1
inR1/4 are displayed

in Figure 2.2.
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2.2.4 Application: Decimal representations

As an application of the ergodic theorems, we consider digit distributions in
decimal representations: the ubiquity of normal numbers and the distribution
of the first decimal digits of powers of 2.

Definition 2.2.17 (normal number). Let x ∈ R and d ∈ N≥2.

1. For n ∈ N and a ∈ {0, . . . , d−1}n, we say that a occurs with asymptotic
density f ∈ [0, 1] in x at base d, if

lim
N→∞

1

N
·
∣∣{j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}

∣∣ (xj , . . . , xj+n−1) = a
}∣∣ = f,

where x =
∑∞
j=0 xj · d−j−1 is “the” d-adic expansion of the fractional

part of x.

2. The number x is normal at base d if for every n ∈ N and every a ∈
{0, . . . , d − 1}n, the sequence a occurs with asymptotic density 1/dn

in x.

3. The number x is normal if it is normal at every base in N≥2.

Quick check 2.2.18 (normal numbers?).

1. Is the number 0.2020202020202020 . . . normal at base 10 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The sequence 3 does not occur

at all. Hide

2. Is the number 0.01234567890123456789 . . . normal at base 10 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The sequence 2020 does not

occur at all. Hide

Example 2.2.19 (concrete normal numbers at base 10). The numbers

0.0123456789101112131415161718192021 . . .

(the sequence of all decimal representations of natural numbers) and

0.2357111317192329313741 . . .

(the sequence of decimal representations of all primes) both are normal at
base 10 [23, 29].

There exist computable normal numbers [11, 12], but a concrete example
seems to be unknown. In particular, it is an open problem to decide whether π
or
√

2 are normal or not.
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Theorem 2.2.20 (ubiquity of normal numbers [15]). Lebesgue-almost every real
number is normal.

Proof. Because of a straightforward countability argument, it suffices to prove
the following (check!): For each d ∈ N≥2, for each n ∈ N, and each a ∈
{0, . . . , d − 1}n, the set of all numbers x ∈ [0, 1) in which a occurs with
asymptotic density 1/dn has Lebesgue measure 1.

In the following, let d ∈ N≥2, n ∈ N, and a ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. We will
prove this claim by applying the pointwise ergodic theorem to the digit shift
action Dd : N y (S1, λ) (Example 1.2.6): Then a occurs with asymptotic
density 1/dn in x ∈ [0, 1) if and only if

lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a/dn,(a+1)/dn)S1
)
(
[x]
)

=
1

dn
,

where the AN denote the ergodic averages with respect to Dd and where [x]
denotes the point in S1 represented by x (check!).

As the digit shift action Dd is ergodic (Corollary 2.1.10), the pointwise
ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.9) shows that for almost all x ∈ [0, 1), we
have

lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a/dn,(a+1)/dn)S1
)
(
[x]
)

=

∫

S1

χ[a/dn,(a+1)/dn)S1
dλ

= λ
([ a
dn
,
a+ 1

dn

)
S1

)

=
1

dn
,

as desired.

Theorem 2.2.21 (distribution of the first decimal digit of powers of 2 [6]).
For k ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, let

A(k) := {n ∈ N | the decimal expansion of 2n starts with k} ⊂ N.

Then

lim
N→∞

∣∣A(k) ∩ {0, . . . , N − 1}
∣∣

N
= log10

k + 1

k
.

In particular, the most common first digit of powers of 2 is 1.

Proof. We will first interpret the density on the left-hand side as an ergodic
average and then apply a version of the pointwise ergodic theorem: To this
end, we consider the rotation action Rα : Z y (S1, λ) for the angle α :=
log10 2 (Example 1.2.5).

Let k ∈ {1, . . . , 9}. Then for n ∈ N, the first digit of 2n is k if and only if

log10 k ≤ fractional part of n · log10 2 < log10(k + 1).
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Therefore, we obtain

∣∣A(k) ∩ {0, . . . , N − 1}
∣∣

N
= AN (χ[log10 k,log10(k+1))S1

)(0)

for all N ∈ N, where the AN denote the ergodic averages with respect to Rα
(check!).

It is now tempting to apply the pointwise ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.9)

to this situation; however, there is a little problem: Which? The pointwise
ergodic theorem gives pointwise convergence only almost everywhere. So, we
need a new argument to see that the point 0 is a point with convergence.

Indeed, because log10 2 is irrational (check!), we can improve the pointwise
ergodic theorem in this way (Theorem 2.2.22 below). Therefore, we obtain

lim
N→∞

∣∣A(k) ∩ {0, . . . , N − 1}
∣∣

N
= lim
N→∞

AN (χ[log10 k,log10(k+1))S1
)(0)

=

∫

S1

χ[log10 k,log10(k+1))S1
dλ

= log10(k + 1)− log10 k

= log10

k + 1

k
.

Theorem 2.2.22 (strong pointwise ergodic theorem for irrational rotations). Let
α ∈ R be irrational. Then, for all x ∈ S1 and all a, b ∈ R with a < b, the
ergodic averages of the rotation Rα : N y (S1, λ) satisfy

lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a,b)S1
)(x) = b− a.

Proof. We proceed in three steps:

À There exists an x ∈ S1 that is rationally generic, i.e., for all a, b ∈ Q
with a < b we have limN→∞AN (χ[a,b)S1

)(x) = b− a.

Á If x ∈ S1 is rationally generic, then x is also generic, i.e., for all a, b ∈ R
with a < b we have limN→∞AN (χ[a,b)S1

)(x) = b− a.

Â If one point in S1 is generic, then all points in S1 are generic.

Once À, Á, Â are established, the proof of the theorem is complete.

• Ad À. For a, b ∈ Q with a < b, let

G(a, b) :=
{
x ∈ S1

∣∣ lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a,b)S1
)(x) = b− a

}
.

By the pointwise ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.9),G(a, b) is a Lebesgue
co-null set.
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Therefore, also
⋂
a,b∈Q,a<bG(a, b) is a Lebesgue co-null set. This means

that the set of rationally generic points is a Lebesgue co-null set; in
particular, this set is non-empty.

• Ad Á. Let x ∈ S1 be rationally generic and let a, b ∈ R with a < b.
For ε ∈ R>0, we choose a−, b−, a+, b+ ∈ Q with

a− ε ≤ a+ ≤a ≤ a− ≤ a+ ε

b− ε ≤ b− ≤b ≤ b+ ≤ b+ ε.

Then χ[a−,b−)S1
≤ χ[a,b)S1

≤ χ[a+,b+)S1
(pointwise). Because x is ratio-

nally generic, we obtain

b− a− 2 · ε ≤ b− − a− = lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a−,b−)S1
)(x)

≤ lim inf
N→∞

AN (χ[a,b)S1
)(x) ≤ lim sup

N→∞
AN (χ[a,b)S1

)(x)

≤ lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a+,b+)S1
)(x) = b+ − a+

≤ b− a+ 2 · ε.

Taking ε→ 0, we find that limN→∞AN (χ[a,b)S1
)(x) = b− a.

• Ad Â. Let x ∈ S1 be generic and let y ∈ S1. Then also y is generic: Let
a, b ∈ R with a < b. Then genericity of x shows that

lim
N→∞

AN (χ[a,b)S1
)(y) = lim

N→∞
AN (χ[a+x−y,b+x−y)S1

)(x) = b− a.

This completes the proof.

Now that we know the exact asymptotic distribution of the first decimal
digits in powers of 2, we should compare these computations to the counting
experiment in Figure 0.1; this comparison is listed in Figure 2.3.

Alternatively, one can prove Theorem 2.2.21 by first establishing that ir-
rational rotations are uniquely ergodic and then applying a compactness
argument on the space of invariant measures (Example 2.3.9) to establish
genericity for all points in S1.

Quick check 2.2.23 (other powers?). Does the analogue of Theorem 2.2.21
also hold for all bases d in N≥2 instead of just 2 ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. We need for our argument that

log10 d is irrational; e.g., the statement does not hold for base d = 10. Hide

Outlook 2.2.24 (Benford’s law). By Theorem 2.2.21, the powers of 2 satisfy
the so-called Benford’s law.

As observed by Benford, the first digits of many real-life sequences of
numbers satisfy the very same distribution (e.g., demographic data, income
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n 10 100 1000 10000 log10

(
(digit + 1)/digit

)

digit 1: 0.3 0.30 0.301 0.3010 0.30102999566398114. . .
digit 2: 0.2 0.17 0.176 0.1761 0.1760912590556813. . .
digit 3: 0.1 0.13 0.125 0.1249 0.12493873660829985. . .
digit 4: 0.1 0.10 0.097 0.0970 0.09691001300805646. . .
digit 5: 0.1 0.07 0.079 0.0791 0.07918124604762478. . .
digit 6: 0.1 0.07 0.069 0.0670 0.06694678963061318. . .
digit 7: 0.0 0.06 0.056 0.0579 0.057991946977686726. . .
digit 8: 0.1 0.05 0.052 0.0512 0.05115252244738144. . .
digit 9: 0.0 0.05 0.045 0.0458 0.04575749056067513. . .

Figure 2.3.: Distributions of the first digit of the decimal expansions of the
first n powers of 2: counting vs. exact asymptotic value

tax data, geographical data, . . . ). This observation can, for example, be used
in fraud detection.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 2.2, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

• What is the general form of ergodic theorems?

• Which versions of ergodic theorems did we study?

• Which recurring proof patterns can you extract?

• What applications do ergodic theorems have?

2.3 Ergodic decomposition

Every dynamical system can be decomposed into ergodic dynamical systems.
However, in general, a finite decomposition is not sufficient; one therefore has
to work with disintegration of measure spaces.

In order to formulate the ergodic decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.3.13),
we first introduce the space of ergodic measures and give yet another char-
acterisation of ergodicity.

2.3.1 The space of invariant measures

A general principle of random methods is to view a point in a space X as the
Dirac measure on X concentrated at this point and then to enlarge the setup
by passing from points in X to the space of probability measures on X.
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Figure 2.4.: Orange: A non-convex set (and two points proving this); blue:
convex sets; purple: extreme points.

We will now reinterpret ergodicity in terms of the convex geometry of the
space of (invariant) probability measures.

Definition 2.3.1 (set of (ergodic) measures). Let X be a measurable space and
let Γ y X be an action by a countable group Γ by measurable isomorphisms
(i.e., an action in Measbl).

• We write SMeas(X) for the R-vector space of all finite signed measures
on X. A finite signed measure on X is a map (where S is the σ-algebra
of X) µ : S −→ R that is (absolutely convergent) σ-additive.

• Let Prob(X) ⊂ SMeas(X) be the set of all probability measures on X.

• We write Prob(Γ y X) ⊂ Prob(X) for the set of all Γ-invariant prob-
ability measures on X.

• We write Erg(Γ y X) ⊂ Prob(Γ y X) for the set of all ergodic Γ-in-
variant probability measures on X.

A set in a vector space is convex if it contains the connecting line segment
between any two points (Figure 2.4).

Definition 2.3.2 (convex set, extreme point). Let X be an R-vector space.

• A subset C ⊂ X is convex if the following holds: For all x, y ∈ C and
all t ∈ [0, 1], we have t · x+ (1− t) · y ∈ C.

• A point z ∈ X is an extreme point of C if the following holds: For
all x, y ∈ C and all t ∈ [0, 1] with z = t · x+ (1− t) · y, we have x = z
or y = z.

Proposition 2.3.3 (ergodicity via extreme points). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a stan-
dard probability action. Then Prob(Γ y X) is a convex subset of SMeas(X)
and the following are equivalent:

1. The action Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic.

2. The probabiliy measure µ is an extreme point of Prob(Γ y X).
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Proof. A straightforward computation shows that Prob(Γ y X) is convex.
Ad 2. =⇒ 1.We proceed by contraposition. Let Γ y (X,µ) be non-ergodic,

i.e., there exists a measurable subset A ⊂ X with Γ·A = A and 0 < µ(A) < 1.
We consider the probability measures

ν :=
1

µ(A)
· µ( · ∩A) and % :=

1

1− µ(A)
· µ
(
· ∩ (X \A)

)
.

Then µ = µ(A) ·ν+
(
1−µ(A)

)
·% (check!) as well as µ 6= ν and µ 6= %. Hence,

µ is not an extreme point of Prob(Γ y (X,µ)).
Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Let µ be ergodic and let us assume for a contradiction that

µ is not an extreme point of Prob(Γ y X), i.e., there exist ν, % ∈ Prob(Γ y
X) \ {µ} and t ∈ (0, 1) with µ = t · ν + (1− t) · %. In particular, if A ⊂ X is a
measurable subset with µ(A) = 0, then also ν(A) = 0 and %(A) = 0; in other
words, µ� ν and µ� %. Therefore, the Radon-Nikodym derivatives

f :=
dν

dµ
and g :=

d%

dµ

exist (Theorem A.1.28); this means that for all measurable subsets A ⊂ X,
we have

ν(A) =

∫

X

χA · f dµ and %(A) =

∫

X

χA · g dµ.

Because ν and % are Γ-invariant also f and g are Γ-invariant (up to equality µ-
almost everywhere). We now show that f and g coincide µ-almost everywhere:

We consider the measurable (check!) sets

A :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ f(x) > g(x)
}

and B :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ f(x) < g(x)
}
.

We know the following about A and B:

• As f and g are (almost) Γ-invariant, the sets A and B are almost Γ-
invariant. Therefore, ergodicity of µ implies that µ(A) ∈ {0, 1} and
µ(B) ∈ {0, 1} (Proposition 2.1.16).

• We have µ(A) 6= 1 and µ(B) 6= 1: Assume for a contradiction that
µ(A) = 1. Then

1 = ν(X) =

∫

X

f dµ (because f = dν/dµ)

=

∫

X

χA · f dµ (because µ(A) = 1)

<

∫

X

χA · g dµ (by construction of A)

=

∫

X

g dµ (because µ(A) = 1)

= %(X) = 1 (because g = d%/dµ),
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which is impossible. Hence, µ(A) < 1 (and similarly, µ(B) < 1.

• Therefore µ(A) = 0 = µ(B), which says that f and g are equal µ-almost
everywhere.

Because f and g coincide µ-almost everywhere, we deduce that ν = %, which
contradicts our assumption.

Therefore, µ is an extreme point of Prob(Γ y X).

We will now upgrade these sets of measures to “spaces” of measures, by
introducing a suitable topology on them.

Theorem 2.3.4 (Riesz representation theorem). Let X be a standard Borel
space, let C(X) denote the set of all continuous functions X −→ R (equipped
with the supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞), and let C(X)# be the functional analytic
dual space of C(X) (i.e., the R-vector space of all bounded linear function-
als C(X) −→ R). Then the map

RieszX : SMeas(X) −→ C(X)#

µ 7−→
(
f 7→

∫

X

f dµ

)

is a bijection.

Proof. Every (finite) signed measure on a standard Borel space is an outer
Radon measure (Theorem A.1.25). Therefore, the classical Riesz representa-
tion theorem on regular signed measures on compact Hausdorff spaces ap-
plies [74, Chapter IX.2–4].

Definition 2.3.5 (space of (ergodic) measures). Let X be a standard Borel
space and let Γ y X be an action by a countable group Γ by measurable
isomorphisms.

• We equip SMeas(X) with the weak* topology, i.e., with the topology
induced by the Riesz representation theorem (Theorem 2.3.4) and the
topology of “pointwise convergence” on the dual C(X)#. More explic-
itly: A sequence (µn)n∈N in SMeas(X) converges to a signed measure µ
on X if and only if

∀f∈C(X) lim
n→∞

∫

X

f dµn =

∫

X

f dµ.

• We equip Prob(X), Prob(Γ y X), and Erg(Γ y X) with the corre-
sponding subspace topologies.

Quick check 2.3.6 (weak* convergence of Dirac measures). Let X be a com-
pact complete separable metric space and let (xn)n∈N be a convergent se-
quence in X with limit z. Is the sequence (δxn)n∈N of Dirac measures weak*
convergent?
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Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. If f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X, then

RieszX(δx)(f) = f(x). Hence, the sequence converges to δz. Hide

Corollary 2.3.7 (compactness of the space of probability measures). Let X be
a standard Borel space.

1. Then Prob(X) is compact.

2. If Γ y X is an action by a countable group on X by measurable iso-
morphisms, then Prob(Γ y X) is compact.

Proof. Ad 1. Under the Riesz representation map RieszX , the subset Prob(X)
is mapped to a subset of the unit ball in C(X)# (with respect to the operator
norm), which is compact by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem [74, Chapter IV.1].
As RieszX(Prob(X)) is closed (check!), it follows that RieszX(Prob(X)),
whence Prob(X), is compact.

Ad 2. The subset RieszX(Prob(Γ y X)) of C(X)# is closed (check!).
Therefore, the claim follows from the first part.

Corollary 2.3.8 (existence of ergodic measures). Let Γ y X be an action by a
countable group Γ by measurable isomorphisms on a standard Borel space X.
Then Prob(Γ y X) is the convex hull of Erg(Γ y X). In particular:

1. If Prob(Γ y X) is non-empty, then Erg(Γ y X) is non-empty.

2. If |Erg(Γ y X)| = 1, then |Prob(Γ y X)| = 1.

Proof. We know that Prob(Γ y X) is compact (Corollary 2.3.7) and convex.
Therefore, by the Krein-Milman theorem [74, Theorem IV.1.5], Prob(Γ y X)
is the convex hull of its set of extreme points. In view of Proposition 2.3.3,
the set of extreme points of Prob(Γ y X) is nothing but Erg(Γ y X).

The two special claims are easy consequences of this fact (check!).

Example 2.3.9 (an ergodic theorem via unique ergodicity). Let Z y (X,µ) be
a standard probability action, generated by the measure preserving isomor-
phism f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ). Moreover, we assume that the action is uniquely
ergodic, i.e., that µ is the only element of Prob(Γ y X). Let x ∈ X and let
g ∈ C(X). Then

lim
N→∞

AN (g)(x) =

∫

X

g dµ.

This can be seen as follows: For N ∈ N, we consider the probability measure

µN :=
1

N
·
N−1∑

n=1

δfn(x)

on X.
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Because Prob(X) is compact (Corollary 2.3.7), a subsequence of (µN )N∈N
converges to a probability measure ν on X. By construction of the se-
quence (µN )N∈N, this limit measure has to be invariant under the action
(check!). Therefore, unique ergodicity and Corollary 2.3.8 imply that ν = µ.
The same argument can be applied to every subsequence of (µN )N∈N. This
shows that in fact the whole sequence (µN )N∈N converges to µ.

Therefore, for every g ∈ C(X), we obtain that

∫

X

g dµ = lim
N→∞

∫

X

g dµN = lim
N→∞

1

N
·
N−1∑

n=1

g(fn(x)) = lim
N→∞

AN (g)(x),

as claimed.

2.3.2 The ergodic decomposition theorem

Before stating the ergodic decomposition theorem, we first give a simple
formalisation of ergodic decomposition and give some basic examples.

Definition 2.3.10 (ergodic decomposition). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a probability
measure preserving action. An ergodic decomposition of Γ y (X,µ) is a
map β : X −→ Erg(Γ y X) with the following properties:

• If A ⊂ X is measurable, then the evaluation map

X −→ [0, 1]

x 7−→ βx(A)

is measurable.

• For all measurable subsets A ⊂ X, we have

µ(A) =

∫

X

βx(A) dµ(x).

• For all x ∈ X and all γ ∈ Γ, we have βγ·x = βx.

Example 2.3.11 (Bernoulli shifts). For a countable group Γ, we consider the
standard Bernoulli shift Γ y ({0, 1}Γ, µ), where µ is the product measure of
the equidistribution on {0, 1}.

1. What is an ergodic decomposition if Γ is infinite?

Hint The product measure µ on the shift space is already Γ-ergodic
(Proposition 2.1.9). Thus, the constant map x 7−→ µ is an ergodic
decomposition of the standard Bernoulli shift Γ y ({0, 1}Γ, µ).
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(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(1,1)

µ1

µ2

µ3

Figure 2.5.: An ergodic decomposition of Z/2 y {0, 1}Z/2.

2. What is an ergodic decomposition in the case that Γ = Z/2 ? The re-
strictions of the Γ-action to the Γ-orbits {(0, 0)}, {(1, 1)}, {(0, 1), (1, 0)}
are ergodic with respect to the normalised counting measures µ1, µ2,
µ3 on {0, 1}Z/2 supported on these sets. Then

(0, 0) 7−→ µ1

(1, 1) 7−→ µ2

(0, 1) 7−→ µ3

(1, 0) 7−→ µ3

is an ergodic decomposition (check!).

Example 2.3.12 (irrational rotation on the unit disk). Let α ∈ R be irrational,
let D2 ⊂ C be the unit disk, and let λ denote the normalised Lebesgue
probability measure on D2. We then consider the (measure preserving) ac-
tion Z y (D2, λ) given by the measure preserving map

D2 −→ D2

x 7−→ e2·π·α · x

(which is nothing but rotation by α).
Is this action ergodic?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. For example, the disk of radius 1/2

witnesses the non-ergodicity of this action. Hide
For r ∈ [0, 1], let µr denote the probability measure on D2 that is obtained

as push-forward of the Lebesgue measure on S1 under the inclusion

S1 −→ D2

[x] 7−→ r · e2·π·i·x

as circle of radius r. Then

x 7−→ µ|x|
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x
µ|x|

Figure 2.6.: An ergodic decomposition of an irrational rotation on the disk.

is an ergodic decomposition of the given action Z y (D2, λ) (check!).

It should be noted that the ergodic measures in this decomposition all are
supported on null sets of the original invariant measure. Therefore, arguments
involving ergodic decomposition, usually require a careful treatment of null
sets.

Ergodic decompositions always exist. More precisely, there even exists a
universal version that is independent of the invariant measure: it works si-
multaneously for all invariant measures of the given measurable action:

Theorem 2.3.13 (ergodic decomposition [117]). Let Γ y X be an action of a
countable group Γ on a standard Borel space X by measurable isomorphisms.
Moreover, we assume that X admits at least one Γ-invariant probability mea-
sure. Then there exists a map β : X −→ Erg(Γ y X) from X to the space of
Γ-ergodic probability measures on X that is an ergodic decomposition for all
measures in Prob(Γ y X), i.e.,

1. If A ⊂ X is measurable, then the evaluation map

X −→ [0, 1]

x 7−→ βx(A)

is measurable.

2. For all measurable subsets A ⊂ X and all Γ-invariant probability mea-
sures µ on X, we have

µ(A) =

∫

X

βx(A) dµ(x).

3. For all x ∈ X and all γ ∈ Γ, we have βγ·x = βx.

The ergodic decomposition theorem often allows to reduce questions about
dynamical systems to the ergodic case (Theorem 3.3.12).
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2.3.3 Sketch proof of ergodic decomposition

We will now sketch a proof of the ergodic decomposition theorem (Theo-
rem 2.3.13) via conditional expectations (Chapter A.1.8). If X is a standard
Borel space, then we will write L∞(X) for the set of all bounded measurable
functions X −→ R.

Definition 2.3.14 (uniform conditional expectation). Let Γ y X be an action
of a countable group Γ on a standard Borel space X be measurable isomor-
phisms. A uniform conditional expectation of X is a map

U : L∞(X) −→ L∞(X)

such that for each µ ∈ Prob(Γ y X) and all f ∈ L∞(X) the map U(f)
is a conditional expectation of f with respect to µ and the σ-algebra T of
Γ-invariant measurable subsets of X, i.e., U(f) is T -measurable and

∀A∈T
∫

A

f dµ =

∫

A

U(f) dµ.

Sketch of proof of the ergodic decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.3.13) [117].
We may assume without loss of generality that X is (an invariant subspace of)
a compact topological space and that the Γ-action on X is continuous [117,
Theorem 3.2].

There exists a universal conditional expectation U : L∞(X) −→ L∞(X)
for Γ y X [117, Theorem 4.1]: Varadarajan’s proof uses an inductive con-
struction (based on the “size” of the group); the base case is the group Z and
this case can be handled by the pointwise ergodic theorem (Theorem 2.2.9).
Moreover, this universal conditional expectation is essentially unique.

To construct suitable measures (βx)x∈X , we first construct continuous lin-
ear functionals

tx : C(X) −→ R

for each x ∈ X and then apply the Riesz representation theorem (Theo-
rem 2.3.4) to (tx)x∈X .

Construction of the functionals (tx)x∈X . Because X is a compact met-
ric space, there is a countable dense subset C of C(X) with the following
properties:

• The constant function 1 is in C.

• The set C is a Q-vector space.

• For all γ ∈ Γ and all f ∈ C also the translate γ · f lies in C.

As (uniform) conditional expectations are essentially unique, the (measur-
able) set
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N :=
⋃

a,b∈Q

⋃

f,g∈C

{
x ∈ X

∣∣ a · (Uf)(x) + g · (Ug)(x) 6= U(a · f + b · g)(x)
}

∪
⋃

γ∈Γ

⋃

f∈C

{
x ∈ X

∣∣ (Uf)(x) 6= U(γ · f)(x)
}

is Γ-invariant and satisfies µ(N) = 0 for all µ ∈ Prob(Γ y X). Let x ∈ X \N .
Then the map

C −→ R
f 7−→

(
U(f)

)
(x)

has a unique extension to a continuous linear functional tx : C(X) −→ R, be-
cause ‖U(f)‖∞ ≤ ‖f‖∞ holds for all f ∈ L∞(X). Clearly, this functional tx
satisfies ‖tx‖ ≤ 1 and tx(1) = 1. By construction, we have

tx(γ · f) = tx(f),

tγ·x(f) = tx(f)

for all γ ∈ Γ and all f ∈ C(X). Furthermore, we can enlarge N to a mea-
surable set N ′ satisfying µ(N ′) = 0 for all µ ∈ Prob(Γ y X) such that
tx : C(X) −→ R is a positive functional for all x ∈ X \N ′ [117, p. 209f].

Construction of the measures (βx)x∈X . By the Riesz representation theo-
rem (Theorem 2.3.4), for every x ∈ X\N ′, we obtain a probability measure βx
on X satisfying

∀f∈C(X) tx(f) =

∫

X

f dβx

Using separability arguments it is now straightforward to translate the
properties of N ′ into properties of the probability measures: The mea-
sures (βx)x∈X\N ′ are Γ-invariant, we have βγ·x = βx, and they give rise to
an integral formula [117, p. 210]. However, to see that Prob(Γ y X)-almost
all x ∈ X \ N ′ are mapped to ergodic measures one needs a subtle Krein-
Milman type argument to verify the following [117, Lemma 4.5]: If A ⊂ X is
measurable, then

∀η∈Erg(ΓyX) η(A) = 0 =⇒ ∀µ∈Prob(ΓyX) µ(A) = 0.

Moreover, one can show that ergodic decompositions are unique in an
appropriate sense.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 2.3, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

• What is the space of invariant probability measures?

• How can ergodic measures be characterised in terms of the convex ge-
ometry of the space of invariant probability measures?
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• Summarise all characterisations of ergodicity that we established so far.

• What is ergodic decomposition?

• What are typical examples of ergodic decomposition?
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Rigidity: Cost

Cost of measure preserving actions is an example of an orbit equivalence
invariant that can detect a certain amount of OE-rigidity.

In this context, it is useful to shift the focus from dynamical systems to
their orbit relations. Therefore, we take this opportunity to introduce more
background on measured equivalence relations.

As an application, we will use cost to compute certain rank gradients.

Overview of this chapter.

3.1 Measured equivalence relations 92
3.2 Cost 100
3.3 Cost of groups 122

Running example. Profinite completions, actions by free groups
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3.1 Measured equivalence relations

We shift the focus from dynamical systems to their orbit relations. We will
introduce basic notions and examples of standard/measured equivalence rela-
tions and reinterpret orbit equivalence in this language. In particular, we will
translate selected aspects from dynamical systems to the setting of measured
equivalence relations, e.g., ergodicity. In order to avoid pathologies, we will
always work with standard Borel (probability) spaces.

3.1.1 Standard equivalence relations

Definition 3.1.1 (standard equivalence relation). A standard equivalence rela-
tion is an equivalence relation R ⊂ X ×X on a standard Borel space X all
of whose equivalence classes are countable and such that R is measurable
in X ×X.

Let R be a standard equivalence relation on X.

• If x ∈ X, then we writeR·x := {y ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ R} for the equivalence
class of x. We will also call R · x the R-orbit of x.

• If A ⊂ X is a measurable subset , then we write

R|A := R∩ (A×A)

for the restriction of R to A (which again is a standard equivalence
relation (Theorem A.1.21)).

• A subrelation of R is a relation on X that is contained in R.

Example 3.1.2 (orbit relation). Let Γ y X be an action of a countable group Γ
on a standard Borel space X by measurable isomorphisms. Then the orbit
relation

RΓyX :=
{

(x, γ · x)
∣∣ x ∈ X

}

is a standard equivalence relation (Proposition 1.5.2). For x ∈ X, we then
have

RΓyX · x = Γ · x.

Quick check 3.1.3 (restrictions). Let Γ y X be an action of a countable
group Γ on a standard Borel space X by measurable isomorphisms and let
A ⊂ X be a measurable subset. Do we then have RΓyX |A = RΓyA ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. If Γ ·A 6= A, the action Γ y A does

not even restrict to an action of Γ to A. Hide
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We can now try to translate notions from group actions to standard equiv-
alence relations. But we can only do this for notions that only use the orbit
structure and not the specific action.

Quick check 3.1.4 (translation: group actions −→ relations). Which of the fol-
lowing notions should have a counterpart for standard equivalence relations?

1. freeness

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. This requires access to the

stabiliser. Hide

2. all orbits are infinite

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. This leads to “aperiodicity”.

Hide

3. transitivity

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. This just means that the re-

lation has a single orbit. Hide

Definition 3.1.5 (aperiodic). A standard equivalence relationR on a standard
Borel space X is aperiodic, if for each x ∈ X, the orbit R · x is infinite.

By the Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6), every standard equiv-
alence relation is the orbit relation of a standard action. However, in many
situations, standard equivalence relations do not canonically arise in this way
and certain constructions have no reasonable counterpart in the group action
picture (as already visible in Quick check 3.1.3).

3.1.2 Two prototypical arguments

As a preparation for later proofs and results, we consider two prototypical
arguments that show how we can work with standard equivalence relations.

Theorem 3.1.6 (Feldman-Moore). Let R be a standard equivalence relation
on a standard Borel space X. Then there exists a countable group Γ and an
action Γ y X by measurable isomorphisms with

R = RΓyX .

Proof. We will proceed in the following steps:

À We write R as a countable union of (graphs of) measurable functions.

Á We improve this to a countable union of (graphs of) measurable iso-
morphisms between subsets of X.
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Â We turn these partial measurable isomorphisms into measurable auto-
morphisms of X and then take the group generated by these automor-
phisms.

Ad À. Let π : R −→ X be the projection onto the first coordinate. Then
π is measurable and for each x ∈ X, the preimage π−1({x}) = R·x is count-
able. Because X is a standard Borel sapce, we can write R as a countable
union

⋃
n∈N Fn of measurable subsets such that for each n ∈ N, the restric-

tion π|Fn : Fn −→ X is injective (Theorem A.1.23). In other words, each Fn
is (the graph of) a measurable map between measurable subsets of X.

By an inductive elimination construction, we may assume without loss of
generality that Fn ∩ Fm = ∅ for all n,m ∈ N with n 6= m (check!).

Ad Á. For n,m ∈ N, we set Fn,m := Fn ∩ F−1
m , where

F−1
m :=

{
(y, x)

∣∣ (x, y) ∈ Fm
}
⊂ X ×X.

Then, each Fn,m is (the graph of) a measurable isomorphism between mea-
surable subsets of X (check!).

Ad Â. In order to extend these partial isomorphisms to automorphisms
of X, it is convenient to make domain and range disjoint. Because X is a
standard Borel space, we can write

(X ×X) \∆X =
⋃

k∈N
Ak ×Bk,

where ∆X := {(x, x) | x ∈ X} is the diagonal and where Ak and Bk are
measurable subsets of X (check!). In particular, for each k ∈ N, we have Ak∩
Bk = ∅.

Finally, for n,m, k ∈ N, we set

Fn,m,k := Fn,m ∩ (Ak ×Bk).

Then Fn,m,k is (the graph of) a measurable isomorphism Dn,m,k −→ Rn,m,k
between measurable subsets of X and Dn,m,k∩Rn,m,k = ∅. We then construct
the well-defined measurable (check!) map

γn,m,k : X −→ X

x 7−→





Fn,m,k(x) if x ∈ Dn,m,k

F−1
n,m,k(x) if x ∈ Rn,m,k
x otherwise.

By construction, R = ∆X ∪
⋃
n,m,k∈N γn,m,k. Moreover, each γn,m,k is a

measurable automorphism of X (check!). The subgroup Γ ⊂ AutMeasbl(X)
generated by the set {γn,m,k | n,m, k ∈ N} is countable (check!) and we have
(check!)
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R = ∆X ∪
⋃

n,m,k∈N
γn,m,k = RΓyX .

Study note. Try to visualise the construction in the proof of the Feldman-
Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6).

Definition 3.1.7 (vanishing sequence of markers). Let R be a standard equiva-
lence relation on a standard Borel space X. A vanishing sequence of markers
for R is a sequence (An)n∈N of measurable subsets of X with the following
properties:

• The sequence is decreasing, i.e., An+1 ⊂ An for all n ∈ N.

• The sequence vanishes asymptotically, i.e.,
⋂
n∈NAn = ∅.

• For each n ∈ N and each x ∈ X, we have An ∩R · x 6= ∅.
Proposition 3.1.8 (marker lemma). Every aperiodic standard equivalence re-
lation admits a vanishing sequence of markers.

Proof. Let R be an aperiodic standard equivalence relation on a standard
Borel space X.

If X is countable, then it is not hard to find a vanishing sequence of
markers (Exercise). Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that
X = {0, 1}N (with the product σ-algebra): Because X is an uncountable
standard Borel space, as a measurable space, X is isomorphic to [0, 1] and
whence to {0, 1}N [68, Theorem 15.6]. Moreover, the existence of a vanishing
sequence of markers is preserved by isomorphisms of measurable spaces.

Writing X in the form {0, 1}N has the advantage that we can make use
of the lexicographic ordering on {0, 1}N; taking suitably minimal elements
then allows us to measurably select an appropriate portion of elements from
orbits. For n ∈ N, we consider the map

sn : {0, 1}N −→ {0, 1}n

x 7−→ min
{
s ∈ {0, 1}n

∣∣ |R · x ∩ Zs| =∞
}
,

where Zs :=
{
x ∈ {0, 1}N

∣∣ x|{0,...,n} = s
}

is the cylinder determined
by s ∈ {0, 1}n. The minimum is taken with respect to the lexicographic
ordering. The minimum indeed exists because all orbits are infinite (there-
fore, decomposing an orbit into finitely many cylinders, will result in at least
one infinite intersection). Moreover, the map sn is measurable (check!). We
then select those elements in the orbits that lie in this minimal branch:

Bn :=
{
x ∈ {0, 1}N

∣∣ x|{0,...,n} = sn(x)
}
.

These sets are measurable. We take B :=
⋂
n∈NBn.

Finally, for each n ∈ N, we set

An := Bn \B.
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These sets form a vanishing sequence of markers:

• For each n ∈ N, the set An is measurable because Bn and B are mea-
surable.

• For each n ∈ N, we have An+1 ⊂ An by definition of the lexicographic
ordering.

• By construction,
⋂
n∈NAn = ∅.

• Let x ∈ X. Then An ∩ R · x 6= ∅: By construction, B ∩ R · x contains
at most one element (check!) and Bn ∩ R · x is infinite. In particular,
An ∩R · x is non-empty.

Study note. Try to visualise the construction in the proof of the marker
lemma (Proposition 3.1.8), using the rooted infinite regular binary tree.

Quick check 3.1.9 (a vanishing sequence of markers). Let α ∈ R.

1. Give an example of a vanishing sequence of markers for the rotation
orbits RRαyS1 if α is irrational.

Hint We could, e.g., take ((0, 1/n]S1)n∈N.

2. Does RRαyS1 admit a vanishing sequence of markers if α is rational?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Let m ∈ N>0 be the denomi-
nator of α. A subset of S1 that meets every orbit of Rα has measure at

least 1/m. Hide

3.1.3 Measured equivalence relations

A group action by measurable automorphisms is measure preserving if each
group element preserves the measure. In order to formulate a similar no-
tion for standard equivalence relations, we first need to introduce suitable
automorphisms.

Definition 3.1.10 (full group). Let R be a standard equivalence relation on a
standard Borel space X.

• The full group of R is the group (check!)

[R] :=
{
f ∈ AutMeasbl(X)

∣∣ ∀x∈X (x, f(x)) ∈ R
}
.

• A partial R-automorphism is a measurable isomorphism f : A −→ B
between measurable subsets of X with the property

∀x∈A
(
x, f(x)

)
∈ R.
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• We write JRK for the set of all partial R-automorphisms. The set JRK is
a groupoid with respect to composition of maps (check!), the so-called
full groupoid of R.

Example 3.1.11 (orbit relation). Let Γ y X be an action of a countable
group Γ on a standard Borel space X by measurable isomorphisms. Then

Γ −→ [RΓyX ]

γ 7−→ (x 7→ γ · x)

is a group homomorphism. If the action is effective, then this homomorphism
is injective. In general, this group homomorphism is not surjective (check!).

If γ ∈ Γ and A ⊂ X is measurable, then

A −→ γ ·A
x 7−→ γ · x

is a partialRΓyX -automorphism. I.e., the groupoid of partial automorphisms
allows to consider “parts” of group elements.

Definition 3.1.12 (measured equivalence relation). A measured equivalence re-
lation is a pair (R, µ) consisting of a standard equivalence relation on a stan-
dard Borel space X and a measure µ on X that is R-invariant, i.e., such that
all elements of the full group [R] are µ-preserving.

Proposition 3.1.13 (characterisation of measured equivalence relations). Let
Γ y X be an action of a countable group Γ on a standard Borel space X by
measurable isomorphisms and let µ be a measure on X. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. The measure µ is RΓyX-invariant.

2. The measure µ is invariant under the action Γ y X.

3. All (f : A→ B) ∈ JRΓyXK satisfy µ(A) = µ(B).

Proof. Ad 1. =⇒ 2. This implication follows from the observation in Exam-
ple 3.1.11.

Ad 2. =⇒ 3. Let us suppose that µ is invariant under the action Γ y X
and let (f : A→ B) ∈ JRΓyXK. For γ ∈ Γ, we consider the set

Aγ :=
{
x ∈ A

∣∣ f(x) = γ · x
}

on which f acts by γ. Then Aγ is a measurable subset of X (check!) and we
have A =

⋃
γ∈ΓAγ

and B =
⋃
γ∈Γ f(Aγ). Via an inductive elimination, we

can find subsets A′γ ⊂ Aγ such that

A =
⋃

γ∈Γ

A′γ and B =
⋃

γ∈Γ

f(A′γ)
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are disjoint decompositions. Because the action is µ-preserving and Γ is count-
able, we thus obtain

µ(A) =
∑

γ∈Γ

µ(A′γ) =
∑

γ∈Γ

µ(γ ·A′γ) = µ(B).

Ad 3. =⇒ 1. Let us suppose that the third condition holds. Let f ∈ [R]
and let A ⊂ X be a measurable subset. Then f |f−1(A) : f−1(A) −→ A is a
partial R-automorphism. We then obtain from the third condition that

f∗µ(A) = µ
(
f−1(A)

)
= µ(A).

Hence, µ is RΓyX -invariant.

Remark 3.1.14. In view of the Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6), the
characterisation in Proposition 3.1.13 can be applied to all standard equiva-
lence relations.

Example 3.1.15 (orbit relations as measured equivalence relations). Let Γ y
(X,µ) be a standard action. Then (RΓyX , µ) is a measured equivalence re-
lation (Proposition 3.1.13). We will also denote this simply by RΓy(X,µ).

As in the case of dynamical systems, we can define morphisms between
measured equivalence relations. For the sake of brevity, we only give the
explicit definition of (iso)morphisms:

Definition 3.1.16 ((iso)morphisms of measured equivalence relations). Let
(R, µ) and (S, ν) be measured equivalence relations on X and Y respectively.

• A morphism (R, µ) −→ (S, ν) of measured equivalence relations is an
almost everywhere defined measure preserving map f : X −→ Y that
satisfies

∀x,y∈dom(f) (x, y) ∈ R =⇒
(
f(x), f(y)

)
∈ S.

• An isomorphism (R, µ) −→ (S, ν) of measured equivalence relations is
a morphism f : (R, µ) −→ (S, ν) of measured equivalence relations such
that there exists a morphism g : (S, ν) −→ (R, µ) with g ◦ f =0 idX
and f ◦ g =0 idY .

In particular, we can reformulate orbit equivalence in terms of isomor-
phisms of measured equivalence relations:

Remark 3.1.17 (orbit equivalence via meausured equivalence relations). Let
α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Λ y (Y, ν) be standard actions. Then (check!):

• The actions α and β are orbit equivalent if and only if RΓy(X,µ)
∼=

RΛy(Y,ν) (as measured equivalence relations).

• The actions α and β are stably orbit equivalent if and only if there exist
measurable subsets A ⊂ X and B ⊂ Y with µ(A) > 0 and ν(B) > 0
and such that (RΓyX |A, 1/µ(A) · µ|A) ∼= (RΛyY |B , 1/ν(B) · ν|B).
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3.1.4 Ergodicity

The notion of ergodicity admits a straightforward generalisation to the setting
of measured equivalence relations.

Study note. Before you read the next definition, you should recall the def-
inition of ergodicity for dynamical systems. Moreover, you should guess a
corresponding definition for measured equivalence relations.

Definition 3.1.18 (ergodic measured equivalence relation). A measured equiva-
lence relation (R, µ) on a standard Borel spaceX is ergodic if each measurable
subset A ⊂ X with R ·A = A satisfies

µ(A) = 0 or µ(X \A) = 0.

Here, R ·A =
⋃
x∈AR · x.

Proposition 3.1.19 (ergodicity of orbit relations). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard
action. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The action Γ y (X,µ) is ergodic.

2. The measured equivalence relation RΓy(X,µ) is ergodic.

Proof. For each subset A ⊂ X, we have

RΓyX ·A = Γ ·A.

Therefore, the two notions of ergodicity coincide.

In analogy with the theory of ergodic dynamical systems, one could now
also establish characterisations of ergodicity of measured equivalence relations
in terms of invariant functions etc..

Corollary 3.1.20 (ergodicity is OE-invariant). Let α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Λ y
(Y, ν) be standard actions with α ∼OE β. Then α is ergodic if and only if β
is ergodic.

Proof. A straightforward computation shows that ergodicity of measured
equivalence relations is preserved by isomorphisms of measured equivalence
relations (check!). As we can reformulate orbit equivalence as isomorphism
of the corresponding measured orbit relations (Remark 3.1.17), the claim
follows.

Example 3.1.21 (OE and rotations). Let α ∈ R be irrational. Then the rota-
tion action Z y (D2, λ) by α on the 2-disk (Example 2.3.12) and the rotation
action Rα : Z y (S1, λ) are not orbit equivalent.

Why? The rotation action on the disk is not ergodic (Example 2.3.12),

while the one on S1 is.
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Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 3.1, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

• What are standard/measured equivalence relations?

• How do such equivalence relations (and their properties) relate to group
actions (and their properties)?

3.2 Cost

Cost of groups is a dynamical version of the minimal number of generators.
More precisely, the cost of a measured equivalence relation is a measured
notion of the “minimal number of generators” of such a relation. In partic-
ular, this notion can be applied to orbit relations. Cost was introduced by
Levitt [75] and then studied systematically by Gaboriau [42, 46, 43]. As a
first step, we will focus on cost of measured equivalence relations and orbit
equivalence; applications to groups will be given in Chapter 3.3.

3.2.1 Graphings

Generating sets of equivalence relations are modelled as graphings:

Definition 3.2.1 (graphing). Let R be a standard equivalence relation on a
standard Borel space X.

• Let Φ be a family of partial R-automorphisms. Then 〈Φ〉 ⊂ X ×X de-
notes the equivalence relation generated by Φ, i.e., the (with respect to
inclusion) minimal equivalence relation on X that contains (the graphs
of) all elements of Φ.

• A countable family Φ of partial R-automorphisms is a graphing of R
if 〈Φ〉 = R.

• A family Φ = (ϕi : Ai → Bi)i∈I of partial automorphisms of R is
reduced if the following holds for all i ∈ I:

– For all x ∈ Ai, we have ϕi(x) 6= x.

– For all j ∈ I with i 6= j and all x ∈ Ai∩Aj , we have ϕi(x) 6= ϕj(x).

– For all j ∈ I with i 6= j and all x ∈ Ai ∩ Bj , we have ϕi(x) 6=
ϕ−1
j (x).

Remark 3.2.2 (reduction). Let R be a standard equivalence relation on a
standard Borel space X and let Φ = (ϕi)i∈I be a graphing of R. Then, an
inductive elimination process shows that we can find a reduced graphing of R
that consists of restrictions of the partial automorphisms (ϕi)i∈I (check!).
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ϕi

ϕj

R · x1

ϕi

ϕj

R · x2

ϕi
ϕj

R · x3

ϕi

ϕk
ϕj

R · x4

ϕi

ϕk
ϕj

R · x5

Figure 3.1.: Graph of a graphing, schematically (on a set of 30 points); on
the orbits R · x2 and R · x5, this graphing leads to a tree

Remark 3.2.3 (the graphing condition, explicitly). Let R be a standard equiv-
alence relation on a standard Borel space X and let Φ = (ϕi)i∈I be a family
of partial R-automorphisms. Then Φ is a graphing of R if and only if the fol-
lowing holds (check!): For all x, y ∈ X with (x, y) ∈ R, there exists an n ∈ N
and i1, . . . , in ∈ I, ε1, . . . , εn ∈ {−1, 1} such that

y = ϕε1i1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ
εn
in

(x).

Remark 3.2.4 (graphings/treeings). Let R be a standard equivalence relation
on a standard Borel space X and let Φ = (ϕi : Ai → Bi)i∈I be a family
of partial R-automorphisms. Then the graph G(Φ) associated with Φ is the
undirected simple graph with

• vertex set X and

• edge set
{
{x, ϕi(x)}

∣∣ i ∈ I, x ∈ Ai, ϕi(x) 6= x
}
.

Then Φ is a graphing of R if and only if the connected components of the
graph G(Φ) are exactly the equivalence classes of R (Figure 3.1).

A graphing Φ of R is a treeing of R if the connected components of G(Φ)
are trees, i.e., if every two vertices of G(Φ) are connected by a unique (re-
duced) path.

Conversely, let G = (X,E) be a (simple undirected) graph with countable
vertex set X. Then we can view G as the graph of a graphing of the relationR
given by “lies in the same connected component of G as” on the vertex set X.
In this case, treeings of R correspond to spanning forests of G. While every
graph admits a spanning forest, for treeings of standard equivalence relations,
we would need to select such spanning forests in a measurable way. It turns
out that not every standard equivalence relation admits a treeing [5].

Example 3.2.5 (orbit relation). Let Γ y X be an action of a countable group
by measurable isomorphisms on a standard Borel space X and let S ⊂ Γ be
a generating set. Then
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Φ := (γ· : X −→ X)γ∈S

is a graphing of RΓyX (check!). In particular: Together with the Feldman-
Moore theorem, we obtain that every standard equivalence relation admits a
graphing.

If the action is free, then the connected components of the graph G(Φ)
associated with Φ are isomorphic to the Cayley graph Cay(Γ, S). However,
in general, there is no canonical such isomorphism.

If Γ is a free group and S ⊂ Γ is a free generating set, then Φ is a
treeing of RΓyX because the graphing is non-redundant and the Cayley
graph Cay(Γ, S) is a tree [78, Theorem 3.3.1].

Quick check 3.2.6 (graphings). Determine the equivalence relations gener-
ated by the following graphings on S1 !

1. The empty family.

Solution The identity relation ∆S1 .

2. The family (idS1).

Solution Also the identity relation ∆S1 .

3. The family
(
[0, 1/2]S1 → [1/2, 1]S1 , [x] 7→ [x+ 1/2]

)
.

Solution The orbit relation RR1/2 : ZyS1 .

3.2.2 Cost of measured equivalence relations

The size of graphings is called cost and a measure theoretic version of the
number of edges in a graph:

Definition 3.2.7 (cost of a graphing/measured equivalence relation). Let (R, µ)
be a measured equivalence relation.

• The cost of a graphing Φ = (ϕi : Ai → Bi)i∈I of R is defined as

costµ Φ :=
∑

i∈I
µ(Ai) ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}.

• The cost of R is defined as

costµR := inf {costµ Φ | Φ is a graphing of R} ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}.

Example 3.2.8 (identity relation). Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel space with
a measure. Then ∆X := {(x, x) | x ∈ X} is generated by the empty graphing
(Quick check 3.2.6) and thus costµ ∆X = 0.
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Example 3.2.9 (orbit relation). Let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability
action. If S is a generating set of Γ, then the associated graphing (Exam-
ple 3.2.5) shows that

costµRΓy(X,µ) ≤ |S|.
Taking the infimum over all generating sets of Γ thus implies the rough esti-
mate

costµRΓy(X,µ) ≤ d(Γ).

Recall that d(Γ) is the rank of Γ, i.e., the minimal size of a generating set
of Γ.

Clearly, for non-free actions, this inequality does not need to be an equal-
ity (as we can just enlarge the group); for instance, the graphing in Quick
check 3.2.6 shows that

costλRR1/2 : Zy(S1,λ) ≤
1

2
< 1 = d(Z).

We will later see that also for free actions we cannot expect equality (Ex-
ample 3.3.6). In other words, in this dynamical setting, we can span orbit
relations more efficiently than with Cayley graphs.

3.2.3 Basic cost estimates

We will now have a look at some first, basic, estimates for cost. In proofs
involving graphings, it is convenient to have the following notation available:

Definition 3.2.10 (word in a graphing). Let R be a standard equivalence re-
lation on a standard Borel space X and let Φ = (ϕi)i∈I be a graphing of R.

• A Φ-word is a finite sequence (ϕε1i1 , . . . , ϕ
εn
in

) with n ∈ N, i1, . . . , in ∈ I,
ε1, . . . , εn ∈ {−1, 1} such that these partial automorphisms are com-
posable on a non-empty subset of X.

• If w is a Φ-word, then we write dom(w) ⊂ X for the domain of the
corresponding composition of partial automorphisms; for x ∈ dom(w),
we write w(x) for the evaluation of the corresponding composition at x.
Similarly, we write im(w) for the image of w; if x ∈ im(w), we let w−1(x)
be the evaluation of the inverse of the composition of the corresponding
automorphisms.

In a finite graph, the spanning subgraphs with the minimal number of
edges are the spanning trees. Similarly, if the cost of a measured equivalence
relation is attained by a graphing, then this graphing must be a treeing:

Proposition 3.2.11 (cost is only attained by treeings). Let (R, µ) be a measured
equivalence relation with finite cost and suppose that Φ is a graphing of R
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ϕ

x

ϕ(x)

w

Figure 3.2.: If a graphing is not a treeing . . .

that is not a treeing (up to µ-null sets). Then there exists a graphing Φ′ of R
with

costµ Φ′ < costµ Φ.

In particular: If Φ is a graphing of R with costµ Φ = costµR, then Φ is a
treeing of R (up to µ-null sets).

Proof. Let Φ be a graphing of R with costµ Φ < ∞ and let us suppose that
Φ is not be a treeing (up to µ-null sets). This means that there exist loops
in the associated graph, i.e., there exists a minimal n ∈ N>0, a ϕ ∈ Φ and a
Φ-word w = (ϕεnn , . . . , ϕ

ε1
1 ) with

µ
(
{x ∈ dom(w) ∩ dom(ϕ) | w(x) = ϕ(x)}

)
> 0.

Hence, ϕ seems to be redundant – instead of using ϕ, we could use the
detour through w (Figure 3.2). In the classical graph case, the minimality of n
ensures that ϕ does not occur in w and we could thus just remove the “edge” ϕ
to obtain a spanning subgraph with fewer edges. However, in our measurable
context, we have to take the supports of the partial automorphisms into

account: Why? It could happen that ϕ occurs in w, but applied to elements
different from x. We therefore have to refine the removal of ϕ:

For j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let wj := (ϕ
εj
j , . . . , ϕ

εj
1 ) be the j-tail of w. Minimality

of n shows that the set

A :=
{
x ∈ dom(w) ∩ dom(ϕ)

∣∣ |{x,w1(x), . . . , wn−1(x)}| = n
}

satisfies µ(A) > 0. This can be improved as follows: There exists a measurable
subset B ⊂ A with µ(B) > 0 and the property that the sets

B,w1(B), . . . , wn−1(B)

are pairwise disjoint: We can choose a Polish topology on X (while keeping
the same Borel σ-algebra) in such a way that the domains and ranges of
the ϕ,ϕ1, . . . , ϕn are all open and closed and such that ϕ,ϕ1, . . . , ϕn are
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(partial) homeomorphisms [68, Theorem 13.1, Theorem 13.11]. Then we can
enlarge {x} appropriately to obtain such a subset B of A. In particular, on B,
we do not need ϕ|B in w.

We then remove ϕ from Φ and add ϕ|dom(ϕ)\B instead. By construction,
the resulting family Φ′ is a graphing of R (check!) and

costµ Φ′ = costµ Φ− µ
(
dom(ϕ)

)
+ µ

(
dom(ϕ) \B

)

= costµ Φ− µ
(
dom(ϕ)

)
+ µ

(
dom(ϕ)

)
− µ(B)

< costµ Φ ( Why? µ(B) > 0 and µ(dom(ϕ)) <∞),

as desired.

Indeed, the converse of Proposition 3.2.11 also holds and is one of the
milestones of a systematic treatment of cost: Every (reduced) treeing attains
the cost [43, Théorème 1]. The proof is much more involved than the proof
of Proposition 3.2.11; we will see some of the arguments in our computation
of the cost of orbit relations of free actions by free groups.

Definition 3.2.12 (section, fundamental domain, smoothness). LetR be a stan-
dard equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X.

• A measurable subset A ⊂ X is a section of R, if A contains at least
one point of every R-orbit, i.e., if for all x ∈ X, we have A∩R · x 6= ∅.

• A measurable subsetA ⊂ X is a fundamental domain ofR, ifA contains
exactly one point of each R-orbit, i.e., if |A ∩ R · x| = 1 holds for
each x ∈ X.

• A standard equivalence relation is smooth if it admits a fundamental
domain.

Clearly, every section has non-zero measure (check!).

Study note. Recall the marker lemma (Proposition 3.1.8) and reformulate it
in terms of sections.

Proposition 3.2.13 (cost of sections). Let (R, µ) be a measured equivalence
relation on a standard Borel space X and let A ⊂ X be a section of R. Then

costµR = costµ|A(R|A) + µ(X \A).

Remark 3.2.14. In the situation of Proposition 3.2.13, we can reformulate
the conclusion more in the spirit of the Nielsen-Schreier theorem (Corol-
lary AT.5.3.13): To this end, let µ(X) = 1. We view 1/µ(A) as a measure
theoretic analogue of the index of a subgroup (this is different from the in-
dex of subrelations!). After renormalisation of the restricted measure we then
obtain:

1

µ(A)
· (costµR− 1) = cost1/µ(A)·µ|A(R|A)− 1.
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Using the analogy of Remark 3.2.14, it is plausible that it is easier to prove
“≤” than “≥”: Let Γ be a group and let Λ ⊂ Γ be a subgroup. It is easier
to produce an efficient generating set for Γ from one of the subgroup Λ and
a set of representatives for Λ in Γ than producing an efficient generating set
for the subgroup Λ out of one for Γ.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.13. Proof of “≤”: Let Φ be a graphing of R|A. In
order to turn Φ into a graphing of R, we only need to be able to transfer
points between X \A and A.

By the Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6, Proposition 3.1.13), there
exists a standard action Γ y (X,µ) with R = RΓyX . Moreover, we enumer-
ate Γ as γ0, γ1, . . . . For n ∈ N, we let

An :=
{
x ∈ X \A

∣∣ n = min{j ∈ N | γj · x ∈ A}
}
⊂ X.

Then An is measurable (check!) and
⋃
n∈NAn = X \A is a (disjoint) decom-

position (here, we use that A is a section of R; check!). We consider

Φ′ := (γn· : An → γn ·An)n∈N.

Then Φ′ consists of partial R-automorphisms (check!). A straightforward
computation shows that Φ∪Φ′ is a graphing of R: Let x, y ∈ X with (x, y) ∈
R. By construction, we can use Φ′ to get from x and y to points x′ ∈ A and
y′ ∈ A, respectively that lie in R · x = R · y; because Φ is a graphing of R|A,
we can connect x′ and y′ through Φ. Thus, x and y are connected via Φ∪Φ′.

Therefore, we obtain

costµR ≤ costµ(Φ ∪ Φ′)

= costµ|A Φ + costµ Φ′

= costµ|A Φ + µ(X \A).

Taking the infimum over all graphings Φ of R|A shows that costµR ≤
costµ|A(R|A) + µ(X \A).

Proof of “≥”: Let Φ = (ϕn : An → Bn)n∈N be a graphing of R. Out
of Φ, we now construct a graphing of R|A and enough leftovers to sum up
to µ(X \A):

Because 〈Φ〉 = R and because A is a section of R, for each x ∈ X, there
exists a unique lexicographically minimal Φ-word wx with

wx(x) ∈ A;

we abbreviate x := wx(x) ∈ A, which is the “shadow” of x in A. For R|A,
only those “arrows” of Φ are relevant that have different shadows in A. We
thus reorganise the space in terms of these words: For n ∈ N and a Φ-word w,
we set

An,w :=
{
x ∈ An

∣∣ wx = w, ϕn(x) 6= x
}
⊂ X.
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ϕn

x

ϕn(x)

wx= w

wϕn

ϕn,w

x

ϕn,w(x) = ϕn(x)

Figure 3.3.: Turning a graphing of R into a graphing of R|A.

We then consider the well-defined partial R-automorphism (check! Fig-
ure 3.3)

ϕn,w : An,w −→ ϕn(An,w)

x 7−→ ϕn
(
w−1(x)

)
.

Because Φ is a graphing of R, the new family Φ := (ϕn,w)n∈N,w is a graphing
of R|A. In particular, we obtain costµ Φ ≥ costµ|A(R|A). We therefore only
need to make sure that we have an additional spare amount of µ(X \A):

By subdividing domains and reversing partial automorphisms if necessary,
we may assume without loss of generality that each non-empty wx ends with
a positive power of an element of Φ, say ϕnx (this is only to simplify notation
in the following). For n,m ∈ N, we set

Bn,m :=
{
x ∈ An \A

∣∣ nx = m, ϕn(x) = x
}
⊂ X.

By construction, we have

X \A =
⋃

n,m∈N
Bn,m

(because for every x ∈ X\A, the word wx is non-empty) and Bn,m∩An,w = ∅
for all n,m ∈ N and all Φ-words w. Therefore, we obtain

costµ Φ =
∑

n∈N
µ(An) ≥

∑

n∈N

∑

w a Φ-word

µ(An,w) +
∑

n∈N
µ

( ⋃

m∈N
Bn,m

)

≥ costµ|A Φ + µ

( ⋃

n,m∈N
Bn,m

)

≥ costµ|A(R|A) + µ(X \A).

Taking the infimum over all graphings Φ of R proves the claim.
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Corollary 3.2.15 (lower cost bound for aperiodic relations). Let (R, µ) be
an aperiodic measured equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X
with µ(X) <∞. Then

costµR ≥ µ(X).

Proof. The aperiodic equivalence relation R on X admits a vanishing se-
quence (An)n∈N of markers (Proposition 3.1.8). As each An is a section of R,
we obtain from Proposition 3.2.13 that

costµR ≥ sup
n∈N

(
costµ|An (R|An) + µ(X \An)

)
.

Because µ(X) <∞ and because
⋂
n∈NAn = ∅, this implies that

costµR ≥ sup
n∈N

(
µ(X)− µ(An)

)
= µ(X)− 0.

Remark 3.2.16. The bound in Corollary 3.2.15, in general, does not hold for

measured equivalence relations that are not aperiodic: What is an example?

An example is RR1/2 : Zy(S1,λ) (Example 3.2.9).

Proposition 3.2.17 (cost of smooth equivalence relations). Let (R, µ) be a
smooth measured equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X with fun-
damental domain A and let µ(X) <∞. Then

costµR = µ(X \A).

More precisely:

1. The relation R admits a treeing.

2. If Ψ is a reduced treeing of R, then costµ Ψ = costµR.

Proof. The cost costµR can be computed as follows by Proposition 3.2.13;
we choose the section A of R.

Then R|A is Which relation? the identity relation on A and so

costµR = costµ|A(R|A) + µ(X \A) (Proposition 3.2.13)

= 0 + µ(X \A). (Example 3.2.8)

This proves the first claim.

Ad 1. One strategy is to graph the orbits by “stars” with centre in A;
for instance, one can use the Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6) to
organise the construction in a measurable way (Exercise).

Ad 2. Looking at the measures shows that µ-almost all orbits of R are
finite. Then the graphs on these finite orbits of R induced by Ψ are finite
trees (and hence contain one edge less than vertices). Now, we only need to
measure/integrate things appropriately (Exercise).
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Example 3.2.18 (orbit relations of finite groups). All free standard probability
actions by finite groups admit a measurable fundamental domain: For atoms,
we can just use a set-theoretic fundamental domains and for the rest, we
can use a Borel ordering (Exercise). Hence, orbit relations of free standard
probability actions of finite groups Γ are smooth and have cost 1− 1/|Γ| (by
Proposition 3.2.17).

Orbit relations are a special case of finite standard equivalence relations:

Definition 3.2.19 (finite standard equivalence relation). A standard equiva-
lence relation is finite, if each of its orbits is finite.

Corollary 3.2.20 (cost of finite standard equivalence relations). Let (R, µ) be a
finite equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X with µ(X) <∞.

1. Then R is smooth. In particular: The relation R admits a treeing and
if Ψ is a reduced treeing of R, then costµ Ψ = costµR.

2. If R′ is a standard equivalence relation on X with R′ ⊂ R, then
costµR′ ≤ costµR.

Proof. Ad 1. In view of Proposition 3.2.17 on the cost of smooth equivalence
relations it suffices to show that R is smooth. This can be done as in the case
of finite group actions (Example 3.2.18; check!).

Ad 2. For example, one can argue via fundamental domains (Exercise).

3.2.4 Cost of free products

As discoverd by Gaboriau [42], cost is additive with respect to free products of
measured equivalence relations. In particular, this leads to orbit equivalence
results for free groups (Theorem 3.2.34).

Free products of standard equivalence relations can, in analogy with the
group case (Appendix A.2), be defined in terms of representations of the
trivial element (geometrically: cycles) in normal form.

Definition 3.2.21 (free product of standard equivalence relations). Let X be a
standard Borel space and let R1 and R2 be standard equivalence relations
on X.

• The relations R1 and R2 are independent if: For all n ∈ N≥1 and
all x0, x1, . . . , x2n ∈ X with x2n = x0 and

x0 ∼R1
x1 ∼R2

x2 ∼R1
· · · ∼R2

x2n = x0

there exists a j ∈ {0, . . . , 2n− 1} with xj = xj+1.

In this case, we write R1 ⊥ R2.
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• If R1 ⊥ R2, then the standard equivalence relation R1 ∨ R2 on X
generated by R1 and R2 is the free product of R1 and R2 and is also
denoted by R1 ∗ R2.

• More generally, the relations R1 and R2 are independent over R3 :=
R1 ∩ R2 if: For all n ∈ N≥1 and all x0, x1, . . . , x2n ∈ X with x2n = x0

and
x0 ∼R1

x1 ∼R2
x2 ∼R1

· · · ∼R2
x2n = x0

there exists a j ∈ {0, . . . , 2n− 1} with xj ∼R3
xj+1.

In this case, we write R1 ⊥R3 R2. The equivalence relation generated
by R1 and R2 is then also denoted by R1 ∗R3

R2.

Quick check 3.2.22. How is “R1 ⊥R3 R2” a generalisation of “R1 ⊥ R2” ?

Hint The condition R1 ⊥ R2 is the same as requiring R1 ∩R2 = ∆X and
R1 ⊥∆X

R2.

Even though the definition of independence might look asymmetric (in
the relational chains, R1 is in first position and R2 in the last), it is very
symmetric – namely through cyclic permutations of the “cycles”. Moreover,
we have:

Remark 3.2.23 (on the notion of independence). Let X be a standard Borel
space and let R1 and R2 be standard equivalence relations on X that are
independent over R3 := R1∩R2. Then: For all n ∈ N≥1 and all x0, . . . , x2n ∈
X with x2n = x0 and

x0 ∼R1 x1 ∼R2 x2 ∼R1 · · · ∼R2 x2n = x0

there exists a j ∈ {0, . . . , 2n− 2} with xj ∼R3 xj+1.
This can be proved by induction over n:

• Base case: If n = 1, then, by independence, we have x0 ∼R3
x1 or

x1 ∼R3
x2. However, x2 = x0, so we are done in both cases.

• Induction step: Let n ∈ N≥2 and let the claim be true for n − 1 (also
for the flipped roles of R1 and R2). By independence, there is a j ∈
{0, . . . , 2n − 1} with xj ∼R3

xj+1. If j ≤ 2n − 2, we are done. In the
remaining case that j = 2n− 1, we have

x2n−2 ∼R1
x2n−1 ∼R3

x2n = x0 ∼R1
x1,

and so x2n−2 ∼R1
x1. Therefore, we can apply the induction hypothesis

to the shorter cycle

x1 ∼R2
x2 ∼R1

· · · ∼R1
x2n−2 ∼R1

x1

to find a suitable index.
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Example 3.2.24 (orbit relations of free products). Let Γ1,Γ2 be countable
groups, let Γ := Γ1 ∗ Γ2 be their free product (Definition A.2.4), and let
Γ y (X,µ) be a free standard action. Then (check!)

RΓyX = RΓ1yX ∗ RΓ2yX ,

where the actions on the right-hand side are obtained via the restrictions
along the structure homomorphisms Γ1 −→ Γ1 ∗ Γ2 and Γ2 −→ Γ1 ∗ Γ2.

Theorem 3.2.25 (cost of free products [42]). Let (R, µ) be a measured equiv-
alence relation on a standard Borel space X with µ(X) <∞ that splits as a
free product R1 ∗ R2 of standard equivalence relations of finite cost. Then

costµR = costµR1 + costµR2.

Quick check 3.2.26. Before reading on: Which of the two inequalities do you
expect to be more difficult?

Hint Clearly, “≥” should be the difficult esimate (see below).

The proof of “≤” is not hard (we only need to combine graphings ofR1 and
R2. However, the proof of “≥” is quite challenging: We need to decompose
graphings of R into graphings of R1 and R2 without introducing a lot of
extra cost. This will require some preparations; we will follow Gaboriau’s
original proof [42] and the book of Kechris and Miller [71, Chapter 27].

Definition 3.2.27 (decomposable graphing). Let X be a standard Borel space
and let R1, R2 be standard equivalence relations on X. A graphing Φ of R1∨
R2 is decomposable if there exist Φ1 ⊂ JR1K and Φ2 ⊂ JR2K such that
Φ = Φ1 t Φ2.

In analogy with inclusion/exclusion formulae or the glueing formula for
the Euler characteristic, we have:

Proposition 3.2.28 (lower bound for decomposable graphings). Let X be a
standard Borel space, let R1, R2 be standard equivalence relations on X,
let R := R1 ∨ R2, and let R3 := R1 ∩ R2. Moreover, let us suppose that
R1 ⊥R3

R2 and that R3 is a finite standard equivalence relation. If µ is a
finite R-invariant measure on X and if Φ is a decomposable graphing of R =
R1 ∗R3

R2, then

costµ Φ ≥ costµR1 + costµR2 − costµR3.

Proof. We follow Gaboriau’s convention that treeings are denoted by letters
without loops (e.g., Ψ). As Φ is decomposable, there exist Φ1 ⊂ JR1K and
Φ2 ⊂ JR2K with Φ = Φ1 t Φ2. By the decomposition lemma (Lemma 3.2.29
below), there exist families Ψ1,Ψ2 ⊂ JR3K such that Ψ1 t Ψ2 is a reduced
treeing of a subequivalence relation R′3 of R3 and such that Φ1 t Ψ1 and
Φ2 tΨ2 are graphings of R1 and R2, respectively.
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Because R3 is a finite standard equivalence relation and Ψ1 t Ψ2 is a
treeing of R′3 ⊂ R3, we then obtain costµ(Ψ1 t Ψ2) = costµR′3 ≤ costµR3

(Corollary 3.2.20), and so Show computation!

costµ Φ = costµ Φ1 + costµ Φ2

= costµ(Φ1 tΨ1) + costµ(Φ2 tΨ2)− costµ(Ψ1 tΨ2)

≥ costµR1 + costµR2 − costµR3.

To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2.28, it remains to show the de-
composition lemma:

Lemma 3.2.29 (decomposition lemma). In the situation of the proof of Propo-
sition 3.2.28, there exist families Ψ1,Ψ2 ⊂ JR3K such that

• Ψ1 tΨ2 is a reduced treeing of a subequivalence relation of R3 and

• Φ1 tΨ1 and Φ2 tΨ2 are graphings of R1 and R2, respectively.

Proof. The idea is to construct families Ψ1 ⊂ JR1K and Ψ2 ⊂ JR2K such that
Ψ1 t Ψ2 is a treeing of a subrelation of R3 and such that the equivalence
relations

R′1 := 〈Φ1 tΨ1〉 and R′2 := 〈Φ2 tΨ2〉
satisfy the compatibility condition

R3 ∩R′1 = R3 ∩R′2.

We will now show the following claims:

À The compatibility condition implies that R′1 = R1 and R′2 = R2.

Á We can indeed achieve the compatibility condition.

Ad À. Clearly, R′1 ⊂ R1. For the converse inclusion, we proceed by con-
tradiction. Assume for a contradiction that there exist x, y ∈ X with (x, y) ∈
R1 \ R′1. Because R = 〈Φ1 ∪ Φ2〉 ⊂ R′1 ∨ R′2, there exist x0, . . . , x2n+1 ∈ X
with

x = x0 ∼R′2 x1 ∼R′1 x2 ∼R′2 · · · ∼R′2 x2n+1 = y.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that n is minimal among all el-
ements of R1 \ R′1 (this also justifies why we don’t need steps with ∼R′1 at
the beginning or the end).

• If n = 0, then x ∼R′2 y. Thus, we have (x, y) ∈ R1 ∩R′2 ⊂ R3 ∩R′2 and
so compatibility gives (x, y) ∈ R3 ∩ R′1. In particular x ∼R′1 y, which
contradicts our assumption.

• If n > 0, then we can look at the augmented cycle

x = x0 ∼R′2 x1 ∼R′1 x2 ∼R′2 · · · ∼R′2 x2n+1 = y ∼R1
x.
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Step 1: Add blue trees

Step 2: Add red trees

Figure 3.4.: Construction of a decomposition, schematically; solid edges:
graph of Φ1 (red), graph of Φ2 (blue)

BecauseR1 ⊥R3 R2, we know that there must be two subsequent points
in this sequence that are related through R3; furthermore, we will find
such a situation before the very last step (Remark 3.2.23). But then the
compatibility condition R3 ∩ R′1 = R3 ∩ R′2 implies that we can fuse
two or three steps and thus reduce the length of the sequence, which
contradicts minimality of n.

Hence, R′1 = R1. The same argument shows that R′2 = R2.
Ad Á. We will now construct Ψ1 and Ψ2 with the desired properties. To

this end, we will add graphing “edges” step by step. The procedure can be
described as follows: Let us colour objects related to the index 1 red and
objects related to the index 2 blue. If x, y ∈ X are joined by a sequence of
red edges, but not by a sequence of blue edges, then we add a blue route
from x and y (and we do this by adding blue trees). We then flip the roles of
the colours and repeat this procedure (Figure 3.4). More precisely:

• Construction of Ψ2 (the new blue edges): Let A ⊂ X be a fundamental
domain of the finite (whence smooth) standard equivalence relation

R3 ∩ 〈Φ1〉 ∩ 〈Φ2〉.

Then (R3∩〈Φ1〉)|A is a finite standard equivalence relation on A, which
thus admits a treeing Ψ2 (Corollary 3.2.20).

Then, R3 ∩ 〈Φ1〉 ⊂ R3 ∩ 〈Φ2 ∪Ψ2〉.

• Construction of Ψ1 (the new red edges): We apply the same construc-
tion as in the previous step to Φ1 and the already constructed fam-
ily Φ2 ∪Ψ2 with reversed roles of the indices 1 and 2.

Then, R3 ∩ 〈Φ1 ∪Ψ1〉 ⊂ R3 ∩ 〈Φ2 ∪Ψ2〉 ⊂ R3 ∩ 〈Φ1 ∪Ψ1〉.

By construction, Ψ1 and Ψ2 have the claimed properties (check! [42, IV.37]).
Moreover, once we have such a treeing, we can also reduce it.
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Finally, we are ready to prove additivity of cost with respect to free prod-
ucts:

Proof of Theorem 3.2.25. Proof of “≤”. Let Φ1 be a graphing of R1 and let
Φ2 be a graphing of R2. Then Φ := Φ1 ∪ Φ2 is a graphing of R1 ∨ R2 = R
(check!). Hence, we obtain

costµR ≤ costµ Φ ≤ costµ Φ1 + costµ Φ2.

Taking the infimum over all such Φ1 and Φ2 shows that

costµR ≤ costµR1 + costµR2.

In particular, costµR is also finite.
Proof of “≥”. For the converse estimate, let ε ∈ R>0, and let Φ be a

graphing of R with costµ Φ ≤ costµR+ ε. The strategy is now as follows:

À We use a decomposable graphing Ω of R as blueprint for decomposing
the elements of Φ. In general, this naive decomposition will lead to an
almost decomposable graphing Θ.

Á Gaboriau’s elegant unfolding trick then allows to extract out of Θ a
cheap enough decomposable graphing on a section of R.

Ad À. In order to decompose Φ appropriately, we choose graphings Ω1 and
Ω2 of R1 and R2, respectively, of finite cost; moreover, we set Ω := Ω1 ∪ Ω2

(which is a graphing of R) and we write Ω = (ωi)i∈I . As Ω has finite cost,
there is a finite subset J ⊂ I with

∑

i∈I\J
µ
(
dom(ωi)

)
≤ ε.

By decomposing the domains of the elements of Φ, we may assume that each
element of Φ corresponds on its domain to an Ω-word (because Φ and Ω are
graphings of R; check!). We enumerate all Φ-words as v0, v1, . . . . For i ∈ J
and n ∈ N, we set

W (i)n :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ ∀j∈{0,...,n} vj(x) 6= ωi(x)
}
⊂ X.

Then (W (i)n)n∈N is a decreasing sequence of measurable subsets of X
with

⋂
n∈NW (i)n = ∅ (check!). In particular, limn→∞ µ(W (i)n) = 0. Be-

cause J is finite, we can find an N ∈ N with the property that

∀i∈J µ
(
W (i)N

)
≤ ε

|J | .

Let Φ0 ⊂ Φ be the finite subfamily that occurs in the words v0, . . . , vN and
let

Θ := Φ0 t (ωi|W (i)N )i∈J t (ωi)i∈I\J .
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Then Θ is a graphing of R (check!) and Show computation!

costµ Θ ≤ costµ Φ0 +
∑

i∈J
µ
(
W (i)N

)
+
∑

i∈I\J
µ
(
dom(ωi)

)

≤ costµ Φ + |J | · ε|J | + ε

≤ costµR+ 3 · ε.

Moreover, Θ is almost decomposable in the following sense: The part Θ1 :=
(ωi|W (i)N )i∈J t (ωi)i∈I\J of Θ is decomposable (as Ω is decomposable) and
the remaining term Θ0 := Φ0 is a finite family.

Ad Á. The remainder of the proof takes care of this finite family Θ0: We
first give a naive decomposition, which will then be subjected to the unfolding
operation. Each (ϑ : Aϑ → Bϑ) ∈ Θ0 admits a decomposition

ϑ = ϕϑ,k(ϑ) ◦ · · · ◦ ϕϑ,0,

where k(ϑ) ∈ N and where the ϕϑ,j : Aϑ,j −→ Bϑ,j are restictions of elements
in Ω. Then

(ϕϑ,j)ϑ∈Θ0,j∈{0,...,k(ϑ)} tΘ1

is a decomposable graphing of R, but its cost is too large (because we intro-
duced lots of intermediate partial automorphisms that all will contribute to
the cost).

This problem is solved by unfolding these partial automorphisms and their
domains into a bigger system (Figure 3.5): We set

X̃ := X t
⊔

ϑ∈Θ0,j∈{1,...,k(ϑ)}
Ãϑ,j ,

where it is understood that the Ãϑ,j are all pairwise disjoint copies of the Aϑ,j ,

equipped with the restricted measure µ. The combined measure on X̃ is
denoted by µ̃. By construction, µ̃(X̃) <∞. For ϑ ∈ Θ0 and j ∈ {0, . . . , k(ϑ)},
let

ϕ̃ϑ,j : Ãϑ,j −→ Ãϑ,j+1

be the corresponding version of ϑj ; here, we set Ãϑ,0 := Aϑ and Ãϑ,k(ϑ)+1 :=
Bϑ. We then set

Θ̃ := (ϕ̃ϑ,j)ϑ∈Θ0,j∈{0,...,k(ϑ)} tΘ1.

Let π : X̃ −→ X be the canonical projection and let R̃1, R̃2, R̃3, R̃ be the
π-pull-backs of R1,R2,∆X ,R, respectively. Then R̃ = R̃1 ∗R̃3

R̃2 (check!);

moreover, the equivalence classes of R̃3 = (π×π)−1(∆X) are finite because π,
by construction, is a finite-to-one map. Hence, even though we are only inter-
ested in the case of R1 ∗R2, we need the more general setup of independence
over a finite equivalence relation.
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X

π

Unfold

Apply π

ϕ̃ϑ,0

ϕ̃ϑ,1
ϕ̃ϑ,k(ϑ)

Ãϑ,1

Ãϑ,2

ϑAϑ Bϑ

ϕϑ,k(ϑ)

ϑAϑ Bϑ

Figure 3.5.: The unfolding trick

These unfolded relations compute the cost of the original relations: By
construction, X is a section for R̃1, R̃2, R̃3, R̃; moreover, the lifted relations
coincide on X with the original relations. So, Proposition 3.2.13 shows that

costµR− µ(X) = costµ̃ R̃|X − µ(X)

= costµ̃ R̃ −
(
µ̃(X̃)− µ̃(X)

)
− µ(X)

= costµ̃ R̃ − µ̃(X̃);

similarly, we have the corresponding statements for R1,R2,R3.

By definition, Θ̃ is a decomposable graphing of R̃ (in particular, µ̃ is indeed

R̃-invariant) and (check!)

costµ̃ Θ̃− µ̃(X̃) = costµ Θ− µ(X).

Because R̃3 is a finite equivalence relation and Θ̃ is decomposable, we obtain
(Proposition 3.2.28) that

costµ̃ Θ̃ ≥ costµ̃ R̃1 + costµ̃ R̃2 − costµ̃ R̃3.

Putting it all together, we conclude that

costµR− µ(X) + 3 · ε ≥ costµ Θ− µ(X)

= costµ̃ Θ̃− µ̃(X̃)

≥ costµ̃ R̃1 + costµ̃ R̃2 − costµ̃ R̃3 − µ̃(X̃)

=
(
costµ̃ R̃1 − µ̃(X̃)

)
+
(
costµ̃ R̃2 − µ̃(X̃)

)
−
(
costµ̃ R̃3 − µ̃(X̃)

)

=
(
costµR1 − µ(X)

)
+
(
costµR2 − µ(X)

)
−
(
costµR3 − µ(X)

)

= costµR1 + costµR2 − costµR3 − µ(X).

Hence, taking ε −→ 0 finally shows the desired estimate.
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Outlook 3.2.30 (generalisations). In fact, Gaboriau’s original work [42] es-
tablishes stronger statements:

• Theorem 3.2.25 also holds if R1 ⊥R3
R2, where R3 is a hyperfinite

relation (Definition 4.2.1) and then states the Mayer-Vietoris formula

costµ(R1 ∗R3
R2) = costµR1 + costµR2 − costµR− 3.

• If costµ(R1 ∨ R2) = costµR1 + costµR2, then already R1 ⊥ R2 (and
thus R1 ∨R2 = R1 ∗ R2).

• Treeings always realise the cost.

3.2.5 Application: Rigidity of free groups

As an application, we obtain orbit equivalence rigidity of the rank of free
groups [42]:

Theorem 3.2.31 (cost of orbit relations of free groups). Let Fn be a free group
of rank n ∈ N. If Fn y (X,µ) is an essentially free standard probability
action of Fn, then

costµRFny(X,µ) = n.

Let us begin with the case of rank 1:

Example 3.2.32 (cost of free actions by Z). Let Z y (X,µ) be an essentially
free action. Then

costµRZy(X,µ) = 1.

as the following argument shows: Passing to a suitable subspace, we may
assume that the action is free, not only essentially free (check!).

• How can we prove “≤ 1”?

Hint On the one hand, we have costµRZy(X,µ) ≤ d(Z) = 1 (Exam-
ple 3.2.9).

• How can we prove “≥ 1”?

Hint On the other hand, freeness of the action implies aperiodicity
of RZy(X,µ); thus, by Corollary 3.2.15 costµRZy(X,µ) ≥ µ(X) = 1.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.31. Again, passing to a suitable subspace, we may as-
sume that the action is free. We proceed by induction on the rank n. Let us
first deal with the base cases: If n = 0, then Fn is the trivial group and the
relation is the identity relation ∆X , whence costµRFny(X,µ) = costµ ∆X = 0
(Example 3.2.8). The case n = 1 is handled in Example 3.2.32.
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Hence, for the induction step, let n ≥ 2 and let us assume that the claim
holds for free groups of rank n− 1. We can write Fn as a free product Fn ∼=
F ∗ Z, where F is a free group of rank n− 1. In this case, we clearly have

RFny(X,µ) = RFy(X,µ) ∗ RZy(X,µ),

where the actions by Fn−1 and Z are the ones obtained from the original
action Fn y (X,µ) by restriction (Example 3.2.24); both these actions are
free. Using the computation of cost of free products of measured standard
equivalence relations (Theorem 3.2.25), we thus obtain

costµRFny(X,µ) = costµRFy(X,µ) + costµRZy(X,µ) (Theorem 3.2.25)

= (n− 1) + 1 (base case and induction hypothesis)

= n.

Inductively, we prove the theorem.

In order to deduce orbit equivalence rigidity, we need the following essential
observation:

Proposition 3.2.33 (cost is an OE-invariant). Let Γ y (X,µ) and Λ y (Y, µ)
be orbit equivalent standard probability actions. Then

costµRΓy(X,µ) = costν RΛy(Y,ν).

Proof. Because Γ y (X,µ) is orbit equivalent to Λ y (Y, ν), the corre-
sponding orbit relations RΓy(X,µ) and RΛy(Y,ν) are isomorphic as measured
equivalence relations (Remark 3.1.17). Moreover, a straightforward compu-
tation shows that isomorphic measured equivalence relations have the same
cost (check!).

Theorem 3.2.34 (OE-rigidity of free groups [42]). Let n,m ∈ N and let Fn and
Fm be free groups of rank n and m, respectively. If Fn y (X,µ) and Fm y
(Y, ν) are essentially free standard probability actions with Fn y (X,µ) ∼OE

Fm y (Y, ν), then
m = n.

Proof. Because cost is an orbit equivalence invariant (Proposition 3.2.33)
and because the rank equals the cost of essentially free actions of free groups
(Theorem 3.2.31), we obtain

m = costµRFny(X,µ) = costν RFmy(Y,ν) = n.

Outlook 3.2.35 (generalisations). Let n ∈ N≥2. Then the free group Fn of
rank n admits uncountably many essentially free standard probabiliy actions
that are not orbit equivalent [47]. In view of Theorem 3.2.31, one cannot use
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cost to distinguish such orbit relations. Instead, one can techniques from the
theory of von Neumann algebras.

3.2.6 Cost of products

In contrast to free products, it is much easier to compute the cost of products
of aperiodic relations.

Definition 3.2.36 (product of standard equivalence relations). Let R1 and R2

be standard equivalence relations on standard Borel spaces X1 and X2, re-
spectively. Then the product relation is the equivalence relation

R1×R2 :=
{(

(x1, x2), (y1, y2)
) ∣∣ (x1, y1) ∈ R1 and (x2, y2) ∈ R2

}
⊂ (X1×X2)2

on X1 ×X2.

Example 3.2.37 (products of orbit relations). Let Γ1 y X1 and Γ2 y X2

be actions by countable groups on standard Borel spaces. Then the product
action

(Γ1 × Γ2)× (X1 ×X2) −→ X1 ×X2(
(γ1, γ2), (x1, x2)

)
7−→ (γ1 · x1, γ2 · x2)

satisfies R(Γ1×Γ2)y(X1×X2) = RΓ1yX1
×RΓ2yX2

.

Remark 3.2.38 (products of standard/measured equivalence relations are stan-
dard/measured). Let R1 and R2 be standard equivalence relations on stan-
dard Borel spaces X1 and X2, respectively. Then the product relationR1×R2

is a standard equivalence relation on X1 ×X2 (check!).
Moreover, if R1 and R2 are measured with respect to µ1 and µ2, respec-

tively, then R1 × R2 is measured with respect to µ1 ⊗ µ2 (check! Proposi-
tion 3.1.13, Example 3.2.37).

Proposition 3.2.39 (cost of products). Let (R1, µ1) and (R2, µ2) be aperiodic
measured equivalence relations on standard Borel spaces X1 and X2, respec-
tively, with costµ1

R1 < ∞ and costµ2
R2 < ∞ as well as µ1(X1) = 1 and

µ2(X2) = 1. Then
costµ1⊗µ2 R1 ×R2 = 1.

As a warm-up, we first look at a related argument for rank gradients:

Study note. Recall the notions of rank gradient, residual chains, and residual
finiteness.

Proposition 3.2.40 (rank gradient of products). Let Γ and Λ be finitely gen-
erated infinite residually finite groups. Then

rg(Γ× Λ) = 0.
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X1

X2

A2,n

A1,n

Figure 3.6.: The set An from the proof of Proposition 3.2.39

Proof. Let Γ∗ and Λ∗ be residual chains of Γ and Λ, respectively. For n ∈ N,
we consider

Mn := Γn × Λn

which is a finite index subgroup of M := Γ× Λ. More precisely, we have

[M : Mn] = [Γ : Γn] · [Λ : Λn] and d(Mn) ≤ d(Γn) + d(Λn).

Therefore, for n → ∞, the index [M : Mn] grows much faster than the
rank d(Mn) (Exercise) and thus rg(Γ× Λ) = 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.2.39. We mimic the proof of the rank gradient case
(Proposition 3.2.40), replacing

• generating sets with What? graphings and

• residual chains with What? vanishing sequences of markers:

Let Φ1 = (ϕ1,n)n∈N and Φ2 = (ϕ2,n)n∈N be graphings of R1 and R2, respec-
tively, of finite cost. By the marker lemma (Proposition 3.1.8), there exist
vanishing sequences (A1,n)n∈N and (A2,n)n∈N of markers for R1 and R2,
respectively.

For n ∈ N, we consider the measurable subset

An := (A1,n ×X2) ∪ (X1 ×A2,n)

of X1 ×X2, which is a section of R1 ×R2 (Figure 3.6). Moreover, we define
the family

Φn := (idA1,n ×ϕ2,m)m∈N ∪ (ϕ1,m × idA2,n)m∈N,

which consists of partial automorphisms of R1 × R2; in particular, we
have 〈Φn〉 ⊂ (R1 × R2)|An . In fact, Φn is a graphing of (R1 × R2)|An : Let
((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) ∈ (R1×R2)|An . Because A1,n and A2,n are sections, there
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exists a (z1, z2) ∈ A1,n×A2,n that lies in the same R1×R2-orbit as (x1, x2)
and (y1, y2). By construction, we have

(x1, x2) ∼〈Φn〉 (z1, z2) ∼〈Φn〉 (y1, y2).

Hence, ((x1, x2), (y1, y2)) ∈ 〈Φn〉, as claimed.
We therefore obtain (where we abbreviate µ := µ1 ⊗ µ2)

1 ≤ costµR1 ×R2 (Corollary 3.2.15)

= costµ|An (R1 ×R2)|An + µ
(
(X1 ×X2) \An

)
(Proposition 3.2.13)

≤ costµ Φn + µ
(
(X1 ×X2) \An

)
(Φn is a graphing of R1 ×R2)

≤ µ1(A1,n) · costµ2
Φ2 + µ2(A2,n) · costµ1

Φ1

+ µ1(X1 \A1,n) · µ2(X2 \A2,n) (construction of Φn).

Because (A1,n)n∈N and (A2,n)n∈N are vanishing sequences of markers, the
right-hand side tends to

µ1(X1) · µ2(X2) = 1

for n→∞. Therefore, costµR1 ×R2 = 1.

Example 3.2.41 (cost of Z2-actions). Let Z y (X1, µ1) and Z y (X2, µ2) be
(essentially) free standard probability actions of Z. Then the product action
of Z2 satisfies

costµ1⊗µ2 RZ2y(X1×X2,µ1⊗µ2
= costµ1 RZy(X1,µ1) ×RZy(X2,µ2) = 1

by Example 3.2.37 and Proposition 3.2.39.

More drastically, we will see that all essentially free standard probability
actions by infinite amenable groups have cost 1 (Corollary 4.3.11).

Quick check 3.2.42 (orbit equivalence?). Let α : F2 y (X,µ) be an essentially
free standard probability action of the free group of rank 2 and let α× α be
the corresponding product action of F2 × F2. Do we have α ∼OE α× α ?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Cost is an orbit equivalence invariant
(Proposition 3.2.33). Moreover, we know that α has cost 2 (Theorem 3.2.31)

and α× α has cost 1 (Proposition 3.2.39). Hide

Outlook 3.2.43 (generalisations). Proposition 3.2.39 can be vastly generalised
to cover, e.g., measured equivalence relations that contain a normal hyperfi-
nite subrelation [42][71, Chapter 24].

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 3.2, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:
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• What are graphings/treeings?

• What are typical examples?

• How is cost defined?

• How can cost be computed in special cases?

3.3 Cost of groups

Building on cost of measured equivalence relations, Gaboriau introduced the
notion of cost for (countable) groups [42]. This is a dynamical version of the
rank (i.e., the minimal size of generating sets) of groups.

For example, we will see that the cost of the action of a countable group on
its profinite completion coincides with the rank gradient (Theorem 3.3.22).
This allows to compute rank gradients of groups by ergodic theoretic methods
in some situations, where algebraic methods fail (Chapter 3.3.5).

3.3.1 Cost of groups

Definition 3.3.1 (cost, fixed price, cheap [42]). Let Γ be a countable group.

• The cost of Γ is defined as

cost Γ := inf
{

costµRΓyX

∣∣ Γ y (X,µ) is an essentially free

standard probability action
}
∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}.

• The group Γ is cheap if Γ is infinite and cost Γ = 1.

• The group Γ has fixed price if cost Γ = costµRΓyX holds for all essen-
tially free standard probability actions Γ y (X,µ).

Quick check 3.3.2 (on the definition of cost). Is the “set” over which the
infimum is taken in the definition of cost of a group always non-empty?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. By Corollay 1.2.45. Hide

We will now collect some basic examples of cost computations.

Study note (cost). Before you continue reading, you should pause for a mo-
ment, recall the computations/inheritance properties for cost of measured
equivalence relations, and try to think on your own of as many examples of
cost computations for groups as possible.
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Example 3.3.3 (cost of finite groups). Let Γ be a finite group. Then Γ is of
fixed price and (Example 3.2.18)

cost Γ = 1− 1

|Γ| .

Remark 3.3.4 (cost 0). By the previous example (Example 3.3.3), the trivial
group 1 satisfies cost 1 = 0 and it is the only finite group of cost 0.

Moreover, every infinite group has cost at least 1 (Corollary 3.2.15). Thus,
the trivial group is the only group of cost 0.

Example 3.3.5 (cost of Z). The group Z is cheap and of fixed price (Exam-
ple 3.2.32).

Example 3.3.6 (cost of Z2 and products). The group Z2 is cheap, i.e.,

costZ2 = 1.

On the one hand, we have costZ2 ≥ 1, because the group Z2 is infinite
(Remark 3.3.4).

On the other hand, we have costZ2 ≤ 1 by Example 3.2.41.
In fact, we will later see that Z2 is also of fixed price (Corollary 4.3.11).

More generally:

• If Γ and Λ are infinite finitely generated groups, then cost(Γ× Λ) = 1
(Corollary 3.2.15 and Proposition 3.2.39).

• Infinite amenable groups are cheap and of fixed price (Corollary 4.3.11).

Example 3.3.7 (cost of free groups [42]). Let n ∈ N. Then the free group Fn
of rank n is of fixed price and (Theorem 3.2.31)

costFn = n.

More generally, we have the following Nielsen-Schreier type formula:

Theorem 3.3.8 (cost and finite index subgroups [42]). Let Γ be a countable
group and let Λ ⊂ Γ be a finite index subgroup. Then

cost Λ− 1 = [Γ : Λ] · (cost Γ− 1).

Proof. If Γ is finite, then this follows from Example 3.3.3 and Lagrange’s
theorem. In the following, let Γ be infinite.

Proof of “≥”. We use the induction construction (Example 1.5.9): Let
Λ y (Y, ν) be an essentially free standard probability action and let

(
Γ y (X,µ)

)
:= IndΓ

Λ

(
Λ y (Y, ν)

)

be the corresponding induction, which is also essentially free. Then the “slice”
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A :=
{

[e, y]
∣∣ y ∈ Y

}
⊂ X

of X is a section for the Γ-action on X of measure 1/[Γ : Λ] and (Exam-
ple 1.5.9/Exercise)

RΓyX |A ∼= RΛyY .

Therefore, we obtain

cost Γ ≤ costµRΓyX (Γ y X is essentially free)

= costµ|A RΓyX |A + µ(X \A) (A is a section; Proposition 3.2.13)

=
1

µ(A)
· costν RΛyY + µ(X)− µ(A) (RΓyX |A ∼= RΛyY and ν corresponds to 1/µ(A) · µ|A)

=
1

[Γ : Λ]
· costν RΛyY + 1− 1

[Γ : Λ]
.

Taking the infimum over all essentially free standard probability actions of Λ
and rearranging the terms then shows that cost Λ− 1 ≥ [Γ : Λ] · (cost Γ− 1).

Proof of “≤”. Conversely, let Γ y (X,µ) be an essentially free standard
probability action and let Φ = (ϕi)i∈I be a graphing of RΓyX . Looking at
suitable decompositions, we may assume without loss of generality that for
each i ∈ I, the partial automorphism ϕi is given by ϕi = γi· : Ai −→ Bi,

where γi ∈ I ( Why? by decomposition of domains).

We now consider the standard Borel space X := X × Γ/Λ with the prob-
ability measure µ given by the product of µ and the normalised counting
measure on Γ/Λ. Moreover, we equip X with the diagonal Γ-action of the
given action on X and the left translation action on Γ/Λ. Then Γ y (X,µ)
is a standard probability action.

Moreover, we consider the family Φ := (ϕi)i∈I , where

ϕi : Ai × Γ/Λ −→ Bi × Γ/Λ

(x, γ · Λ) 7−→ (γi · x, γi · γ · Λ).

Then (〈Φ〉|X×e·Γ, [Γ : Λ] ·µ|X×e·Λ) is isomorphic to (RΛyX , µ) (the diagonal-
ity of the ϕi ensures that we stay in the Λ-orbits on X × e · Λ; check!) and,
by construction,

costµ Φ = costµ Φ.

Therefore, we obtain

cost Λ− 1 ≤ costµRΛyX − 1

= [Γ : Λ] · costµ 〈Φ〉|X×e·Λ − 1

= [Γ : Λ] · costµ 〈Φ〉 − [Γ : Λ] · µ
(
X \ (X × e · Λ)

)
− 1 (Proposition 3.2.13)

≤ [Γ : Λ] · costµ Φ− [Γ : Λ] + 1− 1

= [Γ : Λ] · (costµ Φ− 1).
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Taking the infimum over all graphings of RΓyX and then the infimum over
all essentially free actions of Γ shows that cost Λ−1 ≤ [Γ : Λ]·(cost Γ−1).

As the examples above show, usually “cost−1” is the more convenient
invariant to consider.

3.3.2 Weak containment and ergodic decomposition

While it is unclear whether/how the cost depends on the chosen essentially
free action, we at least have monotonicity with respect to weak containment
(Theorem 3.3.10) and ergodic decomposition (Theorem 3.3.12). We will only
sketch these proofs and outline the main ideas.

In both proofs, we will have to deal simultaneously with different dynam-
ical systems; it is then convenient to have the following reduction of cost
estimates to a finitary, normalised situation. This normalised form might
look a bit overwhelming at first; but it is very straightforward (only using
partial automorphisms given by partial translations on specific measurable
sets and then covering up the rest by a generating set of the group).

Lemma 3.3.9 (finitary characterisation of cost [69, proof of Theorem 10.13]).
Let Γ be a finitely generated group, let S ⊂ Γ be a fintie generating set, and
let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability action. Moreover, we

• choose an enumeration (gn)n∈N of Γ,

• and a countable algebra {An | n ∈ N} of measurable subsets of X that
is dense in the σ-algebra of all measurable subsets of X (i.e., for all
measurable subsets B ⊂ X and all ε ∈ R>0, there exists an n ∈ N
with µ(B 4 An) < ε; for example, one can take the algebra generated
by a countable basis of the topology of X).

For I ⊂ N× N, M ∈ N, and γ ∈ Γ, we introduce the following notation:

• ΘI :=
(
gn · |Am

)
(n,m)∈I ,

• ΘI,M := (ϑε11 ◦ · · · ◦ ϑεkk )k∈{0,...,M}, ϑ1,...,ϑk∈ΘI , ε1,...,εk∈{0,1},

• D(γ, I,M) :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ ∀θ∈ΘI,M γ · x 6= ϑ(x)
}

.

Finally, we set for I ⊂ N× N and M ∈ N:

ΦI,M := ΘI t (γ · |D(γ,I,M))γ∈S .

Then, for each c ∈ R>0, the following are equivalent:

1. costµRΓyX < c

2. There is a finite subset I ⊂ N×N and an M ∈ N with costµ ΦI,M < c.
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Sketch of proof. Ad 2. =⇒ 1. This implication is straightforward. If I ⊂ N×N
and M ∈ N, then ΦI,M is a graphing of RΓyX , because S is a generating set
of Γ and the the sets (D(γ, I,M))γ∈S take care of those regions, where ΘI,M

is not able to act like the generators. In particular, costµRΓyX ≤ costµ ΦI,M .
Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Conversely, let us suppose that costµRΓyX < c. Looking into

the ε-crystal ball suggests to choose ε ∈ (0, (c− costµRΓyX)/(1 + |S|). By a
well-organised inductive approximation argument with exponential accuracy,
one can show that there exists a (possibly infinite) set I ⊂ N × N with the
following properties [71, proof of Proposition 18.1]:

À There exists a measurable µ-co-null set Y ⊂ X with

〈ΘI〉|Y = RΓyX |Y

Á and costµ ΘI ≤ costµRΓyX + ε.

We now cut this down to a finite situation: For n ∈ N, we set In := I ∩
{0, . . . , n}2; moreover, for γ ∈ S and n ∈ N, we define

E(γ, I, n) :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ (x, γ · x) 6∈ 〈ΘIn〉
}
⊂ X.

Then, À implies that limn→∞ µ(E(γ, I, n)) = 0 for each γ ∈ S. We choose n ∈
N in such a way that

∀γ∈S µ
(
E(γ, I, n)

)
< ε.

Furthermore, we have E(γ,ΘIn) =
⋂
M∈ND(γ, In,M). As this is a nested

intersection, we can choose M ∈ N so large that

∀γ∈S µ
(
D(γ, In,M)

)
< ε.

Then we obtain

costµ ΦIn,M = costµ ΘIn + costµ(γ · |D(γ,In,M))γ∈S
≤ costµ ΘI + |S| · ε
≤ costµRΓyX +

(
1 + |S|

)
· ε ( Why? by Á)

< c, ( Why? prophecy of the crystal ball)

as desired.

Theorem 3.3.10 (cost and weak containment [69, Corollary 10.14]). Let Γ be
a finitely generated group and let α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be es-
sentially free standard probability actions of Γ. If α is weakly contained in β,
then

costν RΓyY ≤ costµRΓyX .

Sketch of proof. As finite groups have fixed price (Example 3.3.3), we will
only consider the case that Γ is infinite. Then, because the action is essentially
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free, both probability spaces do not contain atoms; hence, we may assume
that (X,µ) = (Y, ν) (Theorem A.1.26).

Let c ∈ R>0 with costµRα < c. It suffices to show that costµRβ < c.
To this end, we will use Lemma 3.3.9 and its setup and notation; moreover,
to distinguish between the actions, we will add a superscript α or β to the
corresponding constructions.

By Lemma 3.3.9, there exists a finite set I ⊂ N× N and an M ∈ N with

costµ Θα
I +

∑

γ∈S
µ
(
Dα(γ, I,M)

)
= costµ ΦαI,M < c.

Because S, I, and M are finite, the sets (Dα(γ, I,M))γ∈S are defined by finite
boolean expressions (in terms of the action α, unions, intersections). As α is
weakly contained in β, we can simulate this situation with arbitrary accuracy
in β. Moreover, because (An)n∈N is a dense subalgebra of the measurable sets
of X, we can find such a simulation with base sets in (An)n∈N. In other words,
given ε ∈ (0, c− costµ ΦαI,M ), we can find a finite set J ⊂ N× N and N ∈ N
with

costµ ΦβJ,N = costµ Θβ
J +

∑

γ∈S
µ
(
Dβ(γ, J,N)

)

< costµ Θα
I +

∑

γ∈S
µ
(
Dα(γ, I,M)

)
+ ε

< c.

Therefore, we obtain costµRβ < c (Lemma 3.3.9).

Corollary 3.3.11 (cost: maximality of the Bernoulli shift [4]). Let Γ be a finitely
generated infinite group and let Γ y ({0, 1}Γ, ν) be the standard Bernoulli
shift of Γ. Then

costν RΓy{0,1}Γ = max
{

costµRΓyX

∣∣ Γ y (X,µ) is an essentially free

standard probability action
}
.

Proof. By the universality of Bernoulli shifts (Theorem 1.4.25), every essen-
tially free standard probability action of Γ weakly contains the standard
Bernoulli shift. Moreover, the standard Bernoulli shift is essentially free
(Proposition 1.2.43). Therefore, monotonicity of cost with respect to weak
containment (Theorem 3.3.10) shows the claimed maximality.

Theorem 3.3.12 (cost and ergodic decomposition [71, Proposition 18.4]). Let
Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability action and let β : X −→ Erg(Γ y X)
be an ergodic decomposition of this action. Then

costµRΓyX =

∫

X

costβx RΓyX dµ(x).
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Sketch of proof. For simplicity, we only consider the case that Γ is finitely
generated (say finitely generated by S ⊂ Γ) and that the action is essentially
free. From the description of cost in Lemma 3.3.9, we can derive that

X −→ R≥0 ∪ {∞}
x 7−→ costβx RΓyX

is measurable; moreover, this map is bounded by |S| (Example 3.2.5) and
thus integrable.

Proof of “≥”. Let Φ = (ϕi : Ai → Bi)i∈I be a graphing of RΓyX . Then

costµ Φ =
∑

i∈I
µ(Ai) =

∑

i∈I

∫

X

βx(Ai) dµ(x) =

∫

X

∑

i∈I
βx(Ai) dµ(x)

=

∫

X

costβx Φ dµ(x).

Taking the infimum over all graphings Φ of RΓyX shows that costµRΓyX ≥∫
X

costβx RΓyX dµ(x).

Proof of “≤”. Let ε ∈ R>0. Using the setup and notation from Lemma 3.3.9,
we consider for I ⊂ N× N and M ∈ N, the (measurable) set

AI,M := {x ∈ X | costβx ΦI,M < costβx RΓyX + ε} ⊂ X.

By Lemma 3.3.9, we then have
⋃
M∈N

⋃
I∈Pfin(N×N)AI,M = X. Using a

suitable inductive refinement strategy (to select a suitable increasing sub-
sequence), we can then find a finite subset I ⊂ N× N and an M ∈ N with

µ(AI,M ) ≥ 1− ε.

Then, we obtain

costµ ΦI,M =
∑

(n,m)∈I
µ(Am) +

∑

γ∈S
µ
(
D(γ, I,M)

)

=
∑

(n,m)∈I

∫

X

βx(Am) dµ(x) +
∑

γ∈S

∫

X

βx
(
D(γ, I,M)

)
dµ(x)

=

∫

X

( ∑

(n,m)∈I
βx(Am) dµ(x) +

∑

γ∈S
βx
(
D(γ, I,M)

))
dµ(x)

=

∫

X

costβx ΦI,M dµ(x)

=

∫

AI,M

costβx ΦI,M dµ(x) +

∫

X\AI,M
costβx ΦI,M dµ(x)

≤
∫

AI,M

costβx RΓyX dµ(x) + µ(AI,M ) · ε+
(
|I|+ |S|

)
· µ(X \AI,M )

≤
∫

X

costβx RΓyX dµ(x) +
(
1 + |I|+ |S|

)
· ε.
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Applying Lemma 3.3.9 and taking ε→ 0 finishes the proof.

3.3.3 The fixed price problem

One major open problem related to cost of groups is the fixed price problem:

Questions 3.3.13 (fixed price problem [42]). Does every countable group have
fixed price?

Why is this problem interesting? First of all, this is a very natural question.
Second, a positive answer would show that cost of groups (and not only of
orbit relations) is an orbit equivalence invariant (Remark 3.3.14). Moreover,
this problem is related to other interesting open problems (Outlook 3.3.32).

Remark 3.3.14 (cost of groups of fixed price as OE invariant). Let Γ and Λ
be groups of fixed price that admit orbit equivalent essentially free standard
probability actions. Then cost Γ = cost Λ: This is a direct consequence of the
fixed price assumption and the orbit equivalence invariance of cost of orbit
relations (Proposition 3.2.33).

Proposition 3.3.15 (cost of groups is attained [42][71, Remark 29.2]). Let Γ
be a countable group. Then there exists an essentially free ergodic standard
probability action Γ y (X,µ) with

cost Γ = costµRΓy(X,µ).

The proof relies on diagonal actions:

Lemma 3.3.16 (cost estimate for diagonal actions). Let Γ be a countable group
and let (Γ y (Xi, µi))i∈I be a family of free standard probability actions of Γ.
Then the diagonal action Γ y

∏
i∈I Xi satisfies

cost⊗
i∈I µi

RΓy∏
i∈I Xi

≤ inf
i∈I

costµi RΓyXi .

Proof. For each i ∈ I and each graphing Φ of RΓyXi , a straightforward,

diagonal, construction allows us to construct a graphing Φ̃ of RΓy∏
j∈I Xj

with costµ Φ̃ = costµi Φ (Exercise). Taking the infimum over all graphings Φ
of RΓyXi and all i ∈ I shows the desired estimate.

Proof of Proposition 3.3.15. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
cost Γ is finite.

For each n ∈ N, there exists an essentially free standard probability ac-
tion Γ y (Xn, µn) with

costµn RΓyXn ≤ cost Γ +
1

n
;
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restricting to the free part, we may assume that they are free instead of
essentially free. Let (X,µ) :=

⊗
n∈N(Xn, µn) be the corresponding product

space with the diagonal Γ-action. Then Γ y (X,µ) is free as well and in
combination with Lemma 3.3.16, we obtain

cost Γ ≤ costµRΓyX ≤ inf
n∈N

costµn RΓyXn = cost Γ.

How can we turn this into an ergodic example? Hint Ergodic decompo-
sition! The fact that Γ y X is free and the integration formula for cost of
ergodic decompositions β : X −→ Erg(Γ y X) (Theorem 3.3.12) shows that
for µ-almost every x, we have

costβx RΓyX = costµRΓyX = cost Γ.

Outlook 3.3.17 (cost and the first L2-Betti number). Let Γ be a countable
group that admits a model X of finite type for its classifying space BΓ. Then
the standard estimate for first homology shows that [81, Corollary 1.4.11]

rkZH1(Γ;Z) ≤ d(Γ).

Gaboriau [43] established the following dynamical version of this estimate (if
Γ is infinite):

b
(2)
1 (Γ) ≤ cost Γ− 1

(there is also a slightly more algebraic proof available [82, Chapter 4.3.2]).

Here, b
(2)
1 (Γ) is the first L2-Betti number: For k ∈ N, the k-th L2-Betti number

of Γ is defined by

b
(2)
k (Γ) := dimNΓH

reduced
k (X; `2Γ) ∈ R≥0,

where dimNΓ denotes the so-called von Neumann dimension [1, 86, 66, 82].
In fact, in all examples where these terms are computed, we even have

that b
(2)
1 (Γ) = costµRΓyX − 1 holds for all these known examples of essen-

tially free standard probability actions Γ y (X,µ). If this were true in full
generality, this of course would be a very strong positive answer to the fixed
price problem (Question 3.3.13).

Outlook 3.3.18 (L2-Betti numbers as dynamical invariants). Gaboriau [43] also
showed the following invariance properties of L2-Betti numbers: Let Γ and Λ
be countable groups that admit finite type models of their classifying spaces.
Then:

1. If Γ and Λ admit orbit equivalent essentially free standard probability
actions, then for all k ∈ N, we have

b
(2)
k (Γ) = b

(2)
k (Λ).
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2. If Γ and Λ are measure equivalent, then there exists a c ∈ R>0 such
that for all k ∈ N, we have

b
(2)
k (Γ) = c · b(2)

k (Λ).

In fact, Gaboriau defines L2-Betti numbers of standard equivalence relations
and shows that for orbit relations of essentially free actions they coincide
with the L2-Betti numbers of the acting group. There is also a more algebra-
flavoured proof of this fact [105][82, Chapter 4.2.3].

Example 3.3.19 (QI vs. ME). In particular, the ME-invariance of b
(2)
2 can be

used to show the following: The groups

(F3 × F3) ∗ F2 and (F3 × F3) ∗ F3

are quasi-isometric but not measure equivalent [43, p. 145].

Outlook 3.3.20 (more examples). We mention some further computations of
cost:

• If g ∈ N≥2, we write Σg for “the” oriented closed connected surface of
genus g. Then π1(Σg) has fixed price and cost equal to 2 · g − 1; this
can, for instance, be seen by writing π1(Σg) as an amalgamated free
product over Z [42].

• A group is inner amenable if it admits a conjugation invariant mean
that has no atoms. Examples of inner amenable groups include all in-
finite amenable groups and all groups that have infinite centre. Simi-
larly to infinite amenable groups, inner amenable countable groups have
fixed price 1 [116] and thus vanishing first L2-Betti number [25, Corol-
lary D][116]. However, in contrast with amenability, inner amenability
is not an ME invariant [62, p. 4]. Ordinary amenability is the subject
of Chapter 4.

• An antagonist of amenability is property (T). Countable infinite groups
with property (T) are known to have cost 1 [57]; however, it remains
an open problem whether they are of fixed price or not.

3.3.4 The cost of the profinite completion

The cost (minus 1) of the action of a finitely generated infinite residually
finite group on its profinite completion coincides with the rank gradient. Let
us first recall the notion of rank gradient; in addition, we will consider also
the rank gradients associated with residual chains:
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Definition 3.3.21 (rank gradient). Let Γ be a finitely generated infinite resid-
ually finite group.

• For a finitely generated group Λ, we write d(Λ) for the minimal size of
a generating set of Λ.

• If Γ∗ is a residual chain of Γ, then we define the rank gradient of Γ with
respect to Γ∗ by

rg(Γ,Γ∗) := lim
n→∞

d(Γn)− 1

[Γ : Γn]
.

• Moreover, the (absolute) rank gradient of Γ is defined as

rg Γ := inf
Λ∈SF(Γ)

d(Λ)− 1

[Γ : Λ]
,

where SF(Γ) denotes the set of all finite index subgroups of Γ.

Theorem 3.3.22 (cost of the profinite completion [3]). Let Γ be a finitely gen-
erated residually finite infinite group. Then

rg Γ = costµRΓyΓ̂ − 1,

where µ is the inverse limit measure on the profinite completion Γ̂ (Exam-
ple 1.2.38).

Furthermore, if Γ∗ is a residual chain in Γ, then

rg(Γ,Γ∗) = costµ∗ RΓyΓ̂∗
− 1,

where we endow Γ̂∗ := lim←−n∈N Γ/Γn with the inverse limit measure µ∗ of the

normalised counting measures.

The original statement by Abért and Nikolov is slightly more general (the
arguments work for so-called Farber chains as well) and the original proof is
formulated in terms of product cost. We will stick to a proof in terms of the
usual cost [82, Chapter 4.3.1].

Study note (rank gradients of free groups). On the one hand, for finitely gen-
erated free groups, we already computed the cost (Example 3.3.7). On the
other hand, it is a good exercise to also compute the rank gradients of finitely
generated free groups directly via the Nielsen-Schreier theorem.

Setup 3.3.23. Let Γ be a finitely generated residually finite infinite group. We
write F for the family of subgroups of Γ in question (the family of all normal
finite index subgroups of Γ or the given chain Γ∗), we write X := lim←−Λ∈F Γ/Λ

for the corresponding limit space with probability measure µ (constructed
as in Example 1.2.38), and we note that the inverse limit topology (of the
discrete topologies) on X turns X into a Polish compact space. In both cases,
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Γ̂

ϕj

e · Λ
Γ/Λ

ψk

Figure 3.7.: The construction of Φ out of Λ, schematically

we have
⋂
F = {e} and so the canonical Γ-action on X is free. For Λ ∈ F ,

we write πΛ : X −→ Γ/Λ for the associated canonical projection.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.22. We assume the notation from Setup 3.3.23 and be-
gin the proof with the (easier) estimate “≥”: Let Λ ∈ F , let d := d(Λ), and
n := [Γ : Λ]. Then, we choose a generating set {λ1, . . . , λd} of Λ and coset
representatives γ1, . . . , γn for Γ/Λ. Moreover, we consider the “cylinder”

A := π−1
Λ (e · Λ) ⊂ X,

which has measure µ(A) = 1/[Γ : Λ], as well as the translation maps

ϕj := λj · : A −→ λj ·A = A

ψk := γk · : A −→ γk ·A

for j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then

Φ := (ϕj)j∈{1,...,d} ∪ (ψk)k∈{1,...,n}

is a subfamily of JRΓyXK and a straightforward computation shows that Φ
is a graphing of RΓyX (check! Figure 3.7). Therefore, we obtain

costµRΓyX ≤ costµ Φ

= d · µ(A) + n · µ(A)

= d(Λ) · 1

[Γ : Λ]
+ [Γ : Λ] · 1

[Γ : Λ]

=
d(Λ)

[Γ : Λ]
+ 1.

Taking the infimum over all Λ in F shows that costµRΓyX − 1 ≤ rg(Γ, F ).

We will now establish the converse estimate “≤”: Let Φ be a graphing
of RΓyX ; as rg(Γ, F ) is finite, we may assume that costµ Φ is finite as well.
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Let ε ∈ R>0. It suffices to show that there exists a subgroup Λ ∈ F with

d(Λ)− 1

[Γ : Λ]
≤ costµ Φ + ε− 1.

In order to find such a subgroup, we will first replace Φ by a finitary ap-
proximation: First of all, by decomposing the domains of the partial RΓyX -
automorphisms in Φ according to the group elements acting, we may assume
that every element of Φ is of the form γi · : Ai −→ γi ·Ai for some measurable
subset Ai ⊂ X and some γi ∈ Γ.

Enumerating these partialRΓyX -automorphisms and approximating their
domains with exponential accuracy by open supersets (which is possible be-
cause µ is regular; Theorem A.1.25), we may replace Φ with a graphing con-
sisting of partial translations with open domains and cost less than costµ Φ+ε.

By Lemma 3.3.24 below, because X is compact, the Γ-action on X is
continuous, and

{
π−1

Λ (Z)
∣∣ Λ ∈ F, Z ⊂ Γ/Λ

}
is a countable basis of

the topology on X that is closed under finite unions (as F is closed un-
der finite intersections), we can replace this graphing by a finite graph-
ing Θ = (γi · : Ai −→ γi · Ai)i∈I with costµ Θ ≤ costµ Φ + ε and such
that for each i ∈ I there exists a Λi ∈ F and a gi ∈ Γ with Ai = π−1

Λi
(gi ·Λi).

Considering the finite intersection Λ :=
⋂
i∈I Λi ⊂ Γ, which also lies in F

(and decomposing the partial automorphisms once more), we may further-
more assume that Λi = Λ holds for all i ∈ I.

We will now show that Λ has the desired property: To this end, we consider
the directed Γ-labelled multi-graph Y with vertex set V := Γ/Λ and the
labelled directed edges

E :=
{

(γi · gi · Λ, gi · Λ, γi)
∣∣ i ∈ I} ⊂ V × V × Γ.

Then

costµ Θ =
1

[Γ : Λ]
· |E|

and it remains to establish a suitable lower bound for |E| in terms of d(Λ).

We choose i ∈ I; let v := gi · Λ ∈ V and let π1(Y, v) be the combinatorial
fundamental group of Y . Then the map ϕ : π1(Y, v) −→ Γ (Figure 3.8), de-
fined on v-based cycles by the corresponding product of the edge-labels (or
their inverses, if traversed in the opposite direction), is a well-defined group
homomorphism (check!). Because Θ is a graphing of RΓyX , we obtain that Y
is connected (check!) and that imϕ = Λ (Lemma 3.3.25 below). In particular,

d(Λ) ≤ d
(
π1(Y, v)

)
.

The group π1(Y, v) (which is isomorphic to the usual fundamental group of
the geometric realisation of Y ) is free; a free basis can be obtained by choosing
an undirected spanning tree T of Y , collapsing this spanning tree T , and then
taking the loops given by the edges of Y not contained in T . Hence,
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v

γi

γj

γk

γ`

w

ϕ([w]∗) = γi · γj · γk · γ−1
`

Figure 3.8.: The labelling homomorphism

d
(
π1(Y, v)

)
= |E| −#edges of T

= |E| −
(
|V | − 1

)
(edge number in finite trees)

= |E| − [Γ : Λ] + 1;

alternatively, this formula for d
(
π1(Y, v)

)
can also be obtained via the Euler

characteristic. Therefore, we obtain

costµ Φ + ε−1 ≥ costµ Θ− 1

=
|E|

[Γ : Λ]
− 1

=
d(π1(Y, v))− 1 + [Γ : Λ]

[Γ : Λ]
− 1

≥ d(Λ)− 1

[Γ : Λ]
.

Lemma 3.3.24. Let Γ y X be a free continuous action of a finitely gen-
erated group on a compact second countable topological space, let µ be a Γ-
invariant Borel probability measure on X. Let Φ be a countable graphing
of RΓyX consisting of partial translations on open subsets of X and let O be
a countable basis of the topology on X. Then there exists a finite graphing Θ
of RΓyX consisting of partial translations on finite unions of elements of O
with costµ Θ ≤ costµ Φ.

Proof. In this proof, it will be more convenient to work with subsets of the
topological space X × Γ (where Γ carries the discrete topology) than with
subfamilies of JRΓyXK. For subsets U, V ⊂ X×Γ, n ∈ N, we use the following
notation:

U · V :=
{

(x, η · γ)
∣∣ x ∈ X, γ, η ∈ Γ, (x, γ) ∈ V, (γ · x, η) ∈ U

}

Un+1 := Un · U and U0 := X × {e}
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Let S ⊂ Γ be a finite generating set of Γ and let S̃ := X×S ⊂ X×Γ, which
is compact (because X is compact and S is finite). By hypothesis, we may
write Φ = (γj · : Aj −→ γj · Aj)j∈N with γj ∈ Γ and open subsets Aj ⊂ X.
Moreover, we can write each Aj as an ascending union Aj =

⋃
m∈NAj,m of

finite unions of elements of O. For n,m ∈ N, we set

Φ̃n,m :=

n⋃

j=0

Aj,m × {γj} ∪
n⋃

j=0

(γj ·Aj,m)× {γ−1
j }.

Because Φ is a graphing of RΓyX , we obtain (check!)

⋃

n,m∈N

⋃

k∈N
Φ̃kn,m =

⋃

k∈N

⋃

n,m∈N
Φ̃kn,m = X × Γ.

Moreover, each Φ̃kn,m is open and as S̃ is compact and the (Φ̃n,m)(n,m)∈N×N are

nested, there exist n,m ∈ N with
⋃
k∈N Φ̃kn,m ⊃ S̃. Because S is a generating

set of Γ, we conclude that (γj · : Aj,m −→ γj · Aj,m)j∈{0,...,n} is a graphing
of RΓyX with the claimed properties.

Lemma 3.3.25. Let Y = (V,E) be the Γ-labelled graph constructed in the
proof of Theorem 3.3.22, let v ∈ V , and let ϕ : π1(Y, v) −→ Γ be the labelling
homomorphism. Then imϕ = Λ.

Proof. We have imϕ ⊂ Λ: Let c = (v = v0, v1, . . . , vn+1 = v) be a v-based
cycle in Y . Then there exist i0, . . . , in+1 ∈ I and ε1, . . . , εn+1 ∈ {−1, 1} such
that

vj = gij · Λ and gij · Λ = γ
εj+1

ij+1
· gij+1

· Λ

for all j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then ϕ([c]) = γε1i1 · · · · · γ
εn+1

in+1
lies in Λ because Λ is

normal in Γ and

γε1i1 · · · · · γ
εn+1

in+1
· gi0 · Λ = γε1i1 · · · · · γ

εn+1

in+1
· gin+1 · Λ = · · · = gi0 · Λ.

Conversely, let λ ∈ Λ and let g ∈ Γ with g · Λ = v. Because Θ is a
graphing of R, we can reach the element (λ · g)∆∈F = λ · e0 ∈ X from e0 :=
(g)∆∈F through Θ. In other words, there exist n ∈ N, i0, . . . , in+1 ∈ I, and
ε1, . . . , εn+1 ∈ {−1, 1} such that

λ = γε1i1 · · · · · γ
εn+1

in+1

and gin+1 · Λ = g · Λ = v as well as

∀j∈{0,...,n} γ
εj+1

ij+1
· · · · · γεn+1

in+1
· (g)∆∈F ∈ π−1

Λ (gij · Λ).

Inductively, we obtain γ
εj+1

ij+1
· gij+1 · Λ = gij · Λ. Because λ ∈ Λ, we have

gi0 ·Λ = λ · g ·Λ = g ·Λ = v. Therefore, the sequence (gi0 ·Λ, . . . , gin+1 ·Λ) is
a v-based cycle c in Y and ϕ([c]) = γε1i1 · · · · · γ

εn+1

in+1
= λ.
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Definition 3.3.26 (EMD* [70]). An infinite countable residually finite group Γ
satisfies EMD* if every ergodic standard probability action of Γ is weakly
contained in the profinite completion Γ y Γ̂ of Γ.

Examples of groups with property EMD* include finitely generated free
groups [70, 16], fundamental groups of closed surfaces [16], as well as funda-
mental groups of closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds [38, Corollary 3.11].

Corollary 3.3.27. Let Γ be an infinite countable residually finite group with
property EMD*. Then

cost Γ− 1 = rg Γ.

Proof. In view of Theorem 3.3.22, it suffices to show that cost Γ = costµRΓyΓ̂,
where µ denotes the canonical probability measure on the profinite comple-
tion Γ̂.

Because Γ is residually finite, the action Γ y Γ̂ is free (Proposition 1.2.39).
In particular, cost Γ ≤ costµRΓyΓ̂.

Conversely, in view of Proposition 3.3.15, there exists an ergodic essentially
free standard probability action Γ y (X, ν) with cost Γ = costν RΓyX . As Γ
satisfies EMD*, we obtain from Theorem 3.3.10 that

cost Γ = costν RΓyX ≤ costµRΓyΓ̂.

3.3.5 Application: Computing rank gradients

Theorem 3.3.22 allows to compute certain rank gradients via ergodic theory:

Corollary 3.3.28. Let Γ be a finitely generated residually finite infinite group
of fixed price. Then, for every residual chain Γ∗ of Γ, we have

rg(Γ,Γ∗) = rg Γ.

In other words: In this case, the rank gradient does not depend on the chosen
residual chain.

Proof. Applying Theorem 3.3.22 (twice) and the fixed price hypothesis shows
that

rg(Γ,Γ∗) = costµ∗ RΓyΓ̂∗
− 1 = costµRΓyΓ̂ − 1 = rg Γ.

It should be noted that it is an open problem whether the rank gradient
of residual chains in general countable residually finite groups is independent
of the chains.

In the case of amenable groups, Corollary 3.3.28 and Theorem 3.3.22 give
one way to compute the rank gradients with respect to any residual chain
(Corollary 4.3.13).
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Corollary 3.3.29 (rank gradient of free products). Let Γ1 and Γ2 be finitely
generated infinite residually finite groups. Then

rg(Γ1 ∗ Γ2) = rg Γ1 + rg Γ2 + 1.

Sketch of proof. For free products, there is also a direct proof available
through Bass-Serre theory [2]. We will follow the dynamical proof of Pap-
pas [96], which can be generalised to amalgamated free products and HNN-
extensions (Outlook 3.3.31). Let Γ := Γ1 ∗ Γ2, let µ, µ1, µ2 be the canonical
measures on the profinite completions of Γ, Γ1, and Γ2, respectively. Then
we have

rg Γ = costµRΓyΓ̂ − 1 (Theorem 3.3.22)

= costµRΓ1yΓ̂ + costµRΓ2yΓ̂ − 1 (Example 3.2.24 and Theorem 3.2.25),

where we consider the restrictions of the canonical Γ-action on Γ̂ to Γ1 and
Γ2, respectively. Pappas showed that in this situation, these actions on the
profinite completion of Γ have the same cost as the actions on the profinite
completions of Γ1 and Γ2 [96, Proposition 3.5]:

costµRΓ1yΓ̂ = costµ1
RΓ1yΓ̂1

and costµRΓ2yΓ̂ = costµ2
RΓ2yΓ̂2

Therefore, we obtain

rg Γ = costµ1 RΓ1yΓ̂1
+ costµ2 RΓ2yΓ̂2

− 1

= rg Γ1 + rg Γ2 + 1 (Theorem 3.3.22),

as claimed.

Quick check 3.3.30. Compute the following rank gradients:

1. F2 ∗ (F2 × F2)

Compare the result! 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 (Proposition 3.2.40)

2. Z2 ∗ Z2

Compare the result! 0 + 0 + 1 = 1

3. Z× (F2 ∗ Z)

Compare the result! 0 (Proposition 3.2.40)

4. (Z× Z/2020) ∗ F2

Compare the result! 0 + 1 + 1 = 2

Outlook 3.3.31 (rank gradients of amalgamated free products and HNN-exten-
sions). Let Γ = Λ1∗AΛ2 be a residually finite finitely generated amalgamated
free product over an amenable group A (e.g., Z; Chapter 4). If Γ∗ is a residual
chain of Γ, then
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rg(Γ,Γ∗) = rg
(
Λ1, (Λ1 ∩ Γn)n∈N

)
+ rg

(
Λ2, (Λ2 ∩ Γn)n∈N

)
+

1

|A| .

If A is finite, then this statement can be shown through Bass–Serre theory [2,
67]. If A is infinite, then Pappas [96] showed how to combine Theorem 3.3.22
with Gaboriau’s computations of cost of free products with amalgamation [42]
to compute the rank gradients of Γ.

Similarly, if Γ = Λ∗A is a residually finite finitely generated HNN-extension
over an amenable group A and if Γ∗ is a residual chain of Γ, then [96]

rg(Γ,Γ∗) = rg
(
Λ, (Λ ∩ Γn)n∈N

)
+

1

|A| .

In particular, for finitely generated infinite residually finite groups of fixed
price, the rank gradient is an orbit equivalence invariant of their essentially
free standard probability actions.

Outlook 3.3.32 (rank vs. Heegaard genus conjecture). Abért and Nikolov
proved that the following (bold) conjectures exclude each other [3]:

• The [stable] rank vs. Heegaard genus conjecture for oriented closed
connected hyperbolic 3-manifolds.

• The fixed price conjecture.

A Heegaard splitting of an oriented closed connected 3-manifold M is a
decomposition of M along a closed surface S into two handlebodies; the
genus of such a Heegaard splitting is the genus of the surface S. One should
note that the genus of every Heegaard spliting of M is an upper bound
for d(π1(M)), because one can use the core of one of the handlebodies as the
basis of a presentation of π1(M).

The Heegaard genus of an oriented closed connected 3-manifold then de-
notes the minimal genus of all Heegaard splittings of M . The rank vs. Hee-
gaard genus conjecture of Waldhausen asks whether the Heegaard genus of an
oriented closed connected 3-manifold is equal to its rank. While counterex-
amples to this conjecture have been known for a while [14], the discovery
of hyperbolic counterexamples is rather recent [76] and came only after the
theorem of Abért and Nikolov.

However, the fixed price problem is still open.

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 3.3, keeping the follow-
ing questions in mind:

• What is cost of groups?

• How can cost of groups be computed in simple examples?

• What is the fixed price problem?

• How can ergodic theory be used to compute rank gradients?
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Flexibility: Amenability

Amenability is a property that witnesses flexibility of orbit equivalence: From
the point of view of orbit/measure equivalence, all countable infinite amenable
groups look the same.

The notion of amenability is based on invariant means. In many situations,
amenability can equivalently be rephrased through almost invariant finite
substructures.

As a preparation, we briefly recall amenability of groups (which has ap-
plications in many different mathematical fields). We will then pass to the
dynamical perspective: We first study the dynamics of probability measure
preserving actions of Z. Finally, we will indicate how the theory for Z gener-
alises to all amenable groups and how these results can be applied.

Overview of this chapter.

4.1 Amenable groups 142
4.2 The dynamics of actions of Z 149
4.3 The dynamics of actions of amenable groups 161

Running example. the free group of rank 1, but not the ones of higher rank
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4.1 Amenable groups

Amenability is a notion that is hard to capture in a single definition.
Amenability is a concept that appears in many different contexts and can
be phrased in different terms. We recall the definition of amenability for
groups via invariant means and equivalent characterisations in terms of
existence of almost invariant finite substructures. Further information on
amenable groups and their classical applications can be found in the lit-
erature [97, 103, 50, 121, 24, 106].

4.1.1 Amenable groups: Invariant means

Definition 4.1.1 (amenable group). Let Γ be a group. The group Γ is amenable
if it admits a left-invariant mean. A left-invariant mean on Γ is an R-linear
map m : `∞(Γ,R) −→ R with the following properties:

• Normalisation. We have m(χΓ) = 1.

• Positivity. We have m(f) ≥ 0 for all functions f ∈ `∞(Γ,R) that sat-
isfy f ≥ 0 (pointwise).

• Left-invariance. For all γ ∈ Γ and all f ∈ `∞(Γ,R), we have

m(γ · f) = m(f).

Here, `∞(Γ,R) denotes the R-vector space of all bounded functions Γ −→ R.

Study note. If you have heard about amenability before: Before continuing
to read the next examples, it would be good to first try to remember as many
(non-)examples and inheritance properties for amenability as possible.

Quick check 4.1.2 (finite groups). Are finite groups amenable?

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. The map f −→ 1/|Γ| ·∑γ∈Γ f(γ)

is an invariant mean on Γ. Hide

Example 4.1.3 (Abelian groups). Every Abelian group is amenable; the ex-
istence of an invariant mean can, for example, be shown via the Markov-
Kakutani fixed point theorem [78, Proposition 9.1.3].

A more geometric proof can be given through Følner sets (Example 4.1.11).

Example 4.1.4 (non-amenability of free groups of higher rank). Free groups of
rank at least 2 are not amenable: For notational simplicity, we only consider
the case F := 〈a, b | 〉 of a free group of rank 2.
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Assume for a contradiction that F were amenable, i.e., that there existed
a left-invariant mean m : `∞(F,R) −→ R on F . Let A ⊂ F be the set of
reduced words ending with a non-trivial power of a. Then

A ∪A · a−1 = F.

Using the properties of the mean m, we obtain

1 = m(1)

= m(χA∪(A·a−1))

≤ m(χA) +m(χA·a−1) ( Why? sub-additivity/linearity)

= m(χA) +m(a · χA)

= m(χA) +m(χA) ( Why? left-invariance)

= 2 ·m(χA),

and so m(χA) ≥ 1/2. However, the sets A, A·b and A·b2 are pairwise disjoint;
therefore,

1 = m(1)

≥ m(χA∪A·b∪A·b2)

= m(χA) +m(χA·b) +m(χA·b2)

= 3 ·m(χA) (left-invariance)

≥ 3

2
,

which is impossible. Hence, F is not amenable.

Proposition 4.1.5 (inheritance properties of amenable groups).

1. Subgroups of amenable groups are amenable.

2. Homomorphic images of amenable groups are amenable.

3. Let
1 // N // Γ // Q // 1

be an extension of groups. Then Γ is amenable if and only if N and Q
are amenable.

4. Hence: Product groups Γ1 × Γ2 are amenable if and only if both fac-
tors Γ1 and Γ2 are amenable.

5. Directed unions of amenable groups are amenable.

Proof. These inheritance properties can, e.g., be shown by transforming the
corresponding invariant means [78, Proposition 9.1.6].
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Example 4.1.6 ((virtually) solvable groups). In particular, by induction, we
obtain from Proposition 4.1.5 and Example 4.1.3: Every group that contains
a solvable subgroup of finite index is amenable.

Quick check 4.1.7 (amenability?). Are the following groups are amenable?

1. F2 × Z
Yes No The correct answer is “No”. This group contains a non-

Abelian free group [78, Example 4.4.1]. Hide

2. Z× S2020

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. This group is a product of two

amenable groups. Hide

3. SL(2,Z)

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. SL(2,Z) contains a non-

Abelian free group. Hide

4. SL(2,F27)

Yes No The correct answer is “Yes”. This group is finite. Hide

Outlook 4.1.8 (the von Neumann problem). Our previous discussion shows
that: A group that contains a free subgroup of rank 2 is not amenable. Con-
versely, the von Neumann problem asked whether the converse also holds.

By now, it is known that the converse does not hold; i.e., there exist
non-amenable groups that do not contain a free subgroup of rank 2 [94].
However, for an early candidate of such an example (namely, Thompson’s
group F , which is known to not contain any free subgroups of rank 2), it is
still an open problem to decide whether this group is amenable or not!

The von Neumann problem had a big influence on the development of geo-
metric group theory and measured group theory. Moreover, it turns out that
converse statements of these type do hold in certain geometric or measured
situations [121, 44, 109]. For example, the result of Gaboriau and Lyons in
the measured setting is [44]:

Let Γ be a countable infinite non-amenable group. Then there exists
an ergodic probability measure preserving essentially free action of F2

on the Bernoulli shift space ([0, 1]Γ, µ) of Γ such that µ-almost every
Γ-orbit of the Bernoulli shift Γ y [0, 1]Γ decomposes into F2-orbits.

On the class of finitely generated groups, amenability is known to be a
quasi-isometry invariant [78, Theorem 9.3.1][81, Corollary 2.2.20]. At the end
of this chapter, we will see that amenability is also an orbit/measure equiva-
lence invariant (Theorem 4.3.7) and that infinite amenable groups are cheap
(Corollary 4.3.11).

Quick check 4.1.9 (cheap vs. amenable?). Let Γ be a countable group that is
cheap. Does this imply that Γ is amenable?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. For example F2 × Z. Hide
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4.1.2 Amenable groups: Almost invariance

We will now recall the characterisation of amenability in terms of almost
invariance, i.e., in terms of the Følner criterion and the Reiter criterion.

Definition 4.1.10 (Følner set/sequence). Let Γ be a group.

• Let ε ∈ R>0 and let S ⊂ Γ be a finite set. An (S,ε)-Følner set of Γ is
a finite non-empty subset F ⊂ Γ with

∀γ∈S
|γ · F 4 F |
|F | < ε.

• A Følner sequence for Γ is a sequence (Fn)n∈N of finite non-empty
subsets of Γ with:

∀γ∈Γ lim
n→∞

|γ · Fn 4 Fn|
|Fn|

= 0

Example 4.1.11. Let d ∈ N. Then the cubes
(
{−n, . . . , n}

)d
form a Følner

sequence for Zd (check!).

Definition 4.1.12 (Reiter sequence). Let Γ be a group. A Reiter sequence
for Γ is a sequence (fn)n∈N in `1(Γ,R) (the R-vector space of `1-summable
functions Γ −→ R) with the following properties:

• For each n ∈ N, we have ‖fn‖1 = 1.

• For each γ ∈ Γ, we have

lim
n→∞

‖fn − γ · fn‖1 = 0.

The Γ-action Γ y `1(Γ,R) is given by the formula γ · f := (x 7→ f(γ−1 · x)).

Example 4.1.13 (from Følner to Reiter sequences). If (Fn)n∈N is a Følner
sequence of a group Γ, then (1/|Fn| · χFn)n∈N is a Reiter sequence for Γ
(check!).

Theorem 4.1.14 (Følner/Reiter criterion [97]). Let Γ be a countable group.
Then the following are equivalent:

1. The group Γ is amenable (i.e., it admits an invariant mean).

2. the group Γ admits a Reiter sequence.

3. The group Γ admits a Følner sequence.
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Sketch of proof. Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Let Γ be amenable and let m : `∞(Γ,R) −→ R
be an invariant mean. The space `1(Γ,R) is weak*-dense in the double
dual `1(Γ,R)## ∼= `∞(Γ,R)# [102, Exercise I.3.5, Section I.4.5]. Every in-
variant mean on `∞(Γ,R) is an element of `∞(Γ,R)# and thus can be ap-
proximated by `1-functions and the invariance of the mean translates into
almost invariance of the `1-functions.

Ad 2. =⇒ 3. Let (fn)n∈N be a Reiter sequence for Γ. These `1-functions
can be approximated by functions with finite support. The Reiter condition
then translates into almost invariance of these finite supports, which yields
Følner sequences.

Ad 3. =⇒ 1. Let (Fn)n∈N be a Følner sequence for Γ. The idea is to
average functions in `∞(Γ,R) over the Fn and then to take the “limit” n→
∞. Because the corresponding sequence of averages in general will only be
bounded but not necessarily convergent, we will need an appropriate notion
of limt: Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on N (such ultrafilters exist in
suitably rich set theory). We then consider

m : `∞(Γ,R) −→ R

f 7−→ lim
n∈ω

1

|Fn|
·
∑

x∈Fn
f(x).

The limit limn∈ω along ω allows to choose “systematically” accumulation
points in bounded sequences [22, Chapter J].

A straightforward computation shows that m is normalised and positive.
Left-invariance of m follows from the almost invariance property of the Følner
sequence (Fn)n∈N. Therefore, m is a left-invariant mean on Γ, which shows
that Γ is amenable.

Alternatively, we could argue via weak*-limits in `∞(Γ,R)# [22, Theo-
rem 4.9.2].

Outlook 4.1.15 (amenability via unitary representations). Almost invariance
can also be formulated in the setting of unitary representations [72, Theo-
rem 4.19]: A unitary representation π of a group Γ on a Hilbert space H has
almost invariant vectors if the following holds: For every finite set F ⊂ Γ and
every ε ∈ R>0 there exists a unit vector x ∈ H with

∀γ∈F
∥∥π(γ)(x)− x

∥∥ < ε.

It is then known that a group Γ is amenable if and only if the left regular
representation

Γ× `2(Γ,C) −→ `2(Γ,C)

(γ, f) 7−→
(
x 7→ f(γ−1 · x)

)

on the space of `2-functions Γ −→ C has almost invariant vectors.
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4.1.3 Amenable equivalence relations

As for groups, also for equivalence relations, there are several common defi-
nitions of amenability available. We will use a definition via invariant means
– which is straightforward, but in practice not very convenient. In order to
formulate this definition, we need a suitable measure on the equivalence re-
lation in question, we need to let partial automorphisms act on functions,
and we will need to replace the target space R for means by the function
space L∞(X,µ) on the base space.

Definition 4.1.16 (slicing measure). Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel measure
space and let R ⊂ X × X be a standard Borel equivalence relation on X.
Then the slicing measure µ on R associated with µ is given by

µ(A) :=

∫

X

∣∣{y ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ A ∩R}
∣∣ dµ(x) ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}

for all measurable subsets A ⊂ R.

Quick check 4.1.17. In Definition 4.1.16, why don’t we just use the measure
on R induced by the restriction of µ⊗ µ ?

Hint In most cases, this measure would be zero.

Remark 4.1.18. In Definition 4.1.16, µ indeed is a well-defined measure on R
(check!). Moreover, if µ is R-invariant, then it does not matter whether we
swap the role of the two coordinates in the definition of µ (check!).

As the designated set of values (the space L∞(X,µ)) also carries an action
of the partial automorphisms of the relation, we will need to include this
action in the definition of invariance.

Definition 4.1.19. Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel measure space, let R ⊂
X ×X be a standard Borel equivalence relation on X, let µ be R-invariant,
let µ be the associated slicing measure on R, and let ϕ ∈ JRK.

• If f ∈ L∞(R, µ), then we define ϕ · f ∈ L∞(R, µ) by

ϕ · f : R −→ R

(x, y) 7−→
{
f
(
ϕ−1(x), y

)
if x ∈ imϕ

0 otherwise.

• If f ∈ L∞(X,µ), then we define ϕ · f ∈ L∞(X,µ) by

ϕ · f : X −→ R

x 7−→
{
f
(
ϕ−1(x)

)
if x ∈ imϕ

0 otherwise.
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Definition 4.1.20 (amenable equivalence relation). Let (X,µ) be a standard
Borel measure space and let R ⊂ X × X be a standard Borel equivalence
relation on X such that µ isR-invariant. ThenR is µ-amenable, if there exists
an invariant mean for (R, µ). An invariant mean for (R, µ) is an R-linear map

m : L∞(R, µ) −→ L∞(X,µ)

(where µ is the slicing measure on R associated with µ) with the following
properties:

• Normalisiation. We have m(χR) = χX .

• Positivity. We have m(f) ≥ 0 for all functions f ∈ L∞(R, µ) that are
µ-almost everywhere non-negative.

• Invariance. For all ϕ ∈ JRK and all f ∈ L∞(R, µ), we have

m(ϕ · f) = ϕ ·m(f).

Theorem 4.1.21 (amenability of orbit relations). Let Γ be a countable group
and let Γ y (X,µ) be a free standard probability action. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. The group Γ is amenable.

2. The equivalence relation RΓyX is µ-amenable.

Proof. We abbreviate R := RΓyX and we write µ for the slicing measure
on R induced by µ.

Ad 2. =⇒ 1. Let m : L∞(R, µ) −→ L∞(X,µ) be an invariant mean
for (R, µ). A straightforward computation shows that

`∞(Γ,R) −→ R

f 7−→
∫

X

m
(
“(x, γ · x) 7→ f(γ)”

)
dµ

is a well-defined invariant mean for Γ (check!).
Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Conversely, let m : `∞(Γ,R) −→ R be an invariant mean

for Γ. Then, we consider

m : L∞(R, µ) −→ L∞(X,µ)

f 7−→
(
x 7→ m(γ 7→ f(x, γ−1 · x))

)
.

Once one has established that this is a well-defined map, it is not hard to see
that m indeed is an invariant mean for (R, µ).

The computation that m is well-defined is somewhat lengthy (e.g., showing
that the function on the right-hand side indeed is measurable) and we omit
the computation.
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Quick check 4.1.22. Let Γ be a countable non-amenable group. Are then all
orbit relations of Γ non-amenable?
Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Trivial actions . . . Hide

The rest of this chapter will be concerned with the intrinsic flexibility
of amenable equivalence relations. In the end, we will obtain the following
picture: Let (R, µ) be a measured equivalence relation. Then the following
are equivalent:

1. The equivalence relation R is µ-amenable.

2. The measured equivalence relation (R, µ) satisfies a Følner/Reiter con-
dition.

3. The equivalence relationR is µ-hyperfinite, i.e., it is an increasing union
of finite measured equivalence relations on µ-almost all orbits.

4. The measured equivalence relation (R, µ) comes from a Z-action.

Quick check 4.1.23. In analogy with hyperfiniteness: Is every amenable
group an increasing union of finite subgroups?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. E.g., Z. Hide

4.2 The dynamics of actions of Z

As first step in the study of amenable equivalence relations, we consider the
dynamics of actions of Z. The key results in this context are:

• A standard equivalence relation is hyperfinite if and only if it can be
written as the orbit relation of a measurable action of Z on a standard
Borel space (Theorem 4.2.3).

• All ergodic essentially free standard probability actions of Z are orbit
equivalent (Dye’s theorem; Theorem 4.2.10).

4.2.1 Hyperfiniteness

Definition 4.2.1 (hyperfinite). A standard equivalence relation R on a stan-
dard Borel space X is hyperfinite, if there exists a sequence (Rn)n∈N of stan-
dard equivalence relations on X with the following properties:

• For each n ∈ N, the equivalence relation Rn is finite (in the sense of
Definition 3.2.19).

• The sequence is ascending, i.e., Rn ⊂ Rn+1 for all n ∈ N.
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• We have R =
⋃
n∈NRn.

Let µ be a measure on X. The equivalence relation R is µ-hyperfinite if there
exists a measurable subset A ⊂ X with R ·A = A and µ(X \A) = 0 and the
property that R|A is hyperfinite.

Example 4.2.2 (finite equivalence relations). Clearly, every finite standard
equivalence relation is hyperfinite.

Theorem 4.2.3 (hyperfiniteness and Z-actions [118]). Let R be a standard
equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X. Then the following are
equivalent:

1. The equivalence relation R is hyperfinite.

2. There is an action Z y X in Measbl with R = RZyX .

We follow the proof of Kechris and Miller [71, Theorem 6.6], based on
measurable orderings. As a preparation for the implication “1. =⇒ 2.”, we
consider the following special cases:

Lemma 4.2.4 (smoothness and Z-actions). Let R be a standard equivalence
relation on a standard Borel space X that is

• finite or that

• admits a disjoint decomposition of X into an infinite sequence of mea-
surable R-fundamental domains.

Then there exists an action Z y X in Measbl with R = RZyX .

Proof. Decomposing X measurably according to the size of the R-orbits,
we may assume that all R-orbits have the same size n ∈ N>0 ∪ {∞}. Let
< be a measurable total ordering on X (this exists by the classification of
standard Borel spaces [68, Theorem 15.6]). We now distinguish between the
finite/infinite case:

• If n is finite, then we consider the map

f : X −→ X

x 7−→
{

min{y | y ∈ R · x and x < y} if ∃y∈R·x x < y

minR · x otherwise

cycling through the R-orbits according to the ordering “<”. This is
possible because the orbit R · x is finite.

Now a straightforward computation shows that f is a measurable auto-
morphism of X (check!) and that R is the orbit relation of the Z-action
on X induced by f (check!).
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• If n = ∞, then we take a disjoint decomposition of X into a sequence
of measurable R-fundamental domains as provided by the hypothesis.
Via a bijection Z↔ N, we turn this into a disjoint decomposition X =⊔
n∈ZAn into measurable R-fundamental domains. Then

f : X −→ X

x 7−→ y, where n ∈ Z with x ∈ An and {y} = An+1 ∩R · x

is a well-defined Borel automorphism of X (check!) and R is the orbit
relation of the Z-action induced by f (check!).

In fact, a standard equivalence relation is smooth if and only if it decom-
poses into equivalence relations as in Lemma 4.2.4. However, we will not need
this fact.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.3. Ad 1. =⇒ 2. LetR be hyperfinite; let (Rn)n∈N be an
increasing sequence of finite equivalence relations on X with

⋃
n∈NRn = R

and R0 = ∆X . For each n ∈ N, the quotient X/Rn with the quotient σ-
algebra can be shown to be a standard Borel space [71, Proposition 6.3]; let
<n be a measurable total ordering on X/Rn (which exists by the classification
of standard Borel spaces [68, Theorem 15.6]).

We now introduce the following relation “<” onX: For x, y ∈ X with x 6= y
and (x, y) ∈ R, let n(x, y) ∈ N be the largest n ∈ N with (x, y) 6∈ Rn; such

an n ∈ N exists because we have
⋃
n∈NRn = R and (x, y) 6∈ ∆X = R0.

We then set

x < y ⇐⇒
(
x 6= y ∧ (x, y) ∈ R ∧Rn(x,y) · x <n(x,y) Rn(x,y) · y

)
.

On each R-orbit, this relation “<” is a total ordering that is discrete
(i.e., between any two elements, there only lie finitely many other elements)
(check!).

Let A ⊂ X be the subset of elements whose R-orbits are finite and let
B ⊂ X be the subset of elements whose R-orbits are infinite but contain
a minimal or maximal element with respect to “<”. Then A and B are
measurable and R · A = A, R · B = B, and the restrictions R|A and R|B
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2.4:

• For A, this is clear as R|A is a finite standard equivalence relation.

• For B, we can take the sets

An := {x ∈ B | x is the n-th smallest/largest element of R · x}

as measurable R|B-fundamental domains (check!).

By Lemma 4.2.4, R|A and R|B are orbit relations of measurable Z-actions
on A and B, respectively.
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We thus only need to take care of Y := X \ (A ∪B). For each x ∈ Y , the
orbit R·x has the <-type of Z. Let f : Y −→ Y be the <-successor function.
Then f is a Borel automorphism of Y and R|Y is the orbit relation of the
Z-action induced by f (check!).

In combination, we obtain the claim for all of R.

Ad 2. =⇒ 1. Conversely, let Z y X be an action by measurable automor-
phisms with R = RZyX . Let A := {x ∈ X | ∃n∈N>0 n ·x = x}. Then A ⊂ X
is measurable and R|A is a finite equivalence relation. Removing A, we may
assume without loss of generality that we are in the case that the Z-action
on X is free.

We then define the following relation “<” on X:

x < y ⇐⇒
(
∃n∈N>0

n · x = y
)

By Proposition 3.1.8, the aperiodic standard equivalence relation R admits
a vanishing sequence (An)n∈N of markers. We now study how these markers
lie in the orbits:

For m ∈ N, let Bm ⊂ X be the set of x ∈ X such that Am∩R·x contains a
<-minimal or <-maximal element. Then R·Bm = Bm and the set Dm ⊂ Bm
of all these minimal/maximal elements with respect to “<” in their R-orbits
is a measurable fundamental domain for R|Bm . Then

({
(x, y) ∈ Bm ×Bm

∣∣ ∃k,`∈{−n,...,n} fk(x) ∈ Dm ∧ f `(y) ∈ Dm

})
n∈N

is an exhaustion of R|Bm by an increasing sequence of finite standard equiv-
alence relations (check!). Via inductive elimination, we can thus write the
restriction R|⋃

m∈N Bm
as an increasing union of finite standard equivalence

relations on B :=
⋃
m∈NBm and R ·B = B.

It therefore remains to consider R on Y := X \ B. By construction, for
each n ∈ N and each x ∈ Y , the intersection An ∩R · x has no <-minimal or
<-maximal element. We then define for n ∈ N the relation

Rn :=
{

(x, y) ∈ Y × Y
∣∣ R · x = R · y and [x, y] ∩An = ∅

}

on Y ; here, [x, y] := {z ∈ R · x = R · y | x ≤ z ≤ y}. Then Rn is a standard
equivalence relation on Y (check!). By construction, we have

• Rn ⊂ Rn+1 for each n ∈ N because An+1 ⊂ An,

•
⋃
n∈NRn = R|Y because

⋂
n∈NAn = ∅,

• Rn is a finite equivalence relation on Y because the ordering “<” on
each R-orbit R · x is discrete and An ∩ R · x is non-empty and has no
<-minimal or <-maximal element.

In combination, we see that R is indeed hyperfinite.
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Quick check 4.2.5 (a generalisation?). Why isn’t every orbit relation of a
countable group hyperfinite? More precisely: Let Γ y X be a free action of
a countable group Γ on a standard Borel space X by measurable automor-
phisms. In the proof of the implication “2. =⇒ 1.” of Theorem 4.2.3, we could
replace the definition of the ordering “<” on the equivalence classes of the
orbit relation by the following construction: Let (gn)n∈Z be an enumeration
of Γ with g0 = e. For x, y ∈ X with Γ · x = Γ · y, we define

x < y ⇐⇒ ∃n∈N>0 gn · x = y.

And then we could proceed with the same proof. Why doesn’t this work?

Hint In general, this relation will not be transitive!

Corollary 4.2.6 (cost of hyperfinite relations). Let (R, µ) be a measured equiv-
alence relation on a standard Borel probability space. If R is µ-hyperfinite,
then costµR ≤ 1.

Proof. This can be deduced from Theorem 4.2.3, Proposition 3.1.13, and a
dissection into the different orbit types (Exercise).

Example 4.2.7 (a non-hyperfinite equivalence relation). In particular, we can
give an explicit example of a standard equivalence relation that is not hyper-
finite:

Let R be the orbit equivalence relation on {0, 1}F2 of the standard
Bernoulli shift action of the free group F2 of rank 2 and let µ be the corre-
sponding product probability measure on {0, 1}F 2

. Then R is not hyperfi-
nite (and not even µ-hyperfinite) because costµR = 2 (Theorem 3.2.31), but
the cost of hyperfinite relations on probability spaces is at most 1 (Corol-
lary 4.2.6).

4.2.2 The Rokhlin lemma

The Rokhlin lemma allows to divide dynamical systems in an almost equiv-
ariant way into finitely many similar pieces (Figure 4.1) and is one of the first
steps towards Dye’s theorem (Theorem 4.2.10).

Theorem 4.2.8 (Rokhlin lemma). Let Z y (X,µ) be an essentially free stan-
dard probability action, let n ∈ N≥1, and let ε ∈ R>0. Then there exists a µ-
section A ⊂ X of RZyX (i.e., for µ-almost every x ∈ X, we have A∩Z·x 6= ∅)
with the following properties:

1. The sets 0 ·A, 1 ·A, . . . , (n− 1) ·A are pairwise disjoint.

2. We have µ
(
X \⋃n−1

j=0 j ·A
)
< ε

3. and µ(A) ≤ 1/n.
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X

A 1 ·A (n− 1) ·A

≤ ε
1· 1· 1·

Figure 4.1.: The Rokhlin lemma, schematically

Proof. We follow Kechris and Miller [71, Theorem 7.5]. Without loss of gener-
ality we may assume that n ≥ 2 and that the action is free and not only essen-
tially free. Let (Am)m∈N be a vanishing sequence of markers for R := RZyX ;

this exists because the action is free and thus R is aperiodic. We will use
these sections and their return times to obtain the desired division of X.

Via Poincaré recurrence (Theorem 1.3.1), by removing a µ-null set from X
if necessary, we may assume that each Am is doubly recurrent, i.e.,

∀x∈Am d−(x,Am) <∞∧ d+(x,Am) <∞

(check!), where the return times for a measurable subset B ⊂ X are defined
via

d−(x,B) := min{k ∈ N>0 | (−k) · x ∈ B} ∈ N ∪ {∞}
d+(x,B) := min{k ∈ N>0 | k · x ∈ B} ∈ N ∪ {∞}

for all x ∈ X.

We then consider the sets

Bm :=
{
x ∈ Am

∣∣ d−(x,Am) < n ∨ d+(x,Am) < n
}
⊂ Am

for m ∈ N. Then (Bm)m∈N is also a vanishing sequence of markers for R
(check!). In particular, there exists an m ∈ N with µ(Bm) < ε. We will use
this set to control the rest term.

For k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, we let (Figure 4.2)

Ck :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ d−(x,Am) ≡ kmodn ∧ d+(x,Am) ≥ n
}
.

By construction, C0, . . . , Cn−1 are pairwise disjoint. In particular, there exists
a k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} with µ(Ck) ≤ 1/n. We now set

A := Ck.

By construction, µ(A) ≤ 1/n. Moreover,
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X

Am Am

1·

Ck

d+( · , Am) < n

X

Am Am

1·

1 · Ck
d+( · , Am) < n

Figure 4.2.: The sets Ck in the proof of the Rokhlin lemma, schematically
(for n = 5 and k = 2)

X \
n−1⋃

j=0

j ·A ⊂ Bm

(check!) and so µ
(
X \⋃n−1

j=0 j ·A
)
≤ µ(Bm) < ε (by the choice of m). Finally,

the construction also shows that if j, k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} with j < k, then we
have j ·A ∩ k ·A = ∅.

Interactive tool 4.2.9 (Rokhlin lemma). Try to find for given n ∈ N≥1 and
ε ∈ R>0 concrete sections A as in the Rokhlin lemma (Theorem 4.2.8) for
rotation actions: http://dynsys.wuisch.org

4.2.3 Dye’s theorem

Theorem 4.2.10 (Dye’s theorem). All ergodic atom-free standard probability
actions of Z are orbit equivalent.

Quick check 4.2.11 (on Dye’s theorem).

1. Does Dye’s theorem also hold if we remove the atom-freeness condition?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. The trivial action of Z on a

point is certainly not orbit equivalent to the Bernoulli shift. Hide

2. Does Dye’s theorem also hold if we remove the ergodicity condition?

Yes No The correct answer is “No”. Example 3.1.21 Hide
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In order to prove Dye’s theorem, we will show that the orbit relation of
every ergodic atom-free dynamical system of Z can be viewed as an odometer
relation.

Definition 4.2.12 (odometer relation). Let (mk)k∈N be a sequence in N≥1.
Then the odometer relation of m is the equivalence relation Rm on the prod-
uct space Xm :=

∏
k∈N{0, . . . ,mk − 1} given by eventual equality:

Rm :=
{

(x, y) ∈ Xm ×Xm

∣∣ ∃N∈N ∀n∈N≥N xn = yn
}
.

Moreover, we equip Xm with the product probability measure µm of the
normalised counting measures.

Remark 4.2.13 (odometers as measured equivalence relations). In the situation
of Definition 4.2.12, the odometer equivalence relation Rm is measurable
(check!). Moreover, the measure µm is Rm-invariant – as can be seen from
the “adding machine action” on Xm (Exercise); this action also explains the
term “odometer relation”.

It is not hard to see that essentially there is only one odometer relation:

Proposition 4.2.14 (comparison of binary odometers). Let (ak)k∈N be a se-
quence in N≥1 and m := (2ak)k∈N. Then the measured equivalence rela-
tion (Rm, µm) is isomorphic to (R2,2,..., µ2,2,...) on {0, 1}N associated with
the constant sequence 2, 2, . . . .

Proof. For each a ∈ N≥1, we consider the bijection

{0, . . . , 2a − 1} ←→ {0, 1}a

given by binary expansion. We can now combine these bijections on the
different factors to construct the desired measure-preserving isomorphism
(check!).

To find odometer relations in ergodic atom-free dynamical systems of Z,
we need to be able to construct automorphisms in a controlled way. We begin
with the following basic principle:

Proposition 4.2.15. Let (R, µ) be an ergodic measured equivalence relation
on a standard Borel probability space (X,µ) and let A,B ⊂ X be measurable
subsets. Then the following are equivalent:

1. µ(A) = µ(B)

2. There exists a ϕ ∈ JRK with domϕ ⊂ A and imϕ ⊂ B and

µ(A \ domϕ) = 0 and µ(B \ imϕ) = 0.

Proof. We follow Kechris and Miller [71, Lemma 7.10].
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Ad 2. =⇒ 1. This is a straightforward consequence of the hypothesis that
µ is R-invariant (check!).

Ad 1. =⇒ 2. We only need to consider the case µ(A) = µ(B) > 0. Let
(γn)n∈N be a sequence of measurable automorphisms of X with

⋃
n∈N γn = R

(where we again view maps as their graphs); this is possible because of the
Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6).

We now inductively construct the desired partial automorphism of R: We
recursively define a sequence (An)n∈N of subsets of X by

A0 := A ∩ γ−1
0 (B)

and

An :=

(
A \

n−1⋃

m=0

Am

)
∩ γ−1

n

(
B \

n−1⋃

m=0

γm(Am)

)

for all n ∈ N>0. Then each An is measurable (check!) and, by construction,
the (An)n∈N are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, we set A′ :=

⋃
n∈NAn, we con-

sider

ϕ : A′ −→ B

x 7−→ γn(x) if n ∈ N with x ∈ An,

and B′ := ϕ(A′) = imϕ (Figure 4.3). Then ϕ indeed is a well-defined mea-
surable map (check!) and ϕ : A′ −→ B′ lies in JRK (check!).

The key observation is the following:

R · (A \A′) ∩R · (B \B′) = ∅.

We first prove this observation: Assume for a contradiction that the in-
tersection were non-empty. Then, there exist x ∈ A \ A′ and y ∈ B \ B′
with R·x = R· y. Hence, we find an n ∈ N with γn(x) = y; we pick the min-
imal such number. Then y ∈ An (check!) and thus y ∈ A′, which contradicts
our assumption. Hence, R · (A \A′) ∩R · (B \B′) = ∅.

From this observation, we obtain that

R · (A \A′) ⊂ X \ R · (B \B′)

Because R is ergodic, it follows that µ(A \A′) = 0 or µ(R · (A \A′)) = 1.

• If µ(A \A′) = 0, then ϕ(A′) = B′ and ϕ ∈ JRK show that

µ(B \B′) = µ(B)− µ(B′) = µ(A)− µ(A′) = µ(A \A′) = 0.

• If µ(R · (A \ A′)) = 1, then R · (A \ A′) ⊂ X \ R · (B \ B′) and
so µ(B \B′) = 0. We can then argue via ϕ−1 as in the previous case.

Therefore, ϕ : A′ −→ B′ has the claimed properties.
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A

A′

A0

A1

A2

...

γ0

γ1

γ2

ϕ

B

B′

...

Figure 4.3.: The construction of ϕ in the proof of Proposition 4.2.15

The odometer structure mentioned before can be exhibited through so-
called ladders (sometimes also called arrays; Figure 4.4):

Definition 4.2.16 (ladder, rung). Let Z y (X,µ) be a standard proba-
bility action and let n ∈ N. A ladder of height n for this action is a
pair ((Cj)j∈{0,...,n−1}, ϕ), consisting of

• a measurable partition C0 t · · · t Cn−1 of a µ-conull subset of X
(the C0, . . . , Cn−1 being the rungs of the ladder) and

• a measure preserving isomorphism ϕ : C0t· · ·tCn−2 −→ C1t· · ·tCn−1

with
∀j∈{0,...,n−2} ϕ(Cj) = Cj+1

• such that for µ-almost every x ∈ C0 t · · · tCn−2, we have ϕ(x) ∈ Z · x.

We will now show how inductively ladders can be found in ergodic dy-
namical systems of Z that describe these systems with arbitrary accuracy,
following Kerr and Li [72, Chapter 4.9]. This uses the Rokhlin lemma and
the construction of partial automorphisms (Proposition 4.2.15).

Lemma 4.2.17 (existence of ladders). Let Z y (X,µ) be an ergodic essentially
free standard probability action, let n ∈ N, and let ε ∈ R>0. Then there exists
ladder (C,ϕ) of height n with

µ
(
{x ∈ domϕ | ϕ(x) 6= 1 · x}

)
< ε.
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C0

C1

C2

Cn−1
...

ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

(ϕn−1)−1

Figure 4.4.: A ladder, schematically

Proof. From the Rokhlin lemma (Theorem 4.2.8), we obtain a measurable
subset A ⊂ X such that A, 1 ·A, . . . , (n−1) ·A are pairwise disjoint and such

that B := X \⋃n−1
j=0 j · A satisfies µ(B) < ε. Without loss of generality, we

may assume that µ(B) > 0 (otherwise, we remove a bit of A).
Because the action is atom-free (as an essentially free action of an in-

finite group on a probability space), we know that (X,µ) is isomorphic
to ([0, 1], λ) (Theorem A.1.26). Therefore, we can partition B into n mea-
surable sets B0, . . . , Bn−1 of equal measure.

Successively applying Proposition 4.2.15 to B0, . . . , Bn−1 shows that we
can find ϕ0, . . . , ϕn−2 ∈ JRZyXK that satisfy ϕj(Bj) = Bj+1 up to measure 0.
Removing these µ-null sets, we may assume that we have equality and that
µ(0 ·A t . . . (n− 1) ·A · tB0 t . . . Bn−1) = 1.

Then ((j ·A tBj)j∈{0,...,n−1}, ϕ) with

ϕ :

n−2⊔

j=0

(j ·A tBj) −→
n−1⊔

j=1

(j ·A tBj)

x 7−→
{

1 · x if x ∈ 0 ·A t · · · t (n− 2) ·A
ϕj(x) if x ∈ Bj with j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 2}

is a ladder of Z y (X,µ) of height n with the claimed property (check!).

Lemma 4.2.18 (ladders on special rungs). Let Z y (X,µ) be an ergodic essen-
tially free standard probability action, let L = ((Cj)j∈{0,...,n−1}, ϕ) be a lad-
der, let A ⊂ X be measurable, and let ε ∈ R>0. Then, for every k ∈ N>2n/ε,
there exists a ladder L′ of height k · n refining L such that there is a set of
rungs of L′ whose union A′ satisfies µ(A4A′) < ε.
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Here, the ladder L′ is a refinement of L, if L′ is of the form L′ =
((C ′j)j∈{0,...,kn−1}, ϕ′), where k ∈ N, and Cj =

⋃k−1
m=0 C

′
m+jn for all j ∈

{0, . . . , n− 1} as well as ϕ′|⋃n−2
j=0 Cj

= ϕ.

Proof. This is again based on Proposition 4.2.15 and a selection of suitable
measurable subsets [72, Lemma 4.81].

Lemma 4.2.19 (refined ladders). Let Z y (X,µ) be an ergodic essentially free
standard probability action, let L be a ladder of height N , and let ε ∈ R>0.
then, for every sufficiently large k, there is a ladder L′ of height k · N that
refines L and that satisfies

µ
({
x ∈ x

∣∣ 1 · x 6∈ L · x
})

< ε.

For x ∈ X the orbit of x with respect to the ladder L = ((Cj)j∈{0,...,N−1}, ϕ)
is defined as

L · x :=
{
y, ϕ(y), . . . , ϕN−1(y)

}
,

where y ∈ C0 is the unique element with x ∈ {y, ϕ(y), . . . , ϕN−1(y)}.

Proof. Such refinements can be obtained from the Poincaré recurrence theo-
rem (Theorem 1.3.1) and Lemma 4.2.17 [72, Lemma 4.82].

Finally, we come to the proof of Dye’s theorem:

Sketch of proof of Dye’s theorem (Theorem 4.2.10). Because the binary odo-
meters are all isomorphic (Proposition 4.2.14), it suffices to show that
RZy(X,µ) is isomorphic to some odometer relation. Such an odometer re-
lation can be found as follows:

We choose a sequence (An)n∈N of measurable subsets of X that generates
the Borel σ-algebra on X and such that each member of the sequence appears
infinitely many times in X.

Inductively, we construct a sequence (Lk := ((Ck,j)j∈{0,...,2ak−1}, ϕk))k∈N
of ladders for Z y (X,µ) with the following properties (via successive appli-
cation of Lemma 4.2.18 and Lemma 4.2.19):

• We start with the ladder L0 := (X, ∅ : ∅ → X) of height 0.

• For each k ∈ N, we have:

– The ladder Lk+1 refines Lk.

– There is a set of rungs of Lk whose union A has µ(Ak4A) < 1/k.

– We have

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ 1 · x 6∈ Lk · x
})

<
1

k
.

By definition, for all k, ` ∈ N with ` > k, the map ϕ` restricts to ϕk on all
rungs of Lk except for the very last one. Moreover, for k −→∞, the measure
of the last rung of Lk converges to 0. Then
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ϕ : X −→ X

x 7−→ ϕk(x) if k ∈ N with x ∈
2ak−2⋃

j=0

Ck,j

is a well-defined almost everywhere defined measure preserving map (check!).
Moreover, for µ-almost every x ∈ X, we have

ϕ(x) ∈ Z · x

(check!). Therefore, the identity map X −→ X gives an orbit equivalence
between the given action Z y (X,µ) and the (almost everywhere defined)
Z-action on (X,µ) given by ϕ.

On the other hand, the binary ladder structure shows that the orbit re-
lation of the Z-action on (X,µ) given by ϕ is isomorphic to the odometer
relation R(2ak )k∈N [72, p. 126].

In particular, Dye’s theorem gives a very strong explanation why the
group Z is of fixed price.

4.3 The dynamics of actions of amenable groups

We will now study the relation between hyperfiniteness and amenability of
measured equivalence relations (Theorem 4.3.1). In combination with the
connection between hyperfiniteness and Z-actions and Dye’s theorem, we
will obtain the complete picture for ergodic dynamical systems of amenable
groups (Chapter 4.3.2).

4.3.1 Hyperfiniteness

Theorem 4.3.1 (Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem). Let (R, µ) be a measured
equivalence relation on a standard Borel probability space (X,µ). Then the
following are equivalent:

1. The measured equivalence relation (R, µ) is µ-amenable.

2. The measured equivalence relation (R, µ) is µ-hyperfinite.

Outlook 4.3.2 (generalisations). It should be noted that we chose a rather
weak formulation of the Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem (Theorem 4.3.1)
that requires the underlying probability measure being preserved by the
equivalence relation. In fact, the theorem holds in much bigger generality,
where one only assumes the measure to be quasi-invariant under the equiva-
lence relation [28][71, Chapter 10][72, Chapter 4.8]. This generality is conve-
nient for many applications involving amenable actions.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof outline of this theorem.
The connection between µ-amenability and µ-hyperfiniteness will be obtained
through almost invariance and Følner/Reiter conditions. In analogy with the
group case, we have the following Følner behaviour:

Theorem 4.3.3 (Følner sets for amenable equivalence relations [72, Theo-
rem 4.72]). Let (R, µ) be a measured equivalence relation on a standard Borel
probability space (X,µ) and let µ be the corresponding slicing measure on R.
If (R, µ) is µ-amenable, then the following Følner condition is satisfied:

For every bounded measurable set S ⊂ R and every ε ∈ R>0, there exists a
finite measurable partial sub-equivalence relation R′ ⊂ R with µ(S \R′) ≤ ε.

We still need to explain the terminology in Theorem 4.3.3: A subset S ⊂ R
is bounded if both

sup
x∈X

∣∣{y ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ S}
∣∣ and sup

x∈X

∣∣{y ∈ X | (y, x) ∈ S}
∣∣

are finite. A partial sub-equivalence relation of R is a subset R′ ⊂ R that is
an equivalence relation on the set {x ∈ X | (x, x) ∈ R′}.

As in the group case, we will not give a proof of Theorem 4.3.3; for instance,
one can give a Zorn lemma type argument [28][72, Theorem 4.72].

Study note. Do you see the analogy between the Følner behaviour in Theo-
rem 4.3.3 and Følner sequences in groups?

Sketch of proof of the Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem (Theorem 4.3.1). Let
us begin with the easier implication:

Ad 2. =⇒ 1. Let (R, µ) be µ-hyperfinite. By restricting to the hyperfi-
nite part, we may assume without loss of generality that R is hyperfinite
(check!). Then there exists an action Z y X in Measbl with R = RZyX

(Theorem 4.2.3). As µ is R-invariant, this action is µ-preserving. Because Z
is amenable (Example 4.1.3), the same argument as in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1.21 produces an invariant mean for (R, µ) out of an invariant mean
for Z. Hence, (R, µ) is µ-amenable.

Alternatively, one could also argue via a Reiter argument [72, Theo-
rem 4.72].

Ad 1. =⇒ 2. Conversely, let (R, µ) be µ-amenable. By the Feldman-Moore
theorem (Theorem 3.1.6), there is a measurable action Γ y X by a countable
group Γ withR = RΓyX . Let (γ0, γ1, . . . ) be an enumeration of Γ. For n ∈ N,
we consider the union

Sn :=

n⋃

j=0

{
(x, γj · x)

∣∣ x ∈ X
}
⊂ X ×X

of the first graphs of this enumeration. Then Sn ⊂ R is a bounded measurable
subset (check!) and

⋃
n∈N Sn = R.
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By the Følner property of the µ-amenable relation R (Theorem 4.3.3),
there exists a finite measurable partial sub-equivalence relation R′n ⊂ R
with µ(Sn \ R′n) < 1/2n. We now set

Rn :=
⋂

k∈N≥n
R′k ∪ {(x, x) | x ∈ X}.

Then, Rn is a finite measurable equivalence relation on X with R0 ⊂ R1 ⊂
R2 ⊂ . . . .

By construction, for each n ∈ N, we have

µ(Sn \ Rn) ≤
∞∑

j=n

µ(Sj \ R′j)

≤
∞∑

j=n

1

2j

=
1

2n−1
.

Therefore, we obtain µ(R \ ⋃n∈NRn) = 0. From this we deduce that R is
µ-hyperfinite (check!).

Instead of Theorem 4.3.3, one can also use a more geometric version of
the Følner property for equivalence relations. In total, this leads to a techni-
cally less demanding and relatively short proof of the Connes-Feldman-Weiss
theorem if one defined amenability of equivalence relations through Reiter se-
quences [87]. Two intermediate steps of this proof are the following properties
of hyperfiniteness, which are also of independent interest:

Proposition 4.3.4 (hyperfiniteness and almost invariance). Let (X,µ) be a stan-
dard Borel probability space, let Γ y X be an action by a countable group Γ
by measurable isomorphisms, and let R := RΓyX . Then the following are
equivalent:

1. The equivalence relation R is µ-hyperfinite.

2. For every ε ∈ R>0 and every finite subset S ⊂ Γ, there is a finite
measurable equivalence relation R′ ⊂ R with

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ ∀γ∈S (γ · x, x) ∈ R′
})

> 1− ε.

Proof. For the non-obvious implication, we can enumerate the group Γ and
look at finite initial segments of this enumeration (Exercise).

Proposition 4.3.5. Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel probability space and let
(Rn)n∈N be an increasing sequence of µ-hyperfinite standard equivalence re-
lations on X. Then also the union

⋃
n∈NRn is a µ-hyperfinite equivalence

relation on X.
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Proof. By the Feldman-Moore theorem (Theorem 3.1.6), for each n ∈ N,
there exists an action Γn y X of a countable group Γn by measurable iso-
morphisms with Rn = RΓnyX .

We combine these actions into an action of a single group; this can be

achieved with the help of the free product Γ := Fn∈NΓn because of the
universal property of free products. As (RΓnyX)n∈N = (Rn)n∈N is a nested
sequence, we obtain (check!)

RΓyX =
⋃

n∈N
RΓnyX =

⋃

n∈N
Rn.

In this situation, we apply Proposition 4.3.4. Thus, let ε ∈ R>0 and let
S ⊂ Γ be a finite subset. Then there exists a finite subset I ⊂ N with
with S ⊂Fn∈IΓn. Let N := max I. AsRN is µ-hyperfinite, Proposition 4.3.4
shows that RN contains a finite measurable equivalence relation R′ with

µ({x ∈ X | ∀γ∈S (γ · x, x) ∈ R′}) > 1− ε.

Then the same relation R′ also works for
⋃
n∈NRn. Hence,

⋃
n∈NRn is µ-

hyperfinite by Proposition 4.3.4.

4.3.2 A dynamical characterisation of amenable groups

Corollary 4.3.6. Let Γ y (X,µ) be an essentially free standard probability
action. Then the following are equivalent:

1. The group Γ is amenable.

2. The measured equivalence relation (RΓyX , µ) is µ-hyperfinite.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem
(Theorem 4.3.1) and the connection between amenability of groups and of
the orbit relations of their free actions (Theorem 4.1.21).

Theorem 4.3.7 (Ornstein-Weiss theorem). Any two ergodic essentially free
standard probability actions by countable infinite amenable groups are orbit
equivalent.

Proof. Let Γ y (X,µ) be an ergodic essentially free standard probability
action by a countable infinite amenable group. We show that this action
is orbit equivalent to the standard Bernoulli shift of Z. As Γ is amenable,
(RΓyX , µ) is µ-hyperfinite (Corollary 4.3.6 of the Connes-Feldman-Weiss
theorem).

Then, there exists an action Z y X by measurable isomorphisms such that
R := RΓyX and RZyX coincide on µ-almost every orbit (Theorem 4.2.3).
In particular, (R, µ) ∼= (RZyX , µ).
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Moreover, this Z-action on X is essentially free and ergodic. Why? The
orbit relation RZyX is ergodic (as R is ergodic) and aperiodic almost ev-
erywhere (as R is so); moreover, for Z-actions, aperiodicity coincides with
freeness.

Because any two ergodic essentially free standard probability actions of Z
are orbit equivalent (Theorem 4.2.10), we conclude that Γ y (X,µ) is in
fact orbit equivalent to the standard Bernoulli shift of Z. This proves the
theorem.

Theorem 4.3.8 (the ME class of amenable groups). Let Γ and Λ be countable
infinite groups.

1. If Γ and Λ are both amenable, then Γ and Λ are measure equivalent.

2. If Γ and Λ are measure equivalent, then Γ is amenable if and only if Λ
is amenable.

Proof. Ad 1. By the Ornstein-Weiss theorem (Theorem 4.3.7), the Bernoulli
shifts of Γ and Λ are orbit equivalent essentially free standard probability
actions of Γ and Λ. This (stable) orbit equivalence shows that Γ and Λ are
measure equivalent (Theorem 1.5.18).

Ad 2. Conversely, let Γ and Λ be measure equivalent and let Γ be amenable.
We show that Λ is amenable as well. Becaue Γ and Λ are measure equivalent,
Γ and Λ admit stably orbit equivalent essentially free standard Borel proba-
bility actions Γ y (X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν) (Theorem 1.5.18); let A ⊂ X and
B ⊂ Y be corresponding subsets of non-zero measure with (RΓyX |A, µA) ∼=
(RΛyY |B , νB), where µA := 1/µ(A) · µ|A and νB := 1/ν(B) · ν|B are the
normalised restrictions.

Because Γ is amenable, (RΓyX , µ) is µ-hyperfinite (Corollary 4.3.6). Then
the restriction (RΓyX |A, µA) is µA-hyperfinite (Proposition 4.3.9). Hence,
the isomorphic measured equivalence relation (RΛyY |B , νB) is also νB-
hyperfinite. By Proposition 4.3.9, then

(RΛyΛ·B , ν|Λ·B) = (RΛyU |Λ·B , ν|Λ·B)

is ν|Λ·B-hyperfinite (check!). Finally, applying Corollary 4.3.6 to the restricted
action Λ y (Λ ·B, 1/ν(Λ ·B) · ν|Λ·B) shows that Λ is amenable.

Alternatively, the measure equivalence inheritance of amenability can also
be proved via unitary representations [40, Section 3.1.1].

Proposition 4.3.9 (hyperfiniteness and restrictions). Let R be a standard equiv-
alence relation on a standard Borel space and let A ⊂ X be a measurable
subset.

1. If R is hyperfinite, then R|A is also hyperfinite.

2. If A is a section of R and R|A is hyperfinite, then also R is hyperfinite.
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Proof. Ad 1. We can restrict an ascending exhausting sequence of finite equiv-
alence relations witnessing hyperfiniteness of R to A.

Ad 2. Let (R′n)n∈N be a sequence of finite standard equivalence relations
on A that exhibits hyperfiniteness of RA. We use this sequence to construct
a corresponding sequence for R as follows:

By the Feldman-Moore theorem, there exists a standard action Γ y X
with R = RΓyX ; let (γn)n∈N be an enumeration of Γ. For x ∈ X, we
let n(x) ∈ N be the minimal number n ∈ N with γn · x ∈ A. We then
define

f : X −→ X

x 7−→ γn(x) · x,

which is measurable (check!). For n ∈ N, we set

Rn :=
{

(x, y) ∈ X ×X
∣∣ x = y

∨
(
(f(x), f(y)) ∈ R′n ∧ n(x) ≤ n ∧ n(y) ≤ n

)}
.

Then Rn is a finite standard equivalence relation on X (check!). Moreover,
R0 ⊂ R1 ⊂ . . . and a straightforward computation shows that (check!)

R =
⋃

n∈N
Rn.

Example 4.3.10. For example, Theorem 4.3.8 shows that the groups Z and
Z×F2 are not measure equivalent (even though they both have cost 1): The
group Z is amenable (Example 4.1.3), but Z× F2 is not (because it contains
a subgroup isomorphic to the non-amenable group F2).

4.3.3 Application: Rank gradients of amenable groups

In particular, we can now compute the cost of all countable amenable groups:
the finite case is already done in Example 3.3.3, thus, it remains to consider
the infinite case.

Corollary 4.3.11 (cost of amenable groups). Every infinite countable amenable
group is cheap and of fixed price.

Proof. Let Γ be an infinite amenable group and let Γ y (X,µ) be an es-
sentially free standard probability action. Then (RΓyX , µ) is µ-hyperfinite
(Corollary 4.3.6). Therefore, Corollary 3.2.15 and Corollary 4.2.6 show that

costµRΓyX = 1.

Example 4.3.12. The group Z/2020 ∗ Z/2020 is not amenable because
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cost(Z/2020 ∗ Z/2020) = costZ/2020 + costZ/2020

= 1− 1

2020
+ 1− 1

2020
6= 1

by Example 3.3.3, Theorem 3.2.25, and Example 3.2.24.
This is a weird way of showing that this group is non-amenable: Standard

results in combinatorial group theory show that the group Z/2020 ∗ Z/2020
contains a non-Abelian free group as subgroup [108].

Corollary 4.3.13 (rank gradients of amenable groups). Let Γ be an infinite
finitely generated residually finite amenable group. Then, for every residual
chain Γ∗ of Γ, we obtain

rg(Γ,Γ∗) = rg(Γ) = 0.

Proof. Infinite amenable groups are cheap and of fixed price (Corollary 4.3.11).
Thus, the claim follows from the computation of the rank gradient through
cost: Theorem 3.3.22 and Corollary 3.3.28.

4.3.4 Ergodic theorems

The classical ergodic theorems (Chapter 2.2) are concerned with the ergodic
averages of a single transformation. When generalising ergodic theorems to
more general classes of group actions, we will need a suitable notion of average
with good convergence properties. For example, we can use Følner sequences
for such averages.

Study note. Recall the ergodic theorems (Chapter 2.2) and their proofs.

As in the classical case, we start with a mean ergodic theorem.

Theorem 4.3.14 (mean ergodic theorem for amenable groups, Hilbert space
version). Let Γ be a countable amenable group with Følner sequence (Fn)n∈N,
let π : Γ −→ U(H) be a unitary representation of Γ on H, and let p : H −→
HΓ be the orthogonal projection onto HΓ = {x ∈ H | ∀γ∈Γ π(γ)(x) = x}.
Then, for all x ∈ H, we have

lim
n→∞

1

|Fn|
·
∑

γ∈Fn
π(γ−1)(x) = p(x)

(where convergence is taken with respect to the given Hilbert norm on H).

Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaption of the proof of the classical
mean ergodic theorem on L2 (Theorem 2.2.3). The same argument as in the
proof of Theorem 2.2.3 shows that (check!)
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(HΓ)⊥ = V ,

where
V := spanC

{
π(γ)(x)− x

∣∣ x ∈ H, γ ∈ Γ
}
.

Therefore, it suffices to prove for all x ∈ V that

lim
n→∞

1/|Fn| ·
∑

γ∈Fn
π(γ−1)(x) = 0

(check!). The same approximation argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.3
and linearity show that it is in fact enough to prove this claim only for
elements of the form π(λ)(y)− y with λ ∈ Γ and y ∈ H (check!).

Let x := π(λ)(y)−y with λ ∈ Γ and y ∈ H. Then, for all n ∈ N, we obtain

∥∥∥∥
1

|Fn|
·
∑

γ∈Fn
π(γ−1)

(
π(λ)(y)− y)

)∥∥∥∥ =
1

|Fn|
·
∥∥∥∥
∑

γ∈Fn

(
π(γ−1 · λ)(y)− π(γ−1)(y)

)∥∥∥∥

=
1

|Fn|
·
∥∥∥∥

∑

γ∈λ−1Fn\Fn
π(γ−1)(y)−

∑

γ∈Fn\λ−1Fn

π(γ−1)(y)

∥∥∥∥

≤ |λ
−1 · Fn 4 Fn|
|Fn|

· ‖y‖.

Because (Fn)n∈N is a Følner sequence, the first factor converges to 0 as n −→
∞, as claimed.

Quick check 4.3.15. How can the classical L2-mean ergodic theorem for
actions of Z be viewed as an instance of Theorem 4.3.14?
Hint We look at the Følner sequence ({0, . . . , n−1})n∈N>0

and the Hilbert
space L2(X,µ) of the action Z y (X,µ) in question.

Study note. Before continuing to read on, you should try to guess a corre-
sponding L1-mean ergodic theorem for amenable groups.

Similar adaptions to the proof in the case of Z show that also an L1-version
of this theorem holds [72, Theorem 4.23]:

Theorem 4.3.16 (mean ergodic theorem for amenable groups, L1-version). Let
Γ be a countable amenable group with Følner sequence (Fn)n∈N, let Γ y
(X,µ) be a probability measure preserving action. Then, for all f ∈ L1(X,µ),
the sequence ( 1

|Fn|
·
∑

γ∈Fn
γ−1 · f

)
n∈N

converges in L1(X,µ) to a Γ-invariant element of L1(X,µ) (namely the con-
ditional expectation of f onto the space L1(X,µ)Γ).

Moreover, there is also a version of the pointwise ergodic theorem (The-
orem 2.2.9). Here, a few more modifications to the proof are necessary and
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in order to go through with the generalised version of the Følner type esti-
mate Lemma 2.2.11 and its application in the proof we need an additional
condition on the Følner sequence:

Definition 4.3.17 (tempered Følner sequence). Let Γ be a countable group. A
Følner sequence of Γ is tempered if there exists a constant c ∈ R>0 with

∀n∈N
∣∣∣∣
n−1⋃

j=0

F−1
j · Fn

∣∣∣∣ ≤ c · |Fn|.

For example, the Følner sequence ({0, . . . , n})n∈N of Z is tempered (check!).

Theorem 4.3.18 (pointwise ergodic theorem for amenable groups [72, Theo-
rem 4.28]). Let Γ be a countable amenable group, let (Fn)n∈N be a tempered
Følner sequence of Γ, and let Γ y (X,µ) be a probability measure preserv-
ing action. Then, for all f ∈ L 1(X,µ), there exists an almost Γ-invariant
function f∗ ∈ L 1(X,µ) such that for µ-almost x ∈ X, we have

lim
n→∞

1

|Fn|
·
∑

γ∈Fn
(γ−1 · f)(x) = f∗(x)

and
∫
X
f∗ dµ =

∫
X
f dµ. If the action is ergodic, then f∗(x) =

∫
X
f dµ for

µ-almost all x ∈ X.

4.3.5 The Rokhlin lemma

Also the Rokhlin lemma (Theorem 4.2.8) admits a generalisation to the case
of general amenable groups [95, Theorem 5][106, Theorem 5.2]:

Theorem 4.3.19 (generalised Rokhlin lemma). Let Γ be a countable amenable
group, let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability action of Γ, let S ⊂ Γ be
a finite subset, and let ε ∈ R>0. Then there exists an N ∈ N, finite sub-
sets F1, . . . , FN ⊂ Γ, and measurable subsets A1, . . . , AN ⊂ X with the fol-
lowing properties:

• For every k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we have

∣∣⋃
s∈S Fk \ s · Fk

∣∣
|Fk|

< ε

• For every k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the sets γ · Ak with γ ∈ Fk are pairwise
disjoint.

• The sets Fk ·Ak with k ∈ {1, . . . , N} are pairwise disjoint.

• The complement B := X \⋃Nk=1 Fk ·Ak has measure less than ε.
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Study note. Derive the classical Rokhlin lemma (Theorem 4.2.8) as as special
case of this general version!

For example, this version of the Rokhlin lemma can be used to compute
certain simplicial volumes (Theorem 5.3.4).

Study note (summary). Write a summary of Chapter 4, keeping the following
questions in mind:

• What is amenability of groups?

• What is amenability of measured equivalence relations?

• How can amenability of groups/measured equivalence relations be char-
acterised?

• What do we know about dynamical systems of Z and of general
amenable groups?
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Integral approximation
of simplicial volume

Simplicial volume is an R≥0-valued topological invariant of oriented closed
connected manifolds, defined as `1-semi-norm of the fundamental class in
singular homology with R-coefficients. Despite being a topological invariant,
simplicial volume is connected to Riemannian volume in the presence of neg-
ative enough curvature.

Similarly, one can define integral simplicial volume in terms of singular
homology with Z-coefficients. Stable integral simplicial volume is then the
gradient invariant associated with integral simplicial volume.

We will give a brief outlook on how ergodic theory can help to compute
stable integral simplicial volume and when the stable integral simplicial vol-
ume coincides with the classical simplicial volume. A more detailed survey
can be found in the literature [82, Chapter 6].

Overview of this chapter.

5.1 Simplicial volume 172
5.2 The residually finite view 173
5.3 The dynamical view 174

Running example. tori, hyperbolic manifolds
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5.1 Simplicial volume

We recall the definition of simplicial volume and some of its basic properties.

Definition 5.1.1 (simplicial volume [91, 50]). Let M be an oriented closed
connected n-manifold. Then the simplicial volume of M is defined by

‖M‖ := inf

{ m∑

j=1

|aj |
∣∣∣∣

m∑

j=1

aj · σj ∈ Cn(M ;R)

is an R-fundamental cycle of M

}
∈ R≥0.

Here, C∗( · ;R) denotes the singular chain complex with R-coefficients.

The most basic example is the computation of simplicial volume of a circle:

Example 5.1.2 (simplicial volume of a circle). We have ‖S1‖ = 0: For each d ∈
N>0, we can consider the singular 1-simplex σd : ∆1 −→ S1 that “wraps”
around S1 exactly d times (Figure 5.1):

σd : ∆1 −→ S1

(t, 1− t) 7−→ [d · (1− t)]

Then 1/d · σd ∈ C1(S1;R) is a fundamental cycle of S1 (this can be tested
locally; check!) and so

‖S1‖ ≤ inf
d∈N>0

1

d
· 1 = 0.

1 1
2

1
3

. . .

Figure 5.1.: Fundamental cycles of S1

The two prototypical competing influences in simplicial volume are amenabil-
ity and negative curvature:

• If M is an oriented closed connected manifold (of non-zero dimension)
with amenable fundamental group, then ‖M‖ = 0 [50, 63].
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• If M is an oriented closed connected smooth manifold (of non-zero
dimension) that admits a Riemannian metric of negative sectional cur-
vature (e.g., a hyperbolic manifold), then ‖M‖ > 0 [50, 59].

The main tool for computations are bounded cohomology and concrete geo-
metric constructions. By now, simplicial volume has been computed in a rich
class of examples [50, 123, 73, 18, 54, 27, 20, 19, 77, 55, 56, 85]. However, in
general, it is hard to compute exact values.

5.2 The residually finite view

Simplicial volume is multiplicative under finite coverings [50, 112]. In con-
trast, integral simplicial volume in general is not multiplicative under finite
coverings. Therefore, we can consider the corresponding gradient invariant,
the stable integral simplicial volume:

Definition 5.2.1 (stable integral simplicial volume). Let M be an oriented
closed connected n-manifold.

• The integral simplicial volume of M is defined by

‖M‖Z := inf

{ m∑

j=1

|aj |
∣∣∣∣

m∑

j=1

aj · σj ∈ Cn(M ;Z)

is a Z-fundamental cycle of M

}
∈ N.

• The stable integral simplicial volume of M is defined by

‖M‖∞Z := inf
(p : N→M)∈CF(M)

‖N‖Z
|deg(p)| ∈ R≥0,

where CF(M) denotes the class of all finite-sheeted coverings of M .

By construction (and multiplicativity of simplicial volume under finite
coverings), we have

‖M‖ ≤ ‖M‖∞Z ≤ ‖M‖Z
for all oriented closed connected manifolds M .

Questions 5.2.2 (integral approximation problem for simplicial volume). For
which oriented closed connected (aspherical) manifolds M with residually
finite (infinite) fundamental group do we have

‖M‖∞Z = ‖M‖ ?

For example, the answer is known to be positive for the circle (check!), tori,
and aspherical surfaces, by elementary computations. Conversely, in general
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the answer is negative, e.g., for oriented closed connected hyperbolic mani-
folds of dimension at least 4 [37].

An interesting aspect of Question 5.2.2 is the following: It is known that

∣∣χ(M)
∣∣ ≤ (dimM + 1) · ‖M‖∞Z

holds for all oriented closed connected manifolds M , as can be derived from
an (L2-)Betti number estimate via Poincaré duality [52][82, Chapter 6.4.2].
Therefore, positive answers to Question 5.2.2 also lead to positive examples
for the Euler characteristic problem:

Outlook 5.2.3 (the Euler characteristic problem [51, p. 232]). Let M be an
oriented closed connected aspherical manifold M with ‖M‖ = 0. Does this
imply that χ(M) = 0 ?

Therefore, we might wonder how we can compute stable integral simplicial
volume in more cases. As in the case of the rank gradient, we will use a
corresponding dynamical version.

5.3 The dynamical view

For the dynamical version of simplicial volume, we use simplicial volume
with twisted coefficients in bounded integer-valued functions on a dynamical
system of the fundamental group.

Definition 5.3.1 (integral foliated simplicial volume [52, 107]). Let M be an
oriented closed connected manifold of dimension n with fundamental group Γ.

• Let α : Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability action. Let Z(M ;α) be
the set of all singular n-cycles of M in the twisted singular chain com-
plex C∗(M ;L∞(X,µ,Z)) = L∞(X,µ,Z)⊗ZΓ C∗(M̃ ;Z) homologous (in
this twisted chain complex) to ordinary integral fundamental cycles

of M . Here, M̃ denotes the universal covering of M and C∗(M̃ ;Z) car-

ries the Γ-action induced by the deck transformation action of Γ on M̃ .

• If α : Γ y (X,µ) is a standard probability action, then the α-parame-
trised simplicial volume of M is defined by

Mα := inf

{ m∑

j=1

∫

X

|fj | dµ
∣∣∣∣

m∑

j=1

fj · σj ∈ Z(M ;α)

}
∈ R≥0.

• The integral foliated simplicial volume of M is defined by

M := inf
{Mα

∣∣ α is a standard probability action of Γ
}
∈ R≥0.
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Study note. Of course, you should compare this definition with the definition
of cost of groups.

We will now survey the connection between integral foliated simplicial vol-
ume and cost and thus how ergodic theoretic methods can be used to compute
stable integral simplicial volume for more examples. Roughly speaking, we
will take the “equation”

stable integral simplicial volume

integral foliated simplicicial volume
=

rank gradient

cost

as a guiding principle.
As in the case of cost of groups (Chapter 3.3.3), it is in general not clear

how the parametrised simplicial volume depends on the chosen (essentially
free) parameter space and for the infimum it suffices to consider ergodic
actions [83, Proposition 4.17]. In contrast with the cost case, for the definition
of integral foliated simplicial volume it does not matter whether we include
non-free actions or not [83, Corollary 4.14].

Outlook 5.3.2 (the cost estimate [79, 80]). We have the following direct con-
nection between cost and integral foliated simplicial volume: Let M be an
oriented closed connected manifold.

• If π1(M) is residually finite (and infinite), then

rg π1(M) ≤ ‖M‖∞Z .

• Moreover, we always have

costπ1(M)− 1 ≤ M .

However, in general, these estimates are very far from being sharp (even in the
aspherical case): The integral foliated simplicial volume does include higher-
dimensional contributions (in contrast to the “one-dimensional” invariant
cost). A concrete example is the product Σ2 × Σ2 of two oriented closed
connected surfaces of genus 2.

As in the rank gradient/cost case (Theorem 3.3.22), the link between the
residually finite and the dynamical view is provided by the profinite comple-
tion:

Theorem 5.3.3 (stable integral simplicial volume via profinite completion [83,
38]). Let M be an oriented closed connected manifold with residually finite
fundamental group Γ. Then

MΓyΓ̂ = ‖M‖∞Z .

In combination with the generalised Rokhlin lemma (Theorem 4.3.19),
which allows to convert division of the coefficients into division in the measure
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space, this gives a dynamical proof of the fact that the stable integral sim-
plicial volume of aspherical manifolds with residually finite infinite amenable
fundamental group is zero.

Theorem 5.3.4 (parametrised simplicial volume and amenability [38]). Let M
be an orienteed closed connected aspherical manifold with (infinite) amenable
fundamental group Γ.

1. Then, for all standard probability actions α of Γ, we have
Mα = 0.

In particular, M = 0.

2. Hence: If Γ is residually finite, then

‖M‖∞Z = 0.

As in the rank gradient/cost case, for inheritance and combination results,
it is convenient to have more control on the dependence on the dynamical
system. In analogy with Theorem 3.3.10, we have:

Theorem 5.3.5 (parametrised simplicial volume and weak containment [38]).
Let M be an oriented closed connected manifold and let α, β be standard
probability actions of π1(M) with α ≺ β. Then

Mβ ≤ Mα .

Corollary 5.3.6. In particular: If M is an oriented closed connected manifold
whose fundamental group is residually finite and satisfies EMD*, then

M =
Mπ1(M)yπ̂1(M) = ‖M‖∞Z .

Theorem 5.3.7 (stable integral simplicial volume of hyperbolic 3-manifolds [83,
38]). Let M be an oriented closed connected hyperbolic 3-manifold. Then

‖M‖∞Z =
M = ‖M‖ =

volM

v3
,

where v3 denotes the volume of the maximal ideal regular 3-simplex in H3.

Sketch of proof. We know that ‖M‖∞Z ≥ ‖M‖ and the classical computation
of Gromov and Thurston shows that ‖M‖ = volM/v3 [50, 115, 13]. Thus, it
remains to prove that ‖M‖∞Z / volM ≤ 1/v3.

Concrete geometric input. The starting point is a concrete sequence of
examples: Let (Mn)n∈N be a sequence of distinct oriented closed connected
hyperbolic 3-manifolds obtained from the 5-chain link complement by so-
called Dehn surgeries. Then a hands-on geometric argument [83] shows that

lim
n→∞

‖Mn‖∞Z
‖Mn‖

= 1.
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So, in the limit, this sequence has the desired behaviour for the stable integral
simplicial volume. The idea is now to compare other oriented closed connected
hyperbolic 3-manifolds with these examples.

A weak proportionality principle via ergodic theory. If M and N are ori-
ented closed connected hyperbolic manifolds of the same dimension, then [83,
36] M

volM
≤ ‖N‖

∞
Z

volN
.

How can one prove such a statement? Let n := dimM = dimN . As M and
N are hyperbolic n-manifolds, the fundamental groups π1(M) and π1(N) are
measure equivalent – an ME-coupling is given by hyperbolic n-space Hn or
its isometry group Isom+(Hn) (Outlook 1.2.24 and Example 1.5.14). From
this ME-coupling, we obtain an ME-cocycle (Remark 1.5.19), which in turn
can be used to define a discrete smearing process that yields

M
volM

≤
Mπ1(M)yIsom+(Hn)/π1(N)

volM
≤ ‖N‖Z

volN
.

Taking the infimum over all finite coverings of N shows that
M / volM ≤

‖N‖∞Z / volN . It should be noted that this estimate holds in all dimension.
This already looks quite good, but we are not done yet: On the left-hand

side, we need ‖M‖∞Z =
Mπ1(M)yπ̂1(M) instead of

M.
More ergodic theory. Let M be an oriented closed connected hyper-

bolic 3-manifold. Deep results from 3-manifold topology and ergodic theory
show that π1(M) satisfies the condition EMD*. Therefore, monotonicity of
parametrised simplicial volume with respect to weak containment (Corol-
lary 5.3.6) shows that

M =
Mπ1(M)yπ̂1(M) .

In combination with Theorem 5.3.3, we therefore obtain

‖M‖∞Z
volM

=

Mπ1(M)yπ̂1(M)

volM

=

M
volM

≤ lim
n→∞

‖Mn‖∞Z
volMn

(weak proportionality principle)

= lim
n→∞

‖Mn‖
volMn

(choice of (Mn)n∈N)

=
1

v3
.

This proves the theorem.
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Outlook 5.3.8 (further examples). Ergodic theory was also used as a tool in
the following cases, where integral approximation of simplicial volume was
established:

• Oriented closed connected smooth aspherical manifolds that admit a
non-trivial S1-action and have residually finite fundamental group [33].

• Oriented closed connected aspherical graph manifolds with residually
finite fundamental group [34]. This makes use of glueing techniques
along tori, based on a Rokhlin lemma [35].

• Oriented closed connected aspherical 3-manifolds [36].

• Mapping tori of oriented closed connected aspherical 3-manifolds [111].

• Moreover, there are similar results in the presence of amenable covers
of sufficiently small multiplicity [106, 17].
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A.1. Measure theory A.3

A.1 Measure theory

This is a small collection of basic terms and facts from measure theory. Of
course, this list cannot replace a proper course in measure theory. There are
many comprehensive books on measure/probability theory, standard refer-
ences being the books by Dudley [31] (on measure theory) and by Kechris [68]
(on standard Borel spaces).

A.1.1 The category of measurable spaces

Definition A.1.1 (σ-algebra, measurable space, measurable map).

• Let X be a set. A σ-algebra on X is a set S ⊂ P (X) of subsets of X
with the following properties:

– We have ∅ ∈ S.

– The set S is closed under taking complements.

– The set S is closed under countable unions.

• A measurable space is a pair, consisting of a set and a σ-algebra on that
set.

• A map f : X −→ Y between measurable spaces X (with σ-algebra S)
and Y (with σ-algebra T ) is measurable if preimages of measurable sets
are measurable, i.e., if

∀A∈T f−1(A) ∈ S.

The category of measurable spaces and measurable maps is denoted by Measbl.

Remark A.1.2 (generated σ-algebra). Let X be a set and let S ⊂ P (X). Then
there is a minimal (with respect to inclusion) σ-algebra on X that contains S,
the σ-algebra σ(S) generated by S.

If Y is a set and T ⊂ P (Y ), then a map f : X −→ Y is measurable with
respect to σ(T ) and σ(S) if it satisfies

f−1(A) ∈ S

for all A ∈ T (check!).

Example A.1.3 (Borel σ-algebra). Let X be a topological space. Then the
σ-algebra on X generated by the set of all open sets on X is the Borel σ-
algebra on X. By Remark A.1.2, continuous maps between topological spaces
are measurable with respect to the associated Borel σ-algebras.
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Often, in the interest of uncluttering notation, we will suppress the σ-al-
gebra of a measurable space from explicit notation.

Definition A.1.4 (standard Borel space). A standard Borel space is a mea-
surable space that is isomorphic (as a measurable space, i.e., in the cate-
gory Measbl) to a Polish space with its Borel σ-algebra. A Polish space is a
topological space that is completely metrisable (i.e., its topology can be nd-
cued by a complete metric) and separable (i.e., it contains a countable dense
subset).

General measure theory shows many pathological phenomena; many of
these pathologies do not occur in standard Borel spaces (Appendix A.1.6).

A.1.2 Measures and measure spaces

Definition A.1.5 (measure, measure space). Let (X,S) be a measurable space.

• A measure on (X,S) is a map µ : S −→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} with the following
properties:

– We have µ(∅) = 0.

– σ-Additivity. If (Ai)i∈I is a countable pairwise disjoint family of
sets in S, then

µ

(⋃

i∈I
Ai

)
=
∑

i∈I
µ(Ai).

– Non-degeneracy. There exists an A ∈ S with µ(A) > 0.

A measure µ is finite if µ(X) <∞; a measure µ is a probability measure
if µ(X) = 1.

• A measure space is a pair, consisting of a measurable space and a mea-
sure on this measurable space.

Definition A.1.6 (null set, almost everywhere). Let (X,µ) be a measure space.

• A set A ⊂ X is a µ-null set if there exists a measurable set B ⊂ X
with

A ⊂ B and µ(B) = 0.

(Null-sets need not be measurable.)

• Let A : X −→ Bool be a property. We say that A holds µ-almost every-
where, if {

x ∈ X
∣∣ ¬A(x)

}

is a µ-null set.
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Remark A.1.7 (push-forward measure). Let f : (X,S) −→ (Y, T ) be a mea-
surable map beween measurable spaces and let µ be a measure on (X,S).
Then

f∗µ : T −→ R≥0 ∪ {∞}
A 7−→ µ

(
f−1(A)

)

is a measure on (Y, T ), the push-forward measure of µ by f .

Definition A.1.8 (Borel measure, outer Radon measure). A measure µ on the
Borel σ-algebra of a topological space X is a Borel measure. Such a Borel
measure on a Hausdorff space is an outer Radon measure if it satisfies both
of the following regularity properties:

• If A ⊂ X is measurable, then

µ(A) = inf
{
µ(U)

∣∣ U ⊂ X is open and A ⊂ U
}
.

• If U ⊂ X is open, then

µ(U) = sup
{
µ(K)

∣∣ K ⊂ X is compact and K ⊂ U
}
.

A.1.3 Existence and uniqueness of measures

Proposition A.1.9 (π-systems and uniqueness of finite measures [53, Theo-
rem 1.3.5]). Let X be a set and let S ⊂ P (X) be a π-system, i.e., S is
non-empty and closed under finite intersections. Moreover, let µ and ν be
finite measures on the measurable space (X,σ(S)) with

∀A∈S µ(A) = ν(A)

and µ(X) = ν(X). Then µ = ν.

Theorem A.1.10 (Carathéodory measure extension theorem [31, Theorem 3.1.4]).
Let X be a set and let S ⊂ P (X) be a ring of subsets of X, i.e., ∅ ∈ S and S is
closed with respect to finite unions and with respect to complements. Then ev-
ery σ-additive function S −→ R≥0∪{∞} extends to a measure on (X,σ(S)).

A.1.4 Products

Definition A.1.11 (product σ-algebra). Let I be a set and let (Xi, Si)i∈I be
a family of measurable spaces.

• If J ⊂ I is a (non-empty) subset, then we write πJ :
∏
i∈I Xi −→∏

i∈J Xi for the canonical projection.
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• If J ⊂ I is (non-empty) and finite and if (Ai)i∈J ∈
∏
i∈J Si, then

π−1
J

(∏

i∈J
Ai

)
⊂
∏

i∈I
Xi

is the cylinder set associated with (Ai)i∈I .

• The σ-algebra
⊗

i∈I Si on
∏
i∈I Xi generated by all cylinder sets is the

product σ-algebra of (Si)i∈I .

Proposition A.1.12 (universal property of the product σ-algebra). Let I be a set
and let (Xi, Si)i∈I be a family of measurable spaces. Then (

∏
i∈I Xi,

⊗
i∈I Si),

together with the canonical projections to the factors, satisfies the universal
property of the product of the (Xi, Si)i∈I in the category Measbl of measurable
spaces and measurable maps.

Theorem A.1.13 (existence of product measures [31, Theorem 8.2.2]). Let I
be a set and let (Xi, Si, µi)i∈I be a family of probability spaces. Then there
exists a unique probability measure µ on the product space (

∏
i∈I Xi,

⊗
i∈I Si)

with the following property: For all (non-empty) finite subsets J ⊂ I and
all (Ai)i∈J ∈

∏
i∈J Si, we have

µ

(∏

i∈J
Ai ×

∏

i∈I\J
Xi

)
=
∏

i∈J
µi(Ai).

We write
⊗

i∈I µi := µ.

Theorem A.1.14 (Kolmogorov consistency theorem [31, Theorem 12.1.2]). Let
I be a set and let (Xi, Si)i∈I be a family of standard Borel spaces. Let
(µJ)J∈Pfin(I) be a family of probability measures, one probability measure µJ
on (

∏
i∈J Xi,

⊗
i∈J Si) for each finite subset J ⊂ I, that satisfies the consis-

tency condition:

For all finite sets J,K ⊂ I with J ⊂ K, we have

(πK,J)∗µK = µJ

where πK,J :
∏
i∈K Xi −→

∏
i∈J Xi denotes the canonical projection.

Then there exists a probability measure µ on (
∏
i∈I Xi,

⊗
i∈I Si) with

∀J∈Pfin(I) (πJ)∗µ = µJ .

A.1.5 Integration

The integral over measure spaces is constructed as follows: Let (X,µ) be a
measure space.
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• If A ⊂ X is a subset, we use the following notation for the characteristic
function of A:

χA : A −→ R

x 7−→
{

1 if x ∈ A
0 if x ∈ X \A

• A function X −→ R that is a linear combination of characteristic func-
tions of measurable subsets is a simple function. A simple function is
µ-simple, if it can be written as such a linear combination where the
sums of the µ-measures of the underlying measurable sets is finite.

• If f =
∑n
j=1 aj · χAj : X −→ R is a µ-simple function or a simple

function with a1, . . . , an ≥ 0, then the µ-integral of f is defined as
(which is well-defined [31, Proposition 4.1.4])

∫

X

f dµ :=

n∑

j=1

aj · µ(Aj) ∈ R ∪ {∞}.

• If f : X −→ R≥0 is a measurable function (with respect to the Borel
σ-algebra on R), then the µ-integral of f is defined as

∫

X

f dµ := sup

{∫

X

g dµ

∣∣∣∣ g : X −→ R is a simple function

with ∀x∈X 0 ≤ g(x) ≤ f(x)

}
∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞}.

• A measurable function f : X −→ R is µ-integrable if
∫
X
|f | dµ < ∞.

The µ-integral of a µ-integrable function f : X −→ R is defined by

∫

X

f dµ :=

∫

X

f+ dµ+

∫

X

f− dµ ∈ R,

where f+ := max(0, f) and f− := min(0, f) are defined through
the pointwise maximum and minimum, respectively. The set of all µ-
integrable functions X −→ R is denoted by L 1(X,µ).

Theorem A.1.15 (linearity of the integral [31, Theorem 4.1.10]). Let (X,µ)
be a measure space. Then L 1(X,µ) is an R-vector space (with respect to
pointwise addition and scalar multiplication) and

∫

X

· dµ : L 1(X,µ) −→ R

is R-linear and
∫
X
· dµ factors over the quotient L1(X,µ) of L 1(X,µ) by

the subspace of all functions that are zero µ-almost everywhere.
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Example A.1.16 (integrable functions). The following functions are integrable
and have finite integral:

• Each measurable R-valued function on a probability space.

• Each continuous R-valued function on a compact interval (with respect
to the Lebesgue measure).

Theorem A.1.17 (transformation formula [31, Theorem 4.1.11]). Let (X,µ)
be a measure space, let Y be a measurable space, and let f : X −→ Y be a
measurable map. Moreover, let g : Y −→ R be a measurable function. Then
g ◦ f : X −→ R is µ-integrable if and only if g is f∗µ-integrable and in the
integrable case we have

∫

Y

g df∗µ =

∫

X

g ◦ f dµ.

Theorem A.1.18 (monotone convergence theorem [31, Theorem 4.3.2]). Let
(X,µ) be a measure space and let (fn)n∈N be a sequence of measurable func-
tions X −→ R such that (fn)n∈N is pointwise monotonically increasing,
converging pointwise to a measurable function f : X −→ R, and satisfy-
ing

∫
X
f0 dµ > −∞. Then

lim
n→∞

∫

X

fn dµ =

∫

X

f dµ.

Theorem A.1.19 (dominated convergence theorem [31, Theorem 4.3.5]). Let
(X,µ) be a measure space, let (fn)n∈N be a sequence of integrable functions
on (X,µ) that converges pointwise to a function f : X −→ R, and let g be an
integrable function on (X,µ) with

∀x∈X ∀n∈N
∣∣fn(x)

∣∣ ≤ g(x).

Then f is integrable and

lim
n→∞

∫

X

fn dµ =

∫

X

f dµ.

Theorem A.1.20 (Fubini [31, Theorem 4.4.5]). Let (X,µ) and (Y, ν) be finite
(or σ-finite) measure spaces and let f : X×Y −→ R≥0∪{∞} be a measurable
(with respect to the product σ-algebra) function or let f : X × Y −→ R be an
integrable function (with respect to µ ⊗ ν). Then

∫
X
f(x, y) dµ(x) exists for

ν-almost every y and
∫
Y
f(x, y) dν(y) exists for µ-almost every x and we

have
∫

Y

∫

X

f(x, y) dµ(x) dν(y) =

∫

X×Y
f d(µ⊗ ν) =

∫

X

∫

Y

f(x, y) dν(y) dµ(x).
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A.1.6 Standard Borel spaces

Standard Borel spaces (Definition A.1.4) form a convenient category for doing
measure theory [68][72, Appendix A].

Theorem A.1.21 (subspaces of standard Borel spaces [68, Corollary 13.4]). Let
X be a standard Borel space and let A ⊂ X be a measurable subset. Then A
(with the induced measurable structure) is a standard Borel space.

Theorem A.1.22 (isomorphisms of standard Borel spaces [68, Corollary 14.12,
Corollary 15.2]). Let f : X −→ Y be a measurable map between standard Borel
spaces. Then:

1. If f is bijective, then f is an isomorphism in Measbl.

2. If A ⊂ X is measurable and if f |A −→ Y is injective, then f(A) is
measurable and f |A : A −→ f(A) is an isomorphism in Measbl.

Theorem A.1.23 ([104, Theorem 1.3]). Let f : X −→ Y be a measurable
map between standard Borel spaces such that for each y ∈ Y , the preim-
age f−1({y}) is countable. Then the image f(X) is measurable in Y and
there is a countable partition (Xn)n∈N of X into measurable subsets such
that for each n ∈ N, the restriction f |Xn : Xn −→ f(Xn) is injective and
such that f |X1 : X1 −→ f(X1) = f(X) is an isomorphism in Measbl.

Definition A.1.24 (standard Borel probability space). A standard Borel prob-
ability space is a probability space whose underlying measurable space is a
standard Borel space.

Theorem A.1.25 (regularity of standard Borel probability spaces [72, Proposi-
tion A.19]). Every probability measure on a standard Borel space is an outer
Radon measure.

Theorem A.1.26 (atom-free standard Borel probability spaces [72, Theo-
rem A.20]). Let (X,µ) be a standard Borel probability space that is atom-free,
i.e., for all x ∈ X, we have µ({x}) = 0. Then there is a measure preserv-
ing map (X,µ) −→ ([0, 1], λ) that is an isomorphism in Measbl (whence also
in PMeasp).

A.1.7 Radon-Nikodym derivatives

Definition A.1.27 (absolutely continuous). Let (X,µ) be a probability space.
A measure ν on X is absolutely continuous with respect to µ, if the following
holds: For all measurable sets A ⊂ X, we have

µ(A) = 0 =⇒ ν(A) = 0.

In this case, we write µ� ν.
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Theorem A.1.28 (Radon-Nikodym [74, Chapter VII.2]). Let (X,µ) be a proba-
bility space and let ν be a finite measure on X with µ� ν. Then there exists
an f ∈ L 1(X,µ) with the following property: For all measurable sets A ⊂ X,
we have

ν(A) =

∫

A

f dµ.

Moreover, f is unique up to equality µ-almost everywhere and f is called
a Radon-Nikodym derivative of ν with respect to µ, which is suggestively
denoted by dν/dµ.

Study note. How are Radon-Nikodym derivatives related to probability den-
sities?

A.1.8 Conditional expectations

Conditional probabilities are a well-known tool in probability theory. This
notion can be generalised to the function level:

Theorem A.1.29 (conditional expectation [32, Theorem 5.1]). Let (X,µ) be a
probability space with σ-algebra S and let T ⊂ S be a sub-σ-algebra. Then
there is a map

E( · | T ) : L1(X,S, µ) −→ L1(X,T , µ)

with the following property: For every A ∈ T and every f ∈ L1(X,S, µ), we
have ∫

A

E(f | T ) dµ =

∫

A

f dµ.

Moreover, E( · | T ) is determined uniquely by this property and called the
conditional expectation map.

Existence of conditional expectations can, for example, be established
through the Radon-Nikodym theorem (Theorem A.1.28) [32, p. 123f]. Unique-
ness follows from a standard argument by considering the set on which two
versions of the conditional expectation do not agree (check!).

Example A.1.30 (conditional probability as conditional expectation). Let (X,µ)
be a probability space with σ-algebra S, let A ∈ S with µ(A) > 0, and let
T ⊂ S be the σ-algebra generated by A. Then T = {∅, A,X \A,X}. and

L1(X,S, µ) −→ L1(X,T , µ)

f 7−→ 1

µ(A)
·
∫

A

f dµ · χA +
1

µ(X \A)
·
∫

X\A
f dµ · χX\A

satisfies the property of the conditional expectation E( · | T ) (check!). In
particular, for each B ∈ S, we obtain for µ-almost every x in A that
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E(χB | T )(x) =
1

µ(A)
·
∫

A

χB dµ =
µ(A ∩B)

µ(A)
,

which coincides with the conditional µ-probability of B under the condi-
tion A.

Conditional expectations are important in the theory of stochastic pro-
cesses. Moreover, they occur as limits in ergodic theorems and they can be
used in the proof of the ergodic decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.3.13).
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A.2 Amalgamated free products

We will now briefly review some concepts from group theory that allow to
construct coproducts and pushouts of groups explicitly.

A.2.1 The free group of rank 2

We start with an explicit description of the free group of rank 2, using reduced
words [78, Chapter 3.3, Chapter 2.2]. Roughly speaking, this group is the
group generated by two different elements with the least possible relations
between these elements.

Definition A.2.1 (group of reduced words). Let a, b, â, b̂ four distinct elements.

Let W be the set of words (i.e., finite sequences) over S := {a, b, â, b̂}.

• Let n ∈ N and let x1, . . . , xn ∈ S. The word x1 . . . xn ∈W is reduced if

xj+1 6= x̂j and x̂j+1 6= xj

holds for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. In particular, the empty word ε is
reduced.

• We write F (a, b) for the set of all reduced words over S.

• On F (a, b), we define a composition by concatenation and reduction:

· : F (a, b)× F (a, b) −→ F (a, b)

(x1 . . . xn, xn+1 . . . xm) 7−→ x1 . . . xn−rxn+1+r . . . xn+m.

Here,

r := max
{
k ∈ {0, . . . ,min(n,m− 1)}

∣∣ ∀j∈{0,...,k−1} xn−j = x̂n+1+j

∨ x̂n−j = xn+1+j

}
.

Example A.2.2. In the situation of the previous definition, the word abâb̂ is
reduced; the word baâb is not reduced. The elements a and â are inverse to
each other with respect to “·”; analogously, also b and b̂ are inverse to each
other. Hence, one usually writes a−1 and b−1 instead of â and b̂, respectively.

Proposition A.2.3 (free group of rank 2).

1. The set F (a, b) is a group with respect to the composition specified in
the previous definition.
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2. The set {a, b} is a free generating set of F (a, b), i.e., the following
universal property is satisfied:

For every group H and every map f : {a, b} −→ H, there exists a unique
group homomorphism f : F (a, b) −→ H with f |{a,b} = f .

3. In other words,
1 //

��

Z

1 7→b
��

Z
17→a

// F (a, b)

is a pushout in Group.

Proof. The first part follows from a straightforward computation (associativ-
ity is not obvious!) [78, Chapter 3.3].

The second part (and the third part) can be verified directly by hand
(check!).

A.2.2 Free products of groups

More generally, we can also consider the free product of a family of groups.
Again, we are looking for a group generated by the given groups with as few
relations between them as possible.

Definition A.2.4 (free product of groups). Let (Gi)i∈I be a family of groups;
for g ∈ ⊔i∈I(Gi \ {1}) let i(g) ∈ I be the unique index with g ∈ Gi(g).

• A finite (possibly empty) sequence (s1, . . . , sn) with n ∈ N of non-trivial
elements of

⊔
i∈I Gi is a reduced word (over the family (Gi)i∈I), if

∀j∈{1,...,n−1} i(sj) 6= i(sj+1).

• We write Fi∈IGi for the set of all reduced words over the fam-
ily (Gi)i∈I .

• On Fi∈IGi, we define a composition by concatenation/reduction:

· : Fi∈IGi ×Fi∈IGi −→Fi∈IGi

(
s = (s1, . . . , sn), t = (t1, . . . , tm)

)
7−→

{
(s1, . . . , sn−k(s,t), tk(s,t)+1, . . . , tm) À

(s1, . . . , sn−k(s,t) · tk(s,t)+1, . . . , tm) Á

Here, k(s, t) ∈ {0, . . . ,min(n,m)} is the biggest k ∈ {0, . . . ,min(n,m)}
satisfying

∀j∈{1,...,k} i(sn−j+1) = i(tj) ∧ sn−j+1 = t−1
j .
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Case À occurs if i(sn−k(s,t)) 6= i(tk(s,t)+1); case Á occurs if i(sn−k(s,t)) =
i(tk(s,t)+1).

• We callFi∈I , together with this composition, the free product of (Gi)i∈I .

The free product G :=Fi∈IGi of a family (Gi)i∈I indeed is a group (again,
associativity is non-trivial!) and the canonical inclusions Gi −→ G are group
homomorphisms.

Free products are an explicit model of coproducts of groups:

Proposition A.2.5 (coproduct of groups). Let (Gi)i∈I be a family of groups.
Then Fi∈IGi, together with the canonical inclusions (Gi −→Fj∈IGj)i∈I , is
the coproduct of the family (Gi)i∈I in the category Group.

Proof. This can be shown by verifying the universal property (check!).

A.2.3 Amalgamated free products of groups

“Glueing” groups along another group leads to the amalgamated free product:

Definition A.2.6 (amalgamated free product). Let G0, G1, and G2 be groups
and let i1 : G0 −→ G1 as well as i2 : G0 −→ G2 be group homomorphisms.
The associated amalgamated free product of G1 and G2 over G0 is defined by

G1 ∗G0
G2 := (G1 ∗G2)/N,

whereN ⊂ G1∗G2 is the smallest (with respect to inclusion) normal subgroup
of G1 ∗G2 that contains the set {i1(g) · i2(g)−1 | g ∈ G0}.

Proposition A.2.7 (pushouts of groups). Let G0, G1, and G2 be groups and
let i1 : G0 −→ G1 as well as i2 : G0 −→ G2 be group homomorphisms. Let
j1 : G1 −→ G1 ∗G0 G2 and j2 : G2 −→ G1 ∗G0 G2 be the homomorphisms
induced by the canonical inclusions G1 −→ G1 ∗ G2 and G2 −→ G1 ∗ G2,
respectively. Then

G0
i1 //

i2

��

G1

j1

��

G2
j2
// G1 ∗G0

G2

is a pushout in Group.

Proof. This can be shown by the same argument as in the construction of
the pushout of topological spaces (Proposition AT.1.1.14), using the universal
property of the free product and of quotient groups.
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A.2.4 Free groups

A related generalisation of F (a, b) are general free groups; the universal prop-
erty of free groups/free generating sets is a group-theoretic version of the
universal property of bases of vector spaces.

Definition A.2.8 (free generating set, free group, rank of a free group).

• Let G be a group. A subset S ⊂ G is a free generating set of G if the
following universal property is satisfied: The group G is generated by S
and for every group H and every map f : S −→ H there exists a unique
group homomorphism f : G −→ H with f |S = f .

• A free group is a group that contains a free generating set; the cardi-
nality of such a free generating set is the rank of the free group.

Caveat A.2.9. Not every group has a free generating set! For example, the
groups Z/2 and Z2 are not free (check!).

Comparing the corresponding universal properties establishes existence of
free groups of arbitrary rank:

Proposition A.2.10 (existence of free groups). Let S be a set, let G := FSZ
be the associated free product and for every s ∈ S let is : Z −→ G be the
inclusion of the s-th summand. Then {is(1) | s ∈ S} is a free generating set
of G.

Proof. We can translate the universal property of coproducts into the uni-
versal property of free generating sets (because the building blocks are the
groups Z, which are free of rank 1) (check!).

Proposition A.2.11 (invariance of rank of free groups). Let G and G′ be free
groups with free generating sets S and S′, respectively. Then G and G′ are
isomorphic if and only if |S| = |S′|.

Proof. This can be shown, for example, by looking at homomorphisms to Z/2
and a cardinality argument [78, Exercise 2.E.12].
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A.3 A quick introduction to Isabelle

This is a very quick introduction to the proof assistant Isabelle. We will use the
Isabelle/HOL flavour as the base system and the integrated Isar language for
proofs. More details on these systems can be found in the documentation [93,
120, 119, 92]; some of the problems that might arise at first contact are solved
in the short FAQ [60].

A.3.1 Basics

The formalisation of mathematics requires

• a universe of objects,

• a language of logic,

• a concept of proof,

and a meta language in which all of this is formulated. What makes this
setup complicated is that these layers interact with each other: For example,
the concept of proof will involve logic and we will want to modify objects
through logical constructions.

In classical pen-and-paper mathematics, we use a choice of set theory (usu-
ally ZFC or NBG), a choice of logic (usually classical logic, but there are also
other interesting choices), and a proof calculus that allows to combine basic
facts and basic logical operations into proofs of more complex statements.

In Isabelle/HOL, we have

• typed set theory (a convenient, but slightly complex, mix of set theory
and polymorphic simple type theory; in contrast with ordinary set the-
ory, all sets/classes are typed, i.e., all elements of a set must be of the
same type; in fact, sets are just predicates on types, but it is useful to
have the set-theoretic notation and language available);

• higher-order logic (HOL, i.e., a logical framework, in which we can also
quantify over substructures);

• a proof calculus.

A technical summary of this setup is given in the documentation [99, Chap-
ter 2]. Other proof assistants make other choices; a particularly popular choice
is to use dependent type theory instead of typed set theory (examples include
Coq, Agda, Lean).
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meta object

for all \<And> \<forall>

exists \<exists>

implication ==> -->

conjunction and \<and>

equivalence ( . . . ) = ( . . . )

Figure A.1.: Quantifiers and logical connectors in Isabelle/HOL on the meta
and object language level

In pen-and-paper proofs, we are used to mix the meta language (i.e., a
natural human language) with the formal language of logic. However, as
Isabelle is a formal language, also the meta language is formalised. Therefore,
there are two levels of formal languages with two different sets of quantifiers
and logical connectors (Figure A.1); for example:

pen-and-paper mathematics Isabelle/HOL

For all x, we have: If x ∈ Q, then x · 0 = 0. have "\<And> x. x \<in> Rats ==> x * 0 = 0"

We have ∀x∈Q x · 0 = 0. have "\<forall> x \<in> Rats. x * 0 = 0"

We will need a means to convert back and forth between the meta language
and the object language. In pen-and-paper mathematics, this happens when
defining the semantics of logical constructs (such as quantifiers or logical
connectors) and is mostly used implicitly; in Isabelle/HOL, we will have to
make this explicit.

Caveat A.3.1 (the meaning of it all). Even though statements in Isabelle might
look very similar to the usual pen-and-paper formulations, it is a delicate
question to determine whether they have the same meaning. This question is
related to the different choices of foundations of mathematics. In this course,
we will not focus on this problem: We will accept that Isabelle/HOL provides
a choice of set theory/logic that we can work in (just like the “usual” set
theory/logic also provide such a choice). For many aspects of mathematics,
this choice will not matter [100].

A.3.2 Proofs

Once a statement is formalised and claimed, we will need to prove it. Proofs
in the Isar language are both human-readable and machine-checkable.

Roughly speaking, claims set up goals that need to be verified (and re-
moved from the list of goals) during the proof. Once the list of goals is empty,
the proof is complete. Part of the proof state is implicit (and sometimes also
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have, lemma, theorem, . . . claims a [list of] fact[s]; requires a proof
show claims/solves a pending goal (e.g., ?thesis);

if proved, this goal will be removed from the
list of goals

proof begins a proof (can be modified by proof
methods)

qed ends a proof (only successful if no goals are
remaining)

fix introduces an identifier as a preparation for
a proof of a meta “for all” statement

assume introduces an assumption for a proof of a
meta implication

obtain extracts an element from an existential
quantifier

define introduces notation

by, from, using give reasons to establish/connect state-
ments (including the basic inference rules
of HOL); can refer to the simplifier and
arithmetic simplifier; can invoke automatic
proof methods (auto, sledgehammer, . . . ).

this refers to the last fact

moreover, ultimately allow to handle multiple statements at once
next proceeds to the next goal
also, finally for reasoning in chains of equations

Figure A.2.: Basic components/vocabulary of Isar

the order of implicit things may play a role); however, for improved human-
readability, it is recommended to make the proofs more explicit than Isabelle
would require them to be.

A basic list of components/vocabulary of Isar is collected in Figure A.2.
Some useful abbreviations are collected in Figure A.3. More details can be
found in the very accessible Isar tutorial [92], which also includes a simplified
Isar grammar and lots of practical examples.

The individual reasoning steps often require the introduction and elimina-
tion of logical constructs:

• Proving more complex statements out of simpler statements is governed
by introduction rules (e.g., the introduction of quantifiers or logical
connectors).

• Conversely, extracting parts of complex statements is governed by elim-
ination rules (e.g., extracting both components of a conjunction).
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abbreviation expansion

then from this
hence then have
thus then show
with . . . from . . . this

Figure A.3.: Useful Isar abbreviations

The complete list of HOL inference rules can be found in the documenta-
tion [99, Chapter 2.2][93, Chapter 5].

When giving reasons (i.e., using previously established facts or applying
basic inference rules to previous facts), Isabelle will have to match the current
situation to the fact/rule referred to. Sometimes, it will be hard for Isabelle
to recognise how to find such a match and the match has to be made explicit
(e.g., using of) or broken up into simpler steps. Moreover, by experience,
human mathematicians perform all kinds of simplifications and matchings
automatically in their head (which is a problem for first year students!).
Isabelle’s simplifier tries to simulate this and the arithmetic simplifier can
handle simple arithmetic transformations. But, in general, we will have to be
more explicit in Isar proofs than in pen-and-paper proofs.

A.3.3 A toy example

As a toy example, we consider equivalence relations. Equivalence relations
are simple enough to be handled with reasonable complexity; but they are
also varied enough to illustrate various typical situations and methods that
arise when implementing mathematics in Isabelle. Of course, equivalence re-
lations are already formalised in Isabelle/HOL [61]. We will proceed slightly
differently to make the transition between pen-and-paper mathematics and
the implementation more transparent. Moreover, in this example, we use
verbatim representation of the source file (instead of Isabelle’s sophisticated
LATEX output) so that it is clear how to input such a file.

Study note. Load the source file into an Isabelle IDE and try to get used to
the syntax highlighting and the description of proof states etc.:
http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/1006/Equivalence Relations.thy

Isabelle source files are so-called theory files and they start with the dec-
laration of the theory name and the import of other theories:

(* Title: Equivalence_Relations.thy

Author: Clara L\"oh

*)
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section \<open>Equivalence Relations\<close>

theory Equivalence_Relations

imports Complex_Main

begin

Comments (enclosed in (* . . . *)), section, text, . . . serve as documenta-
tion and are not part of the actual formalisation.

Let us recall “the” definition of equivalence relations:

Definition A.3.2 (equivalence relation). An equivalence relation on a set X is
a subset R ⊂ X ×X with the following properties:

• Reflexivity. We have
∀x∈X (x, x) ∈ R.

• Symmetry. We have

∀x,y∈X (x, y) ∈ R =⇒ (y, x) ∈ R.

• Transitivity. We have

∀x,y,z∈X
(
(x, y) ∈ R ∧ (y, z) ∈ R

)
=⇒ (x, z) ∈ R.

We will use this as a blueprint for the implementation (it seems to be
standard in Isabelle to denote relations by small letters and we adopted this
convention):

text \<open>Equivalence relations are relations on a given set

that are reflexive, symmetric, and transitive\<close>

definition is_relation_on :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_relation_on X r = (r \<subseteq> X \<times> X)"

Here, "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" declares the type
of the function/predicate is_relation_on: It takes a set (with elements of
type ’a) and a set (with elements of the product type ’a \<times> ’a) as
arguments and returns a value of type bool, i.e., a truth value.

definition is_reflexive :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_reflexive X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. (x,x) \<in> r)"

definition is_symmetric :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_symmetric X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X.

(x,y) \<in> r --> (y,x) \<in> r)"
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definition is_transitive :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_transitive X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X. \<forall> z \<in> X.

((x,y) \<in> r \<and> (y,z) \<in> r) --> (x,z) \<in> r)"

definition is_equivalence_relation :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_equivalence_relation X r = (is_relation_on X r

\<and> is_reflexive X r

\<and> is_symmetric X r

\<and> is_transitive X r)"

Example A.3.3 (the diagonal). Let X be a set. Then the diagonal

{
(x, x)

∣∣ x ∈ X
}

is an equivalence relation on X.

When implementing this example in Isabelle/HOL, we will be forced to
provide a proof of the fact that the diagonal indeed is an equivalence relation
on X; we formulate this claim in the intuitive (fixes)/(assumes)/shows style:

text \<open>The diagonal (i.e., the identity relation) is an

equivalence relation:\<close>

lemma diagonal_is_equivalence_relation:

fixes X

shows "is_equivalence_relation X {(x,y). x \<in> X \<and> y\<in> X \<and> x = y}"

proof -

define diag_X where "diag_X = {(x,y). x \<in> X \<and> y \<in> X \<and> x = y}"

We now stated the claim and introduced notation for the proof. In order
to prove the lemma, we will need to verify the four(!) defining properties of
equivalence relations. In the following, we will not go for proofs of minimal
length, but for proofs that only use simple concepts from Isabelle and that are
straightforward human-readable transcriptions of their pen-and-paper coun-
terparts. With more practice and experience, they can be shortened consid-
erably. We state the first property as intermediate claim, via have:

have diag_X_is_relation_on_X: "is_relation_on X diag_X"

proof -

have "\<forall> xy \<in> diag_X. xy \<in> X \<times> X"

We want to prove this ∀-claim by proving it for each xy \<in> \diag_X

individually. This conversion between object and meta all-quantifiers is per-
formed by the proof method ballI, which introduces a bounded all quantifier
around the established goal.
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proof (intro ballI)

fix xy :: "’a \<times> ’a" assume xy_in_diag_X: "xy \<in> diag_X"

define x :: ’a where "x = fst xy"

define y :: ’a where "y = snd xy"

have "xy = (x,y)"

using x_def y_def by (simp add: prod_eqI)

then show "xy \<in> X \<times> X"

using diag_X_def xy_in_diag_X by simp

qed

To finish the proof of the claim diag_X_is_relation_on_X, we convert
have "\<forall> xy \<in> diag_X. xy \<in> X \<times> X", which is
now proved, into diag_X \<subseteq> X \<times> X. This is done by the
introduction rule subsetI.

then show ?thesis

using subsetI [of diag_X] by (simp add: is_relation_on_def)

qed

Alternatively, we could have condensed this a bit, by first unfolding the
definition of is_relation_on_X (which avoids restating the corresponding
claim) and then also using auto to take care of handling the pair xy:

have diag_X_is_relation_on_X: "is_relation_on X diag_X"

unfolding is_relation_on_def

proof (intro subsetI ballI)

fix xy :: "’a \<times> ’a" assume xy_in_diag_X: "xy \<in> diag_X"

then show "xy \<in> X \<times> X"

using diag_X_def xy_in_diag_X by auto

qed

It remains to prove symmetry, reflexivity, and transitivity:

have diag_X_is_reflexive: "is_reflexive X diag_X"

proof -

have "\<forall> x \<in> X. (x,x) \<in> diag_X"

proof (intro ballI)

fix x :: ’a assume x_in_X: "x \<in> X"

show "(x,x) \<in> diag_X"

by (simp add: diag_X_def x_in_X)

qed

then show ?thesis

by (simp add: is_reflexive_def)

qed
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In order to prove symmetry, we turn the object level implication --> into
a meta implication ==>, which then can be proved by assume . . . show. This
conversion is done by the introduction rule impI.

have diag_X_is_symmetric: "is_symmetric X diag_X"

proof -

have "\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X.

(x,y) \<in> diag_X --> (y,x) \<in> diag_X"

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: ’a assume x_in_X: "x \<in> X"

fix y :: ’a assume y_in_X: "y \<in> X"

assume xy_in_diag_X: "(x,y) \<in> diag_X"

from xy_in_diag_X diag_X_def

have "x = y"

by simp

then have "y = x"

by simp

then show "(y,x) \<in> diag_X"

by (simp add: diag_X_def x_in_X y_in_X)

qed

then show ?thesis

by (simp add: is_symmetric_def)

qed

have diag_X_is_transitive: "is_transitive X diag_X"

proof -

have "\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X. \<forall> z \<in> X.

((x,y) \<in> diag_X \<and> (y,z) \<in> diag_X) --> (x,z) \<in> diag_X"

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: ’a assume x_in_X: "x \<in> X"

fix y :: ’a assume y_in_X: "y \<in> X"

fix z :: ’a assume z_in_X: "z \<in> X"

assume xy_yz_in_diag_X: "(x,y) \<in> diag_X \<and> (y,z) \<in> diag_X"

from xy_yz_in_diag_X diag_X_def

have x_eq_y: "x = y"

by simp

from xy_yz_in_diag_X diag_X_def

have y_eq_z: "y = z"

by simp

then have x_eq_z: "x = z"

using x_eq_y y_eq_z by simp

then show "(x,z) \<in> diag_X"

using x_eq_z by (simp add: diag_X_def x_in_X z_in_X)

qed
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then show ?thesis

by (simp only: is_transitive_def)

qed

In order to finish the proof of the lemma, we only need to combine the
previous facts:

from diag_X_is_relation_on_X

diag_X_is_reflexive

diag_X_is_symmetric

diag_X_is_transitive

show ?thesis by (simp add: is_equivalence_relation_def diag_X_def)

qed

Finally, let us consider examples that are less generic and require pre-
constructed mathematical objects (namely the integers/rationals/real num-
bers) as well as existential quantifiers.

Example A.3.4 (rational differences). Having a rational difference, i.e.,

{
(x, y)

∣∣ x, y ∈ R, x− y ∈ Q
}
,

is an equivalence relation on R.

In Isabelle/HOL, the rational numbers are constructed from the integers
by the usual quotient construction. Moreover, Complex Main provides an im-
plementation of the real numbers via the Cauchy completion. As in the pen-
and-paper construction, the previously constructed rationals do not literally
form a subset/subtype of these real numbers. However, there is canonical
embedding from the rationals into the reals; this is implemented through the
set Rats.

text \<open>The set of all real numbers\<close>

definition allreals :: "real set" where

"allreals = UNIV"

definition rational_diff :: "(real \<times> real) set" where

"rational_diff = {(x,y) . x \<in> allreals \<and> y \<in> allreals

\<and> x-y \<in> Rats}"

lemma rational_diffs_in_reals_is_equivalence_relation:

shows "is_equivalence_relation allreals rational_diff"

proof -

have ratdiff_is_relation_on_R: "is_relation_on allreals rational_diff"
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unfolding is_relation_on_def

proof (intro subsetI ballI)

fix xy :: "real \<times> real" assume "xy \<in> rational_diff"

then show "xy \<in> allreals \<times> allreals"

using rational_diff_def allreals_def by simp

qed

have ratdiff_is_reflexive: "is_reflexive allreals rational_diff"

unfolding is_reflexive_def

proof (intro ballI)

fix x :: real

show "(x,x) \<in> rational_diff"

by (simp add: rational_diff_def allreals_def)

qed

have ratdiff_is_symmetric: "is_symmetric allreals rational_diff"

unfolding is_symmetric_def

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: real

fix y :: real

assume xy_in_ratdiff: "(x,y) \<in> rational_diff"

have "x-y \<in> Rats"

using xy_in_ratdiff rational_diff_def by auto

then have "-(x-y) \<in> Rats"

by (simp only: Rats_minus_iff)

then have "y-x \<in> Rats"

by (simp add: arith)

then show "(y,x) \<in> rational_diff"

by (simp add: rational_diff_def allreals_def)

qed

have ratdiff_is_transitive: "is_transitive allreals rational_diff"

unfolding is_transitive_def

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: real

fix y :: real

fix z :: real

assume xy_yz_ratdiff: "(x,y) \<in> rational_diff \<and> (y,z) \<in> rational_diff"

have xy_diff: "x-y \<in> Rats"

using xy_yz_ratdiff rational_diff_def by auto

have "(y,z) \<in> rational_diff"
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using xy_yz_ratdiff by auto

then have yz_diff: "y-z \<in> Rats"

using rational_diff_def by auto

have "(x-y) + (y-z) \<in> Rats"

using xy_diff yz_diff by (simp only: Rats_add)

then have "x-z \<in> Rats"

using xy_diff yz_diff by (simp add: arith)

then show "(x,z) \<in> rational_diff"

by (simp add: rational_diff_def allreals_def)

qed

from ratdiff_is_relation_on_R

ratdiff_is_reflexive

ratdiff_is_symmetric

ratdiff_is_transitive

show ?thesis by (simp add: is_equivalence_relation_def)

qed

Example A.3.5 (even differences). Having an even difference, i.e.,

{
(x, y)

∣∣ x, y ∈ Z, ∃a∈Z x− y = 2 · a
}
,

is an equivalence relation on Z.

In Isabelle/HOL, the integers Ints are mathematical integers, in the sense
that they are constructed from (mathematical) natural numbers by the usual
equivalence classes of differences construction.

text \<open>Moreover, we show that the relation of having even difference

on the integers is an equivalence relation.\<close>

definition even_diff :: "(int \<times> int) set" where

"even_diff = {(x,y) . x \<in> Ints \<and> y \<in> Ints

\<and> (\<exists> a \<in> Ints. x - y = 2 * a)}"

lemma even_diffs_in_integers_is_equivalence_relation:

shows "is_equivalence_relation Ints even_diff"

proof -

have evendiff_is_relation_on_Z: "is_relation_on Ints even_diff"

unfolding is_relation_on_def

proof (intro subsetI ballI)

fix xy :: "int \<times> int" assume "xy \<in> even_diff"

then show "xy \<in> Ints \<times> Ints"
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using even_diff_def by (simp add: Ints_def)

qed

have evendiff_is_reflexive: "is_reflexive Ints even_diff"

unfolding is_reflexive_def

proof (intro ballI)

fix x :: int

have "x-x = 2 * 0"

by simp

From this equation, we want to introduce an existential quantifier (bounded
over Z). This is done by the introduction rule bexI.

then have "\<exists> a \<in> Ints. x - x = 2 * a"

by (simp add: bexI)

then show "(x,x) \<in> even_diff"

by (simp add: Ints_def even_diff_def)

qed

have evendiff_is_symmetric: "is_symmetric Ints even_diff"

unfolding is_symmetric_def

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: int

fix y :: int

assume xy_in_evendiff: "(x,y) \<in> even_diff"

To prove that (y,x) \<in> even_diff, we extract a witness for the fact
(x,y) \<in> even_diff from the ∃-quantifier via obtain (this is an elimi-
nation rule) and then manipulate this witness.

from xy_in_evendiff obtain a :: int

where "x-y = 2*a" by (auto simp add: even_diff_def)

then have "y-x = 2 * (-a)"

by simp

then have "\<exists> a \<in> Ints. y - x = 2 * a"

by (simp add: Ints_def)

then show "(y,x) \<in> even_diff"

by (simp add: Ints_def even_diff_def)

qed

have evendiff_is_transitive: "is_transitive Ints even_diff"

unfolding is_transitive_def

proof (intro ballI impI)

fix x :: int

fix y :: int
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fix z :: int

assume xy_yz_in_evendiff: "(x,y) \<in> even_diff \<and> (y,z) \<in> even_diff"

from xy_yz_in_evendiff obtain a :: int

where "x-y = 2*a" by (auto simp add: even_diff_def)

moreover from xy_yz_in_evendiff obtain b :: int

where "y-z = 2*b" by (auto simp add: even_diff_def)

moreover define c :: int

where "c = a + b"

ultimately have xz_diff: "x-z = 2 * c"

by arith

have "c \<in> Ints"

proof -

have "a \<in> Ints" by (simp add: Ints_def)

moreover have "b \<in> Ints" by (simp add: Ints_def)

ultimately show "c \<in> Ints"

using c_def Ints_add by simp

qed

then have "\<exists> c \<in> Ints. x-z = 2 * c"

using xz_diff by simp

then show "(x,z) \<in> even_diff"

by (simp add: Ints_def even_diff_def)

qed

from evendiff_is_relation_on_Z

evendiff_is_reflexive

evendiff_is_symmetric

evendiff_is_transitive

show ?thesis by (simp add: is_equivalence_relation_def)

qed

The theory ends with

end
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A.4 Some Isabelle fragments

The proofs are formalised in a very straightforward manner, translating di-
rectly and explicitly from pen-and-paper versions (in particular, no effort has
been made to automise non-trivial steps through Isabelle).

• Graphs of functions. The intersection of a graph of a map with the in-
verse of a graph of a map is the graph of an invertible map. A measur-
able version of this argument is used in the proof of the Feldman-Moore
theorem (Theorem 3.1.6): p. A.32.

• Generating sets of products. If Γ and Λ are groups and S ⊂ Γ and
T ⊂ Λ are finite generating sets, then (S × {e}) ∪ ({e} × T ) is a finite
generating set of Γ × Λ. This is used implicitly in the computation of
rank gradients of products (Proposition 3.2.40): p. A.38.

• Graphings. The equivalence relation generated by the empty graphing
is the diagonal (Quick check 3.2.6); here, we use a setting without mea-
surability. In addition to this simple example, also some general prop-
erties of graphings are established that might be convenient in other
situations as well: p. A.43

Note: The definition is graphing of does not accurately reflect the no-
tion of a graphing of a relation, but this is easy to fix (Exercise).

• Grapings of orbit relations. Generating sets of groups give rise to graph-
ings of orbit relations (Example 3.2.5); again, we use a setting without
measurability: p. A.51

• Følner sequences. The sequence ({0, . . . , n})n∈N is a Følner sequence for
the additive group of the integers (this is similar to Example 4.1.11):
p. A.66

• The standard odometer relation. We show that the standard odometer
relation R2,2,2,... is hyperfinite. For simplicity, we do this in a non-
measurable context; however, the witness for hyperfiniteness is chosen
in such a way that this proof can easily be promoted to one in the
measurable setting: p. A.76

Moreover, we have the following Isabelle source files for the exercises:

• Orbits Exercise.thy: A.81

• Rank Exercise.thy: A.84

• Graphing Exercise.thy: A.88

• Folner Finite Exercise.thy: A.95

• Decomposition Estimate Exercise.thy: A.96
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We will prove that the intersection of a graph of a map and an inverse graph
is the graph of an invertible map.

theory RelRel-Iso
imports Complex-Main

begin

1 Basic definitions

First, we introduce basic notions and properties of graphs of functions:

definition is-graph-of :: ′a rel => ( ′a => ′a) => bool where
is-graph-of r f = (r = { (x , y) . x ∈ Domain r ∧ y = f x})

definition is-graph-of-fun :: ′a rel => bool where
is-graph-of-fun r = (∃ f . is-graph-of r f )

definition is-graph-of-inv-isos :: ′a rel => ( ′a => ′a) => ( ′a => ′a) => bool
where
is-graph-of-inv-isos r f g = (is-graph-of r f

∧ (∀ x ∈ Domain r . (g o f ) x = x )
∧ (∀ x ∈ Range r . (f o g) x = x ))

definition is-graph-of-iso :: ′a rel => bool where
is-graph-of-iso r = (∃ f g . is-graph-of-inv-isos r f g)

lemma graphs-are-single-valued :
fixes r f
assumes gf : is-graph-of r f
shows single-valued r

1
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proof (intro single-valuedI )
fix x y z assume xy-in-r : (x ,y) ∈ r

and xz-in-r : (x ,z ) ∈ r
show y = z
proof −

have y = f x
using xy-in-r gf is-graph-of-def [of r ] by auto

moreover have z = f x
using xz-in-r gf is-graph-of-def [of r ] by auto

ultimately show ?thesis by simp
qed

qed

lemma graph-projection2 :
fixes r f x y
assumes gf : is-graph-of r f

and xy-in-r : (x ,y) ∈ r
shows y = f x

proof −
have (x , f x ) ∈ r

using gf xy-in-r is-graph-of-def [of r f ] by auto
then show ?thesis

using xy-in-r gf graphs-are-single-valued [of r f ] single-valuedD by auto
qed

lemma is-graph-of-inv-isosI :
fixes r f g
assumes gf : is-graph-of r f

and gof : ∀ x ∈ Domain r . (g o f ) x = x
and fog : ∀ x ∈ Range r . (f o g) x = x

shows is-graph-of-inv-isos r f g
unfolding is-graph-of-inv-isos-def
proof (intro conjI )

show is-graph-of r f using gf .
show ∀ x ∈ Domain r . (g o f ) x = x using gof .
show ∀ x ∈ Range r . (f o g) x = x using fog .

qed

lemma is-graph-of-isoI :
fixes r f g
assumes iso: is-graph-of-inv-isos r f g
shows is-graph-of-iso r

proof −
from iso obtain f ′ g ′ where fg-def : is-graph-of-inv-isos r f ′ g ′ ..
then show ?thesis using iso is-graph-of-iso-def [of r ] by auto

qed
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2 The explicit version

The explicit version of the main claim; making the maps explicit has the
advantage that it is easier to use this lemma in the future to establish addi-
tional properties of the maps.

lemma intersections-of-graphs-lead-to-inv-isos:
fixes r-1 :: ′a rel

and r-2 :: ′a rel
and r :: ′a rel
and f-1 f-2

assumes r-def : r = r-1 ∩ r-2ˆ−1
and graph-1 : is-graph-of r-1 f-1
and graph-2 : is-graph-of r-2 f-2

shows is-graph-of-inv-isos r f-1 f-2
proof −

define D :: ′a set where D = Domain r
define R :: ′a set where R = Range r

have rr1 : r ⊆ r-1
using r-def by simp

have rr2 : r ⊆ r-2ˆ−1
using r-def by simp

have r-graph-f : is-graph-of r f-1
unfolding is-graph-of-def
proof
define graph-f where graph-f = {(x ,y) . x ∈ Domain r ∧ y = f-1 x}

show r ⊆ graph-f
proof
fix xy assume xy-in-r : xy ∈ r

show xy ∈ graph-f
proof −

define x where x = fst xy
define y where y = snd xy
have xy-xy : (x ,y) = xy using x-def y-def by (simp add : prod-eqI )

have y = f-1 x
proof −

have (x ,y) ∈ r-1
using xy-in-r xy-xy rr1 by auto

then show y = f-1 x
using graph-1 is-graph-of-def [of r-1 f-1 ] by auto

qed

moreover have x ∈ Domain r
using xy-in-r xy-xy Domain-def by auto

3
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ultimately show xy ∈ graph-f
using xy-xy graph-f-def by (auto simp add : prod-eqI )

qed
qed

show graph-f ⊆ r
proof
fix xy assume xy-in-gf : xy ∈ graph-f

show xy ∈ r
proof −

define x where x = fst xy
define y where y = snd xy
have xy-xy : (x ,y) = xy using x-def y-def by (simp add : prod-eqI )

have xy-in-r1 : (x ,y) ∈ r-1
proof −

have y = f-1 x
using xy-in-gf xy-xy graph-f-def by auto

moreover have x ∈ Domain r-1
using xy-in-gf xy-xy graph-f-def rr1 by auto

ultimately show (x ,y) ∈ r-1
using graph-1 is-graph-of-def by auto

qed

have x ∈ Domain r
using xy-in-gf x-def graph-f-def by auto

then obtain z where z-def : (x ,z ) ∈ r
using Domain-def by auto

have y = z
proof −

have (x ,y) ∈ r-1
using xy-in-r1 by simp

moreover have (x ,z ) ∈ r-1
using z-def rr1 by auto

ultimately show y = z
using graph-1 graphs-are-single-valued [of r-1 ] single-valuedD [of r-1 ] by

simp
qed

then have (x ,y) ∈ r using z-def by simp
then show xy ∈ r using xy-xy by simp

qed
qed

qed

have gof : ∀ x ∈ D . (f-2 o f-1 ) x = x

4
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proof (intro ballI )
fix x :: ′a assume x-in-D : x ∈ D
obtain y where y-def : (x ,y) ∈ r

using x-in-D D-def Domain-def by auto

have y-f1-x : y = f-1 x
proof −

have (x ,y) ∈ r-1
using y-def rr1 by auto

then show y = f-1 x
using y-def rr1 graph-1 graph-projection2 [of r-1 f-1 ] by simp

qed

have x-f2-y : x = f-2 y
proof −

have (y ,x ) ∈ r-2
using y-def rr2 by auto

then show x = f-2 y
using y-def rr2 graph-2 graph-projection2 [of r-2 f-2 ] by simp

qed

have (f-2 o f-1 ) x = f-2 (f-1 (x )) by simp
also have ... = f-2 (y) using y-f1-x by simp
finally show (f-2 o f-1 ) x = x using x-f2-y by simp

qed

have fog : ∀ y ∈ R. (f-1 o f-2 ) y = y
proof (intro ballI )
fix y :: ′a assume y-in-R: y ∈ R
obtain x where x-def : (x ,y) ∈ r

using y-in-R R-def Range-def by auto

have x-f2-y : x = f-2 y
proof −

have (y ,x ) ∈ r-2
using x-def rr2 by auto

then show x = f-2 y
using x-def rr2 graph-2 graph-projection2 [of r-2 f-2 ] by simp

qed

have y-f1-x : y = f-1 x
proof −

have (x ,y) ∈ r-1
using x-def rr1 by auto

then show y = f-1 x
using x-def rr1 graph-1 graph-projection2 [of r-1 f-1 ] by simp

qed

have (f-1 o f-2 ) y = f-1 (f-2 (y)) by simp

5
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also have ... = f-1 (x ) using x-f2-y by simp
finally show (f-1 o f-2 ) y = y using y-f1-x by simp

qed

show is-graph-of-inv-isos r f-1 f-2
using r-graph-f D-def R-def gof fog is-graph-of-inv-isosI [of r f-1 f-2 ]
by simp

qed

3 The non-explicit version

The main statement: The intersection of a graph and an inverse graph is the
graph of an isomorphism:

theorem intersections-of-graphs-are-isos:
fixes r-1 r-2
assumes graph-1 : is-graph-of-fun r-1

and graph-2 : is-graph-of-fun r-2
shows is-graph-of-iso (r-1 ∩ r-2ˆ−1 )

proof −
from graph-1 obtain f-1 where f1-def : is-graph-of r-1 f-1

using is-graph-of-fun-def [of r-1 ] by auto
from graph-2 obtain f-2 where f2-def : is-graph-of r-2 f-2

using is-graph-of-fun-def [of r-2 ] by auto
define r where r = r-1 ∩ r-2ˆ−1

have is-graph-of-inv-isos r f-1 f-2
using r-def f1-def f2-def

intersections-of-graphs-lead-to-inv-isos[of r r-1 r-2 f-1 f-2 ]
by simp

then show ?thesis using is-graph-of-isoI [of r f-1 f-2 ] r-def by auto
qed

end

6
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Generating sets of products
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theory Product-GenSet
imports Complex-Main
HOL−Algebra.Generated-Groups

begin

The rank of groups is subadditive with respect to taking product groups. As
a preparation, we show in the following how generating sets of the factors
can be combined into a generating set of the product group.

The predicate checking if the given set is a finite generating set:

definition is-fin-gen-set-of :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => ′a set => bool where
is-fin-gen-set-of G S = (S ⊆ carrier G

∧ ((generate G S ) = (carrier G))
∧ (finite S ))

lemma gen-sets-product :
fixes G :: ( ′a, -) monoid-scheme

and H :: ( ′b, -) monoid-scheme
and S T ST

assumes G-is-group: group G
and H-is-group: group H
and S-gen-G : is-fin-gen-set-of G S
and T-gen-H : is-fin-gen-set-of H T
and ST-def : ST = { (g , one H ) | g . g ∈ S} ∪ {(one G , h) | h . h ∈ T }

shows is-fin-gen-set-of (DirProd G H ) ST
unfolding is-fin-gen-set-of-def
proof (intro conjI )

interpret H : group H using H-is-group by simp
interpret G : group G using G-is-group by simp
define GH where GH = DirProd G H
have GH-is-group: group GH using GH-def G-is-group H-is-group DirProd-group

by auto
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interpret GH : group GH using GH-is-group GH-def by simp

define Se where Se = { (g , one H ) | g . g ∈ S }
define eT where eT = { (one G , h) | h. h ∈ T }
have ST-Se-eT : ST = Se ∪ eT

using ST-def Se-def eT-def by simp

define i-1 where i-1 = (λ x :: ′a. (x , one H ))
have i-1 ∈ hom G GH
proof −

have i-11 : fst o i-1 = id using i-1-def by auto
have i-12 : snd o i-1 = (λ x . one H ) using i-1-def by auto
show ?thesis using hom-pairwise[of i-1 G G H ] i-11 i-12

trivial-hom[of H G ]
id-iso[of G ] iso-imp-homomorphism
GH-def by auto

qed
then have i-1-hom: group-hom G GH i-1

using G-is-group GH-is-group
group-hom-axioms-def [of G GH i-1 ] group-hom-def by auto

have Se-img-i-1 : Se = i-1 ‘ S
using Se-def i-1-def image-def by auto

define i-2 where i-2 = (λ x :: ′b. (one G , x ))
have i-2 ∈ hom H GH
proof −

have i-21 : fst o i-2 = (λ x . one G) using i-2-def by auto
have i-22 : snd o i-2 = id using i-2-def by auto
show ?thesis using hom-pairwise[of i-2 H G H ] i-21 i-22

trivial-hom[of G H ]
id-iso[of H ] iso-imp-homomorphism
GH-def by auto

qed
then have i-2-hom: group-hom H GH i-2

using G-is-group GH-is-group
group-hom-axioms-def [of H GH i-2 ] group-hom-def by auto

have eT-img-i-2 : eT = i-2 ‘ T
using eT-def i-2-def image-def by auto

We now check the three defining properties of finite generating sets:

show ST-finite: finite ST
proof −

have S-finite: finite S
using S-gen-G is-fin-gen-set-of-def by auto

have T-finite: finite T
using T-gen-H is-fin-gen-set-of-def by auto
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have Se-finite: finite Se
using Se-def Se-img-i-1 S-finite finite-imageI by auto

have eT-finite: finite eT
using eT-def eT-img-i-2 T-finite finite-imageI by auto

show finite ST
using ST-Se-eT Se-finite eT-finite finite-UnI by simp

qed

show ST-sub-GH : ST ⊆ carrier GH
proof −

have S-sub-G : S ⊆ carrier G
using S-gen-G is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of G S ] by simp

have T-sub-H : T ⊆ carrier H
using T-gen-H is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of H T ] by simp

have Se-sub-GH : Se ⊆ carrier GH
proof

fix x assume x-in-Se: x ∈ Se
define g where g = fst x
define h where h = snd x

have g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G using g-def x-in-Se Se-def S-sub-G by auto

have h = one H using h-def x-in-Se Se-def by auto
then have h-in-H : h ∈ carrier H by auto

have x = (g ,h) using g-def h-def prod-eqI by simp
then have x ∈ carrier G × carrier H using g-in-G h-in-H by simp
then show x ∈ carrier GH using DirProd-def GH-def by simp

qed

have eT-sub-GH : eT ⊆ carrier GH
proof

fix x assume x-in-eT : x ∈ eT
define g where g = fst x
define h where h = snd x

have h-in-H : h ∈ carrier H using h-def x-in-eT eT-def T-sub-H by auto

have g = one G using g-def x-in-eT eT-def by auto
then have g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G by auto

have x = (g ,h) using g-def h-def prod-eqI by simp
then show x ∈ carrier GH using g-in-G h-in-H DirProd-def GH-def by

simp
qed
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from Se-sub-GH eT-sub-GH show ?thesis using ST-Se-eT by simp
qed

show generate GH ST = carrier GH
proof

show generate GH ST ⊆ carrier GH
using GH-def GH-is-group ST-sub-GH group.generate-incl [of DirProd G H

ST ] by simp

show carrier GH ⊆ generate GH ST
proof

fix x assume x-in-GH : x ∈ carrier GH
define g where g = fst x
define h where h = snd x
have x-gh: x = (g ,h) using g-def h-def prod-eqI by simp
have g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G using g-def x-in-GH GH-def by auto
have h-in-H : h ∈ carrier H using h-def x-in-GH GH-def by auto

have g-in-genS : g ∈ generate G S
using g-in-G S-gen-G is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of G S ] by auto

have h-in-genT : h ∈ generate H T
using h-in-H T-gen-H is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of H T ] by auto

define Ge where Ge = {(x , one H ) | x . x ∈ carrier G }
have Ge ⊆ generate GH Se
proof −

have Ge = i-1 ‘ (carrier G) using Ge-def i-1-def image-def by auto
then show ?thesis

using S-gen-G is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of G S ]
Se-img-i-1 i-1-hom group-hom.generate-img [of G GH i-1 S ] by auto

qed
then have ge-in-genSe: (g , one H ) ∈ generate GH Se

using Ge-def g-in-G by auto
then have ge-in-genSe: (g , one H ) ∈ generate GH ST

using group.mono-generate[of GH Se ST ] ST-def Se-def by auto

define eH where eH = {(one G , x ) | x . x ∈ carrier H }
have eH ⊆ generate GH eT
proof −

have eH = i-2 ‘ (carrier H ) using eH-def i-2-def image-def by auto
then show ?thesis

using T-gen-H is-fin-gen-set-of-def [of H T ]
eT-img-i-2 i-2-hom group-hom.generate-img [of H GH i-2 T ] by auto

qed
then have eh-in-geneT : (one G , h) ∈ generate GH eT

using eH-def h-in-H by auto
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then have eh-in-geneT : (one G , h) ∈ generate GH ST
using group.mono-generate[of GH eT ST ] ST-def eT-def by auto

show x ∈ generate GH ST
proof −

have x-ge-eh: x = mult GH (g , one H ) (one G , h)
proof −

have x = (g ,h) using x-gh by simp
also have . . . = (mult G g (one G), mult H (one H ) h)

using monoid .r-one[of G g ] monoid .l-one[of H h] g-in-G h-in-H by
simp

ultimately show x = mult GH (g , one H ) (one G , h)
using monoid .l-one[of H ] monoid .r-one[of G ] DirProd-def [of G H ]

GH-def by auto
qed

then show ?thesis
using x-ge-eh ge-in-genSe eh-in-geneT eng [of (g , one H ) GH ST (one

G , h)] by auto
qed

qed
qed

qed

end
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We introduce graphings of equivalence relations (in the non-measurable set-
ting).

theory Graphing
imports Complex-Main

RelRel-Iso
begin

1 Generating equivalence relations

1.1 The equivalence relation generated by a relation

The equivalence relation generated by a relation on a set is the smallest
set (i.e., inductive set) that contains the given relation and satisfies the
properties of an equivalence relation.

inductive-set generated-equiv-rel :: ′a set => ′a rel => ′a rel
for X and r where

incl : x ∈ X ==> y ∈ X ==>
(x ,y) ∈ r

==> (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
| refl : x ∈ X

==> (x ,x ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
| symm: x ∈ X ==> y ∈ X ==>

(x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
==> (y ,x ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r

1
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| trans: x ∈ X ==> y ∈ X ==> z ∈ X ==>
(x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r ==> (y ,z ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r

==> (x ,z ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r

1.2 Basic facts on generated equivalence relations

The generated equivalence relation is a relation on the same base space:

lemma generated-equiv-rel-on-base:
fixes X r
assumes r-rel-on-X : r ⊆ X × X
shows (generated-equiv-rel X r) ⊆ X × X

proof
have pair-version:

∧
x y . (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
==> (x ,y) ∈ X × X

proof −
fix x y assume (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
then show (x ,y) ∈ X × X
proof (induct)
case incl

fix x y assume x ∈ X y ∈ X (x ,y) ∈ r
then show (x ,y) ∈ X × X by simp

next
case (refl x )

then show ?case by simp
next
case (symm x y)

then show ?case by simp
next
case (trans x y z )

then show ?case by simp
qed

qed

fix xy assume xy-in-genr : xy ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
then show xy ∈ X × X
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
then show ?thesis using pair-version[of x y ] xy-in-genr by simp

qed
qed

Generated equivalence relations are indeed equivalence relations.

lemma generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel :
fixes X r
assumes r-rel-on-X : r ⊆ X × X
shows equiv X (generated-equiv-rel X r)
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proof (intro equivI )
define R where R = generated-equiv-rel X r

show refl-on X R
proof

show R ⊆ X × X
using r-rel-on-X generated-equiv-rel-on-base R-def by simp

show
∧

x . x ∈ X ==> (x ,x ) ∈ R
using generated-equiv-rel .refl R-def by simp

qed

show sym R
proof

fix x y assume xy-in-R: (x ,y) ∈ R
then have x ∈ X y ∈ X

using generated-equiv-rel-on-base r-rel-on-X R-def by auto
then show (y ,x ) ∈ R

using generated-equiv-rel .symm R-def xy-in-R by simp
qed

show trans R
proof

fix x y z assume xyz-in-R: (x ,y) ∈ R (y ,z ) ∈ R
then have x ∈ X y ∈ X z ∈ X

using generated-equiv-rel-on-base r-rel-on-X R-def by auto
then show (x ,z ) ∈ R

using generated-equiv-rel .trans R-def xyz-in-R by simp
qed

qed

lemma generated-equiv-rel-contains-generator :
fixes X r
assumes r-rel-on-X : r ⊆ X × X
shows r ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X r

proof
fix xy assume xy-in-r : xy ∈ r
define x where x = fst xy
define y where y = snd xy
have xy-xy : (x ,y) =xy using x-def y-def prod-eqI by simp

have x-in-X : x ∈ X using xy-in-r x-def r-rel-on-X xy-xy by auto
have y-in-X : y ∈ X using xy-in-r x-def r-rel-on-X xy-xy by auto

show xy ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
using incl [of x X y r ] xy-in-r xy-xy x-in-X y-in-X by simp

qed

The construction of generated equivalence relations satisifes monotonicity.

lemma generated-equiv-rel-mono:
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fixes X r s
assumes r-rel-on-X : r ⊆ X × X

and s-rel-on-X : s ⊆ X × X
and r-sub-s: r ⊆ s

shows generated-equiv-rel X r ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X s
proof

have gen-r-sub-s:
∧

x y . (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
==> (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s

proof −
fix x y assume (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
then show (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s
proof (induct)

case incl
fix x y assume x ∈ X y ∈ X (x ,y) ∈ r
then have (x ,y) ∈ s using r-sub-s by auto
then show (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s

using generated-equiv-rel-contains-generator [of s X ] s-rel-on-X by
auto

next
case refl

fix x assume x ∈ X
then show (x ,x ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s

using s-rel-on-X generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel [of s X ]
equiv-def [of X generated-equiv-rel X s]
refl-onD by auto

next
case symm

fix x y assume x ∈ X y ∈ X (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s
then show (y ,x ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s

using s-rel-on-X generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel [of s X ]
equiv-def [of X generated-equiv-rel X s]
sym-def [of generated-equiv-rel X s] by auto

next
case trans

fix x y z assume x ∈ X y ∈ X z ∈ X
(x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s
(y ,z ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s

then show (x ,z ) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s
using s-rel-on-X generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel [of s X ]

equiv-def [of X generated-equiv-rel X s]
trans-def [of generated-equiv-rel X s] by auto

qed
qed

fix xy assume xy-in-genr : xy ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
then show xy ∈ generated-equiv-rel X s
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
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then show ?thesis using xy-in-genr gen-r-sub-s by simp
qed

qed

The equivalence relation generated by an equivalence relation coincides with
the given equivalence relation.

lemma generated-equiv-rel-of-equiv-rel :
fixes X r
assumes r-erel : equiv X r
shows r = generated-equiv-rel X r

proof
show r ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X r

using generated-equiv-rel-contains-generator [of r X ] r-erel
equiv-def [of X r ] refl-on-def [of X r ] by auto

show generated-equiv-rel X r ⊆ r
proof

have genrel-sub-r :
∧

x y . (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
==> (x ,y) ∈ r

proof −
fix x y assume (x ,y) ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
then show (x ,y) ∈ r

We prove this claim by showing that r satisfies the inductive properties of
the generated equivalence relation. Then minimality (i.e., the associated
induction property) gives the claimed inclusion

proof (induct)
case incl

fix x y assume x ∈ X y ∈ X (x ,y) ∈ r
then show (x ,y) ∈ r by simp

next
case (refl x )

then show ?case
using r-erel equiv-def [of X r ]

refl-on-def [of X r ] by auto
next
case (symm x y)

then show ?case
using r-erel equiv-def [of X r ]

sym-def [of r ] by auto
next
case (trans x y z )

then show ?case
using r-erel equiv-def [of X r ]

trans-def [of r ] by auto
qed

qed
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fix xy assume xy-in-genr : xy ∈ generated-equiv-rel X r
show xy ∈ r
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
then show ?thesis using genrel-sub-r [of x y ] xy-in-genr by simp

qed
qed

qed

2 Graphings of equivalence relations

2.1 Partial automorphisms of equivalence relations

We model partial isomorphisms of relations as subrelations that are graphs
of an isomorphism (in the non-measurable case: bijection).

definition is-partial-iso-of :: ′a rel => ′a rel => bool where
is-partial-iso-of r phi = (is-graph-of-iso phi

∧ phi ⊆ r)

lemma is-graph-of-partial-isoI :
fixes r phi f g
assumes phi-sub-r : phi ⊆ r

and phi-partial-iso: is-graph-of-iso phi
shows is-partial-iso-of r phi

proof −
show ?thesis

using is-partial-iso-of-def [of r phi ]
phi-sub-r phi-partial-iso by simp

qed

2.2 Graphings

definition is-graphing-of :: ′a set => ′a rel => ′a rel set => bool where
is-graphing-of X r Phi = (r = generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi))

2.3 A simple example

The empty set is a graphing of the diagonal relation:

definition diag :: ′a set => ′a rel where
diag X = { (x ,x ) | x . x ∈ X }

The diagonal is an equivalence relation.

lemma diag-is-equiv-rel :
fixes X
shows equiv X (diag X )

proof (intro equivI )
show refl-on X (diag X )
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proof
show (diag X ) ⊆ X × X

using diag-def [of X ] by auto
show

∧
x . x∈ X ==> (x ,x ) ∈ diag X

using diag-def [of X ] by auto
qed
show sym (diag X )

using diag-def [of X ] symI [of diag X ] by auto
show trans (diag X )

using diag-def [of X ] transI [of diag X ] by auto
qed

Every equivalence relation on a set contains the diagonal on this set because
of reflexivity.

lemma equiv-rel-contains-diag :
fixes X r
assumes r-equiv-on-X : equiv X r
shows diag X ⊆ r

proof
have refl-r :

∧
x . x ∈ X ==> (x ,x ) ∈ r

using r-equiv-on-X equiv-def refl-onD [of X r ] by auto

fix xy assume xy-in-diag : xy ∈ diag X
define x where x = fst xy
define y where y = snd xy
have xy-xy : xy = (x ,y) using prod-eqI x-def y-def by simp
then have x ∈ X x = y

using x-def y-def xy-in-diag diag-def [of X ] by auto
then have (x ,y) ∈ r using refl-r by auto
then show xy ∈ r using xy-xy by simp

qed

We conclude: The equivalence relation generated by the empty graphing is
the diagonal on the given set.

theorem empty-graphing-graphs-diagonal :
fixes X
shows is-graphing-of X (diag X ) {}

unfolding is-graphing-of-def
proof

define r where r = generated-equiv-rel X (Union {})
then have r-simp: r = generated-equiv-rel X {} by simp
have r-eqrel : equiv X r

using generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel [of {} X ] r-def by simp

The diagonal is contained in the equivalence relation generated by the empty
graphing, because the latter one is an equivalence relation and thus must
contain the diagonal.

show diag X ⊆ r
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proof −
have equiv X r

using r-eqrel
generated-equiv-rel-on-base[of {} X ] r-def by simp

then show ?thesis using equiv-rel-contains-diag [of X r ] by simp
qed

The equivalence relation generated by the empty graphing is contained in the
equivalence relation generated by the diagonal (by monotonicity); because
the diagonal is already an equivalence relation, the latter equivalence relation
is just the diagonal itself.

show r ⊆ diag X
proof −

have {} ⊆ diag X
{} ⊆ X × X
diag X ⊆ X × X
using diag-def [of X ] by auto

then have generated-equiv-rel X {} ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X (diag X )
using generated-equiv-rel-mono[of {} X diag X ] by simp

then show r ⊆ diag X
using r-simp diag-is-equiv-rel [of X ]

generated-equiv-rel-of-equiv-rel [of X diag X ] by simp
qed

qed

end
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We give simple examples of graphings of orbit relations. The goal is to show
that generating sets of groups lead to graphings of orbit relations.

theory Graphing-OrbitRelation
imports Complex-Main

RelRel-Iso
Graphing
HOL−Algebra.Group-Action
HOL−Algebra.Generated-Groups

begin

1 Orbit relations

definition orbit-relation :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => ′b set => ( ′a => ′b => ′b)
=> ( ′b × ′b) set where

orbit-relation G X rho = { (x , y)
| x y . x ∈ X
∧ y ∈ orbit G rho x }

Orbit relations are equivalence relations; this is just a wrapper around the
proofs from the group action library.

lemma orbit-relation-rel-on-basespace:
fixes G X rho
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
shows orbit-relation G X rho ⊆ X × X

1
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proof −

interpret G : group G using G-is-group by simp
interpret rho: group-action G X rho using rho-is-action by simp

define r where r = orbit-relation G X rho

show r ⊆ X × X
proof

fix xy assume xy-in-r : xy ∈ r
show xy ∈ X × X
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
have x-in-X : x ∈ X

using xy-in-r r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] Pair by simp

have y-in-X : y ∈ X
proof −

have y ∈ orbit G rho x
using xy-in-r r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] Pair by simp

then obtain g where g ∈ carrier G rho g x = y
using orbit-def [of G rho x ] by auto

then show y ∈ X
using rho-is-action x-in-X

group-action.element-image[of G X rho g x y ] by simp
qed
show ?thesis

using x-in-X y-in-X Pair by simp
qed

qed
qed

lemma orbit-relation-is-eqrel :
fixes G X rho
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
shows equiv X (orbit-relation G X rho)

unfolding equiv-def
proof (intro conjI )

interpret G : group G using G-is-group by simp
interpret rho: group-action G X rho using rho-is-action by simp

define r where r = orbit-relation G X rho

We show that r is a relation on X that satisfies reflexivity, symmetry, and
transitivity.

have r-rel-on-X : r ⊆ X × X
using orbit-relation-rel-on-basespace[of G X rho]
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G-is-group rho-is-action r-def by simp

show refl-on X r
unfolding refl-on-def
proof (rule conjI )

show r ⊆ X × X using r-rel-on-X by simp

show ∀ x ∈ X . (x ,x ) ∈ r
proof (intro ballI )

fix x assume x-in-X : x ∈ X
then have x ∈ orbit G rho x

using rho-is-action group-action.orbit-refl [of G X rho] by simp
then show (x ,x ) ∈ r

using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] x-in-X by simp
qed

qed

show sym r
unfolding sym-def
proof (intro allI impI )

fix x y assume xy-in-r : (x ,y) ∈ r
then have x-y-in-X : x ∈ X y ∈ X

using r-rel-on-X by auto

have x ∈ orbit G rho y
proof −

have y ∈ orbit G rho x
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] xy-in-r by simp

then show ?thesis
using group-action.orbit-sym[of G X rho x y ]

rho-is-action x-y-in-X by simp
qed

then show (y ,x ) ∈ r
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] x-y-in-X by simp

qed

show trans r
unfolding trans-def
proof (intro allI impI )

fix x y z assume xy-in-r : (x ,y) ∈ r
and yz-in-r : (y ,z ) ∈ r

then have x-y-z-in-X : x ∈ X y ∈ X z ∈ X
using r-rel-on-X by auto

have z ∈ orbit G rho x
proof −

have y ∈ orbit G rho x
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] xy-in-r by simp
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moreover have z ∈ orbit G rho y
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] yz-in-r by simp

ultimately show ?thesis
using group-action.orbit-trans[of G X rho x y z ]

rho-is-action x-y-z-in-X by simp
qed

then show (x ,z ) ∈ r
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] x-y-z-in-X by simp

qed
qed

2 A simple graphing of an orbit relation

The automorphism of a group element in a group action as a partial auto-
morphism.

definition transl-auto-of :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => ′b set => ( ′a => ′b => ′b)
=> ′a => ( ′b => ′b) where

transl-auto-of G X rho g = (λ x ∈ X . (rho g) x )

definition partial-transl-auto-of :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => ′b set => ( ′a => ′b
=> ′b) => ′a => ′b rel where

partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g = { (x , y)
| x y . x ∈ X
∧ y = (transl-auto-of G X rho g) x }

definition graphing-of-subset :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => ′b set => ( ′a => ′b
=> ′b) => ′a set => ′b rel set where

graphing-of-subset G X rho S = { partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
| g . g ∈ S ∩ carrier G}

2.1 Basic properties of translations in group actions

lemma partial-transl-auto-domain-range:
fixes G X rho g
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G

shows domain: Domain (partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g) = X
and range: Range (partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g) = X
and all : partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g ⊆ X × X

proof −

interpret rho: group-action G X rho using rho-is-action by simp

define phi where phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
define f where f = rho g
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have f-bij : bij-betw f X X
using rho-is-action group-action.bij-prop0 [of G X rho g ]

f-def g-in-G Bij-def [of X ] by simp
then have f-surj : f ‘ X = X

using bij-betw-def [of f X X ] by simp

show domain-phi : Domain phi = X
using phi-def partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by auto

show range-phi : Range phi = X
proof

show Range phi ⊆ X
proof

fix y assume y-in-range: y ∈ Range phi
then obtain xy where xy-prop: xy ∈ phi y = snd xy

using Range-def by auto
define x where x = fst xy
have xy-xy : xy = (x ,y) using xy-prop x-def prod-eqI by simp

then have x-in-X : x ∈ X using x-def xy-prop phi-def
partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by auto

show y ∈ X
proof −

have (x ,y) ∈ phi
using xy-xy xy-prop by simp

then have y = transl-auto-of G X rho g x
using phi-def partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by auto

then have f x = y
using f-def transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] x-in-X by simp

then show y ∈ X
using f-surj image-def x-in-X by auto

qed
qed

show X ⊆ Range phi
proof

fix y assume y-in-X : y ∈ X
from f-surj obtain x where x-prop: x ∈ X y = f x

using image-def [of f X ] y-in-X by auto
then have (x ,y) ∈ phi

using phi-def f-def partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ]
transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by simp

then show y ∈ Range phi using Range-def by auto
qed

qed

show phi ⊆ X × X
using domain-phi range-phi by auto
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qed

lemma partial-transl-auto-is-partial-auto:
fixes G X rho g
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G

shows is-partial-iso-of (orbit-relation G X rho)
(partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g)

proof (intro is-graph-of-partial-isoI )

interpret G : group G using G-is-group by simp
interpret rho: group-action G X rho using rho-is-action by simp

define r where r = orbit-relation G X rho
define phi where phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g

show phi ⊆ r
proof

fix xy assume xy-in-phi : xy ∈ phi
show xy ∈ r
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
have x-in-X : x ∈ X

using xy-in-phi phi-def Pair
partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by auto

have y-in-orbit : y ∈ orbit G rho x
proof −

from xy-in-phi obtain y = (rho g) x
using phi-def

partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ]
transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ]
x-in-X Pair by auto

then show ?thesis
using orbit-def [of G rho x ]

rho-is-action g-in-G x-in-X by auto
qed

show ?thesis
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho]

x-in-X y-in-orbit Pair by simp
qed

qed

show is-graph-of-iso phi
proof (intro is-graph-of-isoI is-graph-of-inv-isosI )

define f1 where f1 = rho g
define f2 where f2 = rho (m-inv G g)
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have domain-phi : Domain phi = X
and range-phi : Range phi = X

using partial-transl-auto-domain-range[of G X rho g ]
G-is-group g-in-G phi-def rho-is-action by auto

show is-graph-of phi f1
unfolding is-graph-of-def
proof −

show phi = {(x ,y). x ∈ Domain phi ∧ y = f1 x}
using domain-phi f1-def phi-def

partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ]
transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho] by auto

qed

show ∀ x ∈ Domain phi . (f2 o f1 ) x = x
proof (intro ballI )

fix x assume x ∈ Domain phi
then have x-in-X : x ∈ X using domain-phi by simp

have (f2 o f1 ) x = (rho (m-inv G g)) ((rho g) x )
using f2-def f1-def by simp

also have . . . = rho (mult G (m-inv G g) g) x
using rho-is-action

group-action.composition-rule[of G X rho x m-inv G g g , THEN sym]
g-in-G group.inv-closed [of G g ] x-in-X by simp

also have . . . = (rho (one G)) x
using group.l-inv [of G g ] g-in-G by simp

finally show (f2 o f1 ) x = x
using group-action.id-eq-one[of G X rho, THEN sym]

rho-is-action x-in-X by simp
qed

show ∀ x ∈ Range phi . (f1 o f2 ) x = x
proof (intro ballI )

fix x assume x ∈ Range phi
then have x-in-X : x ∈ X using range-phi by simp

have (f1 o f2 ) x = (rho g) (rho (m-inv G g) x )
using f1-def f2-def by simp

also have . . . = rho (mult G g (m-inv G g)) x
using rho-is-action

group-action.composition-rule[of G X rho x g m-inv G g , THEN sym]
g-in-G group.inv-closed [of G g ] x-in-X by simp

also have . . . = rho (one G) x
using group.r-inv [of G g ] g-in-G by simp

finally show (f1 o f2 ) x = x
using group-action.id-eq-one[of G X rho, THEN sym]

rho-is-action x-in-X by simp
qed
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qed
qed

2.2 Some basic properties of general graphings

lemma graphing-subrel :
fixes X r Phi
assumes Phi-family-of-partial-isos: ∀ phi ∈ Phi .

is-partial-iso-of r phi
and r-is-eqrel : equiv X r

shows r ⊆ X × X
and Union Phi ⊆ X × X
and generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi) ⊆ r

proof −
have UPhi-sub-r : Union Phi ⊆ r
proof

fix x assume x ∈ Union Phi
then obtain phi

where phi ∈ Phi and x-in-phi : x ∈ phi by auto
then have is-partial-iso-of r phi

using Phi-family-of-partial-isos by simp
then have phi ⊆ r

using is-partial-iso-of-def [of r phi ] by simp
then show x ∈ r using x-in-phi by auto

qed

show r-sub-XX : r ⊆ X × X
using r-is-eqrel equiv-def [of X r ] refl-on-def [of X r ] by simp

then show Phi-sub-XX : Union Phi ⊆ X × X
using UPhi-sub-r subset-trans by simp

have generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi) ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X r
using UPhi-sub-r r-sub-XX

generated-equiv-rel-mono[of Union Phi X r ]
by simp

then show generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi) ⊆ r
using r-is-eqrel

generated-equiv-rel-of-equiv-rel [of X r , THEN sym]
by simp

qed

lemma graphing-of-subset-relonbase:
fixes G X rho S-gen-G
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and S-sub-G : S ⊆ carrier G

shows Union (graphing-of-subset G X rho S ) ⊆ X ×X
proof

define Phi where Phi = graphing-of-subset G X rho S
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fix xy assume xy ∈ Union Phi
then obtain phi where phi ∈ Phi

and xy-in-phi : xy ∈ phi by auto
then obtain g where g ∈ S

and phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
using Phi-def graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho S ] by auto

then show xy ∈ X × X
using xy-in-phi S-sub-G G-is-group rho-is-action

partial-transl-auto-domain-range[of G X rho g ]
by blast

qed

2.3 Basic properties of graphings consisting of translations.

lemma graphing-of-subset-mono:
fixes G X rho S T
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and S-sub-T : S ⊆ T
and T-sub-G : T ⊆ carrier G

shows graphing-of-subset G X rho S⊆ graphing-of-subset G X rho T
proof

fix phi assume phi-in-genS : phi ∈ graphing-of-subset G X rho S

have S-sub-G : S ⊆ carrier G
using S-sub-T T-sub-G by simp

from graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho S ] obtain g
where g-in-S : g ∈ S

and phi-via-g : phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
using phi-in-genS S-sub-G by auto

then have g ∈ T
using g-in-S S-sub-T by auto

then show phi ∈ graphing-of-subset G X rho T
using graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho T ] phi-via-g T-sub-G by auto

qed

lemma graphing-of-subset-contains-subsetaction:
fixes G X rho S x g
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and S-sub-G : S ⊆ carrier G
and x-in-X : x ∈ X
and g-in-S : g ∈ S

shows (x , (rho g) x ) ∈
generated-equiv-rel X (Union (graphing-of-subset G X rho S ))

proof −
define Phi where Phi = graphing-of-subset G X rho S
define s where s = generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi)
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have g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G
using g-in-S S-sub-G by auto

have (transl-auto-of G X rho g) x = (rho g) x
using x-in-X g-in-G transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by simp

then have (x , (rho g) x ) ∈ partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
using x-in-X partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] by simp

then have (x , (rho g) x ) ∈ Union Phi
using Phi-def g-in-S g-in-G

graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho S ]
Union-iff [of (x , (rho g) x ) Phi ] by auto

then show ?thesis
using Phi-def graphing-subrel S-sub-G G-is-group rho-is-action

graphing-of-subset-relonbase[of G X rho S ]
generated-equiv-rel-contains-generator [of Union Phi X ] by auto

qed

2.4 The graphing of all group elements

lemma whole-group-leads-to-graphing :
fixes G X rho
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
shows is-graphing-of X (orbit-relation G X rho) (graphing-of-subset G X rho

(carrier G))
unfolding is-graphing-of-def
proof

define r where r = orbit-relation G X rho
define Phi where Phi = graphing-of-subset G X rho (carrier G)

have Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos: ∀ phi ∈ Phi .
is-partial-iso-of r phi

proof
fix phi assume phi ∈ Phi
then obtain g where g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G

and phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
using Phi-def graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho carrier G ] by auto

then show is-partial-iso-of r phi
using partial-transl-auto-is-partial-auto[of G X rho g ]

r-def g-in-G G-is-group rho-is-action by simp
qed

show UPhi-sub-r : generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi) ⊆ r
using Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos

graphing-subrel [of Phi r X ]
orbit-relation-is-eqrel [of G X rho] r-def G-is-group rho-is-action
by simp

have r-sub-UPhi : r ⊆ Union Phi
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proof
fix xy assume xy-in-r : xy ∈ r
show xy ∈ Union Phi
proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)
from xy-in-r obtain g

where y-via-g : y = (rho g) x
and g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G

using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] orbit-def [of G rho x ] Pair by
auto

have x-in-X : x ∈ X
using orbit-relation-rel-on-basespace[of G X rho]

G-is-group rho-is-action xy-in-r Pair r-def by auto
have (x ,y) ∈ partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g

using y-via-g
partial-transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ]
transl-auto-of-def [of G X rho g ] restrict-def x-in-X by simp

then show xy ∈ Union Phi
using Phi-def graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho carrier G ] g-in-G Pair

by auto
qed

qed

show r ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi)
proof −

have r-is-eqrel : equiv X r
using r-def G-is-group rho-is-action orbit-relation-is-eqrel [of G X rho] by

simp
then have generated-equiv-rel X r ⊆ generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi)

using r-sub-UPhi generated-equiv-rel-mono[of r X Union Phi ]
graphing-subrel [of Phi r X ] Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos
by simp

then show ?thesis
using generated-equiv-rel-of-equiv-rel [of X r ] r-is-eqrel by simp

qed
qed

2.5 The graphing of a generating set

We can now prove the main result: The translations of a generating set of a
group form graphings for actions of this group.

theorem generating-set-leads-to-graphing :
fixes G X rho S
assumes G-is-group: group G

and rho-is-action: group-action G X rho
and S-sub-G : S ⊆ carrier G
and S-gen-G : generate G S = carrier G

shows is-graphing-of X (orbit-relation G X rho) (graphing-of-subset G X rho S )
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unfolding is-graphing-of-def
proof

define Phi where Phi = graphing-of-subset G X rho S
define r where r = orbit-relation G X rho
define s where s = generated-equiv-rel X (Union Phi)

have Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos: ∀ phi ∈ Phi .
is-partial-iso-of r phi

proof
fix phi assume phi ∈ Phi
then obtain g where g-in-S : g ∈ S

and phi = partial-transl-auto-of G X rho g
using Phi-def graphing-of-subset-def [of G X rho S ] by auto

then show is-partial-iso-of r phi
using partial-transl-auto-is-partial-auto[of G X rho g ]

r-def g-in-S G-is-group rho-is-action S-sub-G by auto
qed

The easy inclusion:

have s-sub-r : s ⊆ r
using Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos

graphing-subrel [of Phi r X ]
orbit-relation-is-eqrel [of G X rho] r-def G-is-group rho-is-action s-def
by simp

For the converse inclusion, we first collect some easy facts; in particular,
that the two considered relations indeed are equivalence relations on the
underlying space of the action:

have r-eqrel : equiv X r
using r-def orbit-relation-is-eqrel [of G X rho]

G-is-group rho-is-action by simp
have r-sub-XX : r ⊆ X × X
and UPhi-sub-XX : Union Phi ⊆ X × X

using graphing-subrel [of Phi r X ] Phi-is-family-of-partial-isos
r-eqrel by auto

have s-eqrel : equiv X s
using s-def generated-equiv-rel-is-equiv-rel [of Union Phi X ]

UPhi-sub-XX by simp

The converse (not so easy) inclusion:

have r-sub-s: r ⊆ s
proof

fix xy assume xy ∈ r
then show xy ∈ s
proof (induct xy)

case (Pair x y)

We prove inductively that the generated equivalence relation contains all the
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pairs related by group elements in the generated subgroup. The induction
is over the inductive structure of the generated subgroup (as smallest subset
that contains the generating set, the inverses of elements of the generating
set, and which is closed under multiplication. For this induction to work,
we will need to generalise over the first component via an all-quantifier.

have gen-S-orbits:
∧

g x . g ∈ generate G S ==> x ∈ X
==> (x , (rho g) x ) ∈ s

proof −
fix g assume g-in-genS : g ∈ generate G S
then show orbit-of-x :

∧
x . x ∈ X ==> (x , (rho g) x ) ∈ s

proof (induct g)
case (one)

show (x , rho (one G) x ) ∈ s
proof −

have (x , rho (one G) x ) = (x ,x )
using rho-is-action group-action.id-eq-one[of G X rho, THEN

sym]
one by simp

then show (x , rho (one G) x ) ∈ s
using s-eqrel equiv-def [of X s] refl-onD [of X s x ] one by simp

qed
next
case (incl)

fix g assume g ∈ S
then show (x , (rho g) x ) ∈ s

using s-def Phi-def G-is-group rho-is-action S-sub-G incl
graphing-of-subset-contains-subsetaction[of G X rho S x g ]
by auto

next
case (inv)

fix g assume g-in-S : g ∈ S
then show (x , (rho (m-inv G g)) x ) ∈ s
proof −

have g-in-G : g ∈ carrier G
using g-in-S S-sub-G by auto

define y where y = (rho (m-inv G g)) x
have y-in-X : y ∈ X

using group-action.element-image[of G X rho m-inv G g x y ]
rho-is-action y-def inv g-in-G
G-is-group group.inv-closed [of G g ] by simp

have x-via-y : (rho g) y = x
using G-is-group rho-is-action y-in-X inv y-def g-in-G

group.inv-closed [of G g ]
group-action.composition-rule[of G X rho x g m-inv G g ,

THEN sym]
group.r-inv [of G g ] group-action.id-eq-one[of G X rho,

THEN sym] by auto
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have (y , (rho g) y) ∈ s
using s-def Phi-def G-is-group rho-is-action S-sub-G g-in-S

g-in-G y-in-X
graphing-of-subset-contains-subsetaction[of G X rho S y g ]
by simp

then have ((rho g) y , y) ∈ s
using s-eqrel equiv-def [of X s] sym-def [of s] by simp

then show (x , (rho (m-inv G g)) x ) ∈ s
using x-via-y y-def by simp

qed
next
case (eng g1 g2 x )

then show (x , rho (mult G g1 g2 ) x ) ∈ s
proof −

have g1-in-G : g1 ∈ carrier G
and g2-in-G : g2 ∈ carrier G

using eng G-is-group group.generate-in-carrier [of G S ] S-sub-G
by auto

define y where y = rho g2 x
have y-in-X : y ∈ X

using group-action.element-image[of G X rho g2 x y ]
rho-is-action y-def eng g2-in-G G-is-group by simp

then have x-via-y : rho (mult G g1 g2 ) x = rho g1 y
using group-action.composition-rule[of G X rho x g1 g2 ]

rho-is-action y-def g1-in-G g2-in-G eng
by simp

have (x , y) ∈ s and (y , rho g1 y) ∈ s
using eng y-in-X y-def by auto

then have (x , rho g1 y) ∈ s
using s-eqrel equiv-def [of X s] trans-def [of s] by auto

then show (x , rho (mult G g1 g2 ) x ) ∈ s
using x-via-y by simp

qed
qed

qed

Finally, we only need to the statement on orbits into a statement on pairs:

have x-in-X : x ∈ X
using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] Pair by auto

from Pair obtain g where g ∈ carrier G
and y-gx : y = rho g x

using r-def orbit-relation-def [of G X rho] orbit-def [of G rho x ] by auto
then have g ∈ generate G S

using S-gen-G by simp
then have (x , rho g x ) ∈ s

using gen-S-orbits[of g x ] x-in-X by simp
then show (x ,y) ∈ s

using y-gx by auto
qed
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qed

show r ⊆ s using r-sub-s by simp
show s ⊆ r using s-sub-r by simp

qed

end
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Følner sequences
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We formalise Følner sequences in discrete groups and consider a simple
example.

theory Folner
imports Complex-Main

HOL−Algebra.Group
HOL−Algebra.Elementary-Groups
HOL−Analysis.Inner-Product

begin

1 Some preparations

1.1 Symmetric difference of sets

definition symmdiff :: ′a set => ′a set => ′a set where
symmdiff A B = (A − B) ∪ (B − A)

lemma card-symmdiff-subadd :
fixes A :: ′a set

and B :: ′a set
shows card (symmdiff A B) <= card (A − B) + card (B − A)

proof −
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show ?thesis using symmdiff-def [of A B ] card-Un-le[of A − B B − A] by simp
qed

lemma symmdiff-symm:
fixes A :: ′a set

and B :: ′a set
shows symmdiff A B = symmdiff B A

proof −
have symmdiff A B = (A − B) ∪ (B − A)

using symmdiff-def [of A B ] by simp
also have . . . = (B − A) ∪ (A − B)

by auto
also have . . . = symmdiff B A

using symmdiff-def [of B A] by simp
finally show ?thesis .

qed

1.2 Translates of sets in a group

definition translate-set where
translate-set G A g = (mult G g)‘ A

1.3 Properties of sequences of setes

definition is-seq-in :: ′a set => (nat => ′a set) => bool where
is-seq-in G F = (∀ n :: nat . F n ⊆ G)

definition all-finite :: (nat => ′a set) => bool where
all-finite F = (∀ n :: nat . finite (F n))

definition all-nonempty :: (nat => ′a set) => bool where
all-nonempty F = (∀ n :: nat . F n ∼= {} )

2 Følner sequences

definition is-Folner-seq-for :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => (nat => ′a set) => ′a
=> bool where

is-Folner-seq-for G F g =
( (λ n :: nat .

card ( (symmdiff (F n)) (translate-set G (F n) g) )
/ card (F n) )
−−−−→ 0 )

definition is-Folner-seq :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => (nat => ′a set) => bool
where

is-Folner-seq G F =
(is-seq-in (carrier G) F

∧ all-finite F
∧ all-nonempty F
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∧ (∀ g ∈ carrier G .
is-Folner-seq-for G F g))

definition has-Folner-seq :: ( ′a,-) monoid-scheme => bool where
has-Folner-seq G = (∃ F :: nat => ′a set .

is-Folner-seq G F )

lemma is-Folner-seqI :
fixes G F
assumes G-is-group: group G

and prop-of-Fn:
∧

n :: nat . (F n ⊆ carrier G
∧ finite (F n)
∧ F n ∼= {})

and Folner-Fn: (
∧

g . g ∈ carrier G ==>
is-Folner-seq-for G F g)

shows is-Folner-seq G F
unfolding is-Folner-seq-def
proof (intro conjI )

show is-seq-in (carrier G) F using prop-of-Fn is-seq-in-def [of carrier G F ] by
auto

show all-finite F using prop-of-Fn all-finite-def by auto
show all-nonempty F using prop-of-Fn all-nonempty-def [of F ] by auto
show ∀ g ∈ carrier G . is-Folner-seq-for G F g using Folner-Fn ballI by auto

qed

3 Amenability of the integers via Følner sets

We will show that the following sequence of ascending intervals is a Følner
sequence for the additive group of the integers.

definition ZFol :: nat => int set where
ZFol n = {0 ..n}

3.1 Basic properties of integer intervals

lemma translate-interval :
fixes a :: int

and b :: int
and g :: int

assumes a-leq-b: a <= b
shows {g + a .. g + b}

= (λ k . g + k)‘ {a .. b}
proof −

show ?thesis using image-add-atLeastAtMost ′ by simp
qed

lemma card-interval-0 :
fixes a :: int
assumes a-geq-0 : a >= 0
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shows card {0 .. a} = a + 1
proof −

show ?thesis using card-atLeastAtMost-int [of 0 a] a-geq-0 by simp
qed

lemma card-interval :
fixes a :: int

and b :: int
assumes a-leq-b: a <= b
shows card {a .. b} <= b + 1 − a

proof −
have b − a >= 0 using a-leq-b by simp
then show ?thesis using card-atLeastAtMost-int [of a b] by simp

qed

3.2 Translates of sets of integers

lemma add-inv-set :
fixes A :: int set

and g :: int
shows A = ((+) g)‘ ( ((+) (−g))‘ A)

proof −
define f where f = (+) g
define h where h = (+) (−g)
have fh-id : f o h = (λ x . x ) using h-def f-def by auto

show A = f‘ (h‘ A)
by (simp only : image-image[of f h A] o-def [of f h, THEN sym] fh-id

image-ident [of A])
qed

lemma add-symmdiff :
fixes A :: int set

and B :: int set
and g :: int

shows ((+) g)‘ (symmdiff A B) = symmdiff (((+) g)‘ A) (((+) g)‘ B)
proof −

define f where f = (+) g

have symmdiff (f‘ A) (f‘ B) = (f‘ A − f‘ B) ∪ (f‘ B − f‘A)
by (simp add : symmdiff-def )

also have . . . = (f‘ (A − B)) ∪ (f‘ (B − A))
using translation-diff f-def by auto

also have . . . = f‘ ((A − B) ∪ (B − A))
by auto

also have . . . = f‘ (symmdiff A B)
using symmdiff-def [of A B ] by simp

finally show ?thesis using f-def by auto
qed
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3.3 Basic properties of the sequence ZFol

lemma ZFol-translate:
fixes n :: nat

and g :: int
shows translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g

= {g .. g + n }
proof −

show ?thesis
using translate-set-def [of integer-group ZFol n g ] ZFol-def [of n]

translate-interval [of 0 int n g ] by auto
qed

The key Følner estimate; first only for non-negative translations, and then
in a second step also for general translations.

lemma card-ZFol-diff-translate-nonneg :
fixes n :: nat

and g :: nat
shows card (symmdiff (ZFol n)

(translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g))
<= 2 ∗ (g+1 )

proof −
define F where F = ZFol n
define Fg where Fg = translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g
define D where D = symmdiff F Fg

We treat the two components of the symmetric difference separately.

define Left where Left = {0 :: int .. g}
have L-finite: finite Left using Left-def by auto
define Right where Right = {n :: int .. g+ n}
have R-finite: finite Right using Right-def by auto

have firstdiff : F − Fg ⊆ Left
proof

fix x :: int assume x-in-diff : x ∈ F − Fg
have x-in-F : x ∈ ZFol n

using F-def DiffD1 [of x F Fg ] x-in-diff by simp
have x-geq-0 : 0 <= x
and x-leq-n: x <= n

using x-in-F ZFol-def [of n] by auto

have x-lt-g : x < g
proof −

have x /∈ Fg using Diff-iff x-in-diff by simp
then show x < g

using x-leq-n Fg-def ZFol-translate[of n g ] by (auto simp add : arith)

qed
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then show x ∈ Left
using x-geq-0 x-lt-g Left-def by auto

qed

have seconddiff : Fg − F ⊆ Right
proof

fix x assume x-in-diff : x ∈ Fg − F
have x-in-Fg : x ∈ {g .. g + n}

using x-in-diff Fg-def ZFol-translate[of n g ] DiffD1 [of x Fg F ] by auto
have x-leq-gn: x <= g + n
and x-geq-g : g <= x

using x-in-Fg by auto

have x-gt-n: n < x
proof −

have x /∈ F using Diff-iff x-in-diff by simp
then show n < x

using x-geq-g F-def ZFol-def [of n] by (auto simp add : arith)
qed

then show x ∈ Right
using x-leq-gn x-gt-n Right-def by auto

qed

have D-sub-LR: D ⊆ Left ∪ Right
unfolding D-def symmdiff-def
proof (intro Un-least)

show F − Fg ⊆ Left ∪ Right
using firstdiff

Un-upper1 [of Left ] subset-trans[of F − Fg Right ] by auto

show Fg − F ⊆ Left ∪ Right
using seconddiff

Un-upper2 [of Right ] subset-trans[of Fg − F Right ] by auto
qed

It only remains to estimate the cardinalities.

have card-firstdiff : card (F − Fg) <= g + 1
proof −

have card Left <= g + 1
using Left-def card-interval [of 0 g ] by auto

then show ?thesis
using firstdiff card-mono[of Left F − Fg ] L-finite by auto

qed

have card-seconddiff : card (Fg − F ) <= g + 1
proof −

have card Right <= g + 1

6
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using Right-def card-interval [of n g+n] by auto
then show ?thesis

using seconddiff card-mono[of Right Fg − F ] R-finite by auto
qed

show ?thesis
using D-def card-firstdiff card-seconddiff

card-symmdiff-subadd [of F Fg ] F-def Fg-def by (auto simp add : arith)
qed

lemma card-ZFol-diff-translate:
fixes n :: nat

and g :: int
shows card (symmdiff (ZFol n)

(translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g))
<= 2 ∗ (abs g+1 )

proof (cases g >= 0 )

The non-negative case is already done.

case (True)
then obtain h :: nat where g = int h

using nonneg-int-cases by auto
then show ?thesis

using card-ZFol-diff-translate-nonneg [of n h] by auto
next

The negative case can be reduced to the non-negative case by a suitable
translation.

case (False)
then have −g >= 0 by simp
then obtain h :: nat where h-def : −g = int h

using nonneg-int-cases[of −g ] by auto
then have abs-g : abs g = int h by simp

have symmdiff (ZFol n) (translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g)
= symmdiff (translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g) (ZFol n)

by (simp only : symmdiff-symm)
also have . . . = symmdiff (((+) g)‘ (ZFol n)) (ZFol n)

using translate-set-def [of integer-group ZFol n] integer-group-def by auto
also have . . . = ((+) g)‘ (symmdiff (ZFol n) (((+) (−g))‘ (ZFol n)))

using add-symmdiff add-inv-set by auto
also have . . . = ((+) g)‘ (symmdiff (ZFol n) (translate-set integer-group

(ZFol n) h))
using translate-set-def [of integer-group ZFol n h] integer-group-def h-def

by auto
finally show ?thesis

using card-ZFol-diff-translate-nonneg [of n h]
card-image[of (+) g ] inj-add-left [of g ] abs-g by auto

qed
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3.4 Ascending intervals are a Følner sequence

theorem Z-Folner-seq-example:
shows is-Folner-seq integer-group ZFol

proof (intro is-Folner-seqI )

The integers form a group with respect to addition.

show group integer-group
using group-integer-group by simp

The intervals are finite non-empty subsets of the integers.

show prop-of-Fn:
∧

n :: nat .
ZFol n ⊆ carrier integer-group

∧ finite (ZFol n)
∧ ZFol n ∼= {}

proof (intro conjI )
fix n :: nat
show ZFol n ⊆ carrier integer-group

using ZFol-def integer-group-def by simp
show finite (ZFol n)

using ZFol-def by auto
show ZFol n ∼= {}

using ZFol-def by auto
qed

The Følner limits are zero.

show
∧

g . g∈ carrier integer-group ==>
is-Folner-seq-for integer-group ZFol g

unfolding is-Folner-seq-for-def
proof −

fix g :: int assume g-in-G : g ∈ carrier integer-group

The denominators grow linearly:

have denominator :
∧

n :: nat . card (ZFol n) = n + 1
proof −

fix n :: nat
show card (ZFol n) = n+1

using ZFol-def [of n] card-interval-0 [of n] by auto
qed

The numerators are bounded; here, we use the key estimate card-Zfol-diff-translate:

define f :: nat => nat where
f = (λ n. card (symmdiff (ZFol n)

(translate-set integer-group (ZFol n) g)))

have numerator-bounded :
∧

n :: nat . norm (f n) <= 2 ∗ (abs g + 1 )
proof −

fix n :: nat
have f n <= 2 ∗ (abs g + 1 )

8
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using f-def card-ZFol-diff-translate[of n g ] by auto
moreover
have f n >= 0

using f-def card-def by simp
ultimately have abs (f n) <= 2 ∗ (abs g + 1 )

by auto
then show norm (f n) <= 2 ∗ (abs g + 1 )

using norm-of-int by auto
qed

Hence, the sequence in question is a product of a bounded sequence and a
sequence that tends to zero.

show (λ n :: nat . f n / (card (ZFol n)))
−−−−→ 0

proof −
define b :: nat => real where b = (λ n. 1/card (ZFol n) )
define a :: nat => real where a = (λ n. f n ∗ b n)

have f-bounded : Bseq f
using BseqI ′[of f 2 ∗ (abs g + 1 )]

numerator-bounded norm-of-int by auto

have b-tendsto-0 : Zfun b sequentially
proof −

have b = (λ n :: nat . 1/ (n+1 ))
using b-def denominator by simp

then have b = (λ n :: nat . inverse (Suc n))
by (simp add : inverse-eq-divide)

then have b −−−−→ 0
using LIMSEQ-inverse-real-of-nat by simp

then show Zfun b sequentially
using tendsto-Zfun-iff [of - 0 sequentially ] by auto

qed

have a −−−−→ 0
proof −

have a-inner : a = (λ n :: nat . inner (real (f n)) (b n))
using a-def inner-real-def by simp

have Zfun (λ n :: nat . inner (real (f n)) (b n)) sequentially
using bounded-bilinear .Bfun-prod-Zfun[of inner f sequentially b]

by (simp only : f-bounded b-tendsto-0 bounded-bilinear-inner)
then show ?thesis

using a-inner tendsto-Zfun-iff [of a 0 sequentially ] by auto
qed

then show ?thesis using a-def b-def by simp
qed

qed
qed
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In particular, the additive group of the integers admits a Følner sequence.

theorem Z-has-Folner-seq :
shows has-Folner-seq integer-group

unfolding has-Folner-seq-def
proof

show is-Folner-seq integer-group ZFol
using Z-Folner-seq-example by simp

qed

end
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The standard odometer relation

Clara Löh

July 14, 2020

Contents

1 Hyperfiniteness 1

2 The odometer relation 2
2.1 Preparations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
2.2 Hyperfiniteness of the odometer relation . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

We show that the odometer relation is hyperfinite. For simplicity, we will
do this in a set-theoretic instead of a measurable context.

theory Odometer-Relation
imports Complex-Main

begin

1 Hyperfiniteness

An equivalence relation is finite if all its equivalence classes are finite. An
equivalence relation is hyperfinite if it is an ascending union of finite equiv-
alence relations.

definition is-finite-rel :: ′a set => ′a rel => bool where
is-finite-rel X r = (∀ x ∈ X . finite (r‘‘ {x}) )

definition allnats :: nat set where
allnats = UNIV

definition is-finite-rel-seq :: ′a set => (nat => ′a rel) => bool where
is-finite-rel-seq X R = (∀ n :: nat . is-finite-rel X (R n))

definition is-eqrel-seq :: ′a set => (nat => ′a rel) => bool where
is-eqrel-seq X R = (∀ n :: nat . equiv X (R n))

definition is-ascending-seq :: (nat => ′a set) => bool where
is-ascending-seq R = (∀ n :: nat . (R n) ⊆ (R (n+1 )))
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definition is-hyperfinite-witness :: ′a set => ′a rel => (nat => ′a rel) => bool
where

is-hyperfinite-witness X r R = (is-finite-rel-seq X R ∧
is-eqrel-seq X R ∧
is-ascending-seq R ∧
(r = (

⋃ { R n | n . n ∈ allnats })))

definition is-hyperfinite-eqrel :: ′a set => ′a rel => bool where
is-hyperfinite-eqrel X r = (equiv X r ∧

(∃ R :: (nat => ′a rel).
is-hyperfinite-witness X r R))

2 The odometer relation

For simplicity, we model functions from the natural numbers to the set {0 ,1}
as functions of type nat => bool.

definition X :: (nat => bool) set where
X = UNIV

definition odometer-rel :: (nat => bool) rel where
odometer-rel = { (x ,y) | x y . x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ X ∧

(∃ N :: nat . ∀ n :: nat .
n >= N −−> x n = y n) }

2.1 Preparations

lemma odometer-rel-is-eqrel :
shows equiv X odometer-rel

proof (intro equivI )
show refl-on X odometer-rel

using refl-on-def [of X odometer-rel ] by (auto simp add : odometer-rel-def )
show sym odometer-rel

using sym-def [of odometer-rel ] by (auto simp add : odometer-rel-def )
show trans odometer-rel
unfolding trans-def
proof (intro allI impI )

fix x y z assume xy-rel : (x ,y) ∈ odometer-rel
and yz-rel : (y ,z ) ∈ odometer-rel

show (x ,z ) ∈ odometer-rel
proof −

from xy-rel obtain Nxy :: nat
where Nxy-prop: ∀ n :: nat . n >= Nxy −−> x n = y n
by (auto simp add : odometer-rel-def )

from yz-rel obtain Nyz :: nat
where Nyz-prop: ∀ n :: nat . n >= Nyz −−> y n = z n
by (auto simp add : odometer-rel-def )

define N where N = max Nxy Nyz

2
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have N-prop: ∀ n :: nat . n >= N −−> x n = z n
proof (intro allI impI )

fix n :: nat assume n >= N
then have n >= Nxy n>= Nyz

using N-def by auto
then show x n = z n

using Nxy-prop Nyz-prop by auto
qed

have x ∈ X z ∈ X
using xy-rel yz-rel odometer-rel-def by auto

then show (x ,z ) ∈ odometer-rel
using N-prop odometer-rel-def by auto

qed
qed

qed

2.2 Hyperfiniteness of the odometer relation

We will use the following witness for hyperfiniteness of the odometer relation:

definition R :: nat => (nat => bool) rel where
R = (λ n :: nat . { (x ,y) | x y . x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ X ∧

(∀ m :: nat .
m >= n −−> x m = y m) } )

lemma R-is-rel-seq :
fixes n :: nat
shows R n ⊆ X × X

proof −
show ?thesis by (auto simp add : R-def )

qed

lemma R-is-eqrel-seq :
shows is-eqrel-seq X R

unfolding is-eqrel-seq-def
proof

fix n :: nat
show equiv X (R n)
proof (intro equivI )

show refl-on X (R n)
using refl-on-def [of X R n] by (auto simp add : R-def )

show sym (R n)
using sym-def by (auto simp add : R-def )

show trans (R n)
using trans-def by (auto simp add : R-def )

qed
qed

The key lemma: The equivalence classes of each R n are indeed finite.
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lemma R-is-finite-rel-seq :
shows is-finite-rel-seq X R

unfolding is-finite-rel-seq-def
proof

fix n :: nat
show is-finite-rel X (R n)
unfolding is-finite-rel-def
proof

fix x assume x-in-X : x ∈ X
then show finite ((R n)‘‘ {x})
proof −

define r where r = R n
have x-orbit : r ‘‘ {x} = { y | y . y ∈ X ∧

(∀ m :: nat . m>= n −−> x m = y m)}
using r-def x-in-X by (auto simp add : R-def )

We now show finiteness of the orbit by establishing that this orbit is the
image of a finite set under a map. Here, we use that the members of a single
equivalence class of R n can only differ on their initial positions.

have finite (Pow {0 .. n})
using finite-Pow-iff by simp

define f :: nat set => nat => bool where
f = (λ A. λ k . if k <= n then k ∈ A

else x k)
have r‘‘ {x} ⊆ f‘ (Pow {0 .. n })
proof

fix y assume y ∈ r‘‘{x}
then have y-in-X : y ∈ X

and xy-rel : ∀ m :: nat . m>= n −−> x m = y m
using x-orbit by auto

define A :: nat set where A = {k | k . k ∈ {0 .. n} ∧ y k}
have A-in-Pow : A ∈ Pow {0 ..n}

using A-def Pow-def by auto
have y = f A
proof

fix k :: nat
show y k = (f A) k
proof cases

assume k-le-n: k <= n
then have y k = (k ∈ A)

using A-def by simp
then show y k = (f A) k

using f-def k-le-n by simp
next
assume k-gt-n: ∼(k <= n)

then have k > n
by simp

then have y k = x k

4
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using xy-rel by simp
then show y k = (f A) k

using f-def k-gt-n by simp
qed

qed

then show y ∈ f‘ (Pow {0 .. n})
using image-iff A-in-Pow by simp

qed

then show finite (r‘‘ {x})
using finite-imageI [of Pow {0 ..n} f ]

finite-Pow-iff [of {0 ..n}]
finite-subset [of r‘‘{x}] by simp

qed
qed

qed

lemma R-is-ascending-seq :
shows is-ascending-seq R

unfolding is-ascending-seq-def
proof

fix n :: nat
show R n ⊆ R (n+1 )

by (auto simp add : R-def )
qed

theorem odometer-rel-is-hyperfinite:
shows is-hyperfinite-witness X odometer-rel R

unfolding is-hyperfinite-witness-def
proof (intro conjI )

show is-finite-rel-seq X R
using R-is-finite-rel-seq by simp

show is-eqrel-seq X R
using R-is-eqrel-seq by simp

show is-ascending-seq R
using R-is-ascending-seq by simp

show odometer-rel =
⋃ { R n | n . n ∈ allnats }

by (auto simp add : odometer-rel-def R-def allnats-def )
qed

It is straightforward to promote this to a proof in the measurable context:
The witness is chosen in such a way that each of the relations in the sequence
is measurable in the product sigma algebra.

end
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Isabelle source files of the exercises

theory Orbits_Exercise

imports Complex_Main

begin

text \<open>Equivalence relations are relations on a given set

that are reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.\<close>

definition is_relation_on :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_relation_on X r = (r \<subseteq> X \<times> X)"

definition is_reflexive :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_reflexive X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. (x,x) \<in> r)"

definition is_symmetric :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_symmetric X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X.

(x,y) \<in> r --> (y,x) \<in> r)"

definition is_transitive :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_transitive X r = (\<forall> x \<in> X. \<forall> y \<in> X. \<forall> z \<in> X.

((x,y) \<in> r \<and> (y,z) \<in> r) --> (x,z) \<in> r)"

definition is_equivalence_relation :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => bool" where

"is_equivalence_relation X r = (is_relation_on X r

\<and> is_reflexive X r

\<and> is_symmetric X r

\<and> is_transitive X r)"

text \<open>Small lemmas that help to extract properties of

equivalence relations.\<close>

lemma eqrel_symmetric:

fixes X r

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

shows "is_symmetric X r"

proof -

show ?thesis

using eqrel is_equivalence_relation_def by auto

qed

lemma eqrel_symmetric_meta:

fixes X r x y

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

and x_rel_y: "(x,y) \<in> r"

shows "(y,x) \<in> r"

proof -

have "x \<in> X" and "y \<in> X"

using x_rel_y eqrel is_equivalence_relation_def
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by (auto simp add: is_relation_on_def)

then show ?thesis

using x_rel_y eqrel eqrel_symmetric

by (auto simp add: is_symmetric_def)

qed

lemma eqrel_transitive:

fixes X r

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

shows "is_transitive X r"

proof -

show ?thesis

using eqrel is_equivalence_relation_def by auto

qed

lemma eqrel_transitive_meta:

fixes X r x y z

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

and x_rel_y: "(x,y) \<in> r"

and y_rel_z: "(y,z) \<in> r"

shows "(x,z) \<in> r"

proof -

have xy_and_yz: "(x,y) \<in> r \<and> (y,z) \<in> r"

using x_rel_y y_rel_z by simp

have "x \<in> X" and "y \<in> X" and "z \<in> X"

using x_rel_y y_rel_z eqrel is_equivalence_relation_def

by (auto simp add: is_relation_on_def)

then show ?thesis

using xy_and_yz eqrel eqrel_transitive is_transitive_def[of X r]

by blast

qed

text \<open>The orbits of an equivalence relation are nothing

but its equivalence classes. In the context of measured group

theory, we call them orbits.\<close>

definition orbit :: "’a set => (’a \<times> ’a) set => ’a => ’a set " where

"orbit X r x = " (*Complete this definition!*)

text \<open>If two elements are related, then their orbits are

the same. We first show one inclusion and then show equality

by using the inclusion lemma in both directions.\<close>

lemma orbits_inclusion:

fixes X r x y

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

and x_rel_y: "(x,y) \<in> r"

shows "orbit X r x \<subseteq> orbit X r y"

proof

fix z assume z_in_orbit: "z \<in> orbit X r x"

show "z \<in> orbit X r y"
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proof -

have y_rel_z: "(y,z) \<in> r"

proof -

have y_rel_x: "(y,x) \<in> r"

using eqrel eqrel_symmetric_meta[of X] x_rel_y by simp

(* Complete this proof *)

qed

moreover have "z \<in> X"

using y_rel_z eqrel is_equivalence_relation_def

by (auto simp add: is_relation_on_def)

ultimately show "z \<in> orbit X r y"

using orbit_def[of X r y] by simp

qed

qed

lemma orbits_equal:

fixes X r x y

assumes eqrel: "is_equivalence_relation X r"

and x_rel_y: "(x,y) \<in> r"

shows "orbit X r x = orbit X r y"

proof

show "orbit X r x \<subseteq> orbit X r y"

using x_rel_y eqrel orbits_inclusion[of X] by simp

show "orbit X r y \<subseteq> orbit X r x"

proof -

(* Complete this proof *)

qed

qed

end
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(* Title: Rank_Exercise.thy

Author: Clara L\"oh

*)

text \<open>We introduce the rank of finitely generated groups and prove

subadditivity for products.\<close>

theory Rank_Exercise

imports Complex_Main

"HOL-Algebra.Generated_Groups"

Product_GenSet

(*of course, it would be cleaner to have is_fin_gen_set_of in a different location,

but we keep it like this for now for backwards compatibility*)

begin

section \<open>Ranks of finitely generated groups\<close>

text \<open>The rank of a (finitely generated) group is the minimal size

of a generating set, i.e., the least element of the set of all natural

numbers that occur as cardinalities of finite generating sets of the

given group.\<close>

definition fin_gen_sets_of :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme => ’a set set" where

"fin_gen_sets_of G = { S | S . is_fin_gen_set_of G S }"

definition is_finitely_generated :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme => bool" where

"is_finitely_generated G = (fin_gen_sets_of G ~= {})"

definition cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme => nat set" where

"cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of G = { card S | S . S \<in> fin_gen_sets_of G }"

definition is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme => nat => bool" where

"is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G c = (c \<in> cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of G)"

definition rank :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme => nat" where

"rank G = Least (is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G)"

section \<open>Basic facts on ranks of graoups\<close>

text \<open>Every finite generating set gives an upper bound for the rank:\<close>

lemma rank_le_I:

fixes G :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme"

and S

assumes S_fin_gen: "is_fin_gen_set_of G S"

shows "rank G <= card S"

proof -

have "card S \<in> cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of G"

proof -

have "S \<in> fin_gen_sets_of G"

using S_fin_gen fin_gen_sets_of_def by auto

then show ?thesis

using cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of_def by auto

qed
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then show ?thesis

using rank_def[of G] is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of_def

Least_le[of "is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G"]

(* Orderings wellorder_Least_lemma *)

by auto

qed

text \<open>In a finitely generated group, there always exists a finite

generating set whose cardinality equals the rank:\<close>

lemma optimal_gen_set_ex:

fixes G :: "(’a,_) monoid_scheme"

assumes G_is_group: "group G"

and G_is_fingen: "is_finitely_generated G"

shows "\<exists> S. is_fin_gen_set_of G S \<and> card S = rank G"

proof -

text \<open>We show first that the rank occurs as cardinality

of a finite generating set of the group; in order to do that

we have to establish that the set of cardinalities of

finite generating sets is non-empty.\<close>

have "\<exists> c. is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G c"

proof -

(* Complete this proof *)

qed

then obtain c where c_card: "is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G c" by auto

text \<open>We then only need to pick an associated finite

generating set.\<close>

have "is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of G (rank G)"

using c_card rank_def[of G] LeastI_ex by auto

then have "rank G \<in> cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of G"

using is_card_of_fin_gen_set_of_def by auto

then obtain S where "S \<in> fin_gen_sets_of G \<and> card S = rank G"

using cards_of_fin_gen_sets_of_def[of G] by auto

then have "is_fin_gen_set_of G S \<and> card S = rank G"

using fin_gen_sets_of_def[of G] by auto

then show ?thesis by auto

qed

section \<open>Subadditivity of ranks of products\<close>

text \<open>The rank of groups is subadditive with respect to taking product

groups. As a preparation, we already established how generating sets of the

factors can be combined into a generating set of the product group. We will

now first have a closer look at the sizes of these sets. Finally, we will

use this size estimate to prove subadditivity of the rank.\<close>

lemma gen_sets_product_size:

fixes G :: "(’a, _) monoid_scheme"

and H :: "(’b, _) monoid_scheme"

and S T ST

assumes G_is_group: "group G"
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and H_is_group: "group H"

and S_gen_G: "is_fin_gen_set_of G S"

and T_gen_H: "is_fin_gen_set_of H T"

and ST_def: "ST = { (g, one H) | g . g \<in> S} \<union> {(one G, h) | h . h \<in> T }"

shows "card ST <= card S + card T"

proof -

(* Setup for the three groups G, H, and the product group *)

interpret H: group H using H_is_group by simp

interpret G: group G using G_is_group by simp

text \<open>We write \<open>ST\<close> as a union of images of

\<open>S\<close> and \<open>T\<close>. We can then use monotonicity

of cardinality under maps and subadditivity of the cardinality

of unions to prove the claimed estimate.\<close>

define Se where "Se = { (g, one H) | g. g \<in> S }"

define eT where "eT = { (one G, h) | h. h \<in> T }"

have ST_Se_eT: "ST = Se \<union> eT"

using ST_def Se_def eT_def by simp

have Se_card: "card Se <= card S"

proof -

define i_1 where "i_1 = (\<lambda> x :: ’a. (x, one H))"

have Se_img_i_1: "Se = i_1 ‘ S"

using Se_def i_1_def image_def by auto

have S_finite: "finite S"

using S_gen_G is_fin_gen_set_of_def by auto

then show ?thesis

using Se_img_i_1 card_image_le by simp

(* monotonicity of cardinality under maps: Finite_Set card_image_le *)

qed

have eT_card: "card eT <= card T"

proof -

(* Complete this proof *)

qed

then show ?thesis

proof -

have "card ST <= card Se + card eT"

using ST_Se_eT card_Un_le by simp

then show "card ST <= card S + card T"

using Se_card eT_card by simp

qed

qed

theorem rank_product_subadditivity:

fixes G H

assumes G_is_group: "group G"

and G_is_fingen: "is_finitely_generated G"

and H_is_group: "group H"

and H_is_fingen: "is_finitely_generated H"

shows "rank (DirProd G H) <= rank G + rank H"

proof -
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(* Setup for the three groups G, H, and the product group *)

interpret H: group H using H_is_group by simp

interpret G: group G using G_is_group by simp

define GH where "GH = DirProd G H"

have GH_is_group: "group GH" using GH_def G_is_group H_is_group DirProd_group by auto

interpret GH: group GH using GH_is_group GH_def by simp

text \<open>We pick optimal generating sets and combine them into

a generating set of the product\<close>

from G_is_fingen obtain S

where S_gen_G: "is_fin_gen_set_of G S \<and> card S = rank G"

using optimal_gen_set_ex[of G] by auto

from H_is_fingen obtain T

where T_gen_H: "is_fin_gen_set_of H T \<and> card T = rank H"

using optimal_gen_set_ex[of H] by auto

define ST where

"ST = { (g, one H) | g . g \<in> S} \<union> {(one G, h) | h . h \<in> T }"

text \<open>The previous lemmas now allow us to conclude:\<close>

(* Complete this proof *)

qed

end
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(* Title: Graphing_Exercise.thy

Author: Clara L\"oh

*)

text \<open>We introduce graphings of equivalence relations (in the

non-measurable setting).\<close>

theory Graphing_Exercise

imports Complex_Main

RelRel_Iso

begin

section \<open>Generating equivalence relations\<close>

subsection \<open>The equivalence relation generated by a relation\<close>

text \<open>The equivalence relation generated by a relation on a set

is the smallest set (i.e., inductive set) that contains the given

relation and satisfies the properties of an equivalence relation.\<close>

inductive_set generated_equiv_rel :: "’a set => ’a rel => ’a rel"

for X and r where

incl: "x \<in> X ==> y \<in> X ==>

(x,y) \<in> r

==> (x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

| refl: "x \<in> X

==> (x,x) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

| symm: "x \<in> X ==> y \<in> X ==>

(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r

==> (y,x) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

| trans: "x \<in> X ==> y \<in> X ==> z \<in> X ==>

(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r ==> (y,z) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r

==> (x,z) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

subsection \<open>Basic facts on generated equivalence relations\<close>

text \<open>The generated equivalence relation is a relation on the same

base space:\<close>

lemma generated_equiv_rel_on_base:

fixes X r

assumes r_rel_on_X: "r \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

shows "(generated_equiv_rel X r) \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

proof

have pair_version: "\<And> x y. (x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r

==> (x,y) \<in> X \<times> X"

proof -

fix x y assume "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

then show "(x,y) \<in> X \<times> X"

proof (induct)

case incl

fix x y assume "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "(x,y) \<in> r"

then show "(x,y) \<in> X \<times> X" by simp

(* alternatively:
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case (incl x y)

then show "(x,y) \<in> X \<times> X" by simp

*)

next

case (refl x)

then show ?case by simp

next

case (symm x y)

then show ?case by simp

next

case (trans x y z)

then show ?case by simp

qed

qed

(* We can reduce the actual claim to the explicit pair case using

fst/snd or using the cases/induction principle for pairs. *)

fix xy assume xy_in_genr: "xy \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

then show "xy \<in> X \<times> X"

proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)

then show ?thesis using pair_version[of x y] xy_in_genr by simp

qed

qed

text \<open>Generated equivalence relations are indeed equivalence

relations.\<close>

lemma generated_equiv_rel_is_equiv_rel:

fixes X r

assumes r_rel_on_X: "r \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

shows "equiv X (generated_equiv_rel X r)"

(* equiv: from Equiv_Relations.thy *)

proof (intro equivI)

define R where "R = generated_equiv_rel X r"

show "refl_on X R"

proof

show "R \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

using r_rel_on_X generated_equiv_rel_on_base R_def by simp

show "\<And> x. x \<in> X ==> (x,x) \<in> R"

using generated_equiv_rel.refl R_def by simp

qed

show "sym R"

proof

fix x y assume xy_in_R: "(x,y) \<in> R"

then have "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X"

using generated_equiv_rel_on_base r_rel_on_X R_def by auto

then show "(y,x) \<in> R"

using generated_equiv_rel.symm R_def xy_in_R by simp

qed

show "trans R"
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proof

fix x y z assume xyz_in_R: "(x,y) \<in> R" "(y,z) \<in> R"

then have "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "z \<in> X"

using generated_equiv_rel_on_base r_rel_on_X R_def by auto

then show "(x,z) \<in> R"

using generated_equiv_rel.trans R_def xyz_in_R by simp

qed

qed

lemma generated_equiv_rel_contains_generator:

fixes X r

assumes r_rel_on_X: "r \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

shows "r \<subseteq> generated_equiv_rel X r"

proof

fix xy assume xy_in_r: "xy \<in> r"

define x where "x = fst xy"

define y where "y = snd xy"

have xy_xy: "(x,y) =xy" using x_def y_def prod_eqI by simp

have x_in_X: "x \<in> X" using xy_in_r x_def r_rel_on_X xy_xy by auto

have y_in_X: "y \<in> X" using xy_in_r x_def r_rel_on_X xy_xy by auto

show "xy \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

using incl[of x X y r] xy_in_r xy_xy x_in_X y_in_X by simp

qed

text \<open>The construction of generated equivalence relations

satisifes monotonicity.\<close>

lemma generated_equiv_rel_mono:

fixes X r s

assumes r_rel_on_X: "r \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

and s_rel_on_X: "s \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

and r_sub_s: "r \<subseteq> s"

shows "generated_equiv_rel X r \<subseteq> generated_equiv_rel X s"

proof

have gen_r_sub_s: "\<And> x y. (x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r

==> (x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

proof -

fix x y assume "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

then show "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

proof (induct)

case incl

fix x y assume "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "(x,y) \<in> r"

then have "(x,y) \<in> s" using r_sub_s by auto

then show "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

using generated_equiv_rel_contains_generator[of s X] s_rel_on_X by auto

next

case refl

fix x assume "x \<in> X"

then show "(x,x) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

using s_rel_on_X generated_equiv_rel_is_equiv_rel[of s X]

equiv_def[of X "generated_equiv_rel X s"]

refl_onD by auto
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next

case symm

fix x y assume "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

then show "(y,x) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

using s_rel_on_X generated_equiv_rel_is_equiv_rel[of s X]

equiv_def[of X "generated_equiv_rel X s"]

sym_def[of "generated_equiv_rel X s"] by auto

next

case trans

fix x y z assume "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "z \<in> X"

"(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

"(y,z) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

then show "(x,z) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

using s_rel_on_X generated_equiv_rel_is_equiv_rel[of s X]

equiv_def[of X "generated_equiv_rel X s"]

trans_def[of "generated_equiv_rel X s"] by auto (* thinks for a bit *)

qed

qed

fix xy assume xy_in_genr: "xy \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

then show "xy \<in> generated_equiv_rel X s"

proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)

then show ?thesis using xy_in_genr gen_r_sub_s by simp

qed

qed

text \<open>The equivalence relation generated by an equivalence relation

coincides with the given equivalence relation.\<close>

lemma generated_equiv_rel_of_equiv_rel:

fixes X r

assumes r_erel: "equiv X r"

shows "r = generated_equiv_rel X r"

proof

show "r \<subseteq> generated_equiv_rel X r"

using generated_equiv_rel_contains_generator[of r X] r_erel

equiv_def[of X r] refl_on_def[of X r] by auto

show "generated_equiv_rel X r \<subseteq> r"

proof

have genrel_sub_r: "\<And> x y. (x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r

==> (x,y) \<in> r"

proof -

fix x y assume "(x,y) \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

then show "(x,y) \<in> r"

text \<open>We prove this claim by showing that \<open>r\<close>

satisfies the inductive properties of the generated equivalence relation.

Then minimality (i.e., the associated induction property) gives the claimed

inclusion\<close>

proof (induct)

case incl

fix x y assume "x \<in> X" "y \<in> X" "(x,y) \<in> r"
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then show "(x,y) \<in> r" by simp

(* alternatively:

case (incl x y)

then show ?case by simp

*)

next

case (refl x)

then show ?case

using r_erel equiv_def[of X r]

refl_on_def[of X r] by auto

next

case (symm x y)

then show ?case

using r_erel equiv_def[of X r]

sym_def[of r] by auto

next

case (trans x y z)

then show ?case

using r_erel equiv_def[of X r]

trans_def[of r] by auto (* thinks for a bit *)

qed

qed

fix xy assume xy_in_genr: "xy \<in> generated_equiv_rel X r"

show "xy \<in> r"

proof (cases xy)

case (Pair x y)

then show ?thesis using genrel_sub_r[of x y] xy_in_genr by simp

qed

qed

qed

section \<open>Graphings of equivalence relations\<close>

subsection \<open>Partial automorphisms of equivalence relations\<close>

text \<open>We model partial isomorphisms of relations as subrelations

that are graphs of an isomorphism (in the non-measurable case: bijection).\<close>

definition is_partial_iso_of :: "’a rel => ’a rel => bool" where

"is_partial_iso_of r phi = (is_graph_of_iso phi

\<and> phi \<subseteq> r)"

lemma is_graph_of_partial_isoI:

fixes r phi f g

assumes phi_sub_r: "phi \<subseteq> r"

and phi_partial_iso: "is_graph_of_iso phi"

shows "is_partial_iso_of r phi"

proof -

show ?thesis

using is_partial_iso_of_def[of r phi]

phi_sub_r phi_partial_iso by simp
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qed

subsection \<open>Graphings\<close>

(* Improve this definition! *)

definition is_graphing_of :: "’a set => ’a rel => ’a rel set => bool" where

"is_graphing_of X r Phi = (r = generated_equiv_rel X (Union Phi))"

subsection \<open>A simple example\<close>

text\<open>The empty set is a graphing of the diagonal relation:\<close>

definition diag :: "’a set => ’a rel" where

"diag X = { (x,x) | x . x \<in> X}"

text\<open>The diagonal is an equivalence relation.\<close>

lemma diag_is_equiv_rel:

fixes X

shows "equiv X (diag X)"

proof (intro equivI)

show "refl_on X (diag X)"

proof

show "(diag X) \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

using diag_def[of X] by auto

show "\<And> x. x\<in> X ==> (x,x) \<in> diag X"

using diag_def[of X] by auto

qed

show "sym (diag X)"

using diag_def[of X] symI[of "diag X"] by auto

show "trans (diag X)"

using diag_def[of X] transI[of "diag X"] by auto

qed

text \<open>Every equivalence relation on a set contains the

diagonal on this set because of reflexivity.\<close>

lemma equiv_rel_contains_diag:

fixes X r

assumes r_equiv_on_X: "equiv X r"

shows "diag X \<subseteq> r"

proof

have refl_r: "\<And> x. x \<in> X ==> (x,x) \<in> r"

using r_equiv_on_X equiv_def refl_onD[of X r] by auto

fix xy assume xy_in_diag: "xy \<in> diag X"

define x where "x = fst xy"

define y where "y = snd xy"

have xy_xy: "xy = (x,y)" using prod_eqI x_def y_def by simp

then have "x \<in> X" "x = y"

using x_def y_def xy_in_diag diag_def[of X] by auto

then have "(x,y) \<in> r" using refl_r by auto

then show "xy \<in> r" using xy_xy by simp
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qed

text \<open>We conclude: The equivalence relation generated by

the empty graphing is the diagonal on the given set.\<close>

(* Adapt the proof according to your new definition of is_graphing_of ! *)

theorem empty_graphing_graphs_diagonal:

fixes X

shows "is_graphing_of X (diag X) {}"

unfolding is_graphing_of_def

proof

define r where "r = generated_equiv_rel X (Union {})"

then have r_simp: "r = generated_equiv_rel X {}" by simp

have r_eqrel: "equiv X r"

using generated_equiv_rel_is_equiv_rel[of "{}" X] r_def by simp

text \<open>The diagonal is contained in the equivalence relation generated

by the empty graphing, because the latter one is an equivalence relation

and thus must contain the diagonal.\<close>

show "diag X \<subseteq> r"

proof -

have "equiv X r"

using r_eqrel

generated_equiv_rel_on_base[of "{}" X] r_def by simp

then show ?thesis using equiv_rel_contains_diag[of X r] by simp

qed

text \<open>The equivalence relation generated by the empty graphing

is contained in the equivalence relation generated by the diagonal

(by monotonicity); because the diagonal is already an equivalence

relation, the latter equivalence relation is just the diagonal itself.\<close>

show "r \<subseteq> diag X"

proof -

have "{} \<subseteq> diag X"

"{} \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

"diag X \<subseteq> X \<times> X"

using diag_def[of X] by auto

then have "generated_equiv_rel X {} \<subseteq> generated_equiv_rel X (diag X)"

using generated_equiv_rel_mono[of "{}" X "diag X"] by simp

then show "r \<subseteq> diag X"

using r_simp diag_is_equiv_rel[of X]

generated_equiv_rel_of_equiv_rel[of X "diag X"] by simp

qed

qed

end
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(* Theory: Folner_Finite_Exercise.Theory

Author: Clara L\"oh

*)

text \<open>We prove that finite groups admit F\o lner sequences.\<close>

theory Folner_Finite_Exercise

imports Complex_Main

"HOL-Algebra.Group"

Folner

begin

section \<open>Preparations\<close>

(* The zero sequence indeed converges to 0 *)

lemma zero_tendsto_zero:

shows "(\<lambda> n :: nat. 0) \<longlonglongrightarrow> 0"

proof -

show ?thesis by simp

qed

(* The symmetric difference of a set with itself is empty *)

lemma symmdiff_with_itself:

fixes A :: "’a set"

shows "symmdiff A A = {}"

unfolding symmdiff_def

proof -

have "A-A = {}" by simp

then show "(A-A) \<union> (A-A) = {}" by simp

qed

(* Put further non-Folner preparations here (if necessary) *)

section \<open>F\o lner sequences for finite groups\<close>

theorem finite_groups_admit_Folner_seq:

fixes G

assumes G_is_group: "group G"

and G_is_finite: "finite (carrier G)"

shows "has_Folner_seq G"

proof (* How do you want to start the proof? *)

(* Complete this proof! Choose suitable intermediate steps/lemmas *)

qed

end
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(* Title: Decomposition_Estimate_Exercise.thy

Author: Clara L\"oh

*)

theory Decomposition_Estimate_Exercise

imports Complex_Main

"HOL-Probability.Probability_Measure"

begin

(* This simple estimate could be useful in the main proof. *)

lemma div_estimate:

fixes m c :: real

assumes cm_le_1: "c * m <= 1"

and c_pos: "c > 0"

shows "m <= 1/c"

proof -

have "m = 1/c * c * m"

using c_pos by simp

also have "\<dots> <= 1/c * 1"

using cm_le_1 c_pos mult_left_mono[of "c * m" "1" "1/c"] by auto

finally show ?thesis by simp

qed

lemma(in prob_space) decomposition_select_small_set:

fixes S :: "’i set"

and A :: "’i => ’a set"

assumes hyp_1: "finite S"

and hyp_2: "S ~= {}"

and hyp_3: "A‘S \<subseteq> sets M"

and hyp_4: "disjoint_family_on A S"

shows "\<exists> i \<in> S. measure M (A i) <= 1/(card S)"

proof -

define f where "f = (\<lambda> i. measure M (A i))"

have nonempty_fS: "f‘ S ~= {}"

and finite_fS: "finite (f‘ S)"

using hyp_2

hyp_1 finite_imageI[of S f] by auto

text \<open>We consider a set of minimal measure within the

given decomposition and show that it has the desired property.\<close>

define m :: real where "m = Min (f‘ S)"

then obtain j

where j_in_S: "j \<in> S"

and m_via_j: "f j = m"

using Min_in[of "f‘ S"] finite_fS nonempty_fS image_def[of f S] by auto

then have m_le: "\<And> i. i \<in> S ==> m <= f i"

proof -

fix i assume "i \<in> S"

then have "f i \<in> f‘ S"

by simp

then show "m <= f i"

using m_def Min_le[of "f‘ S" "f i"] finite_fS image_def[of f S] by auto
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qed

have "m <= 1/card S"

proof -

text \<open>We first prove the multiplicative version.\<close>

have Sm_leq_1: "card S * m <= 1"

proof -

(* Complete this proof;

the sum notation "\<Sum> i \<in> S. ..." might be useful *)

qed

then have "measure M (A j) <= 1/(card S)"

using m_via_j f_def by simp

then show ?thesis

using j_in_S by auto

qed

end
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Assignments and exercise sheets



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 1

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig April 21, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on April 21).

• Register on GRIPS for this course.

In the first “lecture,” we will get acquainted with the video conferencing tool,
we will discuss organisational matters, and I will give a brief overview of this
course.

After this first “lecture”, the reading material for the second meeting will
be made available. In subsequent weeks with remote teaching, I will always try
to provide the material for the whole week n+ 1 on the Wednesday of week n.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on April 22).

• Think about how you can efficiently and successfully organise self-study:
for example, when to work on the reading assignments, how to make sure
that you do not just browse quickly through the material but get immersed
into the subject and spend enough time on it, when/how to “meet” with
fellow students to discuss the topics, which notes/annotations to take,
how to organise questions that arise while reading (and when/where to
ask them), which additional sources to consult, how to integrate working
on the exercise sheets . . .

• Reactivate basics from measure theory; some basic notions and facts are
contained in Appendix A.1 of the lecture notes.

• Reactivate basics from group actions.

• Read Chapter 1.1 Dynamical Systems.

The definitions of measure preserving maps and of measure preserving
actions are the key definitions of this course!

• (Optional) Get acquainted with the version control management system git
and set up an account on gitlab.com or github.com. This might simplify
the handling of submissions/grading of your solutions to exercises.

This is not a lot of material, but you will only have one day to prepare . . . From
week 2 on, there will be more Mathematics!

Exercises (for the session on April 24). In this first exercise session, some basics on
probability spaces and group actions will be discussed (e.g., as in the following
exercises).

Please turn over



Exercise 0.1 (Lebesgue measure preserving maps). We consider the Lebesgue
measure on the following spaces. Which of the following maps are measure
preserving?

1. R −→ R, x 7−→ −x2020

2. R −→ R2, x 7−→ (x, 0)

3. R2 −→ R, (x, y) 7−→ x

4. [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1], (x, y) 7−→ x

Exercise 0.2 (measures on Z). We consider the left translation action Z y Z
(by addition) and equip Z with the σ-algebra P (Z).

1. How is this action defined?

2. Give an example of a measure on Z such that this action is measure
preserving.

3. Give a concrete example of a measure on Z such that this action is not
measure preserving.

4. Does there exist a probability measure on Z such that this action is mea-
sure preserving?

Exercise 0.3 (infinite products). Let ν be the uniform distribution probability
measure on {0, 1} and let µ :=

⊗
N ν be the product probability measure on the

product space {0, 1}N with the product σ-algebra.

1. Where does the probability space ({0, 1}N, µ) arise in applications?

2. Is the set A := {0} × {0, 1}N>0 measurable? If so, what is µ(A) ?

3. Is the set B := {0} × {0, 1} × {0} × {0, 1} × · · · measurable? If so, what
is µ(B) ?

4. What is the meaning of A and B in your answer to the first question?

Exercise 0.4 (the real world). Give a “real-world” example of a measure preser-
ving map.

No submission! Questions of this type will be discussed in the first exercise
session on April 24.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 2
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on April 28). In the next few lectures, we
will collect and construct a list of examples of dynamical systems that will
accompany us for the rest of this course. Therefore, we will spend some time to
carefully develop and understand these examples.

• Read Chapter 1.2.1 Rotations and shifts on the circle.

• Read Chapter 1.2.2 Coset translations up to Quick check 1.2.11.

• Did you do all the quick checks, try out the interactive tool, check all the
arguments, understand the underlying ideas, and write down the questions
you have for the interactive discussion sessions? (Clearly, these questions
will be relevant for every lecture.)

Reading assignment (for the lecture on April 29).

• Read the rest of Chapter 1.2.2 Coset translations (starting from Definiti-
on 1.2.12).

Lattices show up in all kinds of applications. If you are not familiar with
topological groups, Haar measures, etc.: Don’t worry, we will not go deep
into this theory; we will just use lattices as a nice source of examples (and
maybe at the very end of the course for various applications).

If you want to learn more about the ambient groups for lattices, you
might be interested in following the course Algebraische Gruppen (taught
by V. Ertl and D. Schäppi).

• Read Chapter 1.2.3 Diagonal actions.

If necessary: First recall product probability spaces (e.g., as in Appen-
dix A.1.4 and Exercise 0.3).

• Did you save the princess?

Exercises (for the session on “May 1”). The exercise session will be moved to a
non-holiday. The following exercises (which all are solvable with the material
read/discussed in week 1) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 1.1 (the real plane). We consider the matrices

A :=

(
3 2
4 3

)
and B :=

(
3 3
4 2

)

in M2×2(R). Which of the following statements are true? Justify your answer
with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. The map R2 −→ R2, x 7−→ A · x is measure preserving (with respect to
the Lebesgue measure on R2).

2. The map R2 −→ R2, x 7−→ B · x is measure preserving (with respect to
the Lebesgue measure on R2).

Exercise 1.2 (isometries on the 3-ball). Let Γ ⊂ SO(3) be a countable subgroup
and let D3 ⊂ R be the Euclidean unit 3-ball. Show that the (well-defined!)
action

Γ×D3 −→ D3

(A, x) 7−→ A · x

given by matrix multiplication is measure preserving with respect to the Lebes-
gue measure and essentially free.
Hints. What do you know about elements of SO(3) ?

Exercise 1.3 (the non-free locus). Let X be a Hausdorff second countable topo-
logical space, let µ be a measure on the Borel σ-algebra of X, and let Γ y (X,µ)
be a measure preserving action. Show that the set A := {x ∈ X | Γx 6∼= 1}. is
measurable and that Γ ·A = A.

Exercise 1.4 (a free action without measurable fundamental domain). We consider
the action of Q on R given by addition of real numbers; this action is measure
preserving with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R. Show that there is no
measurable set D ⊂ R that meets every Q-orbit exactly once, i.e., that satisfies

∀x∈R
∣∣(Q + x) ∩D

∣∣ = 1.

Bonus problem (initial/terminal objects).

1. Does the category Measp of measure spaces and measure preserving maps
contain an initial object?

2. Does the category Measp contain a terminal object?

3. Does the category Measbl of measurable sets and measurable maps contain
an initial object?

4. Does Measbl contain a terminal object?

Submission before April 29, 2020, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or
through git. Solutions should be in PDF format and may be submitted in English
or German.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 5). We continue with the construc-
tion of examples of dynamical systems.

• Recall the construction of the p-adic integers (including both a concrete
description and the notion of inverse limits).

• Read Chapter 1.2.4 Profinite completions.

Profinite completions are somewhat hard to visualise and to get used to.
Don’t worry too much if you think that this is difficult.

• Read Example 1.2.41 Bernoulli shift.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 6). We study the last class of ex-
amples (for now) and engage in a first, quick excursion into long-term behaviour
of dynamical systems.

• Complete reading Chapter 1.2.5 Bernoulli shifts.

• Read Chapter 1.3 Recurrence.

In case you don’t know much about functional analysis, feel free to ignore
the technical details of the limit argument of the derivation of Szemerédi’s
theorem from the multiple recurrence theorem. However, you should at
least extract the structure of the main line of argument.

Next week, we will introduce different ways of comparing different dynamical
systems.

Exercises (for the session on May 8). The following exercises (which all are sol-
vable with the material read/discussed in week 2) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 2.1 (diagonal). Let Γ be a countable group and let Γ y (X,µ) and
Γ y (Y, ν) be probability measure preserving actions. Which of the following
statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexam-
ple.

1. If the diagonal action Γ y (X×Y, µ⊗ν) is essentially free, then Γ y (X,µ)
is essentially free or Γ y (Y, ν) is essentially free.

2. If all orbits of Γ y (X,µ) and Γ y (Y, ν) are finite, then also all orbits of
the diagonal action Γ y (X × Y, µ⊗ ν) are finite.

Exercise 2.2 (Heisenberg group). We consider the integral and the real Heisen-
berg group (which both are subgroups of SL(3,R)):

HZ :=








1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1



∣∣∣∣∣∣
x, y, z ∈ Z



 , HR :=








1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1



∣∣∣∣∣∣
x, y, z ∈ R





Show that HZ is a cocompact lattice in HR with respect to the topology given
by convergence of all matrix coefficients.

Exercise 2.3 (discrete subgroups). Let G be a locally compact second countable
topological group and let Λ ⊂ G be a discrete subgroup (i.e., Λ is a subgroup
of G and the subspace topology on Λ is the discrete topology). You only need
to submit a solution to one of the following:

1. Show that Λ is countable.

2. Show that the left translation action of Λ on G admits a measurable fun-
damental domain, i.e., that there exists a measurable subset D ⊂ G with

∀x∈G |Γ · x ∩D| = 1.

Exercise 2.4 (finite index (normal) subgroups). Let Γ be a group. You only need
to submit a solution to one of the following:

1. Let Λ1,Λ2 ⊂ Γ be subgroups of finite index. Show that also Λ1 ∩ Λ2 has
finite index in Γ.

2. Let Λ ⊂ Γ be a finite index subgroup. Show that there exists a normal
subgroup N ⊂ Γ of finite index with N ⊂ Λ.

Bonus problem (asteroids orbits). Implement a version of the asteroids game
that illustrates the orbits of diagonal actions of Z on the torus S1 × S1 whose
factors are rotation actions.

• The player should be able to position the ship and to choose the two
rotation angles.

• The bullets should then step by step visualise the corresponding orbit.

If you deploy it as a web application, then all course participants can enjoy it.

Submission before May 6, 2020, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or
through git. Solutions should be in PDF format and may be submitted in English
or German.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 12). This week, we will introduce
different ways of comparing different dynamical systems.

• (Optional) Recall the notion and applications of homotopy categories.

• Recall the standard examples from Chapter 1.2.

• Read Chapter 1.4 Conjugacy and weak containment.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 13).

• Recall the notion of lattices.

• (Optional) Recall the notion of quasi-isometry between finitely generated
groups and basic examples.

• Read Chapter 1.5 Orbit equivalence and measure equivalence until Quick
check 1.5.16.

Next week, we will complete Chapter 1 and introduce the notion of ergodicity
and related topics.

Exercises (for the session on May 15). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 3) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 3.1 (profinite completions). Which of the following statements are true?
Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. If Γ is a finite group, then Γ̂ is finite.

2. If Γ is an infinite group, then Γ̂ is infinite.

Exercise 3.2 (Hopfian groups). A group Γ is Hopfian if every surjective group
homomorphism Γ −→ Γ is an automorphism. Show that all finitely generated
residually finite groups are Hopfian.
Hints. If Γ is a finitely generated group and Q is a finite group, then the
set HomGroup(Γ, Q) is finite.

Exercise 3.3 (recurrence with a metric). Let X be a separable metric space, let
µ be a Borel probability measure on X, and let Z y (X,µ) be a probability
measure preserving action. Show that for µ-almost every x ∈ X there exists a
strictly increasing sequence (nk)k∈N of natural numbers with

lim
k→∞

nk · x = x.

Exercise 3.4 (José’s question). Give an example of a subset of N of positive
upper density that does not contain an infinite arithmetic sequence (and prove
that your example has the claimed property).
Hints. There are many ways to do this!

Bonus problem (Fields medals). Find at least four Fields medalists whose rele-
vant contributions are connected to ergodic theory and explain in two sentences
what this connection to ergodic theory is.

Submission before May 13, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 19).

• Read the rest of Chapter 1.5 Orbit equivalence and measure equivalence.

• This is the end of Chapter 1. If you have not done so already, this might
be a good time to compile a summary of this chapter.

• Read Chapter 2.1.1 Ergodicity.

• Read Chapter 2.1.2 Mixing actions.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 20).

• (Optional) Recall group cohomology (in degree 0).

• Read Chapter 2.1.3 Invariant bounded functions.

• Recall basics on inner products and Hilbert spaces.

• Read Chapter 2.1.4 Invariant L2-functions until Example 2.1.26.

Next week, we will study the so-called ergodic theorems, which are true classics
of the field.

Exercises (for the session on May 22). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 4) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 4.1 (Bernoulli shifts). Let Γ be a countable group, let X := {0, 1}Γ,
and let µ be the product measure of the uniform distribution on {0, 1}. Which
of the following statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof
or counterexample.

1. The standard Bernoulli shift Γ y (X,µ) is conjugate to the probability
measure preserving action

Γ×X −→ X

(γ, x) 7−→ (η 7→ xγ−1·η)

2. The standard Bernoulli shift Γ y (X,µ) is conjugate to the probability
measure preserving action

Γ×X −→ X

(γ, x) 7−→ (η 7→ xγ−1·η·γ)

Exercise 4.2 (orbit relation).

1. Draw the orbit relation RR1/5 : ZyS1 in a suitable way.

2. Let Γ y (X,µ) be a standard probability action. Show that RΓy(X,µ) is
a measurable subset of X ×X.

Exercise 4.3 (induction). Let Γ be a countable group, let Λ ⊂ Γ be a subgroup
of finite index, and let Λ y (Y, ν) be a probability measure preserving action.
Show the following:

1. If Λ y (Y, ν) is essentially free, then also Γ y IndΓ
Λ(Λ y (Y, ν)) is essen-

tially free.

2. The action Γ y IndΓ
Λ(Λ y (Y, ν)) is stably orbit equivalent to Λ y (Y, ν).

Exercise 4.4 (OE cocycles). Let Γ y (X,µ) and Λ y (Y, ν) be essentially
free standard probability actions that are orbit equivalent through an almost
everywhere defined map f : (X,µ) −→ (Y, ν).

1. Show that the relation f(γ · x) = α(γ, x) · f(x) for γ ∈ Γ and x ∈ X gives
an almost everywhere (well-)defined map α : Γ×X −→ Λ.

2. Show that α(γ0 · γ1, x) = α(γ0, γ1 · x) · α(γ1, x) holds for almost all x ∈ X
and all γ0, γ1 ∈ Γ.

3. Optional. How does α change if we choose a different map witnessing the
orbit equivalence?

Bonus problem (universality of Bernoulli shifts).

1. Read the proof of the universality theorem of Abért and Weiss of Bernoulli
shifts:

M. Abért, B. Weiss. Bernoulli actions are weakly contained in any free
action, Ergodic Theory Dynam. Systems, 33(2), pp. 323–333, 2013.

2. Sketch their proof.

Submission before May 20, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 26).

• Read the rest of Chapter 2.1.4 Invariant L2-functions.

• Read Chapter 2.2.1 Averaging a single transformation.

• Read Chapter 2.2.2 The mean ergodic theorem until Corollary 2.2.5.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on May 27).

• Recall the norms

• ‖ · ‖∞ on L∞(X,µ),

• ‖ · ‖1 on L1(X,µ).

• ‖ · ‖2 on L2(X,µ).

and relations between them.

• Read the rest of Chapter 2.2.2 The mean ergodic theorem.

• Read Chapter 2.2.3 The pointwise ergodic theorem.

Next week, we will consider applications of the ergodic theorems to decimal
representations.

Implementation (preparation). We will soon-ish integrate the Isabelle aspect (the
current forecast predicts this for the second week of June). Therefore, you should
soon start with the following preparations:

• Install Isabelle 2019 or Isabelle 2020.

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/hvg/Isabelle/installation.html

• (Optional) Adapt a suitable editor or IDE to cooperate with Isabelle. Per-
sonally, I prefer vscode over jedit (even though it also is far from perfect).

• Install the Archive of Formal Proofs.

https://www.isa-afp.org/

Don’t be bothered by the overall complexity of Isabelle! We will find a way
through this step by step, once we start working with it . . .

In case you don’t have a machine that is able to run Isabelle, this means that
you will not be able to try out the code we will write or to interactively develop
code on your own. However, for the implementation exercises, you could still
“program on paper”; unfortunately, for the programming language Isabelle this
will be extremely challenging.

Exercises (for the session on May 29). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 5) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 5.1 (ergodicity and products). Let α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be
probability measure preserving actions and let α × β : Γ y (X × Y, µ ⊗ ν) be
the diagonal action. Which of the following statements are true? Justify your
answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. If α and β are ergodic, then so is α× β.

2. If α× β is ergodic, then α and β are ergodic.

Exercise 5.2 (ergodicity and induction). Let Γ be a countable group, let Λ ⊂ Γ
be a finite index subgroup, and let β : Λ y (Y, ν) be a probability measure
preserving action.

1. Show that IndΓ
Λ β is ergodic if β is ergodic.

2. What about the converse? Justify your answer.

Exercise 5.3 (mixing and products). Let α : Γ y (X,µ) and β : Γ y (Y, ν) be
probability measure preserving actions and let α × β : Γ y (X × Y, µ ⊗ ν) be
the diagonal action. Show that if α and β are mixing, then α× β is mixing.
Hints. Approximation!

Exercise 5.4 (mixing via L2-functions). Let Γ be a countable group. A unitary
representation π : Γ −→ U(H) on a Hilbert space H is mixing if for all ξ, η ∈ H,
we have

lim
Γ3γ→∞

〈
π(γ)(ξ), η

〉
= 0.

Let Γ y (X,µ) be a probability measure preserving action. Show that the
action Γ y (X,µ) is mixing if and only if the restriction of its Koopman repre-
sentation to the orthogonal complement of the constant functions is mixing.
Hints. For the non-obvious implication: Approximation!

Bonus problem (shuffling cards).

1. Look up the term interval exchange transformation.

2. How are they related to shuffling a deck of cards?

3. (When) Are interval exchange transformations mixing?

4. (When) Are interval exchange transformations ergodic?

Hints. Remember to cite the sources you use!
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Submission before May 27, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 2). There are no lectures on
”
Pfingst-

dienstag“! This leaves the great opportunity to relax and watch some of the true
masters:

• Who won the Abel Prize 2020? Watch the interview with the Abel Pri-
ze 2020 laureates:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LM5XfzpDA1g

• Browse the extensive video collection of the MSRI, e.g.,

https://www.msri.org/workshops/738/schedules/19730

https://www.msri.org/workshops/738/schedules/19735

https://www.msri.org/workshops/439/schedules/3280

https://www.msri.org/workshops/439/schedules/3289

https://www.msri.org/summer schools/853/schedules/26775

https://www.msri.org/workshops/9/schedules/226

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 3).

• Recall the ergodic theorems.

• Read Chapter 2.2.4 Application: Decimal representations.

• Recall all characterisations of ergodicity that we covered so far.

• Read Chapter 2.3.1 The space of invariant measures until Proposition 2.3.3.

Next week, we will discuss the ergodic decomposition theorem. We will then
start working with standard equivalence relations and, in parallel, we will have
a first look at Isabelle.

Exercises (for the session on June 5). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 6) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 6.1 (sums and averages). Let N y (X,µ) be an ergodic measure pre-
serving action and let A ⊂ X be a measurable subset with µ(A) > 0. Which of
the following statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or
counterexample.

1. For all x ∈ X, we have limN→∞ 1/N ·∑N−1
n=0 χA(n · x) = µ(A).

2. For µ-almost every x ∈ A, we have
∑∞

n=0 χA(n · x) =∞.

Exercise 6.2 (strong law of large numbers).

1. What is the strong law of large numbers?

2. Derive the strong law of large numbers from the pointwise ergodic theorem.

Hints. Use a suitable shift space!

Exercise 6.3 (maximal inequality). Let (X,µ) be a probability space and let
U : L1(X,µ) −→ L1(X,µ) be a positive bounded linear operator with ‖U‖ ≤ 1.

Let g ∈ L1(X,µ). For n ∈ N, we define gn :=
∑n−1

j=0 U
j(g); for N ∈ N>0, let

(pointwise, almost everywhere)

GN := max
n∈{0,...,N}

gn.

Moreover, let A := {x ∈ X | GN (x) > 0}.
1. Show that U(GN )(x) + g(x) ≥ GN (x) holds for almost all x ∈ A.

2. Conclude that
∫
A
g dµ ≥ 0.

Exercise 6.4 (yet another average: Kac’s formula). Let Z y (X,µ) be an er-
godic probability measure preserving action, generated by the measure preser-
ving isomorphism f : (X,µ) −→ (X,µ) and let A ⊂ X be a measurable subset
with µ(A) > 0. We consider the function

rA : A −→ N>0 ∪ {∞}
x 7−→ min

{
n ∈ N>0

∣∣ fn(x) ∈ A
}
,

the return time to A. The goal is to show that the expected return time is 1/µ(A).

1. Show that rA is measurable.

2. Let B :=
{
x ∈ X

∣∣ ∃n∈N fn(x) ∈ A ∧ ∃m∈N>0
f−m(x) ∈ A

}
. Use

ergodicity to compute µ(B).

3. For n ∈ N, letBn :=
{
x ∈ A

∣∣ rA(x) = n
}

. Show that the sets (fm(Bn))m,n

are pairwise disjoint for appropriate choices of indices.

4. Conclude that
∫
A
rA dµ = 1.

Bonus problem (billiards).

1. Read the article

G. D. Birkhoff. What is the ergodic theorem? Amer. Math. Monthly,
49, pp. 222–226, 1942.

2. Describe how the (pointwise) ergodic theorem can be applied to billiards!

Submission before June 3, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 9).

• Read the rest of Chapter 2.3.1 The space of invariant measures.

• The argument in Example 2.3.8 should remind you of another proof.
Which one?

• Read Chapter 2.3.2 The ergodic decomposition theorem.

• Read Chapter 2.3.3 Sketch proof of ergodic decomposition.

If you have never seen conditional expectations before, it could be helpful
to have a look at Appendix A.1.8 Conditional expectations.

• This is the end of Chapter 2. If you have not done so already, this might
be a good time to compile a summary of this chapter.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 10).

• Recall the notion of orbit equivalence.

• Read Chapter 3.1.1 Standard equivalence relations.

• Read Chapter 3.1.2 Two prototypical arguments.

• Try to visualise the proofs of the Feldman-Moore theorem and the marker
lemma.

• Read Appendix A.3 A quick introduction to Isabelle.

The text is long, but I hope that it will be easy to follow. I don’t expect you
to understand all details of the implementation of equivalence relations,
but that you get a rough idea of how things fit together. We will discuss
the implementation of equivalence relations in the lecture.

Implementation (equivalence relations). In the lecture on June 10, we will ha-
ve a first look at formalising mathematics in Isabelle. In order to keep things
simple, we will start with equivalence relations, with the example discussed in
Appendix A.3.3 A toy example.

Isabelle is a complex system and we will not have the time to get to the
bottom of all details. Instead, we take a practical approach and will learn how
to formalise mathematics in Isabelle starting from small (but relevant) examples.

Exercises (for the session on June 12). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 7) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 7.1 (space of invariant measures). Let α : Z/2020 y S1 the rotation ac-
tion by 1/2020 and let λ be the Lebesgue measure on S1. Which of the following
statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexam-
ple.

1. If µ ∈ Erg(α), then 1/2020 · µ+ 2019/2020 · λ ∈ Erg(α).

2. We have
∣∣Erg(α)

∣∣ = 2020.

Exercise 7.2 (orthogonality of ergodic measures). Let Γ y X be an action by a
countable group Γ on a standard Borel space X by measurable isomorphisms
and let µ, ν ∈ Erg(Γ y X) with µ 6= ν. Show that there exists a measurable
set A ⊂ X with

µ(A) = 1 and ν(A) = 0.

Hints. Consider 1/2 · µ+ 1/2 · ν.

Exercise 7.3 (finite group actions). Let Γ be a finite group and let Γ y (X,µ) be
a free standard probability action without atoms, i.e., µ({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ X.

1. Show that the action admits a measurable fundamental domain.

Hints. We may assume that (X,µ) = ([0, 1], λ) (why?) and [0, 1] is ordered
in a measurable way.

2. Conclude: The measure µ is not ergodic.

Exercise 7.4 (simple normality). Let d ∈ N. A real number x is simply normal
at base d if each number in {0, . . . , d − 1} occurs with frequency 1/d in “the”
d-adic expansion of x. We consider the periodic decimal number

x := 0.012345678901234567890123456789 . . .

1. Show that x is simply normal at base 10.

2. Show that x is not simply normal at every base in N≥2.

Hints. A wise choice of base makes this extremely easy.

Bonus problem (Benford’s law).

1. How is Benford’s law used in fraud detection and auditing?

2. Give a real-life example in which a comparison with Benford’s law caused
further investigations that revealed fraudulent data.

Submission before June 10, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.
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Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 16). In the following weeks, we will
develop more of the theory of (measured) standard equivalence relations and
their relations with dynamical systems.

• Read Chapter 3.1.3 Measured equivalence relations.

• Read Chapter 3.1.4 Ergodicity.

• (Optional) Recall basic notions/facts from graph theory.

• (Optional) Recall the notion of Cayley graphs.

• Read Chapter 3.2.1 Graphings.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 17).

• Read Chapter 3.2.2 Cost of measured equivalence relations.

• (Optional) Recall the (quantitative) Nielsen-Schreier theorem.

• Read Chapter 3.2.3 Basic cost estimates until Remark 3.2.16.

It might be helpful to add more illustrations to the arguments.

Next week, we will establish more advanced computations of cost of measured
equivalence relations and start with applications to groups.

Implementation (relations). Read the first Isabelle fragment: Graphs of functions
(Appendix A.4); you might also want to interact with it:

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/1606/RelRel Iso.thy

This fragment uses a tiny bit of the functionality of the Isabelle library Rela-
tion (which definitions/facts exactly?). Unfortunately, the interaction between
functions and relations does not seem to be integrated into the Isabelle/HOL
libraries (but only in Isabelle/ZF).

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on June 19). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 8) will be discussed.

Please turn over



Exercise 8.1 (standard equivalence relations). Let R be a standard equivalence
relation on a standard Borel space X. Which of the following statements are
true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. The set R is countable.

2. If R′ is a standard equivalence relation on X, then so is R∩R′.

Exercise 8.2 (ergodic decomposition of a torus). We consider the self-map

S1 × S1 −→ S1 × S1

(
[x], [y]

)
−→

(
[x+ y], [y]

)

of the torus, which is a measurable isomorphism. Let Z y S1 × S1 be the
corresponding action by measurable isomorphisms. Solve one of the following:

1. Give an ergodic decomposition of Z y (S1×S1, µ), where µ is the product
measure λ⊗ λ of the Lebesgue measures on S1.

2. Give an ergodic decomposition of Z y (S1 × S1, ν), where ν is the nor-
malised counting measure on the set {([a/2020], [b/2020]) | a, b ∈ Z}.

"

"

"
"

Exercise 8.3 (vanishing sequences of markers). Solve one of the following:

1. Let R be an aperiodic standard equivalence relation on a countable set
(with the discrete σ-algebra). Show that R admits a vanishing sequence
of markers.

2. Let Γ be a residually finite infinite countable group. How can residual
chains of Γ be turned into vanishing sequences of markers for RΓyΓ̂ ?

Exercise 8.4 (implementation: orbits). For now, we will stick to our implemen-
tation of equivalence relations in Isabelle. We consider the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/1006/Orbits Exercise.thy

Complete this file, i.e.:

1. Give pen-and-paper completions of the definition of orbit and the missing
parts of the proofs of orbits inclusion and orbits equal.

2. Implementation: Complete the definition of orbit.

3. Implementation: Complete the proof of orbits inclusion.

4. Implemetnation: Complete the proof of orbits equal.

Bonus problem (formal proofs). Read the article

L. Lamport. How to write a 21st century proof, J. Fixed Point Theory
Appl., 11(1), pp. 43–63, 2012

and answer the following questions:

1. Who is L. Lamport? I.e., what kind of research/tools is he known for?

2. What does he propose in this article? (A very short summary is enough.)

Submission before June 17, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 10

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig June 17, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 23). This week, we will mainly be
concerned with the computation of cost of (free) products and its application
to orbit equivalence rigidity.

• Read the rest of Chapter 3.2.3 Basic cost estimates.

• (Optional) Recall the notion of (amalgamated) free products of groups.

• Read Chapter 3.2.4 Cost of free products with the exception of the proof
of the decomposition lemma (Lemma 3.2.29; it has to wait for the next
lecture!).

The proofs might look technical and involved at first; however, the under-
lying geometric ideas are very nice and worth being studied.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 24).

• Read the rest of Chapter 3.2.4 Cost of free products, i.e., read the proof
of the decomposition lemma (Lemma 3.2.29).

• Read Chapter 3.2.5 Application: Rigidity of free groups.

All the hard work is done by now – we just need to use the results!

• Recall the notions of rank gradient, residual chains, and residual finiteness.

• Read Chapter 3.2.6 Cost of products.

This is much easier than the case of free products!

Next week, we will introduce cost of groups and, in particular, we will use cost
to compute rank gradients of groups.

Implementation (generating sets of products). Read the second Isabelle fragment:
Generating sets of products (Appendix A.4); you might also want to interact
with it:

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/2306/Product GenSet.thy

This fragment uses functionality of the Isabelle library HOL-Algebra (the
definition of groups and of generating sets).

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on June 26). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 9) will be discussed.
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Exercise 9.1 (graphings). LetR be a standard equivalence relation on a standard
Borel space X and let A ⊂ X be measurable. Which of the following statements
are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. If Φ = (ϕi)i∈I is a graphing of R, then (ϕi|A)i∈I is a graphing of R|A.

2. If Φ is a graphing of R|A and Θ is a graphing of RX\A, then Φ ∪ Θ is a
graphing of R.

Exercise 9.2 (treeings of smooth equivalence relations). Let (R, µ) be a smooth
measured equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X with fundamental
domain A and let µ(X) <∞.

1. Show that the relation R admits a treeing.

2. Show that if Ψ is a reduced treeing of R, then costµ Ψ = costµR.

Exercise 9.3 (Poincaré recurrence for measured equivalence relations).

1. Formulate a version of the Poincaré recurrence theorem for measured equi-
valence relations.

2. Prove this version of Poincaré recurrence.

Hints. Feldman-Moore theorem?!

Exercise 9.4 (implementation: orbit relations). We consider the Isabelle library
HOL-Algebra.Group Action:

https://isabelle.in.tum.de/library/HOL/HOL-Algebra/document.pdf

In particular, this library contains a proof that orbit relations of group acti-
ons are equivalence relations.

1. Which lemmas of this library combine to give this result?

2. Convert the proof of symmetry given in this library into a pen-and-paper
proof (including the necessary definitions of group actions, orbits, etc.).

Hints. The carrier is just the underlying set of a monoid scheme. This is one
of the inconvenient artefacts introduced through the interaction between typed
set theory and type theory in Isabelle.

Bonus problem (formal proofs II).

1. What does the four colour theorem say?

2. Give the reference for the first complete proof of the four colour theorem.

3. Give a (the?) reference for a proof of the four colour theorem in a proof
assistant? Which proof assistant was used?

4. Also the first proof of the four colour theorem made use of computer
support (and thus was heavily disputed). What is the principal difference
between this sort of computer support and a formalised proof in a proof
assistant?

Submission before June 24, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 11

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig June 24, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on June 30). We now introduce cost of
groups and apply our results on cost of measured equivalence relations.

• Read Chapter 3.3.1 Cost of groups.

• Read Chapter 3.3.2 Weak containment and ergodic decomposition.

This section is (unfortunately) a bit technical. However, the results are
important for the following sections. Of course, instead of working through
this section, you could solve the fixed price problem – then you don’t have
to worry about this technical section . . .

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 1).

• Read Chapter 3.3.3 The fixed price problem.

• Read Chapter 3.3.4 The cost of the profinite completion.

In this context, it might be helpful to also compute the rank gradient of
finitely generated free groups directly through the Nielsen-Schreier theo-
rem.

(Optional) Compute the rank gradients of fundamental groups of oriented
closed connected surfaces via algebraic topology/group homology.

Next week, we will conclude Chapter 3 with some applications of ergodic theory
(in the form of cost) to rank gradients. After that, we will start with a very
different aspect of measured group theory, namely flexibility and amenability.

Implementation (graphings). Read the third Isabelle fragment: Graphings (Ap-
pendix A.4) on graphings in a minimal setting without measurability etc.; you
might also want to interact with it (it depends on RelRel Iso.thy):

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/3006/Graphing.thy

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on July 3). The following exercises (which all are sol-
vable with the material read/discussed in week 10) will be discussed.
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Exercise 10.1 (rank gradients and subgroups). Let Γ be a finitely generated infi-
nite residually finite group. Which of the following statements are true? Justify
your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. If Λ ⊂ Γ is a finite index subgroup of Γ, then rg Λ = [Γ : Λ] · rg Γ.

2. If Λ ⊂ Γ is a non-trivial subgroup of Γ of infinite index, then rg Γ = 0.

Exercise 10.2 (cost of subrelations).

1. Let (R, µ) be a measured finite equivalence relation on a standard Borel
space X with µ(X) < ∞ and let R′ ⊂ R be a standard equivalence
relation. Show that

costµR′ ≤ costµR.
2. Does the same estimate also hold if we drop the finiteness assumption

on R ? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample!

Exercise 10.3 (rank gradient of products). Let Γ and Λ be finitely generated
infinite residually finite groups. Complete the proof of Proposition 3.2.40 that

rg Γ× Λ = 0.

Exercise 10.4 (implementation: ranks of products). We consider the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/2406/Rank Exercise.thy

This depends on Product GenSet.thy (which you should thus keep in the same
directory). Complete this file, i.e.:

1. Give pen-and-paper completions of the proofs of the statements opti-
mal gen set ex, gen sets product size, rank product subadditivity.

2. Implementation: Complete the proof of optimal gen set ex.

3. Implementation: Complete the proof of gen sets product size.

4. Implementation: Complete the proof of rank product subadditivity.

Bonus problem (exact cost). Let c ∈ R≥0. Show that there exists a measu-
red equivalence relation (R, µ) on a standard Borel space X such that µ is a
probability measure on X without atoms and that satisfies

costµR = c.

Hints. Dissect a suitable free product and don’t lose 1.9 billion on the way!

Submission before July 1, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 12

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig July 1, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 7).

• Read Chapter 3.3.5 Application: Computing rank gradients.

• This is the end of Chapter 3. If you have not done so already, this might
be a good time to compile a summary of this chapter.

• Read Chapter 4.1.1 Amenable groups: Invariant means.

• Read Chapter 4.1.2 Amenable groups: Almost invariance.

• (Optional) Which (co)homological properties of amenable groups do you
remember?

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 8). We will now consider the role
of amenability in dynamical systems; we start with the group Z.

• Read Chapter 4.1.3 Amenable equivalence relations.

• Read Chapter 4.2.1 Hyperfiniteness.

Next week, we will continue our investigation of dynamical properties of Z.

Implementation (graphings of orbit relations). Read the fourth Isabelle fragment
Graphing OrbitRelations (Appendix A.4) on graphings of orbit relations in a
minimal setting without measurability etc.; you might also want to interact
with it (it depends on RelRel Iso.thy and Graphing.thy):

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/0707/Graphing OrbitRelation.thy

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on July 10). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 11) will be discussed.
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Exercise 11.1 (cheap groups?). Which of the following statements are true?
Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. The group Z/2 ∗ Z/2 is cheap.

2. The group Z/2020 ∗ Z/2020 is cheap.

Exercise 11.2 (cost estimate for diagonal actions). Let Γ be a countable group
and let (Γ y (Xi, µi))i∈I be a family of free standard probability actions of Γ.
Show that the diagonal action Γ y

∏
i∈I Xi satisfies

cost⊗
i∈I µi

RΓy∏
i∈I Xi

≤ inf
i∈I

costµi RΓyXi .

Exercise 11.3 (measure equivalence). Show that the free group F2020 of rank 2020
and Z are not measure equivalent.
Hints. Cost . . .

Exercise 11.4 (implementation: graphings). We consider the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/0107/Graphing Exercise.thy

Improve this file, i.e.:

1. The definition is graphing of does not accurately reflect the notion of a
graphing of a relation (in the set-theoretic context; we avoid measurability
for now). Which condition is missing?

2. Implementation: Give a better definition of is graphing of.

3. Give a pen-and-paper completion of the correspondingly amended proof
of empty graphing graphs diagonal.

4. Implementation: Complete the proof of empty graphing graphs diagonal
for your improved definition of is graphing of.

Bonus problem (formal proofs III). We consider the library Ergodic Theory in
the archive of formal proofs:

https://www.isa-afp.org/entries/Ergodic Theory.html

This library contains a proof of the Poincaré recurrence theorem. Which
results in the library combine to give this proof? Explain why this is the case.

Submission before July 8, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 13

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig July 8, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 14). This week, we will establish
Dye’s theorem on the orbit equivalence of all ergodic atom-free standard proba-
bility actions of Z.

• Read Chapter 4.2.2 The Rokhlin lemma

• Read Chapter 4.2.3 Dye’s theorem until Lemma 4.3.17.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 15).

• Read the rest of Chapter 4.2.3 Dye’s theorem.

• Read Chapter 4.3.1 Hyperfiniteness.

Next week will be the final week of this course. We will complete our treatment
of general amenable groups. In the very last lecture, I will explain how I ended
of in this type of ergodic theory, i.e., how it helped to solve problems on integral
approximation of simplicial volume.

Implementation (Følner sequences). Read the fifth Isabelle fragment Følner se-
quences (Appendix A.4) on Følner sequences and an example of a Følner se-
quence in the additive group Z; you might also want to interact with it:

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/1407/Folner.thy

This fragment uses functionality of the Isabelle library HOL-Algebra (the
definition of groups) and of the library HOL-Analysis (for convergence/limits of
sequences). Moreover, the notation from Set Intervals is used. We might discuss
this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on July 17). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 12) will be discussed.
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Exercise 12.1 (amenability and restrictions). Let (R, µ) be a measured equiva-
lence relation on a standard Borel probability space, let A ⊂ X with µ(A) > 0.
Which of the following statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable
proof or counterexample.

1. If R|A is µ|A-amenable, then R is µ-amenable.

2. If R is µ-amenable, then R|A is µ|A-amenable.

Exercise 12.2 (hyperfiniteness and almost invariance). Let (X,µ) be a standard
Borel probability space, let Γ y X be an action by a countable group Γ by mea-
surable isomorphisms, and let R := RΓyX . Show that the following conditions
are equivalent:

1. The equivalence relation R is µ-hyperfinite.

2. For every ε ∈ R>0 and every finite subset S ⊂ Γ, there is a finite measu-
rable equivalence relation R′ ⊂ R with

µ
({
x ∈ X

∣∣ ∀γ∈S (γ · x, x) ∈ R′}) > 1− ε.

Hints. One implication is very straightforward (which one?!). For the other
one, enumerate the group Γ and look at finite initial sets of this enumeration.
When in trouble, approximate with exponential accuracy.

Exercise 12.3 (cost of hyperfinite equivalence relations). Let (R, µ) be a measured
equivalence relation on a standard Borel probability space. Show that if R is
µ-hyperfinite, then

costµR ≤ 1.

Exercise 12.4 (implementation: Følner sequences for finite groups). We consider
the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/0807/Folner Finite Exercise.thy

This depends on Folner.thy. Complete this file, i.e.:

1. Give a pen-and-paper proof of the fact that finite groups admit Følner se-
quences. Split up the proof already in intermediate steps that are suitable
for formalisation/implementation.

2. Implementation: Fill in the proof of finite groups admit Folner seq.

Bonus problem (arXiv).

1. Look at today’s new announcements of math preprints at the preprint
archive arXiv : https://arxiv.org/list/math/new .

2. Find at least one new preprint that is related to ergodic theory (of groups).

3. (Without submission) Improve your skills at: http://snarxiv.org/vs-arxiv/

Submission before July 15, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 14

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig July 15, 2020

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 21). We now collect and combine
our previous results on the dynamics of amenable groups. Moreover, we will
survey some further results in this direction.

• Recall the notions of measure equivalence and stable orbit equivalence.
How are they related?

• Read Chapter 4.3.2 A dynamical characterisation of amenable groups.

• Recall the notion of rank gradient and its relation to cost.

• Read Chapter 4.3.3 Application: Rank gradients of amenable groups.

• Recall the various ergodic theorems and their proofs.

• Read Chapter 4.3.4 Ergodic theorems.

• Read Chapter 4.3.5 The Rokhlin lemma.

• This is the end of Chapter 4. If you have not done so already, this might
be a good time to compile a summary of this chapter.

Reading assignment (for the lecture on July 22). This will be the final lecture. We
will see how ergodic theory can help to study the integral approximation problem
for simplicial volume. If you don’t have a background in simplicial volume or
geometry/topology of manifolds, you will still be able to clearly recognise the
patterns from ergodic theory (even though the topological content might then
seem meaningless).

• (Optional) Recall the notion of simplicial volume and its basic properties.

• Read Chapter 5 Integral approximation of simplicial volume.

That’s the end of the course! Congratulations to crossing the finish line!

Implementation (odometer relation). Read the sixth Isabelle fragment Odometer
relation (Appendix A.4) on the (set-theoretic) hyperfiniteness of the standard
odometer relation; you might also want to interact with it:

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/2107/Odometer Relation.thy

We might discuss this fragment in one of the lectures.

Exercises (for the session on July 24). The following exercises (which all are
solvable with the material read/discussed in week 13) will be discussed.
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Exercise 13.1 (measure equivalence?). Which of the following statements are
true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof or counterexample.

1. The groups HomGroup(F2020,Z2020) and F2020 are measure equivalent.

2. The groups HomGroup(F2020,Z2020) and Z2020 are measure equivalent.

Exercise 13.2 (more measure equivalence?). Let Γ be a countable group. Which
of the following statements are true? Justify your answer with a suitable proof
or counterexample.

1. If Γ is amenable, then Γ and Γ× Γ are measure equivalent.

2. If Γ and Γ× Γ are measure equivalent, then Γ is amenable.

Exercise 13.3 (odometers). Let m = (mk)k∈N be a sequence in N≥2 and let
Rm be the corresponding odometer relation on Xm. Show that the measu-
re µm on Xm, which is the product of the normalised counting measures, is
Rm-invariant.
Hints. Consider the action on Xm given by the map, which adds (1, 0, 0, . . . )
with carry to the right:

Xm −→ Xm

x 7−→
{

(0)k∈N if x = (mk − 1)k∈N
(0, . . . , 0, xK+1, xK+1, . . . ) otherwise, where K := min{k ∈ N | xk 6= mk − 1}

4

5
1 7 0 0 2

Exercise 13.4 (implementation: decomposition estimate). We consider the file

http://www.mathematik.uni-r.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020/1507/Decomposition Estimate Exercise.thy

This file uses the library HOL-Probability.Probability Measure for basic for-
malisations and properties of probability theory. Complete this file, i.e.:

1. Give a pen-and-paper translation of decomposition select small set (inclu-
ding all hypotheses); in which proof in the lecture did we use this fact?

2. Implementation: Replace hyp 1, . . . , hyp 4 by better names.

3. Give a pen-and-paper completion of the proof of this lemma.

4. Implementation: Use facts from the library HOL-Analysis.Measure Space
to complete the proof of this lemma in Isabelle.

Bonus problem (formal proofs IV). Promote the fragment Graphing OrbitRelation
to the measured setting and prove the statement that the cost of an orbit relation
is bounded from above by the rank of the (finitely generated) group in question.
More precisely:

1. Formalise the notion of measurable equivalence relation in Isabelle.

Hints. For simplicity, you don’t need to include the condition that the under-
lying measurable space is a standard Borel space.

2. Formalise the notion of partial automorphism and graphing of a measurable
equivalence relation.

3. Formalise the notion of measured equivalence relation and of cost of a measured
equivalence relation.

4. Prove that the cost of an orbit relation is bounded from above by the rank of
the (finitely generated) group in question.

Hints. To simplify things, you may assume that the given orbit relation is a
measured equivalence relation.

Submission before July 22, 8:00, via email to johannes.witzig@ur.de or through git.



Ergodic Theory of Groups: Week 15

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig July 22, 2020

The absolutely fabulous programming (AFP) incident. Commander Blorx
decided to professionalise the workflow on his galaxy-hopping starship ISA (In-
credibly Speedy Arrow) by hiring a fashionable PA (proof assistant). As soon as
the very committed PA arrived on board, to ensure safety of everyone and eve-
rything, the PA enforced the implementation of drastic measures: Every single
step now required valid formal verification. It didn’t take long and Blorx was
trapped in a dungeon of locales, states, and goals. And all of this on his very
own, beloved, starship! This was not the paradise of relaxed rapid rigid proving
that Blorx envisioned.

Help Blorx to escape! Give formal pen-and-paper arguments for your anwers!

Problem 14.1 (step 0: negotiating with the replicator (2 credits)). As always,
Blorx needs chocolate from the replicator to accelerate his brain functions.

• Replicator: How can I be of assistance?

• Blorx: I urgently need chocolate.

• Replicator: Do you have proof?

• Blorx: Of course:

A: show D: auto T: qed E: by L: thesis F: proof I: ?

Arrange Blorx’s answer into the correct order!

Problem 14.2 (step 1: leaving quarters (4 credits)). Empowered by the dark
force of chocolate, Blorx is convinced that even the bestest formal system might
succumb to corruption. Thus, he decides to offer his prized collection of groups
to the automatic (but pedantic) door of his quarters.

(F2020)2020 EA: of fractional value bigger than 1
Z/2020 OR: as cheap as Z/2 ∗ Z/2
F2020 EF : cheaper than cheap
Z/2020 ∗ Z/2021 IN : the most expensive one

Find the correct price for each of these groups!

Problem 14.3 (step 2: finding the main hatch (4 credits)). Having successfully
bribed the door, Blorx sets out for the main hatch of the ISA. Unfortunately,
the PA’s reorganisation resulted in a random rewiring of the pathways on the
starship. Therefore, Blorx evaluates more dynamical options.

The translation action Z/2020 y Z/2020 PE : ergodic and free, but not transitive

The canonical action F2020 y F̂2020 IN : mixing, but not free
The diagonal translation action Z/2020 y Z/2020× Z/2020 NY: ergodic and free and transitive
The standard Bernoulli shift of F2020 ND: free but not ergodic

Which action has which consequences?

Please turn over



Problem 14.4 (step 3: cracking the hatch (4 credits)). Through ergodicity Blorx
eventually arrives at the main hatch.

• Hatch: Pedo Mellon a Minno. Say, friend, and enter.

• Blorx: Mellon.

• Hatch: Ha, fooled you! Failed to apply initial proof method! I am
not an old-fashioned Elven door, but a future-proof hyperfinite manager
of relations. Look at my proud portfolio of public relations below and be
astonished!

• Blorx: Excuse my giggling, but you didn’t even classify them correctly.

The standard Bernoulli shift of F2 A: finite

The product action F2020 × F2020 y F̂2020 × F̂2020 O: hyperfinite, but not finite

The canonical action Z y Ẑ G: not hyperfinite but of cost 1
The rotation action R1/2020 : Z y S1 G: a free product of hyperfinite relations

What would be the correct classification of these orbit relations?

Problem 14.5 (step 4: vanishing into orbit (2 credits)). Embarassed by its own
failure the hatch vows to also use proper formalisation for its relation portfolio in
the future and lets Blorx slip out. Blorx takes a vanishing sequence of markers,
jumps from one set to the next and thus vanishes into thin air.

• H: The standard Bernoulli shift of Z2020

• O: The translation action Z/2020 y Z/2020

• L: The canonical action Z2020 y Ẑ2020

• !: The rotation action by
√

2020 on the disk D2

Which of these orbit relations admits a vanishing sequence of markers?

Solution self-check:

Bonus problem (lecture notes). Blorx happily mumbles “No subgoals left!”,
virtually (pandemic!) meets his three friends Isanosaurus (a dino), Eriocnemis
(a bird), and Shizue (a dog) on a lonely asteroid, and eagerly studies the lecture
notes.

Find as many typos/mistakes in the lecture notes as you can!

B
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Ergodic Theory of Groups: Admin

Prof. Dr. C. Löh/J. Witzig April 2020

Homepage. Information and news concerning the lectures, exercise classes, of-
fice hours, literature, as well as the weekly assignments can be found on
the course homepage and in GRIPS:

http://www.mathematik.uni-regensburg.de/loeh/teaching/erg ss2020

https://elearning.uni-regensburg.de/course/view.php?id=41634

Virtual teaching. In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, until further notice, this
course will be taught remotely, based on:

• Guided self-study. There will be reading assignments for each
lecture (except the first), based on extensive lecture notes.

• Interactive question sessions. During the time slots of the lec-
tures, there is the opportunity to discuss the topics of these reading
assignments and ask questions in a video conference.

In addition, there is also a GRIPS forum for discussions/questions.

• Remote exercise sessions. Solutions are to be submitted by email
to johannes.witzig@mathematik.uni-r.de or through git. These sub-
missions will be graded and returned digitally.

Questions/solutions will be discussed in a video conference during
the time slot of the exercise classes.

In addition, there is also a GRIPS forum for discussions/questions.

Once/If non-virtual teaching is resumed, this course will continue as a
traditional lecture course with exercise classes.

Video conferences. For video conferences, we will probably use jitsi (meet.ur.de)
or zoom (uni-regensburg.zoom.us). Access information will only be pro-
vided through GRIPS (and not publicly on the homepage). Some guide-
lines for these video conferences:

• Even though we are not sitting in the same room, it might help to
imagine that we do.

• Be on time.

• Do not record these meetings. Not even partially.

• Focus your attention on the discussion (and do not try to do zillions
of other things at the same time).

• Mute your microphone while you are not talking (this can improve
overall audio quality significantly).

• If you want to say something, sometimes it might be helpful to
“raise your hand” (both systems support this functionality).

• In order to save resources, we might decide to disable video.

• It might be a good idea to familiarise yourself with jitsi and zoom
and your hardware before the first meeting.
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In case you do not have sufficiently powerful hardware or a sufficiently
strong internet connection, this should not be an issue: I will make an
effort of integrating all essential information into the lecture notes and
there is a GRIPS forum in which you can ask questions.

Lectures. The lectures are on Tuesdays (10:15–12:00; M102) and on Wednes-
days (8:30–10:00; M103). The first “lecture” will be on Tuesday, April 21,
at 10:15. The lecture notes can be found on the course homepage and
in GRIPS. In the case of non-virtual teaching, the lecture notes will be
updated after each lecture. The last lecture will probably be on July 22.

Exercises. Homework problems will be posted on Wednesdays (before 8:00) on
the course homepage/GRIPS; submission is due one week later (be-
fore 8:00).

Each exercise sheet contains four regular exercises (4 credits each)
and more challenging bonus problems (4 credits each).

It is recommended to solve the exercises in small groups; however,
solutions need to be written up individually (otherwise, no credits will
be awarded). Solutions can be submitted alone or in teams of at most
two participants; all participants must be able to present all solutions
of their team.

The exercise classes start in the first week; in this first session, some
basics on probability spaces and group actions will be discussed.

In addition, the lecture notes contain quick checks that will train ele-
mentary techniques and terminology. These problems should ideally be
easy enough to be solved within a few minutes. Solutions are not to be
submitted and will not be graded. These quick checks will have feedback
implemented directly in the PDF. Moreover, further interactive tools to
explore dynamical systems will be provided on the homepage/GRIPS.

Registration for the course. Please register for the course via GRIPS:

https://elearning.uni-regensburg.de/course/view.php?id=41634

Credits/Exam. This course can be used as specified in the commented list of
courses and in the module catalogue.

• Studienleistung : Successful participation in the exercise classes:
50% of the credits (of the regular exercises), presentation of a
solution in class, active participation (the last two items will be
interpreted appropriately during virtual teaching).

• Prüfungsleistung : Oral exam (25 minutes), by individual appoint-
ment at the end of the lecture period/during the break.

You will have to register in FlexNow for the Studienleistung and the
Prüfungsleistung (if applicable).

Further information on formalities can be found at:

http://www.uni-regensburg.de/mathematik/fakultaet/studium/studierende-und-studienanfaenger/index.html
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Contact.

• If you have questions regarding the organisation of the exercise
classes, please contact Johannes Witzig:

johannes.witzig@ur.de

• If you have questions regarding the exercises, please contact your
tutor.

• If you have mathematical questions regarding the lectures, please
contact your tutor or Clara Löh.

• If you have questions concerning your curriculum or the examina-
tion regulations, please contact the student counselling offices or
the exam office:

http://www.uni-regensburg.de/mathematik/fakultaet/studium/ansprechpersonen/index.html

• Official information of the administration related to the COVID-19
pandemic can be found at:

https://go.ur.de/corona

In many cases, also the Fachschaft can help:

http://www-cgi.uni-regensburg.de/Studentisches/FS MathePhysik/cmsms/
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Erweiterung extension 39

essentiell frei essentially free 9

Extrempunkt extreme point 81

F

Følner-Folge Følner sequence 145



E.12 Dictionary

Følner-Menge Følner set 145

Faktor factor 39
fast überall almost everywhere 9, A.4

freies amalgamiertes Produkt amalgamated free product A.13
freies Erzeugendensystem free generating set A.16

freies Produkt free product A.13

Fundamentalbereich fundamental domain 17

G

ganzzahliges geblättertes simpliziales Volumen integral foliated simplicial volume
174

Geschlecht genus 139

Gitter lattice 16
glatt smooth 105

Graphung graphing 100

H

Haarmaß Haar measure 16

Heegaard-Geschlecht Heegaard genus 139
hyperfinit hyperfinite 149

K

Kilometerzähler odometer 156

kokompaktes Gitter cocompact lattice 15

Konjugiertheit (von Gruppenoperationen) conjugacy (of actions) 38
konvex convex 81

Kosten cost 102

L

Leiter ladder 158

M

Maß measure A.4

Maßäquivalenz measure equivalence 46
maßerhaltend measure preserving 8

Maßraum measure space A.4
messbare Abbildung measurable map A.3

messbarer Raum measurable space A.3

mischend mixing 53
Mittel mean 142

mittelbar amenable 142

N

Nebenklasse coset 15

Nullmenge null set 9
Nullmenge null-set A.4

Nullstellenmenge zero set 9

P



Dictionary E.13

proendliche Vervollständigung profinite completion 23

R

Radon-Nikodym-Ableitung Radon-Nikodym derivative A.10

Rang rank A.16
reduziertes Wort reduced word A.13

residuell endliche Gruppe residually finite group 21
residuelle Kette residual chain 23

S

Schnitt section 105

schwach enthalten in weakly contained in 40

schwache Äquivalenz weak equivalence 40
schwaches Enthaltensein weak containment 40

simpliziales Volumen simplicial volume 172

Sprosse rung 158
stabiles ganzzahliges simpliziales Volumen stable integral simplicial volume

173

Stabilisator, Standgruppe stabiliser 9
Standardoperation standard action 10

Starrheit rigidity 45

T

topologische Gruppe topological group 15
Treppenfunktion simple function A.7

U

uniformes Gitter uniform lattice 15

unimodulare Gruppe unimodular group 17

unitäre Darstellung unitary representation 60

V

verschwindende Markierungsfolge vanishing sequence of markers 95
volle Automorphismengruppe full group 96

W

Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaß probability measure A.4

Wort word A.13
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Dictionary E.15

English → Deutsch

A

absolutely continuous absolut stetig A.9

almost everywhere fast überall 9, A.4

amalgamated free product freies amalgamiertes ProduktA.13

amenable amenabel, mittelbar 142

B

Bernoulli shift Bernoulli-Shift 27

C

cheap billig 122

cocompact lattice kokompaktes Gitter 15

conditional expectation bedingter Erwartungswert A.10

conjugacy (of actions) Konjugiertheit (von Gruppenop-

erationen) 38

convex konvex 81

coset Nebenklasse 15

cost Kosten 102

D

doubly recurrent doppelt rekurrent 154

E

equivariant äquivariant 37

ergodic ergodisch 52

ergodic decomposition ergodische Zerlegung 85

ergodic theorem Ergodensatz 64
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ergodic theory Ergodentheorie 1

essentially free essentiell frei 9

extension Erweiterung 39

extreme point Extrempunkt 81

F

Følner sequence Følner-Folge 145

Følner set Følner-Menge 145

factor Faktor 39

free generating set freies Erzeugendensystem A.16

free product freies Produkt A.13

full group volle Automorphismengruppe 96

fundamental domain Fundamentalbereich 17

G

genus Geschlecht 139

graphing Graphung 100

H

Haar measure Haarmaß 16

Heegaard genus Heegaard-Geschlecht 139

hyperfinite hyperfinit 149

I

integral foliated simplicial volume ganzzahliges geblättertes simpliziales

Volumen 174

L

ladder Leiter 158

lattice Gitter 16

M

mean Mittel 142

measurable map messbare Abbildung A.3

measurable space messbarer Raum A.3

measure Maß A.4

measure equivalence Maßäquivalenz 46

measure preserving maßerhaltend 8

measure space Maßraum A.4

mixing mischend 53

N

null set Nullmenge 9

null-set Nullmenge A.4

O

odometer Kilometerzähler 156
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orbit Bahn 9

P

probability measure Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaß A.4

profinite completion proendliche Vervollständigung 23

R

Radon-Nikodym derivative Radon-Nikodym-Ableitung A.10

rank Rang A.16

reduced word reduziertes Wort A.13
representation Darstellung 60

residual chain residuelle Kette 23

residually finite group residuell endliche Gruppe 21
rigidity Starrheit 45

rung Sprosse 158

S

section Schnitt 105

simple function Treppenfunktion A.7
simplicial volume simpliziales Volumen 172

smooth glatt 105

stabiliser Stabilisator, Standgruppe 9
stable integral simplicial volume stabiles ganzzahliges simpliziales

Volumen 173
standard action Standardoperation 10

T

topological group topologische Gruppe 15

treeing Bäumung 101

U

uniform lattice uniformes Gitter 15

unimodular group unimodulare Gruppe 17
unitary representation unitäre Darstellung 60

V

vanishing sequence of markers verschwindende Markierungsfolge

95

W

weak containment schwaches Enthaltensein 40
weak equivalence schwache Äquivalenz 40

weakly contained in schwach enthalten in 40
word Wort A.13

Z

zero set Nullstellenmenge 9
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Symbols

Symbols

[R] full group of R, 96
JRK groupoid of partial

R-automorphisms, 96
1 the trivial group,
| · | cardinality,
� absolute continuity of

measures, A.9
4 symmetric difference

of sets, 54
〈Φ〉 equivalence relation

generated by Φ, 100
∩ intersection of sets,
∪ union of sets,
t disjoint union of sets,
⊂ subset relation

(equality is
permitted),

=0 equality almost
everywhere, 36

F free product, A.14
× cartesian product,

A

[a, b]S1 interval in S1, 10
AN averaging operator, 64

B

Bool the type/set of
Booleans, A.4

C

C set of complex
numbers,

χA characteristic function
of A, A.7

cost cost of a
graphing/measured
equivalence
relation/group, 102,
122

D

d(Γ) rank of the group Γ, 3
dom domain of a word in a

graphing, 103
dom domain of an almost

everywhere defined
map, 36

E

e the neutral element,



E.20 Symbols

EMD* property EMD*, 137
Erg(Γ y X)the set of ergodic

probability measures
on X, 81, 83

G

Γ̂ profinite completion
of Γ, 23

I

im image of a word in a
graphing, 103

L

L1 space of integrable
functions, A.7

L 1 space of integrable
functions modulo
functions that are zero
almost everywhere,
A.7

λ Lebesgue measure, 10

M

ME measure equivalence,
46

Meas0 homotopy category
of Meas, 37

Measbl the category of
measurable spaces and
measurable maps, A.3

Measp category of measure
spaces and measure
preserving maps, 8

Meas0
p homotopy category

of Measp, 37

RMod category of left
R-modules,

ModR category of right
R-modules,

ΓMeasp category of
Γ-equivariant measure
preserving maps

between measure
spaces, 37

N

N set of natural
numbers: {0, 1, 2, . . . },

NF(Γ) set of all finite index
normal subgroups
of Γ, 20

O

OE orbit equivalence, 43

P

PMeas0 homotopy category
of PMeas, 37

PMeasp category of probability
spaces and measure
preserving maps, 8

PMeas0
p homotopy category

of PMeasp, 37

ΓPMeasp category of
Γ-equivariant measure
preserving maps
between probability
spaces, 37

Prob(X) the set of probability
measures on X, 81, 83

Prob(Γ y X)the set of Γ-invariant
probability measures
on X, 81, 83

Q

Q set of rational
numbers,

R

R set of real numbers,
rg rank gradient, 3, 132

RMod category of left
R-modules,
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ModR category of right
R-modules,

R · x R-orbit of x, 92

S

S1 the circle, 10
SF(Γ) set of all finite index

subgroups, 3
SMeas(X) the space of finite

signed measures on X,
81, 83

SOE stable orbit
equivalence, 43

U

U(H) group of unitary
operators on H, 60

Z

Z set of integers,
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Index

A

Abel prize, B.14

absolute rank gradient, 132

absolutely continuous, A.9

action

coset translation, 15, 18

diagonal, 19, B.6

ergodic, 52

essentially free, 9

examples, 10

induction, 43

left translation, 15, 18

measurable fundamental do-
main, 17

measure preserving, 8

mixing, 53

monoid, 9

orbit, 9, B.6

orbit equivalence, 43

probability measure preserv-
ing, 9

profinite completion, 25

stabiliser, 9

stable orbit equivalence, 43

standard, 10

almost everywhere, A.4

almost everywhere defined map,
36

almost invariant vectors, 146
amalgamated free product, A.13
amenability, 141, 161, B.26
amenable

equivalence relation, 148
inner amenable, 131
measure equivalence, 165
orbit equivalence, 164

amenable group, 142
Abelian, 142
characterisations, 145
ergodic theorem, 167, 168, 169
Følner sequence, 145
finite group, 142
inheritance, 143
orbit relation, 148
QI-invariance, 144
Reiter sequence, 145
solvable groups, 144
unitary representation, 146

aperiodic, 93
array, see ladder
arXiv, B.26
asteroids, B.6
atom-free, A.9
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averaging operator, 64, B.14

B

Benford’s law, 79, B.16
Bernoulli shift, 27, 54

conjugacy, B.10
multiplerecurrence, 55
standard, 27
universality, 41, B.10

billiards, B.14
Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem, 70
Blorx, B.30
Borel measure, A.5
Borel σ-algebra, A.3
bounded, 162

C

Carathéodory theorem, A.5
characteristic function, A.7
cheap, 122
cheap group, B.24
circle, 10, 18

digit shift, 12, 38
interactively, 13
interval, 10
Lebesgue measure, 10, 11
rotation, 11, 38
simplicial volume, 172

classification problem, 39
cocompact lattice, 15
cocycle, 45, 50, B.10
complete section, see section
completely metrisable, A.4
conditional expectation, A.10

uniform, 88
conjecture

rank vs. Heegaard genus, 139
conjugacy, 35, 38
Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem, 161
consistency condition, A.6
consistency theorem, A.6
convex set, 81
coproduct

of groups, A.15

coset translation action, 15, 18
cost, 102, 122, B.24

amenable groups, 166
cheap, 122
diagonal action, B.24
ergodic decomposition, 127
finite index subgroups, 123
first L2-Betti number, 130
fixed price, 122
free product, 111
hyperfinite, 153
hyperfiniteness, B.26
inner amenable, 131
lower bound, 108
of amenable groups, 123
of finite equivalence relations,

109
of finite group actions, 109
of finite groups, 123
of free groups, 123
of product groups, 123
of sections, 105
of smooth equivalence relations,

108
of subrelations, B.22
of Z, 123
of Z2, 123
orbit equivalence, 129
product, 119
profinite completion, 132
property (T), 131
realisation, B.22
simplicial volume, 175
trivial, 123
weak containment, 126

cylinder set, A.5

D

decimal representaiton, 76
decomposable graphing, 111

decomposition, 112
lower bound, 111

decomposition lemma, 112
density, 32
diagonal action, 19, B.6
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digit distribution, 77
digit shift on circle, 38
digit shift on the circle, 12
domain, 103
doubly recurrent, 154
Dye’s theorem, 155
dynamical system, 7

ergodic, 52
examples, 10
extension, 39
factor, 39
induction, 43, B.10
mixing, 53
orbit equivalence, 43
orbit relation, 42
stable orbit equvialence, 43
weak containment, 40
weak equivalence, 40

E

EMD*, 137
equality almost everywhere, 36
equivalence relation, A.21

generated by partial automor-
phisms, 100

equivariant map, 37
ergodic, 52, B.16

measured equivalence relation,
99

orbit relation, 99
uniquely, 84
unitary representation, 62

ergodic decomposition, 80, 85, 86,
87, B.18

cost, 127
ergodic theorem, 64, 167

amenable, 167, 168, 169
Birkhoff, 70
maximal, 70
mean, 65, 66, 68
pointwise, 70, 78
unique ergodicity, 84
von Neumann, 65

ergodic theory, 1
applications, 1

Why?, 1
ergodicity, 51, 67

via invariant functions, 56
via Koopman representation,

62
via orbit relation, 99

escape, B.30
essentially free action, 9
extension, 39
extreme point, 81

F

factor, 39, 41
Feldman-Moore theorem, 93
Fields medal, B.8
finite standard equivalence relation,

109
fixed price, 122
fixed price problem, 129
Følner criterion, 145, 162
Følner sequence, 145

tempered, 169
Følner set, 145
formal proof, B.24
four colour theorem, B.20
free group, A.13

non-amenability, 142
rank, A.16
universal property, A.13

free product, 109, A.13
rank gradient, 138

full group, 96
full groupoid, 96
Furstenberg’s multiple recurrence

theorem, 32

G

generalised Rokhlin lemma, 169
generating set

product, B.20
genus, 139
gradient

rank gradient, 3
graphing, 100, 101, B.20
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decomposable, 111
existence, 101
unfolding trick, 114, 115
word, 103

Green-Tao theorem, 35
group

amalgamated free product, A.15
amenable, 142, 145
cheap, 122, B.24
coproduct, A.15
cost, 122
discrete, 16
Følner sequence, 145
fixed price, 122
free, A.13
free product, A.13
Heisenberg, 16, B.6
Hopfian, B.8
inner amenable, 131
measure equivalence, 46, B.28
profinite completion, 23, 25,

26
property (T), 131
property EMD*, 137
rank, 103
rank gradient, 132, B.22
Reiter sequence, 145
residual chain, 23
residually finite, 21, 22, 26
unimodular, 17

groupoid
full, 96

H

Haar measure, 16
Heegaard genus, 139
height, 158
Heisenberg group, 16, B.6
homotopy category, 37
Hopfian group, B.8
hyperfinite, 149
hyperfiniteness

cost, B.26

I

implementation
decomposition estimate, B.28
equivalence relations, A.20
Følner sequences, A.31, B.26
generating sets of products,

A.31
graphing, B.24
graphings, A.31
graphs of functions, A.31
odometer relation, A.31, B.28
orbit relation, B.24
orbits, B.18
rank, B.22

independence, 109
index

of an ME coupling, 46
induction, 43, B.10
initial object, B.4
inner amenable, 131
integrable function, A.7
integral, A.6
integral foliated simplicial volume,

174
profinite completion, 175

integration, A.6
interval, 10
interval exchange transformation,

B.12
invariant mean, 142, 148
invariant vector, 62
inverse limit

probability measure, 25
universal property, 24

Isabelle, A.17

K

Kac’s formula, B.14
Kolmogorov consistency theorem,

A.6
Koopman operator, 61
Koopman representation, 61, B.12

ergodicity, 62
orthogonal projection, 63

L
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L2-Betti number
inner amenable, 131
property (T), 131

L2-Betti numbers, 130
ladder, 158

orbit, 160
refinement, 159

lattice, 15, 16, 19, B.6
cocompact, 15

left translation action, 15, 18
left-invariant mean, 142
library, 6

M

map
almost everywhere defined, 36
measurable, A.3
measure preserving, 36

marker lemma, 95
markers, 95
maximal ergodic theorem, 70
maximal inequality, 72, B.14
ME, see measure equivalence
ME coupling

fusion, 47
mean, 142

invariant, 148
measurable fundamental domain,

17, B.4
measurable map, A.3
measurable space, A.3
measure, A.4

absolutely continuous, A.9
atom-free, A.9
Borel, A.5
Haar, 16
outer Radon, A.5
probability, A.4
product measure, A.6
push-forward, A.5
signed, 81, 83
slicing, 147
uniqueness, A.5

measure equivalence, 42, 46, B.24
amenable groups, 165

cocycle, 50
measure extension theorem, A.5
measure preserving, 8
measure preserving action, 8

conjugacy, 38
examples, 10

measure preserving map, 36, B.4
measure space, A.4
measured equivalence relation, 97

ergodic, 99
isomorphism, 98
morphism, 98
Poincaré recurrence, B.20

ME coupling, 46
index, 46

mixing, 51, 53
implies ergodic, 53
unitary representation, B.12
via Koopman representation,

B.12
Moore ergodicity theorem, 60
µ-amenable, 148
multiple recurrence

Bernoulli shift, 55
multiple recurrence theorem, 32

N

non-free locus, B.4
normal number, 76

existence, 77
simply normal, B.16

null set, A.4

O

odometer relation, 156, B.28
OE, see orbit equivalence
OE-rigid, 45
operator

averaging, 64, B.14
Koopman, 61
positive, 72

orbit, 9, 92, B.18
orbit equivalence, 42, 43, 98, 129

amenable groups, 164
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cocycle, 45, B.10
orbit relation, 42, 92, 101, 103,

109, B.20
amenability, 148
as measured equivalence rela-

tion, 98
as standard equivalence rela-

tion, 92
ergodicity, 99
full group, 97
measured, 97
product, 119

Ornstein-Weiss theorem, 164
outer Radon measure, A.5

P

parametrised simplicial volume, see
integral foliated simplicial
volume

partial automorphisms, 96
partial sub-equivalence relation, 162
π-system, 11, A.5
Poincaré recurrence, 29, B.20

metric version, B.8
pointwise ergodic theorem, 78
Polish space, A.4
positive density, 3
positive operator, 72
positive upper density, 32, B.8
powers of 2

first digits, 77
probability measure, A.4

inverse limit, 25
probability measure preserving ac-

tion, 9
examples, 10

probability space
standard Borel, A.9

problem
amenability of Thompson’s group,

144
Euler characteristic, 174
fixed price, 129
integral approximation of sim-

plicial volume, 173

rank gradient, 137
von Neumann, 144

product
generating set, B.20
rank gradient, 119
standard equivalence relations,

119
product action, 119
product measure, A.6, B.2

existence, A.6
product σ-algebra, A.5

universal property, A.6
product space, 19
profinite completion, 23, 25, 26,

B.8
cost, 132
simplicial volume, 175
universal property, 26

proof assistant, A.17, B.20
proof assistants

Why?, 4
property (T)

cost, 131
proportionality principle, 177
push-forward measure, A.5

R

Radon-Nikodym derivative, A.9
rank, 3, 103

of a free group, A.16
rank gradient, 3, 132, B.22

amalgamated free products, 138
free products, 138
HNN-extensions, 138
of products, 119
via cost, 132, 137

rank vs. Heegaard genus conjec-
ture, 139

real world, B.2
rearrangement cocycle, 45, B.10
recurrence, 29

for equivalence relations, B.20
multiple, 32
paradox, 31
Poincaré, 29
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reduced word, A.14
refinement, 159
regular representation, 146
Reiter criterion, 145
Reiter sequence, 145
representation

Koopman, 61, B.12
unitary, 60

residual chain, 23
residually finite group, 21, 22, 26
Riesz representation theorem, 83
rigidity, 45, 60
ring (of subsets), A.5
Rohlin lemma, see Rokhlin lemma
Rokhlin lemma, 153

generalised, 169
rotation on the circle, 11, 38
rung, 158

S

section, 105
cost, 105

separable space, A.4
shift

Bernoulli, 27
digit shift, 12

shuffling cards, B.12
σ-algebra, A.3

Borel, A.3
generated, A.3
product, A.5

signed measure, 81, 83
simplciial volume, 171
simple function, A.7
simple normality, B.16
simplicial volume, 172

circle, 172
cost, 175
hyperbolic 3-manifolds, 176
integral foliated, 174
known values, 172
parametrised, 174
profinite completion, 175
stable integral, 173

slicing measure, 147

smooth equivalence relation, B.20
smooth standard equivalence rela-

tion, 105
SOE, see stable orbit equivalence
space

completely metrisable, A.4
measurable, A.3
measure, A.4
polish, A.4
separable, A.4
standard Borel, A.4
standard Borel probability, A.9

stabiliser, 9
stable integral simplicial volume,

173
hyperbolic 3-manifolds, 176
profinite completion, 175

stable orbit equivalence, 43
standard action, 10
standard Bernoulli shift, 27
standard Borel probability space,

A.9
standard Borel space, 10, A.4
standard equivalence relation, 92,

B.18
amenable, 148, 161
aperiodic, 93
finite, 109
free product, 109
full group, 96
full groupoid, 96
graphing, 100, 101
hyperfinite, 149
independence, 109
measured, 97
odometer, 156
orbit, 92
partial automorphisms, 96
product, 119
restriction, 92
section, 105
slicing measure, 147
smooth, 105, B.20
subrelation, 92
treeing, 101
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vanishing sequence of mark-
ers, 95, B.18

strong law of large numbers, 73,
B.14

subrelation, 92
Szemerédi’s theorem, 33

T

tempered Følner sequence, 169
terminal object, B.4
theorem

Abért-Weiss, 41
amenability, 145
Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem, 70
Carathéodory, A.5
Connes-Feldman-Weiss, 161
Dye, 155
ergodic, 64, 84, 167
ergodic decomposition, 87
ergodic theorem, 65, 66, 68,

70, 167, 168, 169
existence of product measures,

A.6
Følner criterion, 145
Feldman-Moore, 93
four colour theorem, B.20
Fubini, A.8
Furstenberg’s multiple recur-

rence, 32
Green-Tao, 35
Kac’s formula, B.14
Kolmogorov consistency, A.6
marker lemma, 95
maximal ergodic theorem, 70
maximal inequality, 72
mean ergodic theorem, 65, 68,

167
measure extension, A.5
Moore ergodicity, 60
multiple recurrence, 32
Ornstein-Weiss, 164
Poincaré recurrence, 29, B.24
pointwise ergodic theorem, 70,

78
Radon-Nikodym, A.10

Reiter criterion, 145
Riesz representation theorem,

83
Rokhlin lemma, 153, 169
strong law of large numbers,

73, B.14
Szemerédi, 33
von Neumann ergodic theo-

rem, 65
topological group, 15
treeing, 101

U

unfolding trick, 114, 115
uniform conditional expectation, 88
uniform lattice, see cocompact lat-

tice
unimodular group, 17
uniquely ergodic, 84
unitary representation, 60

almost invariant vectors, 146
amenability, 146
ergodic, 62
invariant vector, 62
Koopman representation, 61
mixing, B.12
regular, 146

universal property
free generating set, A.16
free group, A.13
inverse limit, 24
product σ-algebra, A.6
profinite completion, 26

universality of Bernoulli shifts, 41

V

vanishing sequence of markers, 95,
B.18

von Neumann ergodic theorem, 65
von Neumann problem, 144

W

weak containment, 35, 40, 41
cost, 126
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weak equivalence, 40
weak topology, 83
weak* convergence, 83
Why ergodic theory?, 1
Why proof assistants?, 4
word, 103

domain, 103
reduced, A.13
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